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Washington, D.C. i December 1946 
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Trons 

To: 

Subjs 

Enel: 

Technical Director. 

Deouty Taek Force Commander for Technical Direction. 

Heport on Instrumentation Program of Technicml Staff. 

(A) Copy of subject report. 

1. Herewith is submitted the report of the Technical Director on 

the inetrumentation urogram. This report is intended to summarize 

l otJoctWee and results of the program to a degree 
that t iould be useful for staff information, for the Historian's 
Office and for the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

reirrt! ar%now ïein« received for all instrumentation 
fíí V Cople* of BUch final reports as are now available 
win be submitted separately at this time and others will be 
submitted as they are comoleted. 

SÜÄ"Ur* at thlB tlm® t0 expr*BB appreciation and 
that of all 013 personnel for the consideration, assistance and 

support received from the Task Torce and from you personally. It 

was a great experience and a privilege to be associated with you. 

four sympathetic leadership was of incalculable value to the success 
of the program and a great contribution to the advancement of 

relations between civilian scientists and service personnel. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The instnunentatiom program of Operation Crossroade probably com* 

prised the most extensive and elaborate program of experimental measure* 

ment and observation ever undertaken in the field. In all some 500 

scientists and technical men, including service and civilian personnel, 

participated. They were assilfted by at least an equal number of en» 

listed and civilian aides who acted as work parties, boat crews, der» 

ical, and laboratory aides ^ These groups and individuals came from 

government agencies, the armed forces, universities, and other activi¬ 

ties. Major groups, for example, came from the Naval Research Labora» 

tory, Naval Ordnance Laboratory, David Taylor Model Basin, University 

of Washington, Wright Field, and Los Alamos Laboratory of the Manhattan 

Engineer District. Smaller groups and individuals came from dozens of 

schools and establishments. 

Because of the short period allowed for preparation (originally 

only from 7 Jan when the details of the program were worked out in 

a large conference, until 20 Mar 46 when the laboratory ships were to 

sail), it was necessary to the maximum extent possible to use or modify 

existing equipment and to call on existing agencies to furnish specialised 

groups and to undertake specific assignments. Thus, the Bureau of 

Ordnance, USN, undertook to look after all shock and blast effects in 

free air and water; and the Bureau of Ships, USN, undertook to look 

after blast, acceleration, displacement and similar measurements in and 

near ships. The Army Air Forces and the Navy Photographic Service divided 

the major photographic assignments. The organisation chart Appendix II 
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of Annex G ahows in general how the various tasks were apportioned, while 

the individual project sheets of the annex show specifically how each 

assigned measurement was carried out. 

The major outline of the instrumentation program was laid out in 

conferences held in the Navy Department in late December 1945 and early 

January 1946 in which representatives of the Manhattan District and of 

the interested service agencies participated. Most of the groups and 

agencies involved set up planning and technical committees to work out 

details* The final instrumentation plan was in some respect a compro¬ 

mise between those who felt that the prime object of the test was to 

observe the effect of the bomb on naval vessels and that consequently 

little instrumentation was needed other than to determine the efficiency 

of the bomb and its position; and those, on the other hand, who felt 

that the test was an opportunity to try out nearly every measuring device 

ever know to science. The final decision, which was fairly closely 

adhered to, was that measurements should oe of a practical nature, as 

opposed to those of purely scientific interest. Plans were made to 

gather data which would be (l) useful to designers of ships and ordnance 

material in assessing damage from and designing protection against atom 

bombs, (2) valuable in determining the nature, range, and duration of 

radiation danger from both types of burst and the best protection from 

it, (3) necessary to determine the bomb efficiency, burst location, 

wave formation, and ship movement, (4) helpful in providing counter 

intelligence means. Most of the measurements in Annex G to the Operations 

Plan will be found to fall into these categories. 

A further consideration in planning the instrumentation program 
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arose from the facts that tho bomb might miss the target in lest A, 

that it might vary considerably in efficiency, and that some of tho 

instruments might fail because of mechanical, time signal., or \ eather 

difficulties. Several methods were therefore provided for most deter¬ 

minations, and the number of each type of instrument and the overlapping 

of instrument ranges were greater than would have been necessary in a 

more accurately predictable test, or ono in ..hich a repetition was 

possible or likely. In Test À for extimple 200 cameras, 350 ball crusher 

gauges, 300 5 gallon cans, 400 photographic bodges to measure radiation, 

and 500C sulphur capsules were used. The total number of other instru¬ 

ments and gauges employed was above 5000. The wisdom of this procedure 

was amply proven in Test a, where, in spite of timing difficulties and 

error in drop, adequate data on all needed quantities were obtained. 
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SURVEY OF RESULTS 

Although the phenomena of the explosiona are by now very familiar 

to most of those to whom this report will come, the following details 

are placed on record for use in future studies of the data«, Bomb A was 

dropped from a B-29 plane and detonated 518 ft above the surface at 

22h 0010 34 / _ 55 on 30 June 46 GOT and date. At the surface the tempera¬ 

ture was 30° 0, the pressure 1012.2 millibars, and the relative humidity 

68£. The wind was 11 knots from 145° (True). The initial explosion 

quickly grew to a ball of fire which was clearly in view for 2 sec. It 

was then obscured by the condensation cloud. This began to thin after 

4 sec and was completely gone after 15 sec. The cloud rose to 13,000 ft 

during the first minute; after 7 rain the top was stationary at an altitude 

oi 40,000 ft. The cloud could be identified visually for about one hour 

after the explosion. 

Bomb B was suspended from LBM-60 at a depth of 90 ft below the 

surface, and was detonated at 21^1 34m 59.7s on 24 July 46 GOT and date, 

when the surface temperature was 30° C, the pressure 1011.8 millibars, 

and the relative humidity 73^. The wind was 7 knots from 135° (True). 

The first visual indication of the Bomb B explosion was white water 

on both sides of LSM-60. A dome began to rise at the rate of approxi¬ 

mately 11,000 ft/sec. when it was about 400 ft high, bright jets of 

flame burst through the top. They lasted about 35 nilliseconds. After 

0.14 sec, when the dome height was 570 ft a dark colored smoke, through 

which flames glowed, was noticeable at the tcp of the dome. After 0.35 

sec the smoke formed a well-defined ball of 500 ft radius and a white 
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aten 500 ft higher. By 0.89 sec ball and stem had merged to a white- 

baaed black-topped cone, the jagged top having a radius of approximately 

970 ft and a height of 2,400 ft. At 0.9 sec the condensation cloud began 

to form aa a skirt about midway up the cone. The horisontal radius of 

the cloud grew with approximately acoustic velocity; it spread more 

alcwly vertically to form a convex upper surface and a flat, sharply 

defined horisontal lower surface. At 0.13 sec a second ring of conden¬ 

sation cloud began to form below the first, and at 0.14 sec still a 

third ring of cloud began to expand radially and upward from the surface 

of the water. By 2.0 sec these clouds had merged completely. At 3.5 

sec the condensation cloud, still expanding radially, began to thin 

near the base end; at 4.5 sec a vertical column of water could be 

clearly seen. At 7 sec the condensation cloud was still expanding radi¬ 

ally but thinning, leaving the water column unobscured. 

The column probably contained less than 500,000 tons of water. It 

is believed that most of th^ water was present as a suspension of fine 

drops in a hollow cylinder roughly 300 ft thick extending from 700 to 

1000 ft. The density of this suspension was about six times the density 

of air, and by 10-12 sec the entire mass of water and air in the cylindrical 

shell of the column had commenced to subside at a velocity which ultimately 

reached more than 75 mi an hour, as the suspension of water and air fell 

from the column it billowed outward over the target ships as the "base 

surge". The probable nature and origin of the base surge are discussed 

in detail in Appendix I, Volume II hereto: "Characteristics of the Base 

Surge" by Cdr Roger Revelle. 
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Th* front of th* bas* surge moved rapidly outward, at first with 

a Telocity in excess of 60 ni an hour. The velocity decreased linearly 

with increasing radius. At the sane tine the volune of the base surge 

cloud rapidly increased and the density decreased both through fall-out 

of water and through dilution with large quantities of air. When the 

leading edge was 1600 ft from the explosion center the density of the 

cloud was four tines that of air and the dynanic pressure of the noving 

suspension was equivalent to that fron a 120 ni an>hour wind. At its 

greatest extent the base surge extended to 2000 yd in an upwind dir¬ 

ection, to about 3000 yd crosswind and to none than 4000 yd downwind. 

Water continued to fall out of th* surge cloud for upward of 20 win. 

It* is estinated that the total fall-out amounted to more than an inch of 

rain on the target ships and th* Lagoon surface. After about four Bins 

the density had decreased to such an extent through fall-out of water 

that th* cloud lifted several hundred yards above th* surface of th* 

Lagoon. 

Water also fell fron the cauliflower cloud, but although this cloud 

was nost impressive in appearance, it probably contained little water 

in comparison to that in the base surge and it did not extend over as 

large an area in any direction. 

Throughout its entire extent, the base surge contained enomous 

quantities of radioactive material. Owing to fall-out, dilution, and 

radioactive decay, the intensity of radiation from the »nig* cloud de- 

oreseed approximately inversely as the 3.5 power of th* time, so that 

after 10 min the radioactivity in the cloud was probably not lethal. 
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Of first importance to the interpretation of the raried phenomena 

of Operation Crossroads «ras the construction of accurate tables giring 

ship and burst locations, and ship headings at the time of detonations. 

Photographs taken seconds before the detonations from towers o^ the 
t 

islands were interpreted to determine the exact positions of certain 

readily identifiable ships, including SARATOGA, NAGATO, and PRlÄz EUGEN, 

by triangulation. Aerial photographs taken seconds before the detonation 
I 

in both Test A and Test B, were interpreted to determine the positions 

of other ships relative to these, and to ascertain the relative bearing 

of the burst from all ships. It is believed that the bow positions are 

all correct within 20 yd and the headings within 2°. Negatives of Test A 

taken from Amen and Enyu Islands, so over-exposed that no trace of detail 

appeared in the first prints, were reprinted on an extremely high contrast 

film; the outline of the fireball and the horison were then clearly seen, 

and the diameter and distance easily measured. Computation of burst 

height from measurements on these films lead to a value of 518 ft in each 

case. The probable error is believed to be less than 10 ft. Details of 

these calculations will be found in encliy^re (B) hereto: "Report of 

Determination of Burst Height, Test Able" by Lt. Cdr. J. K. Debenham and 

Ens. H. U. Archer. Tables of ship positions are given in enclosure (A), 

hereto: "Report on Determinations of Ship and Burst Locations" by Dr. 

E. S. Gilfillan, Jr. 

In appraisal of the results of blast, pressure, and shock measure¬ 

ments three enclosures hereto, (C) "Coordinator's Report of Air Blast 

and Water Shock in Tests ABLE and BAKER", (D) "Reasons for Expecting the 
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Peak Pressure to Fall off with the Radius Faster than R'1", and "Origin 

of Second and Higher Pulses" by Dr. W. G. Penney, and (E) "Report on Ship 

Instrumentation other than Air Blast and Undenrater Pressure" by Cdr. 

C. H. Cerlach, are particularly useful. All will repay the most careful 

reading. In small compass the theory and results of the diverse types 

of measurement are brought into mutual relationship. 

The philosophy underlying the instrumentation program was that 

only one parameter of the blast wave need be measured at any point, be¬ 

cause the wealth of information provided by model experiments permitted 

the complete blast wave to be constructed from just one reading of a 

single instrument. It had been found '.‘rom measurements on several hundred 

small explosions that the shape of the pressure-time curve varied in a 

simple, predictable way with distance and the site of the charge. By 

simple mathematical processes the net impulse over a given time and the 

shook and wind velocities could be computed. Conversely, from a simple 

measurement of peak pressure, positive impulse, duration of the positive 

phase, or shock velocity, the whole pressure-time curve and related mechan¬ 

ical parameters could be deduced. The correctness of this theory was 

strikingly demonstrated by the blast, pressure, and shock measurements 

of Test A and Test B| the confidence which the planners had in it is re¬ 

flected in the large number of instruments designed to give Just one a..tum 

per shot. However, an equally basic planning policy was to provide suf¬ 

ficient overlap of instrumental function so that the failure of any parti¬ 

cular theory or group of instruments would not leave a gap in the over¬ 

all technical picture. Instruments to record the complete pressure-time 
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curve were therefore distributed throughout the target array. 

In Test A the air blast measurements were made with Instruments of 

familiar type: pleso electric, strain resistor diaphragm, engine indicator, 

free piston, condenser diaphragm, aluminum foil, ball crusher, and Impulse 

(Hilliar) gauges, as well as new types including collapsing cans, blast 

pipes, and diaphragm pressure-time instruments. The theory of each of 

these instruments is sketched in enclosures (C) and (D). The agfeement 

of these diverse types of measurement with the theoretical curves computed 

by the Los Alamos groups, and the curves fitted by the Bureau of Ord¬ 

nance to a variety of blast records for TNT explosions is remarkable. 

It appears to prove that, for distances greater than 250 yd, at least, 

there is no difference in the blast produced by TNT and by atomic ex¬ 

plosives of equal energy release. All the present evidence is that the 

blast effects produced were the same as would have been expected from 

an actual charge of approximately 20,000 tons of TNT. 

In Test A the peak pressure at the surface of the Lagoon directly 

below the burst was 2000 psi gauge) at 500 yd, 1000 yd, and 2000 yd hori- 

aontal distance from the point directly below the burst the figures were 

53 psi gauge, 10.5 psi gauge, and 3.1 psi gauge respectively. The cor¬ 

responding durations of the positive pressure phase vsrs*Qfc4 ~/%W5 

BÍ|a/fehd 1.0 sec. The water pressure directly under the explosion was 

not measured but must have been the same as the air pressure, 2000 psi 

vgauge at the surface, diminishing slighly with increasing depth. The 

underwater pressure contours show far more detail than were observed in 

air pressure contours. Away from the center the water pressures were 
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approximately tvloe the air pressures, the high pressure propagating 

with less attenuation than in air. At some radii there were two distinct 

underwater shocks. Doubtless the second shock as well as much of the 

later detail was due to reflections. 

In Test B the air blast was 22 psi gauge at 500 yd, 4.8 psi gauge 

at 1000 yd, and 2.8 psi gauge at 15^0 yd. The duration of the positive 

pressure pulse at 900 yd was 0,5 sec. The underwater pressures «nd dur¬ 

ations , depending as they do both on radius and depth, are not easy to 

summarise, and recourse must be had to enclosure (C) for details. Generally 

speaking, there were two shocks of approximately the same intensity and 

duration with about one-tenth sec interval between. At mid-depth the 

peak water pressure at 835 yd was 7000 psi gaugei at 1084 yd, 4400 psi 

gauge; and at 2060 yd, 1400 psi gauge. Duration of the two pulses at 

different radii and depths ranged from 0 to 7 milliseconds. In Dr. W. G. 

Penney's report "Origin of Second and Higher Pulses", enclosure (D) 

hereto, a theory is given of reflections which accounts in semi- 

quantitative fashion for the position, intensity, duration and spacing. 

Numerous shock-measuring instruments were installed in target 

vessels. The records are complicated and not yet completely inter¬ 

preted; but it is a fair statement that in Test A at distances of more 

than 1000 yd from the burst, shook phenomena were within the range of 

previous operating experience, except for effects on very light super¬ 

structures. In Test B the accelerations at 1050 yd were less t.h«n 200 g. 

The greatest suddenly acquired velocity (Impulsive Velocity) — at 750 yd — 

was 17 ft/seo. This is roughly the threshold of structural response in- 
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volTing a small permanent deflection. For both teste the radius of neg¬ 

ligible damage was about 1000 yd. 

In enclosure (D) a theory is given from which positions of equal 

damage on Test B and in atomic explosions at greater depth, can be com¬ 

puted when the pressure in Test B at a depth equal to the draft of the 

ship is known. The importance of being able to do this should be parti- 
I 

cularly noted. It is the means whereby the mechanical experience of 

Operation Crossroads can be translated into tactical doctrine. 

The work of the Oceanographic Section is reported by Commander 

Roger Revelle as enclosure (F), hereto, "Report of the Coordinator of 

Oceanography". There were three major objectives, (1) to obtain infor¬ 

mation on currents and diffusion in Bikini lagoon and surrounding ocean 

waters, in order to estimate the rate of decrease of concentration «nd 

the movement of radioactive materials released into the water by bombs, 

(2) to determine the effects of the explosions on the Lagoon waters, the 

living organisms, and the geological characteristics of the atoll - this 

included measurements of the waves and seismic disturbances produced by 

the bombs, as well as studies of changes in bottom depth and sediments, 

and destructive or other ecological effects on the flora and fauna, (3) 

as a natural corollary of the last problem, to carry out an integrated 

investigation of the natural environment -- in brief to gain as much pure¬ 

ly scientific information as possible concerning this little known area, 

which had never previously been extensively studied by American Scient¬ 

ists. In order to carry out these objectives, the cooperation of federal 

scientific agencies such as the Geological Survey, the Coast and Geo¬ 

detic Survey, the Smithsonian Institution, and the Fish and Wild Life 
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¿¿enrice was enlisted, as well as that of several universities and re¬ 

search institutions, and of Navy laboratories. The work of the Oceano¬ 

graphic Section was thus to a high degree a "joint" operation. Biol epi¬ 

cal, geological, and physical oceanographic studies were begun in early 

Uaroh and continued until the end of August. 

The general ocean circulation in this part of the Northern Marshalls 

area was found to set west at one-half to one knot, moving most rapidly 

along shore lines paralleling its course, and being reduced or reversed 

in eddy systems leeward of atolls. Currents were largely confined to 

the upper 300 meters, with little motion below 500 meters. Temperatures 

and salinities were always found closely correlated, being respectively 

27-29° C and 34.5 parts per thousand at the surface, and 3° 0 and 34*6 

parts per thousand at 1500 meters. The primary circulation inside Bikini 

Lagoon is rotary in a vertical plane, with upwelling in the eastern and 

sinking in the western end. In the target area, a relatively thin sur¬ 

face layer follows the wind at speeds from 0.2 to 0.5 knots, depending 

on wind speed, and overlies a thicker and slower moving bottom layer 

in which the water moves at speeds of about 0.1 knot, approximately in 

the opposite direction to the current at the surface. Surface currents 

quickly change with wind velocity but bottom currents respond slowly. 

Interchange between lagoon and ocean waters takes place over reefs 

and passes at a relatively slow rate, more than 25 days being required 

for half the water in the lagoon to be replaced by new water flowing 

in from the ocean. Vertical mixing takes place relatively rapidly 

under normal conditions, with the peculiar result that the highest con¬ 

centration of radioactive material tends to remain near the area of 
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release, and the concentration is diainiehed primarily by lateral dif¬ 

fusion, current transport being relatively ineffective. Vertical mixing 

was abnormally low after Test B because of the very light wind conditions 

and the stabilising of the water column, so that the rate of decrease of 

concentration was about as great as it would have been had the currents 

been much stronger. In general, however, the predicted transport and 

diffusion of radioactive material agreed well with observations. 

The program of measurement of surface water waves in the target 

area and in shallow water off Bikini Island, using primarily mechanical 

bottom-pressure recorders, shore recording bottom-mounted hydrophones, 

echo sounders, and tower and aerial photography was highly successful» 

Although no instrumental results were obtained in Test B inside 2100 ft, 

measurements in to about 1100 ft were obtained from tower photographs. 

The data from this test are particularly complete and should form a 

satisfactory base for detailed theoretical analysis. 

Waves in Test A were very small and consisted, first, of a slight 

depression on the water surface amounting to about 6 ft near 100 yd, 

followed by an even smaller rise. In Test B, where the waveswere more 

impressive, the wave height from trough to crest was 94 ft at a 

distance of 1000 ft from the explosion. Out to 8000 ft the first wave 
« 

was the highest; average maximum heights decreased inversely with distance 

out to this range being respectively 47 ft, 24 ft, and 13 ft at distances 

of 2000 ft, 4000 ft, and 8000 ft. The first wave disturbances to arrive 

was always a positive crest followed by a trough which on the average 

descended as far below the still water level as the crest rose above it. 
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Th« number of waves measurable with echo sounders or bottom pressure 

recorders increased from 3 near the explosion to 6 at 12,000 ft, and H 

or Moro at 22,000 ft. It 1. uilared that th. point of — »„. 

height was about 700 ft from th* target center. The first wave had a 

velocity of 74 ft/sec in water dleptha of 170 ft; its "effective wave 

length" increased linearly with distance from 1800 ft at a distance 

of 2000 ft from the explosion to 4800 ft at 12,000 ft. The period 

likewise increased linearly from 24 sec to 64 sec in going from 2000 

ft to 12,000 ft. The periods, wave lengths, and velocities of waves 

after the first one increased slighUy with increasing distance from 

the explosion but were, on the average, 16.5 sec, 1000 ft and 6l ft/sec 

respectively. In all its characteristics the first wave behaved differ¬ 

ently from the succeeding ones. It may be thought of as a long solitaiy 

wave generated directly by the explosion and receiving its 

energy from the high-velocity outward motion of the water. Beyond 2000 

ft the slope of the surface due to waves was never greater than Io. 

hear the target center the surface had a slope of 15° or mors and the 

waves were breaking. Within 10,000 ft the major part of the energy in 

the wave system was contained in the first five waves and was approxi- 

®ately 3 x 10 ergs or about 0.5* of the energy in the bomb. Compari¬ 

son of the results from Test B with extensive series of model studies 

of explosions in shallow water show that when the depth of the explo¬ 

sion is made proportional to the cube root of the charge weight, all 

experimental points are veiy well fitted by the assumption that wave 

height, in unite of charge radius, varies as the fourth root of the 
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charge weight« Theoretical consideration of this scaling ]aw suggests 

either (l) that big charges hare a greater efficiency in producing waves 

than small charges, or (2) that more of the energy available for wave 

formation may go into the first wave when the charge weight is large, or 

(3) that the ratio of wave length to height may decrease with increasing 

charge weight. The model studies also show that the column diameters 

in feet, for explosions ranging from 0.35 lb, to 976 lb TNT, are ap¬ 

proximately equal to 7.3 Her« W is expressed in pounds. When 
$ 

the waves entered shallow water their height markedly increased, in very 

good agreement with theory; photographic measurements show that the first 

breaker at Bikini was 15 ft high at the instant of breaking. Little 

damage was done by these breakers although some beach erosion occurred. 

Careful soundings before and after Test B show that over an* arua 

of about 250 yd by 700 yd the bottom was more than 20 ft deeper after 

the explosion, the maximum difference being about 25 ft. A net volume 

of 2,200,000 yd^ was moved by the explosion and marked changes in the 

character of the bottom sediments took place. These sediments became 

quite radioactive after the explosion; values of 10 to 50 microcuries 

per gram (computed back to a time four hours after the explosion) were 

found over an area more than 2 mi sq. The lower parts of the beaches 

on Bikini and Amen Islands and the lagoon-ward side of the reef between 

these islands were also made radioactive by absorption from the water 

/ 

carried by currents and diffusion from the target area to the beach. 

Relatively high-frequency seismic vibrations (period about 0.35 sec) of 
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fairly large amplitude - 1*9 mm - were observed at Amen Island after 

Teat B. The effective total energy in the aeismio diatnvbanoe at thia 

diatance waa a very email fraction of the energy of the bomb, only about 

1016 erga. Other aeiamio data have not yet been analysed. 

No significant effects on marii.e or land plants or animals resulted 

directly from the action of the Teat A, although some deatruotion on^ 

shore form] and sea birde occured due to the spreading of oil from dama» 

ged or sunken vessels. Definite but comparatively minor biological/changea 

occurred after Test B; one of the reasons for the absence of more slgni* 

fioant ecological effects was the poverty of the flora and fauna of xhe 

lagoon and the inner reefs. The concentration of radioactive materials 

by algae and their re-conoentration by algae-feeding fish may lead to 

long term changes, which may only be detected, if they occur, by care¬ 

ful re-examination of the area after several months. One of the most 

clear out biological changes was a marked bacterial increase in the 

bottom waters northwest of the target area, counts increasing from 30 

per cubic centimeter before the blast to thousands per cubic centimeter 

a week later. This increase in the numbers of bacteria was accompanied 

by a lowering of dissolved oxygen content from 0.46 to as little as 

0.15 volume per cent over an area of several square miles between the 

target center and the northern reef, extending westward from Bikini 

Island to Romuk. At the same time dissolved phosphate concentration 

increased, indicating oxidation of organic matter by bacteria and the 

liberation of the previously bound phosphate. These interrelated bio¬ 

chemical and bacterial changes would normally be expected to take place 
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only if1 large numbers of living animals and plants had been suddenly 

killed; the stirring up of the bottom sediment may possibly have re¬ 

sulted in suspending enough organic matter and bacteria to account 

for the effects i but the extremely low organic matter content of the 

sediments makes this unlikely. 

Reef building corals and calcareous algae were killed or enten- 

sively damaged in several areas but in most instances this is believed 

due to pollution by floating oil. In at least one locality, however, 

it appears probable that calcareous algae making up the outer reef 

buttresses were killed by radioactive contamination. 

Within the target urea the noise of snapping shrimp, one of 

the most characteristic underwater noises in the tropics, was 

silenced after Test B probably because of the destruction of these 

animals by the underwater shock. Several scores of fish apparently 

killed by the shock, were picked up after re-entry and many more un¬ 

doubtedly sank to the bottom or were eaten by scavengers. Minor damage 

to grasses and to the Tacca plant occurred on the lagoon side of Bikini 

Island due to saltwater flooding by the bomb waves. Damage to shore 

birds and marine invertebrates in the interidal zone was caused by 

accumulation of floating oils and their residues. Elsewhere snails, 

clams, and algae appeared fresh und healthy even when collected in 

areas of as little as one half hour tolerance. Likewise no signifi¬ 

cant changes in composition or abundance of zooplankton occured, 

even though plankton hauls were considerably higher in radioactivity 

than the waters from which they were collected. No significant re¬ 

duction or change in the relative abundance of reef fishes was detected 
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by the sampling methods employed. 

A 50% reduction in the catch of semipelagic fish, particularly 

dogtooth tuna and black skipjack, took place after Test B, but it is 

possible that this was part of a general trend occurring over a wide 

area, as a smaller percentage reduction in the catch of these species 

had occurred just previously in the Rongerik-Rongelap area, which was 

used as a statistical control. The number of pelagic fish taken by 

fishermen (yellow fin tuna and oceanic skipjack) actually increased 

after Test B. 

One of the outstanding examples of the scientific results of 

Operation Crossroads not directly related to the bomb tests was a 

seismic refraction survey of Bikini Lagoon, the primary purposes of 

which was to determine the subsurface structure and constitution of 

the atoll. Previous geological studies of atolls have yielded only 

meagre evidence bearing on these questions and the origin of atolls 

has long been one of the major problems of geology. By determining 

the travel times of seismic waves from depth charges dropped «1 <~>ng 

intersecting lines across the lagoon, it was demonstrated that three 

sones of different seismic velocity exist. The uppermost layer, 

2000 ft in thickness, appeal's to be composed of calcareous sediments 

similar to those now being deposited. Beneath it is a layer of 

slightly higher velocity, 7000 ft thick, possibly cons .sting of mixed 

limestone and volcanic ash, overlying the irregular surface of the 

igneous rock at a depth of approximately 9000 ft. Since the animals 

and plants whose skeletons make up the reef and the lagoon sediments 
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can only live in shallow water, it is evident that considerable subsi¬ 

dence had occurred during the formation of the atoll. 

The results of experiments on radio and radar transmissions are 

discussed in enclosure (G), "Summary Report on Electromagnetic Propa¬ 

gation" by Dr. E. W. Thatcher. Most of the experiments gave nega¬ 

tive results. The principal efforts were to determine: (l) the 

attentuation resulting from propagation through the cloud, (2) the radar 

reflecting properties of the cloud, and (3) the atmospheric electrical 

disturbances developed by the explosion. Conclusions are: (1) short ' 

range (less than 50 mi) propagation suffered attenuation only if the 

line of propagation passed directly through the cloud. Long range pro¬ 

pagation showed no damage in characteristics attributable to the bomb, 

(2) weak radar echos were observed briefly on 1 bands from the air burst. 

Strong echos were obtained in S, X, and K bands from the column thrown 

up by underwater burst, resulting in temporary obscuration of targets 

behind the cloud, (3) atmospheric noise was reported on only one receiver 

operating at maximum sensitivity approximately 16 mi from the air burst. 

The spectrum and thermal radiation from the bomb are discussed in 

enclosure (H), "Summary of Radióme try Measurements of Atom Bomb Test 

at Bikini in July, 1946" by Dr. E. 0. Hulbert, Spectrograms 

from-a distance of 18 mi, (sea) from Test A detonation extended fr« 

3f200 A to 8,600 A, the lower linit being set by atmospheric and the 

upper limit by lens attenuation. Absorption lines of oxygen, hydrogen, 

iron, sodium, and possibly of calcium and titanium, were observed. The 

intensity of the continuous emission spectrum, as measured on the photo- 
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graphlo plates, had a maximum at 7,000 A and fell off toward the ultra- 

Tiolet more rapidly than the solar spectrum. As correoted for atmos¬ 

pheric absorption the spectral energy distribution is approximately 

according to the Planck law, with deviations in the region from 4,000 A 

to 6,000 A. The total radiation from 3,400 A to 6,000 A at 18 sea mi 

is 6 X 10® ergs/cm^. 

It is known that in two narrow bands centered at 3,600 A and 9,400 

A less than 1% and 2^, respectively, of the toal energy received came 

during the first millisecond. This was deduced from the non-operation 

of certain photo-electric relays which would have tripped had the above 

peroentag« been exceeded. 

Total radiation from the cloud of Bomb A was no more than that due 

to reflected sunlight. 

The total thermal radiation between 3,200 A and 24,000 A was 

1.7 X 1021 ergs. The value similarly obtained at the Trinity bomb was 

5.7 X 1020 ergs. Converted to tons of TNT these figures are 40,000 tons 

and 13,000 tons, respectively. It is believed that uncertainties in 

the correction for atmospheric absorption, which might easily amount to 

a factor of 5 or more, are reflected in the above figures. The compari¬ 

son of the brightness of the Trinity and Bikini detonations, depending 

as it does on two corrections for atmospherio absorption, seems inconclusive. 

At a distance of 8.9 sea mi the energy received from the detonation 

of Bomb B had a maximum of 60 ergs/cm2 per sec 0.15 seo after initia¬ 

tion of the blast. A total of 14 ergs/cm2 was received. 

Airborne spectroscopes at a slant range of 7.2 sea mi at an alti¬ 

tude of 9,600 ft showed nothing from the Bomb B detonation. 
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Nuclear radiation in Test A was measured by means of airborne, 

surface, and submerged ionization tubes, including some recording install¬ 

ations in target ships, by several types of photographic effects, and by 

absorption of neutrons in sulfur, phosphorous, lithium, sodium, arsenic, 

and gold. Agreement betveen tests with various methods at the different 

atomic bomb explosions, and with the theory, was quite satisfactory. At 

1000 yd the total dosages were 1000 R of gamma rays of energies varying 

from 5 to 1.2 Mev, 3 Nev x 10^ thermal neutrons per square centimeter, 

8 
and 8 x 10 fast neutrons per square centimeter. The complete neutron 

spectrum was not determined. There was no measurement of alpha and beta 

rays at the time of the Test A detonation as these radiations do not pene¬ 

trate the skin and are of no energetic or tactical importance. 

Since the above mentioned coordinator's reports were written 

the official estimates of the doses of gamma rays, fast neutrons, and 

slow neutrons just sufficient to kill hall' the exposed personnel have 

been revised downward from 600 R to 400 R, corresponding to 1.4 x 1011 

per square centimeter of fast neutrons and 5 x 1011 slow neutrons per 

square centimeter. 

The nuclear radiation from the Bomb A detonation was such that 

beyond 2200 yd and in the open even mild forms of radiation sickness 

(delayed nausea and possible vomiting) would not have been produced 

at this distance. The total gamma dose was 10 R and o+her nuclear 

radiation was completely negligible. At ranges between 2200 yd and 

1700 yd, where the total dose of gamma radiation ranged from 10 R 

to 100 R, some exposed personnel would suffer loss of hair, brief 

sterility and possibly nausea and vomiting. At radii somawhat 
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greater than 1700 yd a goodly proportion of exposed personnel would 

become temporarily sick in about an hour, but most of them would be 

able to perform their duties again after several days. At ranges less 

than 1700 yd some personnel would be permanently incapacitated or 

would die, and all unprotected personnel would be out of action for a 

week or more. At a range of 1350 yd about half of the personnel 

exposed in the open would die within a month. At 1100 yd, where the 

total gamma dose was 1200 R, all exposed personnel would have died) 

the effect of other types of nuclear radiation was still negligible. 

At 2200 yd even 1 in of steel between personnel and the blast 

would have been sufficient to prevent radiation siCi ness, while at 

1700 yd, 4 In of steel would have been necessary. At 1350 yd, 6 in 

of steel protection would have been required to avoid all radiation 

sickness, but 3 in would have reduced or prevented serious illness and 

1 in would have reduced total fatalities from 50% to 5%. At 1100 yd, 

7 in would have eliminated radiation sickness, and 4 in would have 

prevented fatalities. At 750 yd, the greatest radius at which other 

types of nuclear radiation became physiologically significant, the 

total dose of gamma radiation was 6000 R, 11 in of steel would have 

protected against radiation sickness here, and 7 in would have pre¬ 

vented fatalities, although it would not have eliminated some chronic damage. 

Since gamma rays were emitted for a appreciable time after the 

detonation of Bomb A, that is, until after the radioactive cloud 

arisen from the surface, the total dose was not received all at once. 

At ranges greater than 700 yd, 15% would have been obtained in the first 

tenth of a sec, and 30* in the first half sec, 45* in the first sec, and 
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99* in tha first 10 sec. It is, therefore, possible that prompt 

evasive action by exposed personnel when they saw the flath would have 

been effective at certain ranges. For instance, at 1700 yd, 

shelter behind an inch of steel would have reduced the chance of fata¬ 

lity from 50* to 10*. Fast acting mechanical protective shutters could 

be effective in reducing mortality at even smaller ranges. 

At present not enough is known about the distribution of the neutron 

dose either in velocity or direction to estimate accurately the lethal 

ranges of neutrons or the shielding required to give protection from them. 

It appears that neutrons may present a severe hasard out to as far as 

1000 yd, and that from 7 in to 12 in of steel would be required for 

protection from neutrons at 800 yd. 

Within the range at which the neutrons are physiologically significant, 

the neutron dose is obtained so rapidly after the detonation that it 

would be impossible for personnel to take evasive action in order to 

avoid their effects. Personnel situated below the water line so that 

the neutrons would have to penetrate an appreciable thickness of water 

would obtain considerable protection from the neutrons. Future vessels 

designed to withstand the effects of atomic bombing might be constructed 

with a thin protective layer of some element having a high capture cross- 

section for slow neutrons. Cadmium would appear particularly promising 

for this purpose, but other substances might also be suitable. 

In Test A all but an insignificant fraction of the fission products 

were carried away by the cloud, whose activity was still detectable after 

it had moved 70 mi. Ueasureable but militarily insignificant radioactivity 

was induced in the lagoon and on target vessels by the neutron flux, 
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On th# surface at a distance of 1000 yd nuclear radiation fron the 

Bonb B detonation was not intense during the first 10 sec but became very 

strong as the fission products were brought down by water falling from 

the colunn. Thus, there would have been some time for manned and steam** 

ing ships to take evasive action. The largest first-hour dose, 36,300 

R was calculated for the GA£C0Nj|üR at a distance of 750 ydj the second 

largest, 5,600 R for the PENSACOLA at 500 yd. These had become 22 R 

and 14 R per day after 5 and 8 days respectively. In general the decay 

followed a 1/t^*^ law. 

In Test B from 10$ to 50$ of the fission products and unreacted 

bomb components remained in the water, where during the first hour the 

radiation was roughly equivalent to that from several thousand tons of 
. t 

radium. After one hour the intensity just above the surface of the 

lagoon near the center of the target area was about 480 R per day. 

Partly due to decay, partly to diffusion, 5 days after Test B there 

was nowhere an intensity of more than 0.1 R per day at the surface. 

Vertical diffusion was very slow. Bottom samples collected near the 

center of the burst showed high activity but this extended downward 

only a few inches and consisted of loose sand and mud deposited after 

the blast. It was noted that coral brought up by the blast and 

deposited as sand on the target vessels was very radioactive. 

Casualties to fish bjfr radiation were reported. It was observed 

that fish and marine life generally concentrate radioactive material, 

particularly in the gills and digestive tract. Fish were sufficiently 

radioactive that they could be photographed by simple contact with 

the film 
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"T«|bnieal Photography" by Lt. Cdr. J. K. Debenhaa is enclosure (It) 

hereto. This describes camera, methods, and administration. The actual 

results of the photography are all described by other coordinators. 

It seems unlikely that the key numerical values given above will 

be significantly changed by further analysis of the data. There is still, 

however, a rich harvest of detail to be reaped by further study. The 

purpose of the concluding paragraphs of this section is to point out 

the opportunities which exist, such work as is now in progress on them, 

and the way to further advances to round out find extend our view of 

Operation Crossroads as a technical achievement. 

Further theoretical work on the close-in pressure-time curves of 

atomic explosions should be done to determine how they may be expected 

to differ from ordinary explosions. It is understood that the Naval 

Ordnance Laboratory is undertaking experimental work with different 

sorts of molecular uegjjtoslb«* to throw light on this point. 

At bikini, it was notea that while the damage to massive objects 

could be understood in terms of hydrostatic pressure, the damage to 

light objects could be more easily interpreted in terms of wind velo¬ 

city. It was also noted that two adjacent foil-meters, both at right 

angles to the line of advance of the shock wave, but one horisontal 

and the other vertical, did not suffer the same punctures. A theoreticad 

and, perhaps, also experimental investigation of the damage phenomena 

in terms of angle of attack and of the ratio of object thickness to 

blast thickness would be profitable. 

The outstanding oceanographic questions still remaining concern the 
n 

i\ 
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"base Burge" which rolled out from the base of the column and engulfed 

the target ships. Although the general nature of this phenomenan is be¬ 

lieved to be partly understood on the basis of the considerations given 

in Appendix It Volume II hereto, information on the condition under which 

a base surge will form, on the amount of water in the base surge cloud, 

the rate of fall-out and the later behavior of the surge is still frag¬ 

mentary and uncertain. Some of this information might be obtained from 

model studies, but full scale explosions in shallow water are probably 

essential for a complete elucidation. 

Numerous questions about the column itself need to be answered. In 

the fl%Ld the wave motion much more can be had by careful photogrammetry. 

This work is now being started by the Bureau of Ships at the University 

of California. Further studies of impulsivelf generated waves in shallow 

water are needed. Although the model tests and the Test B detonation, 

with associated blast phenomena and wave motions, are by far the most 

comprehensive study of wave motion which has ever been made, they are 

confined to a single ratio, of explosive depth to total depth of the 

water. Model studies of the effect of varying this depth would be most 

useful in planning bomb countermeasures and further tests. 

A post Crossroads study of San Francisco harbor has |¡hown a dis¬ 

turbing vulnerability to explosions of the Test B type. It is strongly 

recommended that model and radioactive tracer studies be made in every 

large harbor of importance to the United States for the purpose of plan- 
. • « 

irtng (well in advance of any likely attack), evacuation and decontamination. 

Analysis of data bearing on water circulation in the '^Marshall Islands 
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has only begun. The final results will be of considerable interest fron 

both naval and scientific standpoints. 

Although the pelagic fish taken at Bikini were lost when the ship 

carrying them went aground, thousands of reef fish and other marine 

organisms exposed to the explosion are being examined by experts in a 

number of institutions. There is, as yet, no systematic report of results. 

Studies of the nuclear radiation effects at Bikini have brought out 

the need for more exact knowledge of the doses to produce temporary ill¬ 

ness, prolonged illness, and death. Knowledge of the spectrum and time 

distribution of the primary radiations, and the nature and effect of 

secondary radiations produced by them in masses of metal, to greater pre¬ 

cision than we have them now, is needed for design purposes. Some work 

presently in progress at the University of Rochester on samples exposed 

at Bikini may be expected to improve our position in this respect. 

An expedition of perhaps ten scientists with several fishermen to 

Bikini, during the summer months, is needed to make comparison with 

conditions before the experiments and so detect any long time effects 

of the explosions. Studies of diffusion in the lagoon brought out 

ti-e great need for a more sensitive method of detecting fission pro¬ 

ducts. A preliminary study indicates that it may be possible to 

inersase the delicacy of the experiments by a factor of ten thousand. 

This would open the way to extensive studies of water movements in 

harbors by means of moderate amounts of fission products. 

Perhaps the moat immediate opportunity for further gains is the 

detailed study and correlation of phenomena visible in the many 

existing films, still and moving, from land, air, and target ships. 
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Thors io one air view of LSM-60 at the instant of the Test B 

detonation, fron which much detail of the vessel can be made out, 

even ao she goes to pieces. Several of the fast movies show detail 

as the first broken water engulfs the ARKANSAS and sweeps high over 

the NAGATO. A target vessel camera dose^p of a destroyer shows the 

heat wave strike the vessel and start it smoking before the arrival of 

the shock wave. All pictures in which detail of the advancing water- 

shock-wave can be seen show irregularities which should be correlated 

with the locations of submerged submarines and coral heads. Because of 

geometrical complications there is still doubt whether the group velo¬ 

city of the water shock from Test B was anywhere significantly greater 

thun the acoustic velocity. A few weeks careful work should settle 

this point. Further study of rate of growth of the radius of the column, 

times of fall of the column jets and of water from the cloud is desirable 

as a basis for tactical studies. 

Quite unexpectedly, it was found possible to develop satisfactory 

images on film which had been fogged by »ore than 10Ö0 R of gamma rays. 

Details will be found in Enclosure (L) hereto: "Combined Projects Test 

Baker II-ll, n-l6n by Dr. C. W. rtyckoff ’nd Cdr. K. Shafts. The 

theory used by Cdr. Shaft an to accomplish this result is unorthodox and 

suggests further investigation. A great quantity of fogged but undeve¬ 

loped film remains for experimental work; it is deterioriating and will 

be lost unless something is done fairly promptly. The results of studies 

of this kind «ill be most useful in planning any future atomic bomb tests. 

There are some things still to he done along meterolgical lines. 0 
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The probable trajectory of fission products from Tarions altitudes in 

the cloud needs to be worked out for correlation with obserred increases 

in cosmic ray activity on certain days and places. An investigation 

should be made to determine whether all the droplets in the Test A cloud 

came from condensed moisture or whether some salt water was sucked in. 

We do not yet know why the Test A cloud did not rise as high as expected. 

A coordinator's report on weather at Bikini should be written. At pre¬ 

sent all data is in rough form. 

Finally, a serious effort to establish convincing energy balances 

for the different explosions at different times would be worth while. 

The amount of nuclear energy released in each explosion is known within 

a few percent. Fifty microseconds after the Bomb A detonation almost all 

energy was in the form of radiation and high-speed particles. Two-tenths 

of a second later most of it was apparently in the form of kinetic and 

potential energy of blast, some had already degraded to heat at low 

temperature, and a very little had gone into pressure waves in the water. 

After two seconds most of the energy was in the form of heat at low temper¬ 

ature in air or water. Some was still pushing the cloud upward and some 

still radiating outward as a.shock wave. 

In Test B similar phenomena were more complicated and less well under¬ 

stood. Energy balances, as part of a more oomp^tj time-and-space narrative 

of the phenomena than can be written at present, would contribute a great 

deal to a unified and intellectually satisfying concept of the Tests as a 

whole. The need for such a clear concept is already being felt and will 

become important with the passage of time. 
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EQUIVALENT TONNAGE) OF THE BIhIMI BOMBS 

An Important objective of the instrumentation program was the de¬ 

termination of the energy released by the bomb and of its TNT equiva¬ 

lent. Attention was drawn to the description of the bomb's power in 

terms of the equivalent amount of TNT by President Truman's statement 

on 6 Aug 45 that the Hiroshima bomb had more power than 20,000 tons of 

TNT. It is not likely that 20,000 tons of TNT will ever be explod 3d 

in a single charge and of course such an explosion would not be 

equivalent to an atomic explosion in many respects; for example, 

because of the much greater volume of TNI' and the absence of gamma and 

neutron radiation. Any estimate in terms of TNT equivalent is an 

extrapolation from the effects of charges of a ton or less and depends 

on the definition of equivalence used. This rating of the bomb is, 

however, useful as it is in line with conventional expressions of 

explosive effect. 

The determinations of bomb efficiency are discussed in the indivi¬ 

dual reports of the instrumentation coordinators. For purpose of com¬ 

parison they are assembled here. The most unambiguous statement of 

efficiency Is that of the energy released by fission. The collection 

of samples of the fission products from the explosion permits a deter¬ 

mination of the nuclear efficiency. This is defined as the ratio of 

total number of fissions in the bomb to the number of fissionable atoms 

originally present. A knowledge of the energy per fission, of the 

number of atoms present and of the energy released by TNT permits a 

simple arithmetical calculation of the amount of TNT to release an 
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equal amount of energy. This determination was made from air samples 

for the Trinity shot (at Alamagordo, New Mexico) and for Test A, and for 

Test B from water samples. The results in the three cases agreed within 

the accuracy of experimental determination which was not better 10$. 

The average was taken to be 19,000 tons of TNT and it is assumed that 

the energy was the same for these three bombs. 

As has been stated, determinations of explosive efficiency of an 

atomic bomb from the measurement of physical phenomena depend on a 

long extrapolation from observed data and on certain assumptions regard¬ 

ing the conditions or positions for which the atomic bomb and the TNT 

charge produce the same effects. The basis for such assumptions has been 

discussed by Dr. W. G. Penney in his Coordinator's Report. The results 

obtained from the various instruments and types of analysis of blast on 

Teat A are in remarkable agreement for all surface measurements and 

indicate both excellence of measurement and adequacy of the theory of 

blast wave propagation. 

The measured blast is practically indistinguishable from the blast 

Prodr -d by 20 kilotons of TNT at tho same height as scaled from all 

experimental data. Unless the scaling laws for TNT do not 

hold (and this is unlikely), this means that the blast produced at a 

pressure level of say 50 psi and less by an atomic explosion is the same 

as that produced by Th.' lor the same energy release. The validity of 

this statement depends on the validity of the figure for energy release 

obtained by the radiochemical analysis of water and air samples. This 

does not agree with the calculated curve in the Handbook for an energy 
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d.t«nlnatlco. can hardly b. consld.r.d oonparabl. with th. surfac. 

blut d.termination.. Th.ro Masurroont., hororor, afford th. only 

basia at hand of oroparlaon of Bcnb A with th. Hlroshlro and »^asaki 

bob. ucc.pt for th. lat.r BrlUah ground-study .otinat. at Nagasaki. 

On .ach of th. Japan.ro d.ton.tlooa, hororor, only on. condenser gauge 

„cord wro obtained, ao that th. rarolt. do not haro too much «liabi¬ 

lity. Thay probably Indlcat., at l.rot, th. «látiro ord.r of . a. of 

the three bonbs. 
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As has been pointed out by Dr* W. G, Penney in his Coordinator's 

Report that little basis exists for detennination of the TNT equiralent 

of an underwater explosion. The results in a shallow water explosion 

depend on the distance at which measurements are made in a way which 

is not yet clearly understood. More emphasis must be placed on the 

nearer results in the hope that they represent approximately a free 

water pressure. On this assumption an approximate value can be given 

for the TNT charge to produce equivalent close-in underwater shock. For 

air blast in Test B a value can be given for the TNT charge on the sur¬ 

face which would produce the same effect. Again information is not 

available to translate this figure into the underwater charge required. 

Values were obtained from surface blast measurements and from air 

dropped condenser gauges. Again it is doubtful that the air dropped 

condenser gauge value is comparable with the surface measurement. 

On the following table the values for equivalent tonnage of the 

various bombs are collected: 

KJirtVALRNT TONNAGE OF ATOMIC BOMBS 

Msifafiá 

A BOMB 
Equivalent Tonnage 
Klloton TNT 

Strain Diaphragm gauge Peak Pressure 20 
De Juhass gauge Duration of positive pulse 20 
Aluminum foil gauge Shock Pressure 21 
Blast Pipes Peak Wind Speed 20 
5 g«l cans, 50 gal drums Peak Hydrostatic pressure 20 
Chronograph recorders Shock wave velocity 21 
Airborne Condenser gauge Energy release from remote 

shook pressure 17 
O'Brien Camera Growth of fireball 21 
Radio-Chemistry Nuclear Energy release 19 
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Method 

Bell Crusher Qeuge 
Redio-C heelstry 
Foil Qeuge 
Streln Diephrefe gauge 
Airborne Condenser gauge 

Airborne Condenser gauge 

Airborne Condenser gauge 

Later studies on the 
ground (British) 

B BOMB 
Equivalent Tonnage 
Kilotons TUT 

Rater Shook 15-20 
Nuclear Energy release 19 
Surface Shook Pressure 4 
Surface Peak Pressure 4 
Energy release from renote 
shook pressure 12 

HIROSHIMA BOMB 

Energy release from remote 
shook pressure 15 

âàMm ßW 
Energy release from remote 
shook pressure 42 
Blast effects 20 
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000S baaixo #en Mb tt&ev TEST 1K>*»Tq muutxm «rit aiartv ,A ia»T ni tatm 

Teat C, new cancelled, «as to have been an atente explosion ln 

deep water. In thinking about this pheneaenoi three questions deni« 
f 

natet (1) What detailed -nfomatien is needed fer strategie and tactical 

planning, (2) te what extent is this infematien available and what 

confidence can be placed in it, and (3) hew should the test be carried 

out if it Is later desired te de se. An attempt is nade here te 

these pro bless in the light of Operation Crossroads and previous 

experience. ÿxs íes ,0*lac 

Certainly, it would be helpful te know the intensity, shape and 

duration of the pressure pulse at all points down to 2000 ft below 

the surface as functions of energy of the bonb and of the depth ef 

subversion. In so far as atonic power can be described in TUT equiva- 

.lests, pressât extensive knowledge ef underwater explosions gives 

quantitative answers te all these questions. The renarkable agree- 

ment between diverse measurements of the power of Bomb A and Bonb B 

in tens ef TUT is reassuring that ordinary explosive theory is appli¬ 

cable. Of all the complicated mechanical phenenena measured in Test 

A and Teat fi, none can be interpreted as in conflict with erdinaiy * 

explosive theory and most agree (within the experinental error) with 

the values which would have been predicted for an equivalent charge 

of erdinaiy explosive. It would seem that we are on Urn ground here, 

but caution is necessaxy. The mechanical properties ef air are far 

, better understood than these of water. Agreement ef theexy aud experi- 

Ja«VTsííU YinitJUa le eoneu/peanec ^Xno «rit «eoattira «At dosei eneaioq 
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■«at ia Test A, where the maximal pressures in watsr did not exceed 2000 

psi, threw kittle light on the validity of the sane theory of deep water 

expies leas where the pressures through large volumes are very much larger, 

lest B gives better evidence although the nearest pressure measurement 

was made at a distance more than four times the depth of the water, and 

the phenomena were so complimented by reflections as to make interpre¬ 

tation difficult. There are no experiments an the properties of water 

at the temperature and pressures which would pswvail in a deep atomic 

explosion, nor are the theories thereof at all precise. The position 

appears to. be, then, that it is probable that the pressure, duration, and 

wave shape produced at points near the surface by a deep water shot cam 

be calculated in advance within a factor ef two. 

üiven pressure, duration, and shape of pulse we are in much better 

position with respect to radius of damage to any given class of surface 

ships. For them, the principal difference between small explosions 

close by amd large explosions further off are the plane wave character 

and longer duration of the pulse in the latter case. The effect ef 

these twas thoroughly explored in Test B. The pulse from a deep explo¬ 

sion will actually be shorter than in Test B at points where the two 

explosions givs equal maximum pressures. The effect of s eemewhat greater 

upward component of the shock at the lethal radius rsnains to be exami¬ 

ned, but it soems Improbable that map mew types sf ship damage will be 

emcsumttfideiB rU lo sel*ie<¡«ic 

It baa been established by Teat B that, provided me radioactive 

poisons reach the turf ace, the only consequence of military interest 
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from deop atomic explosion are those due to pressure and shock. It be¬ 

comes, then, of the utmost importance to know the minimum depth at which 

nc plume forms for a charge of -jiven power. Dr. ïï. G. Penney has given 

a theory (appended hereto), of a rising atomic bubble in water, which 

discusses this question, but it contains assumptions tu whioh a deep 

bubble of water vapor doc-' not accurately conform. The only loss of 

energy considered is that radiated ai» pressure waves, and the bubble 

is assumed spherical throughout its life. But cold water condenses water 

vapor very rapidly, and it can be shown that at the radius whore the 

pressure inside the bubble is 14 psi, a skin of water a few feet thick 

can absorb all the energy of the bomb with a 60° C rise in temperature. 

It seems improbable that the bubble ni11 remain even approximately 

spherics 1 as it rises. One would expect a flattening of the shape and 

e. heavy rain through the bubble from its upper surfaces, which would tend 

to collapse it. An atomic explosion underwater differs markedly from a 

molecular one, in that all but an insignificant fraction of the gases 

produced are readily condensable. In a molecular explosion a consider¬ 

able volume of gas has to reach the surface, whether in great bubbles or 

small, while in an atonic explosion this is not necessary. 

Jr. Vi. G. Penney believes it will be possible from further study of 

the results of Test 3 and from further ordinary explosive tests in deep 

water to predict, with a reasonable accuracy, the pressure phenomena of 

a deep-water atomic shot as functions of position, power, and depth of 

bomb. For example, he believes it would be possible to estimate, for 

any depth and power of bomb and any class of ship the distance at whioh 
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any type of damage found in Test B is to be expected, lie also believes 

it should be possible to estimate the size und height of the water 

column tc be expected. 

Clearly it is not vital to hold a deep-water test. The additional 

information to be gained from it could hardly be of conclusive impor¬ 

tance to any future war. But it a pears eqully clear that a deep water 

test is in some respects desirable. Test B seems to have shown that the 

most effective use of the bomb against a surface fleet would be at the 

depth for maximum plume, or, more accurately, maximum scatter of radio¬ 

active poisons. The only light we have on this is Dr. W. G. Penney's 

theory mentioned above. To determine the best depth, it is necessary to 

know the life history of an atomic bubble, which can only be found by 

experiment. Once the Test is made, a theory along the line of that of 

Dr. If. G. Penney's, modified to agree with the results found, would per¬ 

mit a close approximation to optimum depth without further experiments. 

Another argument for the test is the scientific value of the results. 

Test A and Test B, while richly productive of results of military 

interest, gave a relatively meager yield of scientific data, mainly be¬ 

cause of the proximity of surface or bottom. On the basis of experience 

already gained, absence of radiological hazard, and greater time avail¬ 

able for preparation (which could be more certainly and accurately made), 

the results of a deep underwater Test would be much easier to interpret. 

In the next few paragraphs an attempt will be made to assemble 

technical factors which have been running through the minds of personnel 

engaged in planning Test C, for the consideration of other planners, 

when and if the test is held. 
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There is a profound difference in the objectives of Test A and 

Test D, on the one hand and Test C, on the other. In the first two 

tests e wide variety of only slightly related phenomena - physical, 

chemical, radiological, mechanical, electrical, physiological - were 

studied, whereas in the third only three closely related phenomena- 

the life history of the bubble, the nature of pressure and surface 

waves radiated from it are of primary interest. The first two Tests 

resembled during industrial sallies into unknown fields; the third may 

approach the scientific ideal of an experiment - one simple enough to 

understand. 

The opinions of several experts as to the best depth are appended 

hereto. In line with the foregoing it would seem that the criterion 

for the best depth should be the mininun at which there is less than 

one chance in ten that radioactive material will be projected into the 

air. There appears to be little advantage in liaving water deeper than 

2.6 times the depth of the explosion. Reflections from the surface are 

even more disturbing than t hose from the bottom. 

The great success of Test 3 on the understanding of damage to ships 

may make it unnecessary to use target vessels in Test C. So much has 

been learned from the first twe Tests about types of damage to be 

expected that knowledge of pressure phenomena alone will suffice to give 

lethal end slight damage radii without further experiments. Thus the 

main burden of the first two Tests can be eliminated from the third. 

The n-anber of instruments in the danger area can also be greatly 

reduced, perhaps to 50 in the 10 vertical stations. The emphasis should 
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to on £Ottin£ the rijht instments (most erhauetively tostad in advance), 

into the right places. 

Às to choice of instrunents, piezo-electric gauges, lew frequency 

liCL type microphones, the several University of TTashington typo pressure 

recorders, ball crusher gauges, Uiliiar gauges and one or two types of 

wave-height measuring instruments should be employed. The emphasis should 

be on reliability rather than on variety. 

The instruments should be suspended in strings from rubber boats 

or floats whichwill not be destroyed by the shot. These should be 

fitted with radar reflectors to aid in finding then after the detona¬ 

tion. 

No satisfactory instrument for measuring nave heights for the deep 

shot exists. The development cf suitable instruments is a major pro¬ 

blem. Photography may bo the answer. 

Many of the instrumental arrangements in Test A and Test D were 

dictated by possible effects of radiation on electronics and photo¬ 

graphic material. These efforts will bo absent in Test C. Also, with 

a smaller task unit, absence of tests on electronic equipment at the 

time of the shot, and the minor rcle played by aircraft, there will be 

far less radio interference. It would seen therefore, that about half 

the instruments should have self-contained photognpide records, and 

half should use telemetering systems. 

Each instrument should be placed at a depth to run its entire 

course before the first reflection arrives, a chart showing contours 

of time co-ordinates with instrument depth and horizontal distances is 
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appended hereto. It will be seen that there is no advantage in plant¬ 

ing ball orusher gauges more than a few feet below the surface. Hilliar 

gauges should bo planted deeper, and University of Washington type 

recorders deepest of all. 

On the basis of experience gained in Test A and Test D it appears 

that all instruments should be designed to be serviced and sealed before 

leaving the mainland, or at least in the lagoon, before placing the 

ships in deep water. Ho attempt should be made to open the instruments 

until they return to the mainland, thus eliminating the need for 

floating laboratories. By many practice drills with small detonations 

in home waters before-hand, it may be possible to run the Test as a 

smart military drill, thereby decreasing t ime - on-station to three or 

four days. It. appears desirable to make the maximum use of Naval offi¬ 

cer and enlisted personnel using only a few highly qualified civilians 

in addition to those wno developed the instruments and brought them to 

the tests. 

The deep shot differs from those in shallow water in that only the 

depth of an instrument below the surface and the slant range need to 

be known. Azimuth of instruments can be made unimportant. It there¬ 

fore becomes unnecessary to know the geographical location of the bomb 

with any precision. Very exact slant ranges to the strings of instru¬ 

ments cen be had by having the bomb suspension emit simultatneous sound 

and radio pulses, and having the instrument stations reçoive and repeat 

these by radio to shore stations. 
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Koruote measurements on the sound of the explosion, and if possible 

of seisnographic and radiological offeots, should be made. Lon frequenoy 

mioropJionee laid off distant beaohon should be able to detect the sound 

an hour or more after the explosion. 
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CONCLUSION 

Final evaluation of the success cf the instruiaontaticn program of 

Operation Crossroads will depend on how well the data obtained fulfills 

the mission set forth in the opening paragraphs of this seetioni and 

consequently, on how well tho needs of the arned forces are met with 

essential information for the interpretation of the overall results of 

the Bikini tests for stratogic and tactical purposes. It is possible 

however, to state tho completeness with whic.i the instrumentation pro¬ 

gram was roalized. 

In Test A two major failures occurred which affected the instru¬ 

mental program. The first of these w*>s an error which caused all the 

timing signals to be about 10 soo late; so that the signals which 

should have been given -20, -5, and -2 sec before Low Hour were 

actually given at -9, *2, and aS sec respectively* Consequently, 

the instruments dependant on the 20 sec signal started late, while 

those using -6, and -2 see started after the detonation. As a result 

the following projects failed to get results: free piston gauges, shock 

wave velocity cameras, O'Brien and Bowen cameras on Bikini, Fastex 

cameras on Bikini and Enyu, and tho drum spectograph. The cause of this 

error is discussed in +he 013H report on project IV-12. A few other 

failures wore caused by failures of individual timing units, which caused 

the loss of individual records, but not of whole projects. The losses 

occasioned, while serious, did not cost the program any vital data. The 

O'Brien camera on the BARTON was operated manually and obtained satis¬ 

factory data of the same type as that sought by the O'Brien and Bowen 

cameras on Bikini, as well as the fira-ball growth data which was to he.vo 
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been obtained by the Faetux cameras. The shock wt^e velocity Tas ob¬ 

tained, but with difficulty front air-borne carap’-u records, ’.irhile the 

burst height end location on the high speed comera prograios were obtained 

as described in enclosure (B) from two fixed comen- films. Strain gauges 

and De Juhasz gauges gave good records of pressure-time and pulse dura¬ 

tion. Only time-resolution of the visible spectrum was loot entirely, 

but fortunately considerable data on this point had been obtained at 

Alamagordo. 

The second iailure in Test A was the bombirg error which led to 

detonation about 700 yd from the intended 2«ropoint. This wide miss 

cost some data for equipment which had been located to observe distance 

variation of effects and had not anticipated so large an error. The 

detonation was almost over the center rf a string of sonobuoys planned 

to telemeter recoras of shock wave velocity. It also was too far from 

some underwater pressure tanks near the NEVADA und fron instruments on 

the DD's and AJA's. Again, however, because the planning had provided 

(both by variety and profusion) instruments to measure nearly all effects 

by several methods, no essential quantities went unmeasured. As pointed 

out in the Coordinator’e report on Blast . d Shock an excellent picture 

of all effects was obtained. 

l.ie shii „ of wind to the south of the expected and usual direction 

caused some difficulty. The heading of target vessels not moored bow 

and stern was radically different from that anticipated in planning. 

As a result, data from orientometers, foil -auges, and ¿hock velocitv 

equipment evtffered to some extent although adequate data were obtained 

in all cases. 
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Tost 3 was not troubled by any major errors such us those in Test 

A. A few instruments und timing box failures occurred, but none wero 

of such a nature as to jeopardise any major part of the program. The 

greater experience cf all technical groups, the perfect operation of the 

timing signals, and the excellent predictions of the phenomenologists 

of expected effects, all combined to make the operations almost one of 

text book perfection. The only difficulties arising of any importance 

were those of interpretation of data. Much less is known about under¬ 

water explosions particularly in shallow water, than about air burst, 

and interpretation of data is accordingly more difficult. 

It is .believed that the major objectives of the instrumentation 

program have been attained, llore tine for planning or preparation in 

any practical amount would have improved the program relatively little. 

Perhaps the major unsolved problem is that of the determination of the 

amount of energy transferred to ships and structures by such large 

shocks. This problem certainly demands much more study and could not 

have been completely solved in any reasonable time before the Tests. 

The organization of the Task Force was well adapted to the scien¬ 

tific task assigned. The policies of making the Technical Director & 

member of the staff of the Commander Joint Task Force 0ÎIE and of as¬ 

signing hin relativo rank with the Director of Ship Material and the 

Chief of Staff were vital factors in assuring the instrumentation pro¬ 

gram a proper status. These policies, together with the priorities in 

boats and services given the program, and the consideration given civilian 
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soientiats in travel accomodations, borthins, and jae3Din3 facilities 

asaurred the success of the program. Relations between the oi/ilian 

eoiontiats und service personnel were uniformly excellent. Instances 

of friction were so rare as to be noteworthy und, in fart, seemed less 

numerous than could have been expected on an all-civilian or all-service 

operatior f the complexity and urgency of Operation Crossroads. 

The caliber of the technical personnel assigned or recruited by the 

agencies involved in the instrumentation program was outstanding. In 

/ training, experience, ability, and enthusiasm, the quality was uniformly 

excellent and often pre-eminent. The success which the program achieved 

was due in major part to this high quality of personnel, who required 

only support and coordination and little supervision or direction. The 

Technical Director feels confident that this personnel felt almost 

unanimously that the consideration and treatment received were the best 

possible within the limitations of a field operetion. Joint Task Force 

ONE should serve as a nodal for future technical operations and expedi¬ 

tions of the Armed Forces. 
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Due to the inadequacy of 

data at the time of writing, Annex 

A, "Ship and Buret Locations", is 

in the process of complete revision. 

It is anticipated that this will 

be finished in the near future. 
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¿STERMIMATIOH of burst height, test ^ 

Meaaureaents war« made of two photographs exposed at the instant 

of detonation from Amen and Enyu Islands. They war« both taken with 

tower mounted K-19 aerial cameras using crossed Polaroid filter* The 

negatives were highly overexposed so that the fireball did not appear 

in the original prints. Subsequent examination of the negatives rw- 

vealed the presence of the fireball image. Positive prints were made 

on extremely high contrast film (kodalith) in order to increase the 

contrast to a degree necessary for measurement of the image. 

■hile at Bikini, a burst height of 520 ft was obtained from the 

Amen negative. Since that time the equivalent focal length of the 

lens has been more accurately determined by the Bureau of Standards. 

This value of focal length changes the burst height to 518 ft. The 

burst height obtained from the Enyu is also 518 ft. It is believed 
I 

the probable error is less than 10 ft. 
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APPENDIX I 

( a) .Method of i'casurs’ent. 

Fig. 1 shows the method of measuring the photographic 
image. Twenty-seven sets of micro-comparator measuments of B and 
t were made of the Amen photograph by three different observers and 
are given in Table 1. Twenty sets cf measurements were made of the 
Fnyu photograph by two observers; these are given in Table 2. 

Measurements showed the disc to be circular, so: c=f(b/t) if 
the fireball is near the optical axis. In the case of the\j.ien 
photograph the film was removed from the comparator between the seventh 
and eighth sets of measurements: this explains the sudden change in 
scale readings. 

t 

C / 

b 
X H — ±_ t R 

Fig. 1 

HR = Horizon. 
t = distance upper limit to horizon 
b = distance dower limit to horizon 
c s distance center to horizon. 
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(b) jerivation of Fornula: 

The geometiy of the problem is shown in Figure 2. The line 

EC is in the focal plane of the camera. EC is also in the same 

plane as the line BG. The line BG is in the object plane. The 

object plane and the focal plane of the camera are parallel, if the 

film lies in a plane normal to the optical axis. This has been 

assumed to be true. A small leviation from this condition intro¬ 

duces a negligible error. 

The known dimensions are as follows: 

f ■ AC s focal length of camera. 
y = EC ■ focal plane distance between Horizon and Optical axis, 
c 8 ED ■ focal plane distance between center of burst and Horizon. 
Û 2 JM 2 distance measured on earth's surface from tower to foot 

of actual burst (published). 

AÏ/ 2 distance to horizon (Using 85 ft as vertical height from 

lens to water surface) 2 64,400 ft (calculated UOWDITCH), 

Other symbols are: ^ 

FX = B 

aB 2 F 

FG 2 C 

F^ 8 t 

aF 2 F' 

XQ - t' 

UAWI 

r-r.-r 
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Deriration of tho oxproosloa ustd to ealenlato burst height is 
as follows! 

(1) Burst hslght • ÏX ■ B ■ t + t* 

t* Is ths interespt dlstancs ou YZ bstwssn ths foot of ths 
burst and ths intsrsoetlon of AV and YX, t* in ths eass of 
ths Aasn photograph is 9 ft, and Is 22.5 ft for ths lojni 
photograph (fron BOVDITCH Tablos). 

Consldsr: 

(2) £ - £ 
c r 

(3) f - r* Cos r 

(4) Y* . 
Coo/9 

(5) Thsrsfors, Y . g ^ 
Cos /9 

(6) Also, 0 • t/Coest 

Making tho Indleatsd substitutions! 

(7) _£_ _Í_ 
t a D Cos r 

Cosot Co« ß 

Solring for t! 

(8) t ■ c D Cos v Cos PC 
f Cos ß 

(9) Than from (l), B ■ t ♦ t' « e P OosrCssoC 
f Cos /3 + * 

(C) CalCTilations! 

Bunsrleal valúas aro as follows! 

(A) Aasn photograph 

f ■ 12.168 in. (BuStandards Calibration), 

e a 0.1425 in. (Sos Tablo I). 

0 - 44,200 ft (Tost Abls Plot Ssr. 0004 , 8b issus 15 July 46). 

♦ 
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c«.«. 0.. [(!„-¾ ) .8n . Co. 1.8M . 1 
L. 13.168 ; - 8 

« —A . - 

Co« y m Cos (tan PD) 

■ Co» (tan 1.BOB) ^ 
13.168 

Co« 7° 49’ a 0.99071 

CD . ÍC-ÍD 

- y - c - 1.693 - 0.1426 

» Co« (tan ~l 0.12368) - 1.5505 

Co« Y • .99344 . ?0 31 

Sin (£♦ 8') ■ o Co«K _ . Cam2 , v2 
« ejjq«_ « 0,1435 « (0.99244)2 

~C¿Tv 1 13.168 

^ ♦ 8' ■ O04o' %ß m 32' , Cosjf.* .99996 

B - a»1435 X 44300 » 0.99244 » 0.99071 ♦ 9 a 518 ♦ 6 ft 
13.168 Z 0.99996 

fii« derivation of the probati• error i« «hown in Table I. 

(2) luya Photograph. 

f a 306.94 ■■ (Bureau of Standard« Calibration). 
0 a 4.848 ma (See Table Zl). 
Da 31,340 ft (T««t Abi« Plot S«r. 0004 Reg. 8(b) I««u« 

16 July 46). 

CD a 0,076 In. (aeasured). 

Co« a Co« (tan “1 ]jjg) 

f 
Coe (tan 

Co« (tan 

0.075 X 25.4) 
306.94 

.006306) 

Co« y ■ .99998 
« T . , 0°31' 
Coeot ■ Co« (tan "* 

y a Cl ■ 

y a 2.94 
CosCla Cos 

ID - CD . 4.848 m - 0.076 la. 

f(tnn -1 2.94 - _ 
306.94 Í - 8'J a Cos [(tan .009578) -8'/ 
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- Coo (33' - 8' ) « Co. O^' 

Co.oc- 0.99997 , OQ . 0°26' 

ß m « ♦ K , 0o28' ♦ 0°21' • 0°46' 

Co./8« 0.99991 

Substitution of ncunerleul ralue. in b(9) usine t' ■ 22.5 fro* 
B0WD1TCH for burst to horizon distunes ■ 5.45 nantleul Bliss. 

ß m 4.648 X 31340 x 0,99998 x 0.99997 + 

306.94 X 0.99991 

Burst Hslght - 495 + 22.5 - 518 ± 6 ft. 

fhs burst us pietursd fron Inyu oceurrsd ubors ths optleul uxls. 
Tor this euss ths esonstry of ths figure is slightly dlffsrsnt thun 
thut for ths Assn condition for which ths burst is pietursd bslov ths 
optleul uxis. This condition doss not ehunge ths foraulu us prsssntsd 
in b(9). Ths diffsrsnes in ths gsomstry of ths two conditions is shown 
by u eoapurison of flgurss 2 und 3. 

Tig. 3 

J 

PaANU 

¿O&JECT PlMJC- 

TcjV. ¿R A'X} T 
\6 

W 
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(d) 

u 

.914 

•916 

.914 

.913 

,•14 

.917 

.915 

.479 

.479 

.477 

.480 

.476 

.480 

.478 

.483 

.479 

.478 

.476 

.471 

.476 

Tabolafd Data: 

TABU Z 

Miero-Comparator icale reading« (lachea) 

i(iwl) 

A a - e 
(xlOi*) 

.672 

.676 

.676 

.676 

.672 

.664 

.671 

.239 

.231 

.242 

.239 

.236 

.234 

.240 

.236 

.239 

.241 

.236 

.241 

.246 

.656 

.648 

.650 

.660 

.650 

.652 

.651 

.as 

.aft 

.as 

.ai 

.as 

.a4 

.as 

.as 

.as 

.as 

.as 

.ai 

.as 

.793 

.796 

.795 

.794 

.793 

.790 

.793 

.359 

.355 

.359 

.359 

.355 

.357 

.359 

.359 

.359 

.359 

.355 

.356 

.358 

.138 

.148 

.145 

.144 

.143 

.138 

.142 

.146 

.142 

.146 

.148 

.142 

.143 

.146 

.146 

.146 

.146 

.142 

.145 

.145 

♦ 6 

- 4 

- 1 

0 

♦ 1 

♦ 6 

♦ 2 

- 2 

♦ 2 

- 2 

* 4 

- 2 

- 1 

♦ 2 

♦ 2 

♦ 2 

♦ 2 

- 2 

♦ 1 

♦ 1 

/ 

Aman Negative 

(xipa*) 

36 

16 

1 

0 

1 

36 

4 

4 

4 

4 

16 

4 

1 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

1 

1 
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ï 1 

.473 .239 

.474 .239 

.474 .240 

.476 .236 

.472 .237 

.473 .238 
\ 

.472 .238 

TABU Z (eon't) 

Miero-eoaparator seal« roadia«« (inehoo) - Aaon lacatiro 

¿- c 

f ^o~3) (afl6) h 

.212 

.212 

.214 

.U4 

.as 

.212 

.213 

»(*♦1) 

.356 

.356 

.357 

.356 

.354 

.356 

.355 

e 

.144 

.144 

.143 

.142 

.141 

.144 

.142 

0 

0 

♦ 1 

♦ 2 

♦ 3 

0 

♦ 3 

0 

0 

1 

4 

9 

0 

Í3C" 1.65 z 10-4 

* n * N6.11 X 10”^ - 2.47 X 10~8 

Probable Brror ■ .67 > .0017 In. 
This corresponde to 6 ft at 44,200 ft. 

TABLB ZZ (Bnyu Begatire) 

B i(iM>l) e A ■ y. e 

96.63 103.62 104.91 100.08 

96.60 103.48 104.90 100.04 

96.64 103.60 104.90 100.07 

96.63 103.60 104.90 100^06 

96.63 103.62 104.93 100.08 

96.60 103.54 104.87 100.07 

96.68 103.60 104.91 100.04 

4.83 

4.86 

4.83 

4.84 

4.87 

4.90 

4.67 

.02 

-.01 

.02 

.01 

-.02 

.04 

-.02 

A 

(xlO"4)* 

4 

1 

4 

1 

4 

16 

4 
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TABU XX 

Micro-coBperator tcale readings (na) 

k c & ■ y. e 

96.63 103.63 104.91 100.06 

96.63 103.60 104.89 100.06 

96.63 103.60 104.93 100.06 

96.65 103.50 104.96 100.08 

96.73 103.69 105.00 100.16 

96.71 103.50 105.00 100.10 

96.70 103.50 104.95 100.10 

96.69 103.50 104.95 100.10 

96.71 103.60 104.96 100.10 

96.71 103.48 104.94 100.09 

96.73 103.50 104.93 100.11 

96.69 103.51 104.93 100.10 

96.69 103.48 104.98 100.08 

4.83 

4.83 

4.86 

4.86 

4.84 

4.90 

4.85 

4.85 

4.86 

4.85 

4.82 

4.83 

,4.87 

4.848 

P.l. . .67 xG 

.03 

.03 

-.01 

-.01 

.01 

-.06 

0 

0 

-.01 

0 

.03 

.03 

.02 

a = 

(d<rV 

' 4 

4 

1 

1 

1 

35 

0 

0 

1 

0 

9 

4 

_A_ 

4.^- .0088 

.021 

.014 BB 

££ a 

This eorrssponds to ¿1.4 ft. 
The probable error has been calculated entirely on the basis 

of deviations of individual nlcro-conparator readings froa the Bean. 

U 
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(•} Diaouflaion of Errors .• 

The ayatematic errors Introduced ares 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Error in determination of the equivalent focal length 
of the camera lens. An error of 0.1 in. will intro¬ 

duce an error of 3.6 ft in burst height as measured 
from Amen. The e.f.l.’s of the lenses used were 

measured accurately by the Bureau of Standards. Error 
from this source can be safely neglected. 

Error in range to burst. An error of 100 ft introduces 
an error of 1.2 ft in burst height. 

Error in measurement of angle (angle between optical 
axis and a horiaontal plane). An error of Io in <X 

introduces and error of 2.4 ft in burst height. The 

error in our determination of <*. should not exceed 12 

Shrinkage of film. This ia small and difficult to 

determine. The distances measured on the film were 
sman so that shrinkage may be safely neglected. 

Lack of parallelism of vertical lines from the camera 
and the burst. These lines form an angle of 8 win 
and introduce a negligible error. 

the 0f »^“OfP^rlc refraction may be safely neglected for 

in i^VOlV!d* There should be no systematic change 
in density of the air from burst point to camera lens. ^ 
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ggport On Air Blaat And Water Shock In Teet A and Test B 

Thle report summarizee the essential featuree of the planning of 

the air Uaet and water shock measurements made at 3ikini in Test A 

and Test B. At the time of writing (20 Sept 46) some of the results 

have not yet been fully interpreted, and many of the records of the 

underwater shock have not yet been measured. To this extent, there¬ 

fore, it is not possible to give a complete picture of all the phenomena 

connected with the blast in the two explosions, but it is thought that 

vixen the later results are received from the various groups at present 

still engaged in making measurements, few changes will be needed except 

in small points of detail. 

The air blast results in Test A show conclusively that the explo¬ 

sion was equivalent in its blast effects to 20,000 tons of TNT exploded 

at the same point at which the bomb burst. The air blast results over 

the range of distance 500 yd to 1300 yd in Test B agree well with the 

air blast which would have been produced by 4000 tone of TNT exploded 

at ground level over smooth ground. The water shock pulse in Test B 

show, many peculiar details of fine structure, to be interpreted partly 

as normal for shallow explosion in deep water, and partly as caused by 

reflection, from the bottom. Because no extensive and reliable model 

experiments have been made on explosions corresponding with Test B, one 

cannot make a precise estimate of underwater equivalent of the bomb 5n 

term, of TNT. However, sufficient information is known to make it cer¬ 

tain that the equivalent blast tonnage was 17,000 ± 3000 tons of TNT. 
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Wien more complete resulte heve been obtained by the underwater shock 

groupe, in particular the Univereity of Washington group, it should be 

possible to make this figure more precise, but the limits stated above - 

certainly cover a range in which the final figure must lie. 

Summary of the Planning of the Air Blast Measurements. 

Air blast from normal high explosive is usually measured with piezo¬ 

electric gauges. Careful consideration was given to the possibility of 

measuring the air blast in Test A with gauges of this type. Several 

oerious difficulties appeared, of which the chief were the following: 

1. A radio remote-control method v/ae required for switching on the 

amolifiers and taking photographs of the oscilloscope. 

2. Photographic film would probably be fogged by gamma radiation. 

3. Piezo-electric gauge circuits have high inroedanee and it was 

expected that the initial pulse of electro-magnetic radiation 

associated with early stages of the explosion would cause a 

heavy signal in the gauge and amplifier circuit and thus mask 

the record. 

4. An elaborate electronic system was required to hold the spot 

on the oscilloscope screen. If the spot is not on the screen 

when the pressure arrives at the gauge, of course no record 

would be obtained. 

5. Instead of using an oscilloscope on a ship near the gauge, the 

alternative method of telemetering the record to a distant ship 

where manual control of the oscilloscope was possible was con¬ 

sidered. 
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Kone of the above difficultlee were insuperable but in view of 

the short time available, and of the necesnity for using instrumente 

whose performance could be guaranteed, it was considered unwise to 

rely on piezo-electric gauges es the main instrumente for recording 

the air blast. Perhaps it ie worthy of note that if these gauges had 

been used, the failure of the timing signals might well have resulted 

in a complete failure to get recuite. 

Several other instruments were considered as offering the possi¬ 

bility Of measuring the pres sure-time pulse. Among them was the TMB 

etrsin..resistor diaohragm gauge. This instrument measures the charge 

of eléetrical resistance of two wires, one on the inside and the other 

on the outside of the diaphragm. As the diaphragm deflects, the re¬ 

sistance of the wires increases in a manner directly prooortional to 

the load. Several of these instruments were used by a David Taylor 

Model Basin group working in the Bureau of Ships team. Anplifiers 

with photographic recording were tried and proved successful, largely 

due to the precautions of putting the Instruments at least 1200 yd from 

the bomb burst, and placing the recording apparatue deep in the ship 

where it was well protected from gamma rays. A more primitive instru¬ 

ment was the De Juhasz gauge which is baaed on the principle of an 

engine indicator gauge. The recording de/ice adopted was a simple 

pen, ink, and pacer system. Another instrument from which good results 

were expected was the free piston gauge, recording the space-time 

curve of a piston acted on by the side-on or hydrostatic pressure of 

the blast. The pressure-time curve follows by double differentiation 
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v/ith respect to time. 

An ingenious instrument, called the logarithmic time axis recorder 

and used for measuring the pressure-time record in the water from the 

Test A explosion, was employed hy the University of Washington group, 

working in the Bureau of Ordnance team. The essence of this device is 

an elastic diaphragm subjected to external pressure. The diaphragm is 

damped by means of a sponge rubber pad. As the diaphragm deflects due 

to externei pressure, it carries with it a stylus which records on the 

flat surface of a dural rod. The rod is set in motion by a spring re¬ 

leased by a squib detonated by the arrival of the blast. The effect of 

the spring is to move the rod against a viscous resistance, given by a 

silicone fluid, and the space-time curve for the rod may therefore be 

expressed in terms of exoonential functions. By reading the scratch 

lecord and interpreting the time base, the pressure—time record for the 

blast wave is obtained. 

Another special instrument for measuring the air blast 8-10 mi 

away from the burst at elevation 30,000 ft was used by the Los Alamos 

Sroup. The instrument is essentially a diaphragm which responds to the 

air blast. The diaohragm also acts as a condenser in an electronic 

circuit. Any displacement v/hich the diaphragm suffers changes the fre¬ 

quency of a radio signal which is being emitted by a transmitter carried 

with the diaphragm on a parachute. The interpretation of the records is 

difficult, although the records themselves are usually simóle. Refrac¬ 

tion of the blast wave by winds and the changing air density are compli¬ 

cating factors which introduce uncertainty in the interpretation placed 
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on the recorde. 

Much of the Inetrumentation finally eelected for measuring air 

hlast was Durely mechanical, and relied for accuracy on a large number 

of measurement*. The philosophy underlying these instrumente wae that 

only one parameter of the blast wave need be measured at any point be¬ 

cause the wealth of information provided by model experiments permits 

the complete blast wave to be conetructed from a gauge reading a single 

parameter. The objection that the blast wave from a normal high explo¬ 

sive and that from an atomic bomb may very with radius in slightly 

different ways was not overlooked, but it was felt that the difference 

between the two would be small. In any case the Bikini tests with their 

unavoidable uncertainties of the exact location of the ships did not¬ 

off er the opportunity for a close study of details of this kind. 

Single parameter instruments suitable for use were the aluminum 

foil gauge, the 5 gallon gasoline can, the blast pipes, the ball crusher 

gauge, and instruments designed to measure shock velocity. 

The aluminum foil gauge consists of a sheet of aluminum foil 

clamped between brass plates in which there are a number of holes of 

varying diameter. As the blast vrave strikes the exposed plate the 

aluminum foil covering the holes is subjected to load; if the pressure 

is sufficient, some of the foils covering the holes break. The larger 

the hole the less the pressure required to burst the foil. By exposing 

a large number of plates and studying which diaphragms have been burst, 

it is possible to delimit the peak preneurs of the blast. Twc geo¬ 

metrical configurations are particularly simple for interpretation. The 
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first is when the blast wave is perpendicular to the foil, and the 

second is when the blast wave lies parallel to the foil. Because of 

the impossibility of knovring in advance v/here Bomb A would detonate, 

the foil meters could not be placed in position to guarantee that the 

blast would be either perpendicular or parallel to the foils. An ela¬ 

borate four-legged structure was designed and made from heavy steel 

ñipes. The legs were welded to the deck, or to any other suitable po¬ 

sition on the ship, and on top of this framework of pipes was mounted 

the foil meter unit. This consisted of 5 sets of circular brass plates 

each containing its aluminum foils. The bottom and top plates were hori- ■ 

zontal and the other 3 were vertical. As a rule, these foil meter 

towers were placed in an exposed position, and the blast wave which 

struck them first wee free from all reflected pulses from the ship. 

Experiments made in the shock tube at Princeton University had shown 

that the foil burst in about l/4 millisecond, and that if it survived 

this time, email irregularities in the pressure pulse arriving later 

did not burst the diaphragm^ even though they corresponded with a greater 

hydrostatic pressure than that of the leading edge of the shock wave. 

Thus it was felt that the foil meter records would give values of the 

air 'blast from the explosion identical with that which would have occurred 

had the explosion been the same, but all of the ships absent. Consider¬ 

able scatter in the records was expected, partly due to the nature of 

the instruments and partly dut to the heat from the explosion melting 

some of the foils, or at least weakening them, before the shock wave 

arrived. Complicating factors which viere successfully overcome were the 
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corroeion of the eluminum by ¿he salt In the air and electrolytic 

action between the aluminum foil and the braes holder. An exteneive 

series of measurements were made at .Princeton to determine the bursting 

strength of foils of varying thickness when exposed at different angles 

to the blast wave. These calibrations were employed to interpret the 

records obtained at Bikini. The exact angle st which the blast struck 

any particular foil was pbtained either from a map of the target ships 

or from the orientometer records. 
* 

The blast pipes were merely pieces of mild steel tube, mounted in 

a rigid steel holder which was welded on to a suitable rigid support on 

a ship (such as the stern of a submarine or the top of a gun-turret). 

Usually five or c-ix pipes were placed within a few feet of each other, 

the spacing being enough to reduce the interference between their respec¬ 

tive air streams to insignificance. The pipes were of different length: 

the longer the pipe, the more the bending moment at the bottom caused 

by the wind drag of the blast wave. Thus, if a set of pipes had been 

ideally located, after the explosion, the set would have had the two 

longest pipes bent over drastically, one pipe bent very little and the 

remaining pipes would have been unaffected. By estimating the length 

that was just critical, the peak shock pressure could be calculated. 

Whenever possible, the set of cipes was placed on the ship in such a 

position that the v/ind to which they were subjected was practically the 

true free-air wind, i.e. the wind that would have existed had the ship 

not been there. The very considerable inertia of the pipes ensured that 

freak variations, in the first few feet of the pulee would hare no effect. 
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Thu*, in thi* respect too, the bleat pipea employed a different philo¬ 

sophy from that underlying peak preaeure instrumenta such a* the foil- 

meter tov/ere or the ball crusher gauge*. These latter heve auch a 

short time of response that they react in the first 3 in. of the bleat. 

Provided the first 3 in. viere the true "free-air” »hock, and had no 

irregularity due to any cause, the foil, or the ball would give a good 

reading, assuming of course, that a somewhat later freakiah reflection 

off aome surface nearby did not introduce a much greater high frequency 

pressure pulse on the mein one, and thue spoil the record. 

A simple method of measuring the peak pressure is to observe the 

crushing of oil drums, gasoline cans or any other empty thin metal 

vessel with a suitable opening. The blast pressure comes on suddenly, 

and the resulting pressure on the can causes collapse. The air inside 

i* compressed adiabatically to such a point that the pressure inside 

is less by a certain amount than the pressure outside, this amount being 

the maximum pressure difference between outside and iaside that the metal 

case can stand without further yield. Clearly, in the compressive ‘age, 

ne «tir must be allowed to rush in through any opening. In the s.dg* 

where the pressure outside is falling, however, the air must be able to 

eecape from the ineide through an opening fast enough to prevent the 

inside pressure re-inflating the dan, and increasing the volume over • 

its compressed value. Assuming that the observed volume Vg in the 

collapsed condition (as observed at leisure after the explosion) is a 

true register of the collapsed volume in the blast, the over-pressure 

Pc which caused collapse is 
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Pt = l] + Ap 

uhere \ lB the initial volume, ^ ie the atmospheric pressure, Ap is the 

yield-strength of the can in the collapsed stats and Y is the ratio of 

the spécifie heats of air. 

Instruments designed for measuring the shock wave velocity were 

of three types, (l) a chronograph recording time intervals between the 

arrival of the shock at two or more switches operated by the blast, (2) 

a General Electric recorder camera on Bikini photographing Argon flash 

bulbs placed on the ships, (3) a line of sono-buoys each carrying a 

radio transmitter, Ae the shock struck the buoy, the radio emitted 

a squeal and this was picked up at the receiving station. 

The Argon flash bulb technique was elegent in conception and might 

have given excellent results if the timing signals had started the 

General Electric recorder camera at the proper time. However, there 

was a considerable risk that the flash bulbs would have been triggered 

by the radiation from the bomb before the arrival of the blast. 

Two types of chronographs were used for each detonation, (l) tne 

Aberdeen Chronograph and (2) the spring-driven magnetic wire recorder. 

The Aberdeen Chronograph had long been a standard instrument for the 

measurement of projectile velocities, although it had not been widely 

used for measuring blast velocity. The Spring Chronograph was deve¬ 

loped especially for the project. 

The Aberdeen Chronograph recorded the intervals between the 

arrival times of the shockwave at 3 blast switches located in a 
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triangular pattern. By a method of calculation similar to that used in 

sound ranging it is possible to determine both the direction of the blast 

with respect to the base lines and the velocity. It v/as necessary to 

provide a radio link (the Los Alamos rtBlack Box'*) for etarting the Aber¬ 

deen Chronograph a short time before the explosion. 

The Spring Chronograph was triggered by a blast switch, hence it 

required no radie, link for starting. It recorded the time for the shock 

front to travel from a second to a third blast switch. The base line 

bounded by the latter two blast switches was almost never directly in 

line with the bomb, due to the sv’inging of the ship and uncertainty in 

the bomb location. Thus it was necearary to know the angle between the 

base line and the direction of propagation of the blast, as well as the 

distance and time interval between the switches, in order to obtain the 

velocity. Heliance was placed principally upon the Optical Orientometers 

to supply this angle for the detonation of Bomb A, and upon aerial photo¬ 

graphs of the ships made at the time of the detonation of Bomb B. 

Since the measured velocity was the vector stun of shockwave and wind 

velocities, it was necessary to make a correction for wind. The velocity 

of sound was calculated from meteortlogical data. 

Sail crusher gauges were very suitable for measuring the peak 

pressure on the water in the immediate vicinity of the center of burst. 

A large number of ball crusher gauges were, therefore, mounted on rec¬ 

tangular logs, and these were moored tightly in position. To help iden¬ 

tify the ball crusher positions on the air cover photograph taken just 

before the explosion, yellow rubber life refts were attached near to 
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the log* carrying the gauge*. While the data provided by thee* gauge* 

are available, lengthy calculation* are involved in interpreting the 

reading. The detail* of the reflection of the blaet wave at these high 

pressure* at perpendicular or near perpendicular incidence are elaborate 

and at the time of writing adequate calculation* have not yet been made. 

The ball erueher gauges aleo suffered from the disadvantage in Test A 

that their exact position vrith respect to the center of the explosion 

cannot be determined better than 20 yd. At the high pressure levels 

involved, an error of 20 yd in distance from the center is serious. 

For thi* reason no great accuracy in eetimating equivalent blast tonnage 

can be expected from the crusher gauge result*. Other objections to 

these gauges, possibly of minor consequence, are: 

1. The tilting of the log carrying the gauge may cause the angle 

of incidence of the blast to be different from that expected. 

2. The great heat of the explosion probably valorizes water over 

the surface of the sea and log so that, when the blast wave 

strides, the first few inches of air near the gauge contain 

a lot of steam. The time of reaction of the gauge is so 

short that the presence of this steam may affect the record. 

Plans v;ere made for measuring pressure changes in some of the ships. 

In Test A, for example, the SEULE was left purposely open vrith her 

hatch covers removed and moat of the doors open. Several types of instru¬ 

ments were used. A large number of 5 gallon gasoline cans vrere placed 

throughout the ships of the array. Other special instruments were de¬ 

signed. The most interesting of these was an adaptation of the sensitive 
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element of en altimeter used on "Pibel^ weather Indicating radio-sonde 

balloone. The recording eyetem wae a etylne and blackened dlec driven 

by a spring and started electrically by the Initial motion of the aftylue. 

The altimeter recorder gave time resolution and covered a pressure range 

from 0 to 10 psl positive and 0 to 5 pal negative. Other instruments 

used in internal compartments were the pyrex gauges. These consisted 

of air spaces and water traps that indicated either the maximum posi¬ 

tive pressure or the maximum negative pressure. 
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Summary of the Planning of the Blast Meamireaente in Teat B. 

Some «ir blast was expected in Test B although it was not poeeible 

to make any precise predictions. Instruments used were, the foil meter 

towers, the free piston gaugee, the 5 gallon gasoline cans, the TMB 

strain resister diaphragm gauges, and the De Juhass gauges. 

Most of the instrumentation, of course, was designed to measure 

the pressure in the water. About 1500 ball crusher gauges were placed 

in the target area by the Bureau of Ordnance groups. These were 

mounted in nests of 4 on steel cables running from the bottom of the 

lagoon to the water surface. About 500 ball crushers were also placed 

in the water by the Bureau of Ships groups. This time the gaugee were 

mounted near ships with the object of discorering if the pressure in the 

water near the hull was any different from that in free water. 

Hilliar gauges were supported in the water at depths of 21.5 ft 

and 34.5 ft. These gauges consisted of 7 pistons with different lengths 

of travel. Each piston acquired momentum by the action of the pressure, 

and at the end of its travel, struck a small cylinder of copper. The 

deformation of the copper cylinder enabled the velocity of the piston 

to be calculated, from the set of readings of any gauge a step-like 

curve can be constructed representing the pressure-time relationship 

in the water near the gauge. ' 
4 

An attempt was made to obtain pieeo-electrie gauge records in the 

water near the bottom of the lagoon. Bauges were mounted in extremely 

heavy, robust steel barrels containing the recording equipment. Photo¬ 

graphic recording was not attempted. Instead, the signstl from the 
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a^plifiw magneti.ed a «teal atrip aat In aotlon prior to tha blaat 

by a tlalng signal. The frequency rasponea of tha steal strips «as 

not good, especially above 9 kc and below 50 cyclee per esc. However, 

if the duration of the water blast had been only the acoustical value, 

the record would have been adequate. Because the duration of the posi¬ 

tive pulse wee about 3 times greater than the value expected when the 

planning was being done, the records obtained were not good enough to 

follow the true pressure-tlae pulse In the water after about 2 »1111- 

seconds. fest, are now being »ade on the recording .yete» u.lng .tep 

functions with the object of Improving the Interpretations which can be 

placed on the record. 

One of the Instruaents co»»only used for assessing danage fro» under¬ 

water explosions 1. the pot or diaphragm .train gauge. Thi. con.l.te 

of a circular copper diaphragm rigidly supported at It. edge, .».pended 

in the water, with water on one aide of the diaphraga and air on the 

other, fhe force of the explo.lon dishes the diaphragm and by aeaeur- 

ing the yield at the center and at various radii froa the center, it 

le possible to deduce some facte about the explosion. Ihe Instrument 

does not. In general, record peak pressure, momentum, or energy; the 

oxact Interpretation is. In fact, .till open to aiuly.1.. Beceu.e 

way measurement, have been mad. with these gauge, on normal high explo¬ 

sive. It was considered desirable to place a number of them in the 

lagoon in the hope of correlating the measurements with those on normal 

high explosives. 

The University of Washington group attempted to obtain eonprehen- 
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eire recorde of the underwater pul., in Te.t B. They u.ed logarith' xo 

time «d. recorder! to meaeure the firet few millieeconde of the pulee, 

and hacked theee up with other instruments eirallar in principle to 

obtain the complete record. The modified form of the instrument, co*. 

slsted of an aluminum diaphragm with a silicone baffle system. The 

diaphragm carried a stylus which recorded the deflection on a circular 

steel disc coated with a very fine chrome surface. The disc was set in 

rotation by means of a spring clock mechanism triggered by the time 

signal. The scratch recorded on the chrome surface is extremely fine 

and must be examined microscopically in order to discover the details, 

lach disc needs careful measurement and the results have to be plotted 

on squared paper, point by point, because the time axi. on the disc i. 

circular and direct microscopic photography 1« unsuitable for presenting 

and measuring the results. 

Some infonnation about the underwater blast can be obtained by 

high speed photography of the initial motion of the water plume. 

Arrangement, were therefore made to have Taetax camera, and Eastmans 

at Bikini and Inyu focused on the center and triggered by the timing 

signal given out two seconds before the erosion. Eastman cameras 

were also mounted in one of the photographic aircraft. 

Mr Blast Curves for Interpretation of Test A Results. 

Eor purposes of general discussion, when it i. not necessary to 

define the exact meaning of every scientific term, a useful compari¬ 

son of the blast wave of an atomic bomb may be had in terme of TNT 
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equivalent. ïhe itatement has often been nade that the »y-H type 

of atonic bomb i. equivalent to 20,000 tone of Ï1T. When attempts are 

nade to define thle atatenent, one rune into a fo* of uncertainty. It 

would be iaposoible in a short summary of thie type to ciTe a oonplete 

statenent of the present position; an attenpt will be made in a later 

report to write out all the relevant facte. Reader, au.t however be 

given a brief description of position, and be warned that as natters 

stand no absolute significance can be attached to the statenent that 

the blast equivalent of any particular atomic bonb explosion was a 

certain nunber of ton. of TIT. The only precise statenent possible 1. 

that the explosion released a certain anount of energy, defined a. ergs, 

calories, nunber of fissions or any other appropriate unite. 

*he experimental measurements on the blast determine the variation 

of peak pressure with radius; they aiB0 give the duration of the posi¬ 

tive phase of the blast and sons details of the suction phase. These 

•m the facts; only when an attempt 1. made to express them in tern, 

of TIT doe. the trouble begin. A. far a. the writer 1. aware, only 

one set of data on peak pres rare versus radius can be regarded as un¬ 

equivocally definite. This set of data refers to bare charges of TIT 

exploded in free air. The best neasurenents are undoubtedly those nade 

at Wood* Hole, and they cover a range of peak pressure 3-50 pel. 

The assumption has usually been made, and certainly the experimental 

ficts within their llaitatlons support the assunption, that the conven¬ 

tional scaling laws can be applied to predict the blast from one set of 

explosions to another provided the geometrical chapes are all preserved. 

Ü 

) 
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It would be extremely rash, however, to euppoee that a charge of 64 lb 

of TNT (a weight often used in model experimente) detonated in free air 

and a charge 20,000 tone of TUT detonated in free air would ecale one 

to the other. The vieible and ultra-violet radiation in the two caeee 

would not ecale in the same way as the blast wave energy, and the energy 

produced by the burning of the detonation products in the air would not 

ecale. The writer would exoect tremendous heat radiation from an explo¬ 

sion of 20,000 tone of TNT, at least the equal of that produced by an 

atomic bomb. If the two blast wfves were known, and the fact that the 

small charge vae 64 lb was known, and an attempt was then made to esti¬ 

mate the weight of the large charge from these data, it is not to be 

expected that the results would be nearer than 5000 tons to the true 

figure. Since no measviremente have ever been made on 20,000 tons of 

TNT in free air, the only possibility open to us for calibrating the 

blast wave from an etomic bomb is to use the results from charges of 

normal weight. No great loss is caused by adopting this definition. 

The next point to be raised is much more serious. This refers to the 

fact that no atomic bomb has yet been detonated in such a manner that 

the free-air pressures over the range 2-50 psi could be measured. 

Therefore, to make the desired comparison it is necessary to introduce 

into the model experiments a nearby reflecting surface (the ground), 

and then to assume that the scalii« laws for the complete system, inclu¬ 

ding the ground, apply to the model charge and to the ground. The 

facts of the aatter are that the scaling laws fail for large ratios of 

charge weight. 
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îhe firet approximation that might he tried la to assume that the 

ground is rigid in the mathematical sense. The explosive wave in the 

air from a charge at ground level would then he identical with that pro¬ 

duced hy twice the weight of charge in free air. Comparison with expe- 

riaents reveals that this is not the case; placing a charge on the ground 

hy no means raises the blast equivalent in terms of a free air charge 

to twice the value. Moreover, the results from the charge on the ground 

depend on the nature of the ground, and, it might he anticipated, on 

the weight of charge. Part of the discrepancy may he due to the presence 

of the ground affecting the after-burning hut the chief reason is crater¬ 

ing, 'According to experiment, raising a charge r.hove the ground has the 

effect of increasing the peak pressure and positive impulse at any given 

radius along the ground, except near to the charge. This Increase la 

partly due to the peculiar non-linear mechanics of shock waves; the parti¬ 

cular phenomenon to which reference is now being made is usually called 

the "Mach iffect". Part of the increase is also due to the fact that 

the ground acts as a better reflector for the smaller pressures which 

now coma upon it. At no point of detonation above the ground does 

the pressure pulse behave as if the explosion vrere on a rigid reflecting 

surface. Possibly, the wave at infinity does behave in this way, but the 

statement is debatable. 

from what has been said in the above paragraphs, the difficulty 

involved in predicting accurately the true air-blast from an explosion 

whose free air characteristics are known should now be apparent. Only 

by incorporating experimental facts by rule of thumb methods can one get 
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near te the true poeition. Accuracy tetter than 10-30JÉ ir peak pressure 

at any given radius is impossible. The converse operation of using a 

measured blast wave to estimate the weight of charge cannot be performed 

with certainty better than + 25# accuracy. Even then, the figure will 

relate to "weights scaled from chargee of the order 64 lb", and will not 

be the true weight. 

Having outlined the position, we shall now proceed to explain how 

the results from the Bomb A explosion were to be calibrated in terms of 

tons of TNT equivalent. The method by which ill-definition was to be 

avoided consisted of constructing pressure-radius curves for various 

tonnages at various heights. From this point onwards, X tons of TNT is 

that amount of TNT which would produce the defined blast curve, irres¬ 

pective of the fact that tho real physical tonnage that would do the 

job might differ from X in either direction by as much as 25-30$. 

Part of the data available are the Bureau of Ordnance curvee pre¬ 

pared from a study of data from Princeton, Woods Hole and AKD (England), 

and the theoretical studies of Kirkwood. One may express some confidence 

in the accuracy of these curves over the range of pressure 3-40 psi since 

they are mainly experimental, but for greater pressures the curves are 

entirely theoretical, and in any case apply to the flame zone. One 

would not expect the high pressure regions to apply to atomic bomb ex¬ 

plosions. The other data available to us are to be found in the Los 

Alamos Crossroads Handbook. The curves given there apply only to an 

atomic explosion of energy release 20,000 tone TNT, at a height 600 ft 

above a rigid surface. 
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In order to bring the Loe Alanos curres Into the picture, It was 

decided after discussion with Dr. G. ï. Hartmann and Dr. C. W. Lampeón 

that the best procedure was to adopt the Los Alamos curre but to try 

to modify it to fit the geometrical configuration at which the Test A 

•»plosion occurred. It was supposed that the Los Alamos curre could be 

calibrated for equlralent blast tonnage by fitting It to a Bureau of 

Ordnance curre at the 7 pel lerel. When this ie done, the Los Alamos 

curre has a blast equlralent of 12,000 tons, and the height of burst 

is of course SQO ft. The Los Alamos curre for 20,000 tons blast equlr*. 
■t 

lent obtained In this way agrees fairly well with the Bureau of Ordnance 

curra. Howerer, It must be remembered that the equlralent height of 

the Los Alamos curre Is now 710 ft. The changes which would result 

from bringing the height of burst down to 520 ft would be to Increase 

the pressure a little at 100 psl, to make no change at 70 pel, and to 

add about 0.1 or 0.15 pal In the pressure range 70-3 psl. 

Onderwater Blast Purree for Interpretation of Baker Results. 

The magnitude of the underwater blast produced by an atomic bomb 

la of cardinal Importance. Purely theoretical epeculatlons are diffi¬ 

cult to make, largely because the equation of state of water at enormous 

pressures and high temperatures Is unknown. All that could be aald 

before the second Bikini experiment about the equlralent tonnage of an 

atomic bomb underwater was that no scientific reason had been discorered 

for expecting the equlralent tonnage In water to be rery different from 

that in air. 
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The geometry of the Test B explosion was unlike that normally 

adopted in underwater explosion work* Effectively, Bomb B was placed 

at a depth of two charge radii while the water was only four charge 

radii deep* A few model experiments at the Taylor Model Basin hid 

shown that the peak pressure would fall off with radius much faster 

than it would have done in deep water. To some extent the loss in 

peak pressure would be compensated by a much greater duration of the 

pulse. Mathematical calculations for a blast equivalent of 20,000 

tons of TNT indicated that very approximately the peak pressure at 

radius R ft would be given in psi by values shown in Table I. The 

pressures which would have been expected at the same distance in deep 

water are given in the line denoted by Pf while the rurface valve of 

peak pressure expected at Bikini is given by Pt * 

Table 1* Expected free-water pressure Pf, and surface pressure 

PB psi 

R 330 600 800 1000 1500 2000 2500 

20,000 10,600 7650 5890 3710 2650 2070 

P, 12,700 6080 4250 3200 1970 ^-390 1070 

The duration of the first pulse expected at depth Q ft at a 

radius where the surface pressure was p psi is given by the formula - 

X K ••A* 1° CLpV* milliseconds (*) 
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Although tho failurí! of tho timing oignais and the large error in 

placing the bomb caused a serious loss of recults from instruments 

measuring air blast, sufficient data were obtained to permit the pressure 

radius curve at the water surface to be defined at least with % accuracy 

at all points except in the circle of about 100 yd radius immediately 

oelow the bomb. Very few records giving positive duration of the blast 

were obtained, but fortunately 8 ï MB gauges gave excellent records, 

slowing a positive duration of about 0.9 soc ut the 5 psi level. The 

foil gauges also gave consistent results, although there is still an 

unresolved variation between the foils which /ere side-on and horizontal 

and those which were side-on and vertical. 

iht) vaults are summarized in Table 2. The last column gives the 

equivalent blast tonnage bused on the Bureau of Ordnance curve for ¿0,000 

tons at 520 ft and also on the Lob alamos curve scaled up by the methods 

described earlier. It is most important to realize that the tonnag» 

figures have no absolute significance. It will be seen that all mea.mre- 

ments except the ball crushers are in close agreement, and when the 

results are interpreted in the manner described, the equivalent blast 

tonnage is 20,000. Further work is certainly neoded before any final 

interpretation can be attached to tho readings of the ball crusher g .ages 

»dthough it appears that they indicate a lower tonnage than the other 

methods • No results have yet been presented on the airborne condenser 

gauges. 
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Table 2. Summary of Resulte on Bgulralant Bl»«t Tonrm^e of Boni) A. 

loulralent 
Blaet parafe tere Peak Preeeure Blast Tonnage 

_ Method_Measured_Bange Reliability (kllotons TUT) 

• TM3 Peak Pressure 20 

De Juhasz Positive duration 3-8 Good 

(0»9 sees) 20 

Aluminum Shock pressure 2-10 Very good 21 
foil gauges 

Ble.st Peek wind speed 10—100 Pairly good 20 
pipes 

5 Gallon Peak hydrostatic 

Cans pressure 3-35 7ery good 20 
55 Gallon 

Drums 

Chrono- Shock Wave Velo- 

graph city 3-20 Very good 21 
Recorders 

Ball 

Crusher 
Shock Pressure 600—1600 Do not know how to inter¬ 

pret results at present. 

Air-born Peak Pressure & 0-0.2 Difficult 
condenser duration at to 7.4 

gauges 30,000 ft alt. Interpret 

Some of the above instruments may have been affected by the structure on 

which they were mounted, for example, the TMB gauge on APA BRISCOE 

showed that the pressure in the blast wave at first increased beyond 

the initial shock pressure. No doubt this effect is real and repre- 

t 
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eentlng diffraction of the blast wave around the »hip leading to an 

increase of pressure in the Tieinity of the gouge. Similarly, one set 

of blast pipes on AHKAHSAS show a greatly enhanced wind speed. These 

pipes wsrs mounted on a gun turret aft and the blast struck first the 

ship and then the gun turret and then spilled orer onto the blast pipes. 

One of the most accurate measurements mode on the air blast came 

from the chronograph recorders on ABDC-13. The Instruments gare the 

average velocity of the ehock wave fron one vertical wall of the dock 

to the other. It is not clear that the ehock would travel over the 

dock at the same spaed that it would have done if the dock were not there. 

The wall on which the ehock first impinged would send out a diffracted 

wave at first of considerable intensity. Thie wave would follow the 

Initial shock but the details of the geometrical shape of the waves are 

not very well understood. Certainly, the blast mast have diffracted 

down into the stall of the dock and one would expect this effect to be 

accompanied by a daeraate in shook pressure at the. level of the top of 

the wall across the dock. A model experiment In a blast tube should be 

made to test whether the measurements can be used to give the free air 

shock velocity. It is not expected that much correction will be necessary 

but the work is worth doing because the measurements have excellent 

precision. 

A summary of the peak shock pressure at various horizontal distances 

from the centre of buret ia given in Table 3. Some uncertainty still 

remains in locating the exact centre of buret, but the values given in 

the table are only slightly changed if the assumed centre of burst is 

moved 60 ft. 
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Table 3. Peak preseure of air blaet In Test A as a function of hori- 
_ sontal dlstanoe_ 

Hadlus Ä yd 0 360 600 600 760 1000 1200 1400 1600 3000 

Peak Pressure 
P pel 2000 100 53 34 21 11.0 7.8 8.5 4.5 3.0 

The shape of the pressure time curve at various radii may be con¬ 

structed from the formula 

p(t) . P(l-t/T0)#-t/T0 

where P Is the initial shock pressure in pel, t is the time in seconds 

which the pressure p(t) is desired, and T0 iB a time'in seconds which 

▼arias with radius in the following way: 

Æablff 4. Positive Duration of Air Blast in Test A 

H yd 360 600 760 1000 2000 

T0 mc 0.42 0.46 0.59 0.75 1.0 

The above formula for p(t) is not valid for radii less than 750 yd 

beyond the point at which p(t) falls to zero (l.e. beyond time T0 sec). 

However, for radii greater than 750 yd, the formula gives a fair repre¬ 

sentation of the whole pressure-time curve including the suction phase. 

The positive pressure and the suction developed in internal com¬ 

partments of various ships gave some good results. The adapted alti¬ 

meter recorder indicated 1.8 pai positive at 0.2 sec, 0 at 0.87 sec 

negative, 0.7 sec at 1.7 sec and 0 again at 3.5 see in the compart.D-109 
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(cp#w'. quarters) of 1BXAKSAS. Si.llar Taluss, but rather less lu u*- 

ultudsi vers recorded in the lo. 1 flrerooa of HXV TO» and in the for¬ 

ward encino rooa of SALT LAO CITT. These and other results obtained 

deserre further study especially fron the point of rise of Hawai Con¬ 

structora. 

The results obtained with the pyrex aaxinua end nlninua aanoaeters 

ehoved similar effects but in the case of these instruaents the writer, 

at least, is doubtful of the ralidity of the readings. Until the 

instruaent has been properly tested in a pressure ohaaber simulating 

pressure established in the ships' interiors, no confidence can be 

placed in the readings. Ths tlae of the response of the inetruaent and 

kinetic effects of the norlng water will probably be found to affect 

the readings considerably, and the results therefore probably hare only 

qualltatiwe significance. 

The results froa the 5 gallon cans gars a series of good readings, 

especially on BB0L1. This ship was purposely left open, and 6 pel was 

reached in number 2 hold. Other positions in the ship reached 2.5 - 3 

psl. Beeords from a large number of internal compartaents of ships 

showed that the pressures newer reached 3.5 psl. On the whole, there¬ 

fore, the air blast did not penetrate dosed eoapartaents. 

gjjdts on Blast froa Test B. 

Good recorde were obtained with the foil asters, the TMB strain 

gauges on »18002 and the 6 gallen cane. Io evidence, of course, on 

the air blast inside the water column was obtained, but over the range 
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of distance 650 yd to 1500 yd the data are good enough to give a peak 

pressure re radius curve which Is accurate within 10/i. The results 

over this range are equal to those which would be produced by 4000 tons 

of 1ST exploded on the water surface. Table 5 gives values of peak 

pressure In pel vs radius. 

5t—?laet Be suits Test B: Peak Pressure vs Badina 

Ä yd 550 650 800 1000 1300 1500 

* pel 16 9.6 6.6 4.8 3.8 2.8 

The DtB gauges on BRISCO! at 900 yd Indicated a peak pressure 6 

pel with a positive duration of 0.50 sec. These results agree very 

well with a 4000 ton explosion. 

The vertical stations of ball crusher gauges gave a most compre¬ 

hensive picture of the maximum pressure in the water at all depths 

over the range of distance 836 ft to 5000 ft. The peak pressure at 

various levels in the water at any one station show remarkable fluc¬ 

tuations with depth and for the most part these variations must be 

caused by irregular reflections from the bottom. However, the results do 

indicate that at 835 ft distance the maximum pressure of the surface 

of the water la only 4600 pel while it rose to 7000 psi at 70 ft and 

deeper. Similarly at 920 ft the pressure at the surface was only 

4000 psi rising to 6000 psl at a depth of 80 ft. Further from the 

center, the difference between the pressure at the surface and that 

deeper in the water was proportionately much less, and at a radius 

3000 ft or more, the maximum pressure was approximately the same at 
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all dapth«. Tabla 6 aoaaarisaa ball erashar raailnga on tha naxlanm 

preaaura at aid-depth denoted bjr and tha naxlana prat sura at tha 

turface of tha water, donated by pa. 

Table 6. Bali Oruahar Resulta Maxlaua Preaaura at Mid-Depth and at Sur- 
_Ulla____ 

R ft 836 928 996 1084 1278 1654 2060 3040 3700 5000 

Pa 7000 5900 5200 4400 3200 2300 1400 800 660 330 

Pa 4600 4200 3800 3800 3000 2200 1400 800 560 330 

Tha HlHlar gaulas gara aatiafaetory recorda. They appear to indi¬ 

cate that the pressure repained approximately constant for about l/2 

millisecond at the Talus giren by the ball crusher gauges and that the 

pressure then decayed to tero at a time of the order one to two milli¬ 

seconds. Bone of the Hilllar gauges gars a reading after about one 

■mia*cond but the downward slant of the pressure-time curre is good 

enough to giro eome indication of the trend of the curre towards sere. 

It is mot possible to giro any exact comparison of the durations with 

the theoretical formula mentioned earlier although it may be said tlwt 

the agreement appears to be good. 

Three good pieso-oleetrie recorda were obtained. Two of them were 

at 2400 ft from the centre and 1 at 3000 ft from the centre. As ex¬ 

plained earlier, the recording system was a magnetic steel strip and the 

frequency response was not good enough to trust the record after about 

1.5 milliseconds from the initial shock. Therefore, further work ie 

necessary before it will be possible to construct the true ehape of the 

pressure-time curre after 2 mllllseconds. Ths records show a large 
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negative phase following the initial rise and lasting for 5 milli¬ 

seconds at which time the trace is again quiescent0 This effect is 

certainly not real and is due to the imperfections of the recording 

system. 

All 3 records show that the first signal to arrive at the gauge 

was a ground shock beginning about 1 millisecond before the primary 

water shock. The gauge on the bottom at 2400 ft showed a peak pressure 

reading of 1100 psi and the duration of the pulse was 5-7 milliseconds. 

At about 7 milliseconds the water appeared to be undisturbed, but at 

22 milliseconds a second positive pulse arrived practically identical 

with the first. 

At radius 2400 ft and 50 ft above the bottom (i.e. at depth 100 

ft) the initial pulse was distinctly weaker than that recorded by the 

other gauge on the bottom. The peak pressure was only\>f the order 

600 psi and the duration was 2-3 milliseconds. No second pulse was 

observed. 

At radius 3000 ft from the centre and 50 ft above the bottom, 

only one puls* was observed with a peak pressure 530 psi lasting from 

2-3 milliseconds. 

The University of Washington group obtained a large series of 

records most of which have not yet been analysed. Their results are 

in close agreement with those obtained with ball crushers and with 

piezo-electric gauges, details of which are summarized above. The 

most remarkable feature of the University of Washington records is 

the long interval between the first and second pulse during which the 

. i • 
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«auge recorde zero absolute pressure. At the moaent. It is not clear 

whether the water near the gauge during this interval was cavitated or 

whether it wae completely undieturbed. The former of theee possibilities 

is the more likely, because if the water was still and undisturbed the 

gauge should hare read the static head, whereas in fact it read zero. 

There is no doubt that valuable information and new knowledge will 

result from an analysis of the University of Washington record, but at 

this time it is not possible to give any details. 

Valuable records were obtained from ball crusher gauge, placed on 

or near the hulls of ships. Once again, a final analysis has still to 

be made but a preliminary survey shows pronounced diffraction defects. 

For example, the pressure near the hull of a ship on the side remote 

from the burst was often only 40* of that on the exposed side. Some 

of the gauges were attached to cables suspended from outriggers pro¬ 

jecting from the ship, and the depths of these gauges were 2 ft, 4 ft, 

6 ft, and tí ft below the water surface. Results on these gauges are 

interesting and they appear to show that in the first 8 ft, peak 

pressure increases from a value almost zero to a value agreeing fairly 

.well with that measured at the same distance at the vertical ball 

crusher stations described earlier. In the opinion of the writer, 

these results are misleading. The reason why the gauges recorded such 

low pressures was that the pressure pulso lasted less than the response 

time of the instrument. To illustrate these remarks with one example - 

at a distance 800 yd the pressure, recorded by the ball crushers at 

depth 2 ft, 4 ft, 6 ft, and 8 ft were 420 , 600 , 770, and 870 psi respec- 
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tively. These figurée suggest that they are tending to a limit of 

about 1000 psi. According to theoryk the pressure pulse at depth 8 

ft corresponding with the shock pressure 1000 psi is about 350 micro¬ 

seconds. This is about the same as the response time of the gauge. 

Thus a pressure of 1000 psi at all depths less than about ,8 ft will not 

record the true pressure because the instrument has not reached its 

proper deflection before the pressure is released. 

Photography of the Test B detonation by fast cameras has revealed 

an extraordinary sequence of events which occurred in the earlier stages. 

One of the most successful films was obtained with an Eastman camera 

running at 800 frame/sec with good timing signals,, taken from the air 

at low altitudes. The leading edge of the water shock can be seen 

running over the surface from the center and it is followed by a 

series of other pulses apparently not much weaker than the first. Tri¬ 

angular jagged patches show in the flickering of the water surface and 

the probable explanation of these is that reflection is occuring from 

some coral head on the bottom. The air shock follows later and the 

boundary of the water shock is clearly defined by the white spray which 

is being thrown into the air. Measurements are now being made of the 

velocity of expansion of the water shock over the surface and of the 

rate of expansion of the air shock over the surface. These measure¬ 

ments can probably be used to deduce the peak shock pressure in the 
* 

water and in the air as functions of radius. In the case of the water 

shock, the velocity will very quickly be practically that of sound in 

water so that in this case probably only the first 300 yd from the center 
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will gire resulte of significance. 

U I 
When a shock ware in water strikes normally on the free surface, 

the surface suddenly acquires a relocity which can be measured by suit¬ 

able high speed photography. If it were lot for the fact that the 

water surface under these conditions is unstable, an excellent ralue of 

the pressure at the shock front could be deduced from the ralue of the 

initial relocity. Hoverer, any such ralue suffers from the disadrantage 

that the ralue obtained must be too high, but the excess orer the oroper 

value cannot be computed. Nevertheless, plans were made to measure the 

initial stages of the upward movement of the water surface in Test B 

by means of high speed photography. The results were most successful: 

the initial relocity for the first few milliseconds was of the order 

5000 ft/sec, falling to 3500 ft/sec at 10 milliseconds. If it were not 

for the instability of the surface, an explosion of 20,000 tone of TNT 

at depth 90 ft would hare given an upward velocity of 2900 ft/eec. As 

expected, the measured ralue was appreciably higher. 

Model experiments on high explosive charges had indicated that the 

explosion of 20,000 tons would give a water soout 2400 ft in diameter. 

The observed diameter was not as great as the predicted ralue; the 

actual observed diameter was about 1860 ft. It is not generally rea¬ 

lized what a remarkable phenomenon the plume is. The theory of sound 

fails completely to provide an explanation. According to the theory 

of sound, the free surface mores vertically upwards all the wey out to 

I infinity, and there is no indication whatever of a sharp demarkation 

between the column and the practically unmoved water Just outside. Nor 
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does the assumption of a tensile strength for V'ater much Imorore the 

■oositlon. The proper explanation Is probably to be sought-on the lines 

of the Meyer solution - the nlume Is that region vhere the Meyer solu¬ 

tion falls and an unstable regime, involving a rarefaction from the 

surface, is prevailing. Once the shock front near the vater surface 

is reduced to its stable angle of incidence a more normal acoustic 

theory becomes applicable. Further work along these lines is necessary 

in order to understand the mechanics of the plume. It is perhaps 

worthy of note that the water in the plume only comes from the surface 

layers. If it came from deep down it is unlikely that the near-in ball 

crusher stations would have remained in situ. Statements made that the 

amount of water thrown into the air was between one and ten million 

tons should be treated with skepticism. In the outer region of the 

plume probably only a few feet of water were thrown upwards. 

The height expected for the plume assuming that the bomb behaved 

like 20,000 tons of TKT was about 7000 - 8000 ft. This is a good deal 

less than would be indicated by model experiments if the height observed 

for these was scaled up in the ratio of the cube root of the charge 

weight. The reason for the discrepancy is that gravity maken a big 

difference to the height to which the water is thrown by a large ex¬ 

plosion whereas for a small one, the effect of gravity is entirely 

subsidiary to that of air resistance. The observed height of the 

plume was 5100 ft. This is less than the expected value, perhaps for 

two reasons; the first being that plumes are always irregular in their 

behaviour and the second that the atomic bomb causes a pressure wave 

I 
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in the first hundred feet rather different from that caused by SO,000 

tons of TNT. 

One cannot at present give close limits to the equivalent under- 
' 

Y'ater blast tonnage of the Bomb B. The ball crusher vertical station 

at 835 ft shows that the pressure in the water at this distance reached 

7000 psi, corresponding with an equivalent tonnage of 15,000. If any 

measurements had been obtained nearer than this, the indicated tonnage 

might have been slightly greater. The close agreement of the ball 

crusher readings at 835 ft with the expected form of pressure distri¬ 

bution with depth in the water and the expected type of variation is 

so good that one may express confidence that the ball crushers which 

read 7000 pel at depth 60 ft or more were actually recording the true 

free water pressure. One may therefore say that the equivalent tonnage 

was at least 15,000 and might have been 20,000. 

Photographic Measurements of Shock Pressure, (by Dr. C. W. Lampeón) 

Certain valuable information concerning the blast pressures at 

close in distances from the bomb was obtained from the measurement of 

motion pictures taken from an Army air plane in Test A. The pictures 

were taken from an oblique angle with a Mitchell Camera at approximately 

96 frame/sec. 

The primary data were the poeitions as a function of time of the 

intersection of the fire oall with the surface of the water and at 

larger distances the intersection of the blast wave with the water sur¬ 

face. The line of intersection of the blast wave could be determined 
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quite accurately ae the edge of an area of froth or foam on the water 

caused by the high wind velocity behind the shock front. This line of 

foam ie very clearly defined in the photographs. The plane being at an 

angle of approximately 7° from the horizontal it was possible to obtain 

a distance scale from the height of the center of the fire ball above 

the water while the time scale was provided by the nominal speed of the 

camera. 

It was necessary to differentiate the time distance graph when 

finally obtained to determine the velocity of the blast wave. In the 

pressure region below about 500 psi the relation between the shock 

wave velocity 1(. and the peak blast pressure P is given by the equation 

P = i R, l <*)‘ - l] : -M 

where P0 equals the atmosphere pressure and "a" is the velocity of 

sound in air at the local conditions of temperature and humidity. 

The results of these measurements of shock pressure are given 

in Figure 14, The points fit the Los Alamos computed curve exactly 

up to a pressure of about 100 psi. The shape of the curve drawn 

through the measured points above this pressure level is interest¬ 

ing in that it apparently shows a systematic departure from the com¬ 

puted curve and in an unexpected direction. The actual bomb detona¬ 

tion point being appreciably lower than the height for which the 

curve was computed! one would expect that the actual pieeeures would 

be higher since the same horizontal distances are actually closer 

radially to the bomb. The velocity distance curve shows an abrupt 

■■mmimmmmmwmmhmbmnimvimnw 
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diecontlnuity at a horizontal distance of 200 yd. This occurs at the 

approximate distance that represents the radius of formation of the 

Mach wave at the water surface and also the maximum excursion of the 

fire ball. Velocity distance data exist at distances down to 100 yd 

from the bomb foot, but the fact that regular reflection occurs in this 

region makes it impossible to use the simple equation given above which 

depends for its validity on the existence of a Mach wave at the water 

surface. Adequate calculations have not at the moment of writing been 

made which will allow these velocities to be converted to pressures. 

Tigure 15 shows the same points plotted on a smaller scale together 

with the pressure data given by the foilmeters. The Los Alamos curve 

scaled up to 21 kilotons is passed through the aseemblage of points 

showing the remarkable agreement between the two sets of data and with 

the shape of the theoretical curve up to 100 psi. Above this pressure 

the general position of the points is not in agreement with the Los 

Alamos curve but diverges in the direction of lower pressures. 

There is no doubt that this film which is identified by Navy num¬ 

ber 18377 (PSL) and by Army number 32 I - 21 - 1, gives valuable data 

in the regions which suffered blast pressures so great as to destroy 

any equipment designed, for the direct measurement of the blast. 

• « 

Results from Air Dropped Condenser Sauges, (by Dr. C. W. Lampson) 

A series of 4 records were obtained on both Test A and Test B 

from the air dropped condenser gauges at an altitude of approximately 

27,000 ft. In Test A one gauge developed air leakage so that its ) 

i. 
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I-pul.. r..dlag ... l0„ti 1111 reluM of ^ pr,timre_ ^ 

data are preeented below. 

Air Dropped Condenser Oau^e Data (Teet A) 

Channel R P.(±10^) T (^) 

17 

18 

3 

13 

1.59 

1.62 

1.61 

I (±104) 

.126 

.141 

.116 

41,200 .168 

41,200 .176 

43,800 * .143 £204 

43,800 .150 

Ih. record, oM.lned on B ft* td«n .t .nitud, oí 

aporoximately 24,000 ft. 

Air Dropped Condenser Qauge Data (Tsat B) 

Ohanntí B P. (.10^) T (j.®}) 

1 

5 

7 

16 

42s500 

42,500 

42,500 

42,400 

.122 

.136 

.128 

.110 

1.20 

1.25 

1.34 

I (±104) 

.070 

.082 

.085 

In thl. d.to E i. th, .lent rene,. P. i, p,^ blaít prçB,pr(, ln 

PBi. I i, th. duration of th. po.itltr. pha.e ln „co„d, and I „ th, 

positive lmp\ilee in lb sec/in.2. 

a, data .,.-. to h. fairly con.i.t.nt hut th. Interpretation In 

t.™ of tonnage 1. y,ry ob.cur. h.c«u„ of dlfflcultl,. In .akin,, th. 

altitud, correction. Md becau.e a reliable pr...ur. dl.tanc. curve 

«tending to large dl.tance. 1, not available for either nonnal erplo- 

elon. or atonic bomb.. Ibera le aleo a dlenrepancy between the dl.tance. 

indicated by radar, and the,, computed from the elao.ed time. 
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öl« average value of the equivalent amount of TNT that would have 

produced the eame hlaet in Teet A, computed by Hlrehfelder using Fuch. 

second order correction for altitude 1. (l) 7.4 kllotone from peak 

pressure (2) 11.2 kllotone from impulse and (3) 8.5 kilotons from blast 

energy. He computes the equivalent nuclear tonnage to be (l) 17 kilo- 

tons (2) 21.7 kilotons and (3) 16 kilotons from the same considerations. 

The discrepancy between these values and the average value of 20 kilo¬ 

tons TNT blast equivalent found by numerous methods of measurements on 

the surface indicate that the problems of correction for the effects of 

altitude, variable temperatures, and humidity have not been solved. 

In Test B Hirshfelder's calculations for the equivalent TNT tonnage 

are (l) 5 kilotons from peak pressure (2) 6.4 kilotons from impulse 

and (3) 5.2 kilotons from blast energy. The nuclear tonnages from the 

same considerations were computed to be (l) 11.7 kilotons (2) 12.7 

kilotons and (3) 9.1 kilotons. The correspondence between the TNT 

blast tonnages from the condenser gauge values and those found by 

measurements near the surface is somewhat better in this case possibly 

because the atmospheric conditions were different. 

It may be concluded from the condenser gauge results that the in¬ 

terpretation of these records into blast tonnages is very difficult and 

that either the theory needs to be considerably amended and extended 

or that much more meteorological data is necessary over that taken 

before reliable values of tonnage can be computed from their readings. 

Since the radio chemistry determinations of the bomb efficiency in 

Test A gave approximately 20 kilotons TNT energy released, and the blast 
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i” ^ ..ga„ „tel7 
^ -- ^ue for .,ulTtí.nt ^ bu.t t01maee¡ u youi4 aww 

- effecte frM the rel,a„ of . ^ ^ 

- — for normal .«pXo.W.. - ,or atomic tomt.. Tho ratio Ut.o.n 

* t0nn0Se “d Ma'‘ mi «UH thon t. ono. TM. 

-em. reaeonable and lí true uouU r..ol„ 8 , 
iv xve a wel1 **eued quention con¬ 

cerning the addition of different fn™ + 
. t r:at of enerey emitted from the 

atomic bomba 

Sho.. tho resulto from the aluminum foil meter unit, for the 

Moot In Te,t A. Circle, denote readlne. which are the 

average of the two horlaontal a.t. of foil.. Croa... r.pre- 

-eut the vertical aet. of foil,. Th, tm ar0 ^ 

f" ^ t0n‘ °f ^ «‘ ^l*h. 520 ft; one curve 

I- that predicted hy ,h. ^r.au of Ordn»c. and th. other 1. 

that .caled up * method, debited In the tern, from the Lo. 

•Alamoe 20,000 ton energy release a-mi « 
1 8 exploeion at height 600 ft. 

lg. 2 - Show, the result, from the bla.t pip„ 5 
P±pee, 6 gallon cane, 55 gal¬ 

lon drums, and the beer can ein»,, *u 
CflJl givine the pressure at variou. 

radii from the center. The two curve, are th« 
‘-urve. are the same as those 

shown in Fig. i. 

rxg. 3 . Chow, result, from ,h. M _ t, De ^ ^ 

The two curves are the .ame a. tho.e in Fig. lt 

1 

I 
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Fig. 4 

Fig'. 5 

Fig. 6 

Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 

duratione of the positive pressure measured hy these instru¬ 

ments are in excellent agreement with those expected from a 

20*000 ton explosion. 

- The best estimate that can be made of the shape of the 

pressure-time records at various levels of pressure. The 

units of the vertical ordinate are those of the maximum 

pressure and the units of time are T0 values of which are 

given in the text for the various pressure levels. Only 

the positive part of the curve has significance if the peak 

* 

pressure exceeds about 10 psi but for lesser pressures* the 

suction phase is also fairly well represented. 

- The foil meter results ki the air blast in Test B. The 

theoretical curve corresponds with 5000 tons TNT exploded 

in the air. 

- The air blast in Test B as recorded by the blast pipes and 
i 

6 gallon cans. The curve corresponds with 4000 tons of TNT 

exploded at the water surface. 

- The TMB record obtained on BBZ-SGOI (distance 900 yd) in Test 

B. The record agrees closely with that expected from 4000 

tons of TNT exploded at the .surface. 

- The ball crusher results from the vertical stations. The 

results at 835 ft, 928 ft, 996 ft and 1084 ft all show a de¬ 

crease of pressure as the surface is approached. The irregu¬ 

larities are probably caused by freak local reflections from 

irregularities on the bottom. It is considered that the 7000 
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pel value recorded at 835 ft at depth 60 - 90 ft Is very 

close to. If not Identical with, the free water values. 

The equivalent tonnage for these readings is 15,000. 

Fig. 9 - The hall crusher results at shallow depths. It is considered 

that these records do not establish that the pressure near 

the surface did not reach the full value established further 

down; rather, the peak pressure was the same but the duration 

was too short for the gauge to gire a true reading. 

Fig. 10 - A Hilliar gauge record obtained at depth 30 ft, 1090 ft from 

the center. The trend of the curve indicates that the posi¬ 

tive duration was about 1.6 milliseconds compared with an 

acoustical 0.76 milliseconds and a value 2.1 milliseconds pre¬ 

dicted by the Meyer comer solution (formula 2). 

Fig. 11 - A piezo-electro-raagnetic strip recorder record obtained at the 

bottom 2400 ft from the center. The gauge shows a second 

palse arriving 22 milliseconds after the first and a quiescent 

period between the two pulses. There is another disturbance 

occurting about 40 milliseconds after the second one. 

Fig. 12 - The equivalent underwater blast tonnage from the ball crusher 

vertical stations calibrating the tonnage solely in terms of 

recorded peak pressure. It will be noticed that the near in 

stations indicated 15,000 tons whereas the stations at 5000 

ft indicated only 1000 tons. The drop in tonnage as estimated 

in this way is to be expected; the true tonnage is approxima.- 

tely 15,000 - 20,000 tons. 
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*ig. 13 - The rate of riee of the plume in the early stages, 

frig. 14 - This shows the peak "blast pressure as a function of distance 

determined from aerial motion pictures showing the fire ball^ 

and the intersection of the blast wave with the water 

surface. 

_ # 
frig. 15 - This shows the above data together with the foil meter data. 

* 

The agreement between the two sets and with the theoretical 

Los Hamos curve in the pressure region below 100 pei is 

noteworthy. 
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Peak Air Blast Pressures fron Pollmeters 

(After Lampson) 

Diat&nce from Bomb Toot In Yards 

figure 1 
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Horizontal Radlui In Tarda 

Figure 2 
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Peak Air Blast Pressure from THB 

Diaphragm and DeJuhase Gauges 

(After Tamarkln) « 

Distance from Bomb Toot In Tards 

Tlgure 3 
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Figure 5 
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Radius Tards 

figure 6 



Top Trac* 
Starboard hull 
Pressura sensitivity 0.11 psi/m 
Time Scale 0.00764 secs/mm 
Peak Pressure s 5.8 psl; Positive duration * 0.56 secs. 

NOTE: This record was partially off-scale and the peak pressure 
givag ie estimated on the basis of extrapolatation of that part 
of the record which is on scale. 

Bottom Trace 
Port hull 
Pressure sensitivity 0.21 psi/nun 
Time scale 0.00764 seos/mm 
Peak Pressure * 6.5 psi; Positive duration * 0.48 secs. 
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FIGURE 11, 

A piezo electric gauge recording on a magnetic vire. 

Peak pressure in the first pulse is 1100 £ 60 psi 

(after Greenfield) 
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Tlgure 12 
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Air Blast iressure Distanc? curve derived from 

Photographic meesurements of shock: wave velocity (Test Able' 

Figure 14 
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Air RIaat Preaaura Diatanoe Curva (Taat Abla) 

Horitontal Dlatanoa in Yarda fr<m Bomb Foot 

rigure 15 
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INTRODUCTIOM 

The following two reporte entitled (l) “Origin of Second and 

Higher Pulsee. Acoustical Theory“ and (2) "Reasons for Kxpecting the 

Peak Pressure In Baker to fall off with Radius faster than R", give a 

gross Interpretation of the underwater results observed in Test B. 

The outstanding experimental results were (l), that the pressure, 

had a duration much greater than expected and (2), that a second pulse 

of great damaging power was observed about 100 milliseconds after the 

first. 

The reason the pulse lasted longer is becauee a shock wave of 

pressure P cannot propagate at an angle of incidence less than a cer¬ 

tain critical angle 0 depending on the value of P. The pressure pulse 

near the surface in Test B was therefore inclined at a slightly greater 

angle than would be expected from geometrical optics. The pulse behaved 

as if it came from greater depth, and calculation of the details of the 

hydro-dynamics shows that the durations expected by this theory agree 

well with those observed. 

The interpretation of the second shock is undoubtedly to be sought 

in reflections or multiple reflections from the bottom. Whether the pro¬ 

posal made in the enclosed reports will prove to be substantially correct 

is not yet clear, but there is no doubt that the true explanation lies 

in the directions indicated. 

The suggestion is made that the ship damage results found in Test B 

would be very similar to those produced by another arrangement of the 
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bomb arid the particular ship concerned. The depth at which the bomb le 

to be placed to produce the same damage on the ship can be calculated 

If the peak preeuure of the underwater blaet in Teat B ie known at a 

depth equal to the draught of the ship. 

Finally, eoœe remarks and sugestione are made about the structure 

of the water spout. Strong reasons are given for supposing that all of 

the water in the spout came from the central regions of the explosion. 

The water in the spout did not spring vertically upwards from the water 

surface of the lagoon. The total amount of water in the spout and 

water clouds at the top of the spout probably did not exceed 50,000 tons 

in Contrast to earlier estimate* of one to ten million tons. 
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OMQIK OT THE SECOMD AMD HIQHTÎR PULSES ACOUSTICAL THEORY 

The following remark« are baaed on an idea which will probably 

need considerable extenalon. They are nut forward in the hope of etimu- 

latlng further experimental work, because it 1« considered that an 

accurate theory must very largely await guidance from experiment. 

The outstanding result of the underwater pressure-time curves 

from Test B is the anoearance of a second pulse following the first 

pulse at a time interval ranging from 10-50 milliseconds after the 

primary pulse. Some of the records indeed show a third pulse, but 

this is very much weaker than the first two, which are usually of 

roughly equal peak pressure and impulse. The experimental evidence 

so far available indicate that the time interval between the first 

and second pulses decreases with radius, roughly as the inverse of the 

radius. The duration of the pulses themselves are both 2-6 milli¬ 

seconds, and the pulses are apnroximately step-functions. 

It is proposed to apply the theory of sound, assuming that the 

surface of the water is a perfect free surface, and that the bottom 

is a reflector or reflection coefficient j. Since it is impossible 

to solve the non-linear equations for the motion near the center, it 

is proposed to assume that the initial wave of pressure is a spherical 

band extending from top to bottom^ The pressure in the band is taken 

to be a step-functioh of thickness 0.003c, where c is the velocity of 

sound. The taickness is therefore about 15 ft. Now we apply the 

theory of uound, using the method of images. The image of any source 

(either the primary source, or itself an image) changes sign at 
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reflection in the free surface and retain« its magnitude; the image of 

any source in the bottom retalne its sign but decreases in magnitude by J. 

The image system which solves the problem is shown diagrammatically. 

All images are point sources located at the mid-point of their 

section, on a vertical line through the primary source. The images are 

shown displaced in the diagram, in order to show which image is the 

image of any other image. 

Suppose that the depth of water is 0.036c (i.e. 180 ft). Let us 

now obtain the pressure-time curves at mid-depth and at the bottom at 

a radius 0.36c (i.e. 1800 ft). For simplicity, let us neglect the fact 

that the magnitudes of the step functions iu the pressure pulse are 

not all equal at the field point, because some of the images are further 

away than others. Thus, as far as peak pressures are concerned, we 

assume that all are equal. 

It will be found that the pressure-time curve at the lield point 

consists of a number of steps, separated in time, and that the only over¬ 

lapping of steps occurs in the initial pulse. Table I and Table II give 

the numerical values. 
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TABLE I. 

Pressure-time relatione at 1800 ft, mid-depth 

Time 
Mlllieeconda 

0 - 1.8 
1.8 - 3.0 

3 - 4.8 
7.2 - 10.2 

10.2 - 13.2 
13.2 - 16.2 
16.2 - 19.2 
19.2 - 28.2 
28.2 - 31.8 
31.8 - 46 
46 - 48 
48 - 57.8 
57.8 - 60.8 

Preeaure step 
Arbitrary unite 

1.0 
J 

-(1 - j) 
0 

-2J 
. 0 
J(1 - J) 

0 
2j 

J (l - J) 

-2j* 

Pressure step 
j = 0.707 

1.0 
0.71 

-0.29 
0 

-1.41 
0 

0.21 
0 

1.0 
0 

-0.15 
0 

-0.71 

Energy In step 
Arbitrary units 

1.80 
0.60 
0.15 

0 
6.0 
0 

0.13 
0 

3.0 
0 

0.07 
0 

1.50 

TABLE II. 

Pressure-time relations at 1800 ft, bottom 

Time 
Milliseconds 

Pressure step 
Arbitrary units 

Pressure step 
j » 0.707 

Energy in step 
Arbitrary units 

0-3 
3 - 3.6 

3.6 — 6.6 
6.6 - 10.8 

10.8 - 13.8 
13.8 - 21.6 
21.6 - 24.6 
24.6 - 36 
36-39 
39-54 
54-57 

1 ♦ J 
0 

J ♦ J 
2° 3 ♦r ♦j3 

1.71 
0 

-1.71 
0 

-1.21 
0 

1.21 
0 

0.85 
0 

8.7 
0 

8.7 
0 

4.36 
0 

4.36 
0 

0.22 
0 

-9.85 0.22 

Eigures I and II show the pressure-time curres. It will be noticed 
that there is an appreciable difference between them. The negative 
pulses are not likely to be observed as negative; the water probably 
cavitates. 
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The striking feature of the curres is the appearance of a strong 

second pulse. Of course» the value j » 0.707, chosen for the reflec¬ 

tion coefficient, was made in order to ensure that the second pulse vaa 

large. This value is higher than might have "been anticipated, but it 

must be remembered that the reflections are of comparatively weak and 

very long pulsee, and the value chosen for J does not seem to be entirely 

unreasonable. 

If the tentative suggestion made above for the origin of the 

second pulse is correct, it follows that the time interval between the 

first and second pulse at mid-depth should obey 

T » 29 milliseconds 

t 

while at the bottom it should obey 

T - 22 ilfiQQj milliseconde 
( H ) 

It will be seen from the tables that the pulses following the primary 

pulse contain a large part of the energy. 
/ 

The ideas put forward above euggest \ uat the duration of the first 

step of the primary pulse at the surface is sero and increases with 

depth. The maximum pressure in the first pulse can be 1.7 times the 

initial shock pressure, and if this occurs, it will occur at mid-depth 

or below. To describe all the phenomena and all the cases that can 

arise would take a lot of space, but the reader should have no diffi¬ 

culty in constructing the theoretical values for any situation in which 

he is interested. Inough, however, has been said to demonstrate that 

the preesura-radius-time surface is extremely irregular, with many abrupt 
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dl «conti nui ti«*. .dCltlon.1 .«p.ru.nt«! conpllc.tlon., «uch .. 

Irropulnrltl.. on th, botto«. «r. Introducá, cd »h«n th. nddltlontí 

f«t 1. remembered thnt . proper theory Incorpormte. .11 of th. .bor. 

Id... ., ..U .. «nj, Other much more complex f,.tur... It 1. ci..r 

th.t th. Te.t ï resulte, .nd further model etudlee. .„,t be etudled 

for • long time before the generel picture emerge«. 

»lortljr, there 1. on. Importât te.t „hieb could be „de. Th. 

peouller effect, »hieb her, been obtained abo», depend on th. pence 

of th. bottom. If . «hallo, expiden „er. mad. m deep «.ter, th. 

..cond pul«, .hould be .b.ent, „d „ .hould be r.duc.d to ordln^ 

acoustical theory ,1th a .Ingle free «urfee. While it 1. c.rdn 

that M0u.tictí theory 1. not entirely adequate to dccrlb. th. phono- 

men. for . .1-11.. explosion in deep „,.r. » .till ha. not been proved 

experimentally that there 1. a bad failure. If .uch an experiment .heed 

a ..cond pul.., .. .hould conclude that It .roe, either fro. th. non- 

line« nature of th. motion, or fro. a rapid pul.atlon of th. cavity. 

Then „ .hould at Let know th.t th. ..cond pul,. 1„ Te.t B did not 

arl.. fro. a ...„„d .xplo.lon (podbly . hydrogen-oxygen detonation; 

considered to be extremely unlikely). 

further coneld.ration may ,ho. that the idee now put fonnu-d are 

not vlld. For .ra.pl,, it ha. been ...um.d th.t neg.tlv. pul... en be 

propagated and reflected off th. bottom. Will, thle 1. no doubt true 

provided th. «ctt-1 preeeur. never become, negative (er, let u. .ay, le., 

the th. tln.ll. .trength of „ter, 200 pel), du. to th. .imulfneou. 

presence of a pr..,ur. pul.e, it. ccurcy be doubted if It i. 
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necessary to assume the pressure actually 1B uegatlre. Eowe^er. 

iicliji te.. ond pul ee 1g a clearly oaserved phenomena, and earlier 

model erpcrtm-nte made at the TayUr Model he am apparently also give 

the ea^e effect. Alternative explanation i* undoubtedly a property of 

an explosion in a sheet of water with an isotropic, partially reflecting 

bottom. 
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RÄASOSS FOR 1XPÏCTI1IQ TM PEAK PRESSURE IM BAKER TO FALL OFF WITH RADIUS 
_____FASTER THAR R-l_ 

The preeeure pul«« generated by an explo.lon in deep water obeye 

the laws of the epherical propagation of eound reasonably well. However, 

ae ie well^nown, the pci* preeeure falls off a little faster than the 

inverse radius (aore like R"1«27 than the theory of sound law R“1), while 

the positive duration increases slightly, with increasing radius (instead 

of remaining constant, as it does in the theory of sound). Elementary 

arguments based on non-linear propagation indicate that the rate of de¬ 

cay of pressure with radius in Test B should be much faster than the rate 

of decay in deep water propagation. The arguments amount to a demon¬ 

stration of the failure of the Meyer corner solution for a plane shock 

in water. 

Let us consider the conditions which are necessary for the oblique 

incidence of a plane water shock on a free surface. We are interested 

in the case where the shock pressure exists all the way to the surface, 

even though the pressure at the surface may have a duration tending to 

sero as the surface is approached. A solution may be had from the well- 

known Mayer corner solution. For convenisncs, 1st us suppose that the 

shock front ia reduced to rest by the artifice of superimposing a hori¬ 

zontal velocity on the whole of the water. The situation is shown in 

the diagram. (Figure 4) 

Following the stream lines from right to left, the particle velo¬ 

city in the zero free pressure region is U sec 0. where U is the shock 

pressure in still water corresponding with pressure p. At the shock 
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front OS, th* partiel** r«c*ÍT* an *xtra coaponant u p*rp*ndicular to 

• 

th* *hock front. Th* compounded velocity ▼ i* ahown in th* triangl* of 

fore** clearly 

▼2 a (U Sec 0 - u Co* 0)^ ♦ (u Sin 0)2 

» U2 Sec2 e ♦ u2 - 2 U u (1) 

Honnally, the flow at speed v and pressure p 1* supersonic. An 

angular rarefaction wave h*gin* along a radius from 0, usually at th* 

Mach angle beyond OM. However, in the critical case in which w* are 

interested, the angular rarefaction wave begins as early as possible, 

along the perpendicular OM. The stream lines all emerge eventually 

par allai to 01, and again return to aero pressure. In this solution 

It will be seen that the duration of the peak shock pressure p near 

the surface is proportional to depth, and vanishes at aero depth (just 

like the accoustical theory). If, however, v is less than the velocity 

of sound at pressure p, the whole solution collapses, and th* rarefaction 

penetrates into the high pressure triangle M08. This means that if an 

Initial system like that shown in the diagram is artificially established 

at t » 0, with the aid of rigid smooth walls, and the walls are then 

removed, a rarefaction will start from 0 and spread downwards into the 

water. The critical condition Is 

v « Op 

or Sec2 9 « (Op2 ♦ 2 U u • u2)/!!2 (2) 

This formula gives us th* smallest angle 0 at which a given shock 

of pressure p can maintain itself at a free surface. 
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How, the ordinary shock equations give 

Ou- T0p, U2 - p (t0 - Tj^) 

where t0 is the Tolums of one graimùs of water at atmospheric uressnre. 

Using the equation of state 

1.166 

(1^7)035- 

where p is in 103 kilograms/cm2 (14220 p«i), we find 

If p is smell compared with 3D then 

© * 25 degrees 

Ixpreselng p in psl, © » 0.Æ1 p^ degrees (3) 

Values of 6 computed for various value* of p are given in the table 

p pel 100 400 1000 4000 10,000 30,000 70,000 

0* 2.1 4.3 6.5 12.7 19.0 28.4 38.5 

These results are shown in Tigure 5„ 

The stream lines for a shock advancing into still water could be 

computed by solving the Meyer equations. and then superimposing the velo¬ 

city Ü sec 6 on the system. This is a matter of calculation and nothing 

unusual can arise. 

Let us now see what are the consequences of applying the above 

theory to a shallow explosion in water. As the shock wave strikes the 

surface, the angle of incidence of the wav* is 90°, and this is of course 

larger than the critical angle for a shock wave of any intensity. As 
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th« shock spreads along the surface,, the angle of Incidence decreaees, 

but the peak pressure decreases and with It the corresponding critical 

angle. The question is whether the critical angle 8 for the peak ehook 

pressure (this peak corresoonding with the free water pressure) decreases 

to a Talus less than the angle of incidence. If this does not happen, 

the acoustical theory is a reasonable approxlnatlon. The pressure near 

the surface does not reach the free water pressure, although the posl- 

tlTe duration tends to zero as the surface is approached. By examina¬ 

tion of the numerical quantities inrolred, it la found that the minimum 

depth of explosion that will succeed in propagating the free water 

pressure p psi for an explosion of 20,000 tons of TNT depends on p in 

the manner shown in Figure 6. The least pressure that must cause much 

damage is probably between 1000 and 2000 psi. Hence the minimum depth 

is roughly 400-500 ft. for purposes of comparison, the results for a 

360 lb charge of TNT are also shown. 

In the case of a really shallow explosion, the critical condition 

is rery quickly passed. Befer to figure 7. Suppose that Sf is the 

ware front at the moment the front reaches the critical angle 8 for the 

pressure at the front, from the point S outwards, a rarefaction zone in 

which the pressure is less than the free water pressure must spread 

from the surface downwards. At any stage, the pules below a certain 

depth will be unaffected, and this depth will increase with radius. 

Let S'B denote the surface below which the front of the pulse has not 

been affected, and suppose that AB is that part of the pulse in the 

smaller pressure region. The pressure at A may be estimated by the following 
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argument which la not exact jut muet be fairly close to the truth. 

The horizontal radius through the centre of the explosion OH is 

increasing at the rate Uf where Uf is the shock velocity at the free¬ 

water pressure at H. The point A must be keeping in step with H, and 

we therefore take as the velocity of A the quantity Uf sec 0 where 0 

is the angle HOA. The angle of Inclination of the front BA at A must 

be the critical angle corre »ponding with the surface pressure pB<; 

Hence the surface velocity of A Is also U, sec Sauating the two 

expressions for the velocity, we have - 

Uf sec 0 » U, Bec 9, (4) 

Sow for pressures not greater than about 20,,000 pel, we have - 

U ■ Cc,(l ♦ 6„65 X 10“®p)0 where p is in pai 

Hence 

13.3 X 10“6(Pf _ Ps) „ (q2 _ 02) _ 13 6 x 10-6Pb _ (h/B)2 

This gives 

Ps * 0.495 pf ♦ 3„T « 104(H/H)2 psi (5) 

The table gives some values of p,„ pf against H for an explosion 

of 20,000 tons of THT, when H » 90 ft. 

1 330 600 8Q0 1000 1500 2000 2500 

Pf 20,000 10,600 7650 5890 3710 2650 2070 

_12»700 6080 4250 3300 1970 1390 1070 

Pj 730 450 340 270 170 126 100 

The angle of inclination of Aft to the surface is of great importance. 

Here it ie only possible to give an order of magnitude calculation. We 
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a«eert that the rate of descent of B !■ (Cf - Ca)( where Cf and C|| are 

the Telocltiee of sound at the free water preeeure and at the surface 

pressure. 

How C in ft/sec Is given at pressure p pel hy 

C - C0(i ♦ 2 X 10’5p) 

Hence 

UB ■ 0.10(pf - p^) ft/sec. 

The following conclueion would appear to have a sound foundation. 

Suppose that fro« measurements, the peak: pressure in a shallow water ex¬ 

plosion is measured as p psl near to the surface at depth 0 ft. 7or 

example, in Test B, p might be the pressure at 26 - 50 ft depth. Then 

the angle 0 follows from formula (s). How as far as the hydrodynamics 

of the water motion near the gauge are concerned, the pulse appears to 

come from a depth BO, where H is the radius from the center. The 
; 

duration of the pulse by acoustical arguments will therefore have the 

value 

260/e - 1.4 X îSiÎQpi milliseconds 

This will be found to be long compared with the normal acoustical valve. 

An improved formula is given in a later section. 

There is one extremely important consequence of the above para- 

graph, amounting in fact to giving an alternative position for bomb and 

ship to produce an Identical pressure pulse, and therefore identical 

damage. The one uncertainty at present is that in Test B some'of the 

damage was caused by the second pulse, arriving 0.1 sec later, and 

resulting undoubtedly from .he presence of the bottom. 
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Suppose that at depth 0 ft at radius H ft the peak pressure was po 

Then the pulse has a direction which has an angle of incidence ©„ Suppose 

that Rf ft is the distance that the same bomb would give a free water 

pressure p. Then the pulse at 0 would be the same as that observed if 

the depth of bomb were Rf 6 and the distance of the point Ö were Rf 

from the bomb. Take for exanrolel the 1000 psi level which occurred at 

about 2600 ft in Test B„ We have R, * 5000 ft, 0 = 6„65° » 0,116 radians. 

The pulse from an explosion at depth 580 ft and distance 5000 ft 

observed at depth 0 would be the same as that actually produced at 2600 

ft at the same depth for the field point 0«, As noted earlier,, the 

argument ignores the second pulse, 

Pressure-Time Curve for a Particle 

The formula for the durationgiven in the previous sections was 

based on acoustical theory. This, of course, was an approximation; the 

pressure pulse at any point Is only approximately a step-function. The 

following analysis gives the actual shape of the pressure-time curve 

at any point, to first order. Moro complicated computations will give 

the curve to a higher order of accuracy. 

The basic idea is that in the system of reference in which the 

shock wave it at rest, a mass particle moves essentially at C0, the 

velocity of eound at zero pressure,, right through the shock and the 

rarefaction zone. In the region between the shock and the end of the 

rarefaction zone, the time taken to sweep out any angle at 0 is simply 

proportional to the angle, to first order. Thue if we calculate the 

angle subtended by any part of its path in the important region, we can 
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Immediately convert this part of the path on to a time scale. Thf ^reeeure- 

tlme curve at any fixed point in epaee in a reference system in t.deh 

the unshocked water is at rest is the same to first order as the pressure- 

time curve following a particle, provided the two depths are the same. 

The particle enters the shock at S, and its velocity is slightly 

changed. It moves at constant pressure along the straight line SHA, and 

the rarefaction begins at A. Clearly 

¿SOH V ¿10A . ¿SPA 

and ¿ SOS is the angle Q of the shock. If |>s is the pressure in the 

shock, we have already proved to first order 

0» 0.437 

where 0 is in radians and ^ is in 103 kllogrammes/cm2 (6.56 tons/in2). 

Also, it is clear from the triangle of velocities that to the first 

order giving non-cero te.ms 

¿K0A. *0/c 

where IS is the mass velocity behind a shock in still «rater of pressure p. 

Since èá/c is of first order, we neglect ¿ SOA compared with (0 . 

We have now to consider the angular rarefaction eons i» AOB. Let 

and a be the radial and tangential velocity components respectively. 

Then one of the equations of motion, In the angular rarefaction zone, le 

whose p le the angular co-ordinate. 

Bernouilli's equation gives 

(^2p ♦ %> ♦ ♦ -J) ♦ 
where «¿p is the radial velocity component at angle P, measured from OP, 
at which angle the pressure has fallen from the shock pressure ^ to p. 
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Figur« 7. 
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Now 

and for the equation of state assumed for water, and given previously 

•£ otü (=/-¾2) * °-lW <°/32 - =/) 

Hence, Bernoullii's equation gives 

if = 1.32 (Cs2 - C 2) s 0.379 Co2 ( ps " P ) 

The above equation of motion may be simplified to first order by 

replacing m by Co. Then we have 

hence * 0.61¾^^- p 

Cp * 0.615 YV^P" 

The angle AOB therefore is given by 

^ AOB * 0.615 Y~p¡ , 

while the pressure falls off quadratically in the angular rarefraction 

zone. 

Suppose that the pressure-time curve is measured at depth G ft, 

and that p is measured in psi. Then we have 

(1) Region SON. Pressure equal to shock pressure 

Duration Tq = GO /Co s 0.70 x 10”^ milliseconds. 

(2) Region NOA. Pressure equal to shock pressure. 

Duration to first order zero. To higher order 

Duration = 2.2 x 10"9 G „ 3A milliseconds. 
Ps 2 

(3) Region AOB. Pressure falls from p to zero in a time 

T2 * 1.42 Tq = 0.71 T = 0.99 x 10”3 G-{ps milliseconds. 
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tieaeuring time t from the point A, the pressure falls with time 

according to the law 

p-ps [i - (tA^)2] 

The diagram shows the pressure-time curve at depth G at a point 

where the surface pressure is p. The curve is a universal function; 

the first part is a step function lasting one half of the acoustical 

dun-ion for a shock incident at angle O, and the second part is a 

parabolic decay, and lasts for 0.71 times the acoustictd duration for 

a shock incident at angle 9, 
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Figur# 10. 
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T8ST 0? THB HYPOTHESIS DAMAGE PHOPORTIOMAL IMR&Y II SHOCI PUL SI.. 

Ho calculation,) however elaborate« could succeed la predicting all 

the details of damage caused to a ship by an underwater explosion. 

However« the severity of damage obviously decreases rapidly with 

distance« and it is possible to make some inforaed guesses on approxl~ 

mate distances at which various ships will experience certain broad 

categories of damage. In the next section« for example« we estimate 

the radii of damage for several depths of burst to eaase the same type 

of damage as wae produced by the Baker explosion in various ships. The 

hypothesis is made there that an underwater explosion pulse produces 

damage depending on the energy in the pulse. 

The details of the shock pulse in the water near the keel of 

a ship« caused by an atomic bomb« vary according to the conditions« 

but in all cases the pulse has a step form. This is because the 

"cut-off time is always considerably less than the time constant of 

the free water pulse. Thus our hypothesis really amounts to assuming 

that the damage severity is controlled by the parameter p*^« where p 

is the pressure in the shock pulse« and ^is the duration, or "cut-off" 

time. Impressed in absolute units, the total kinetic and potential 

energy in the pulse crossing unit area« up to the tine of cut-off, is 

r* 
where o is the density and c the velocity of sound. 

The present section tests the hypothesis that severity of damage 

is controlled ty Xr, and not, for example« by a parameter such as p^« 
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th. «omMtan, or no-«h.r c.nc.lT.bl. co.Mn.tlon of p Ml -J- 

Ih. T..t B «pl..l.n V.. ■tall.,-, «na th. pr.i.ur« pul., eun-ot 

h. o^cul.fd ky th. ordlnuy «out-off« ,h..ry. du. o„ u.. th. th..« 

tlcal r®Uti#n«hip f*p X namely 

T - 1.4 X 10“3 G /7 ■illieeeende 

for th. duration of th. pul.« .t d^th 0 f..t at th. point. (t «hloh 

th. diook pr...ur. 1. p p,!. U.l^ thl. r.latl.n.hlp f .ub.tltut. ln 

th. fomul. for »r„ and Mtpr...lni th. r.ault ln unit, fo.t pound. p.r 

■quare foot, ve get 

*r » 3o0 X 10"6 G pß/? 

The following table enow, the reeults for 8 .hip., Tve point, on the 

keel of ewh .hip have been tricen, one the neareet point of the keel 

to the explosion center, «d th. ether th. aid-point of th. keel t. th. 

zploslon center. In the ease of the submarines PILOTFISH, APOGOH, and 

SIIPJACI, all subnerged with little positive buoyancy, very .«all Isric# 

were eufflcient to cause sinking. 

J 
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Ship 
•Wl p pel p pel 
0 feet B.p, M.P. 

X 10-4 X 10-4 
Beaarks 

ABBA NBAS 30 5000 

SARATOGA 32 3600 

PIL0Z71SH 40 4700 

APOOOli go 1050 

SKIPJACK 45 1100 

PALLOR 14 2600 

HUGHES 16 1570 

T.O. 160 26 3050 

LST 133 6 1600 

GASC0HAD1 14 leoo 

4650 16.0 13.0 

3300 6.9 6.0 

4150 18.0 13.4 

980 O.g*» 0.81 

1100 0.54 0.54 

2100 1.45 0o84 

1570 0.47 0.47 

2450 3.83 2.22 

1450 0.19 0.14 

1550 0.58 0.40 

Many platee ruptured 

Some plates seriously 

dished. Information 
scanty. 

Pressure hull dished and 
torn. 

Some damage to pressure 
hull. 

Considerable damage to 
pressure hull. 

Plates dished but not 
ruptured. 

Slight dishing. Little 
hull damage 

Sunk. Rever reappeared 
from water column. 

Little structural damage. 
No plate damage. 

Plates dished but not rup¬ 
tured . 

N.P. means nearest point; M.P. means mid point. 

ARKANSAS was left upside down on the bottom. Extensive heavy damage 

to plates was to be found everywhere over the sides and bottom. 

TOGA .bowed some dishing of plates, but the ship sank upright; and no 

information i. known about the plate« at the bottom. It i. m0.t likely 

that many were ruptured. PILOTFISH showed heavy damage to the pressure 

hull; PILOTFISH was a modern heavy hull submarine. APOGOH also was of 
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the heavy hull type, and showed dishing of plates and soae failure of 

frame«. SKIPJACK was of light hull construction, and the hull wae dished 

considerablyo Ho information has been obtained on Y.O. 160. The other 

ships in ths table are covered sufficiently by the details given in 

the table. 

Certain inconsistencies appear in the above table. For example, 

the fact that the FALLOH, although damaged and leaking, did not sink, 

whils the submarines APOGOH and SKIPJACK did sink, is slightly puztling. 

Of course, all of the mechanical variables of the shock pulse used in 

constructing the table are subject to slight uncertainty. Furthermore, 

the reflected pulse off the bottom may have caused some of the damage, 

the reflected pulse was irregular due to variations in the bottom. J¿ain, 

a large intake of water is required to sink a surface ship, but very 

little is required to sink a submarine submerged with only a few tons 

of positive buoyancy. 

The results, show quite clearly that the degree of damage depends 

both on peak pressure and depth (or what amounts to the same thing, 

duration). The degree of damage is about equally well described as pro¬ 

portional either to 

(pressure) x duration, which is energy 

pressure x duration, which is momentum. 

Of these M criteria, the first is preferred for mechanical reasons. 

There is one remark which can be made on the above table of results, 

directed towards sxplaining the survival of the FALLOH with its energy 

value 1.46 and the sinking of the APOGOH with its energy value 0.97. 
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It ie a well-known phenomenon In the theory of sound that the re¬ 

flection of a pulee at a rigid wall girea a reflected wave of equal 

strength, so that the pressure acting on the wall reaches a Talus 

twice that in the original pulse. The suggestion is made that it is 

this simple fact which gives the underlying principle accounting for 

the survival of the FALLOH. The underwater pulse in the Test B explo¬ 

sion, acting on the ships, lasted one or two milliseconds. Since the 

speed of propagation was about 5000 ft/sec, the length of the pulse up 

to the time of cut-off was between 5 and 10 ft. Hence, if the pro¬ 

jected area of the side of a ship in the direction of the movement of 

the blast wave had a minimum length of about 10 ft, the central regions 

of this area re-acted to the shock pulse as if they were part of an 

infinite wall. In other words, there was no relieving pulse reaching 

the region considered, coming from the free water below the ship or at 

the two ends. 

According to the theory of sound, the doubling by reflection at a 

rigid surface is independent of the angle of incidence. However, if 

the reflecting surface deforms, then the angle of incidence definitely 

affects the results. It ie perhaps too naive to suggest that for normal 

Incidence the total energy of the pulse, both kinetic and potential, are 

available for causing deformation, while for grazing Incidence only the 

potential energy is available, but this description has an underlying 

principle of truth. 

Referring to the map of the Test B explosion it will be seen that 

the FALLOS was pointing almost directly at the explosion while AP000N 
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and SKIPJACK, like moat of the other ahipe were broadaide on. Since the 

ahock pulae had a front which waa nearly vertical, the pulae awept acroaa 

the bottom of all ahipa at almoat gracing incidence. 

An inapection of the table auggeata that: 

(1) any capital ahip will be aunk by a value 1¾. * 10® ft. lb./ft.^. 

(2) any capital ahip will be aerioualy damaged by Ir x 5 x 104, but will 
not aink from rupture of platea. Some danger of einking will ariae 
from fractured pipea. 

(3) lighter ahipe, euch aa deatroyera, tranaporta and merchant ahipa 
will probably be aunk with a value 2 x 104. 

(4) aubmarinea will probably be aunk by Ir a 104, unleae leaka, not 
through the main preaaure hull, but through hatchea and fractured 
pipea, can be atopped. 

(5) ahipa pointing towarda or away from a ahallow exploalon will not 
be damaged aa heavily aa ahipa at other anglea, particularly broad- 
aide-on, at equal diatancee. 

The preaaure-time curvea in Teat B obtained with the Hilliar gaugea 

agree aurprieingly well with the theoretical reaulta Juat deacrlbed. 

Bear to the center the experimental reaulta Indicate higher preaaurea 

and alightly ahorter duration, but further out the agreement ia nearly 

perfect, and la in fact much better than would be anticipated from the 

approximate nature of the theory. 

Inergy in the Pulae. 

The approximation haa previoualy been made that the energy in the 

poeitive pulae waa that of a aquare acouetlcal pulae of preaaure yo9 and 

duration ^ . 

W * T'PtJf'- 
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The calculations giren .bore, show that the energ7 is «ore closely 

approximated by 

» - (0.5 Tfripc) » (0.71 xtfipc) y'V kVcL-* 

Therefore the numerical results giren preriously and based on the 

acoustical duration need a small correction, but the magnitude of the 

correction is only 12*. and there is little point in applying it, in riew 

of the other uncertainties inrolred. 

Reflection of Shock Pulses at More Mormal Angles of Incidence. 

The classical experiments of Hilliar, and many similar measurements 

made to confirm his riews. hare shown that the image theory of the reflec¬ 

tion of a shock ware in water at a free surface represents the facte. 

The theory put forward now indicates that the "cut-off" pulse has a fine 

structure at the edge. It is easy to show by the methods used abore that, 

for a shock pulse of rery long decay time, the angle of reflection equals 

the angle of incidence but only to the extent of e first approximation. 

Higher order teme, of Increasing importance the higher the shook pressure, 

slightly modify the result. The angular rarefaction zone, in which the 

pressure drop, away from /¾ quadrieally with time, 1. very narrow compared 

with the zone in which the pressure it p% . The details can be worked 

out, and make an interesting mathematical exercise, but they can be applied 

only to the pulse rery near to the surface with an ordinary explosion ( 1 lb. 

- 1000 lb.) because the theory given is based on the hypothesis that the 

time constant of the pulse is large compared with the duration of the "cut-off" 
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pul... L.ngthjr nujn.rleal «loul.tl.n. probably off.r th. only hop. of 

dl .cot. ring th. oatur. of th. .„lotion rit.n th. tl....c„n.tant of th. .hock 

pulse le aleo to be Introduced with the analyele. 

jrploelone at greater Dapthe. 

to attempt 1. ..d. In th. follortng .option, to ..tl„.t. th. .ff.ct 

of placing th. bomb at gro.tor depth. In d..p «ter. flr.t, an ..tímate 

of th. large.t nr. .y.t.m 1. ató. end th. conclu.lon her. 1. that th. 

gr«.t.,t ..... ar. produced .h.n th. boob 1. 400-600 ft deep. Th. „.In 

problem to b. con.ld.r.d, ho..T.r, 1. to calculate th. radii at which 

Tarlou. .hip. „Uld b. damped to th. .„. d.gr.. a. they ..r. In T..t B 

If th. bomb ..r. .xpl„d.d at v.rlou. d.pth.. In ord.r to do thl,. th. 

hypothe.l. .a. propo.ed and t..t.d In th. or.rlon. par^r.ph. that th. 

4*"** 4•p•nd• °° th* '“"«I' 1” «h. .hock pul., up to th. time of cut-off. 

Th. agreement with th. remit. ... fairly .»«.factory, ipplylng th. 

hypoth..!. to .hip. of about th. .... .tructural .tr.ngth a. 

and SmiOOi. it «pp..r. that th. gr.at..t rtolu. of .Inking 1. .bout 

800 yd, and that thl. 1. achlmT.d .1th any d.pth of bur.t b.t»..n 600 ft 

and 1200 ft. 

Or.at..t Wg... Obtplnabl. from an Atomic Bomb kiplo.lnn In Deep Water 

Th. «... from an .lp,o.lon In d..p water ar. gr.»t..t ,h.n th. 

depth of th. charg. 1. about 0.8 tl... th. radio of th. bubbl. cau..d 

by th. .xplo.lon, Th. .ff.ct of th. .xploilon 1. to ««. . larg. city, 

th. top of which brotó, and l.t. In air when th. parity 1. gr..t.,t. 
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At thle inetant the water everywhere, except that In the dome, le appro¬ 

ximately at reet. The wave* are generated froa the collavee of the 

cavity under the hydroetatlc forcee due to gravity. 

Aeaualng that the bomh le equivalent In "bubble forming" power to 

30,000 tone of TIT an aaeumptlon which muet be reaeonably Juetifled 

but may nevertheleee be wrong by ± 26^, the greateet wavee will be gener¬ 

ated from an exploelon at depth 450 ft. To eatlmate the wavee, we uee 

the lawe propoaed by the writer In Index 119, and tested experimentally 

by Bryant In Index 166. Bryant used a charge 32 lb, exploded at 8 ft 

depth In fairly deep water. We are now considering 20,000 tone at 450 

ft depth. If H2 Is the radius of the large bubble and Hi la the radius 

of the 32 lb bubble at 8 ft (known experimentally to be about 11 ft), 

we have 

Hg3 (450 V Z) 20000 x 2240 

Hi3 (8 ♦ Z) 32 

where Z - 34 ft, la the head of water corresponding with atmospheric 

pressure. Solving this equation 

H2/H1 « 48, 

so that the atomic borib bubble radius, when the depth of exploelon Is 

450 ft, la about 560 ft. 

The measurements of the waves made by Bryant on the 32 lb charge at 

S ft depth, were taken at distance 66.5 ft. These now may be scaled to 

the atonic bomb at 450 ft depth. Wave heights must be increased by a 

factor 48, and the waves will be those at distance 2700 ft. The second 

large wave will be the highest, and this will be preceded by the deepest 
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trough. The maximii trough to creet height will be 90 ft, and the 

period of the ware will be 19 eec, correepondlog with a "ware length" 

of about 1900 ft. Hence the wawes will be rather eteep but not breaking 

at 2700 ft radlu*. Further out, the wares will be comparatlrely hara- 

leaa to ehlpe, but night be eerloue if there were any ehore installation« 

on a nearby beach, such as there would hare been at Bikini Atoll In 

Teet C. 

Bryant nade an approxlnate Interpretation of the shape of the cavity 

caused by the explosion. Figure 12 shows the estinated cavity nhape, 

and the waves at 2700 ft radius fron an atomic bonb exploded at 450 ft 

depth. 

Bonb positlone to give equal damage 

Beasone have been advanced for supposing that the damage to a given 

ship by a step-pulse of pressure p and duration t la proportional to p , 

Let O' be the draught of the ehip and c the velocity of the wave; we 

neglect the enall variation of c with p. Then if the theory given is 

valid, 

[ o/«2 + l]"* (1) 
where R la the horizontal distance of the bomb, H its depth, and pf Is 

the free-water pressure pules at a radial distance (E^ + R2)^. 

It is shown in the volume on "Water Blast" that this theory is 

valid only if 

H > B0 (pf) 

0 (p) ■ 3.60 X 10-3p* where 

(2) 

(3) 
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if p la in pai. If (2) is not aatiefiea, than 

(4) 

where the aurface praeaure pa 1b approximately 

Pa * 0.495 pf ♦ 3.7 x 104 (H/H)2 pal (5) 

The following diagram was calculated from theae equationa. The 

function pf waa taken from the Crossroads Handbook for an explosion 

of 20 kilotone TUT. A set of bomb positions is shown, for which 

constant damage would be inflicted on a ship by the flret pulse only. 

The approximate theory, in the region where the Meyer solution is 

not ralid, does not fit exactly on to the curres from the acoustic 

theory, but the difference is never large. To eliminate the gap, one 

would have to consider the rate of fall, through the water, of the 

boundary where the Meyer solution fails. The transition curves would 

then depend on the draught of the ship. This is the only place where 

the curves of constant damage are affected by the draught. The extent 

of the constant damage suffered by a given ship does, of course, denend 

on the draught. 

In so far as the energy p2 ^ is not an exact criterion of damage, 

the curves cannot be said to have any preciae definition. However, 

there is little doubt that as far as planning purposes are concerned, 

the curves are adequate. 

It will be seen from the figure, that the optimum depth for the 

bomb to cause the same damage to SARATOGA as was inflicted by Bomb B 

ifc calculated to be 1700 ft. The calculated horizontal radiua ia 830 

yd, compared with 380 yd in Teat B. 
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THE STHUCTUBI OT THE VATEH SPOUT 

The etructure of the spout from a shallow water explosion Is of 

great practical Importance and considerable scientific Interest. The 

Importance lies In the fact that the radioactive fission products are 

dissolved In the water droplets of the spout. Since most of the droplets 

fall back to the surface of the sea within a period of time measured 

In hours» a study of the problems of the contamination of the area 

surrounding the explosion hinges on obtaining an understanding of the 

mechanics of the formation of the spout. One must consider for example, 

whether a contact explosion» or an explosion 20 or 30 ft above the sea, 

would fora a spout. If not, then most of the fission products would 

not become attached to water droplets and would, therefore, presumably 

be carried into the upper atmosphere and escape. 

The water spout is an Interesting problem mechanically for a variety 

of reasons. In the first place, the diameter of the spout appears to 

scale for a range of explosive charges as large as one milllon^fold. The 

height of the spout scales very well for charges ranging from a few 

ounces up to a few hundred pounds. At this point, the effect of gravity 

begins to count and large charges do not give spouts relatively as 

high as small charges, l.e. when expressed in terms of a scaled length. 

The amount of water contained in the spout is not known although many 

speculative estlmatee have been made. Tor example, in the case of Test 

B, the radius of the spout was about 900 ft and the depth of the water 

was 180 ft. If one assumes that the whole of the water inside a cylinder 

of radius 900 ft was thrown upwards Into the air to make the spout, then 
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th» total anount of water In the «pout was about 12 Billion tone. Based 

on this simple calculation, statements have been made that the amount 

of water thrown into the air was between 1 and 10 million tons; such a 

statement is to be found in the report of the President's Ivalnation 

Committee. It is thought that these figures are seriously over-estimated 

by a factor lying between 10 and 100c For reaeons which will be explained 

later, it is considered ouch more likely that the amount of water thrown 

into the water spout, including the cloud at the top, was about 60,000 tons. 

Conventional Theory of the Motion of the Surface 

According to the theory of sound, the mass velocity of the water 

particles at the shock wave front is given by 

U. * f>ls>c 
where p is the shock wave pressure, (9 i« the density and C is the 

velocity of sound. Thus, for example, the mass velocity is 14.6 ft/see 

when the shock wave pressura is 1000 psi. 

When a shock wave reaches a free surface at normal incidence, the 

pressure falls to tero and the mass velocity doubles. If the shock wave 

reaches the surface at an angle of incidence (TJJfc-d) then the impulsive 

velocity given to the fr«e surface is 

SIT* Zp 

Consider now the conditions applying at the edge of the water spout in 

Test B. The shock pressure given by the experimental results was 4000 

psi. According to the theory developed earlier, the angle ¿9 was 13°; 

therefore, the impulsive upward velocity given by the shock was on 26 ft/sec. 
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Neglecting air resistance, this would take the water only to a height 

of 11 ft. from the photographe of the water spout, it will be seen 

that there is a Tory large fringe to the spout extending considerably 

beyond 900 ft radius. It seene likely that the fringe is caused by 

the shock wave. On the other hand, it is clear that the ehock wawe 

at the outer regione of the water spout ie not responsible for throwing 

the water high up into the air and thus accounting for the spout. 

Iven when one remembere that the water surface is unstable when it is 

shocked iapulsiwely upwards, so that ripples are greatly magnified, 

it in inconceivable that the shock at 900 ft radius could throw water 

more than 30 ft into the air. 

"Afterflow Motion11 

As is well-known, an explosion in water at a depth at least 

several bubble radii separates into two phases. At any point in the 

water, the first disturbance to arrive is the shock wave. This quickly 

pasees, and is succeeded by the "afterflow". This phase is practically 

identical with that which would be achieved by the gas bubble pulsating 

in an incompressible liquid. The particle velocity at any point is 

inversely proportional to the lietance from the center, while the 

pressure and mass veloci ty at any point in the water are considerably 

less than they were in the shock wave phase. 

In the case of a shallow water explosion, the same type of break¬ 

down of the motion into two phases may be envisaged. The development 

of the bubble, its venting, and the phenomena which follow, such aa 

wave formation, are therefore part of the "afterflow" phenomena, and 
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for theee the fact that vater le not entire^ "incompreeeible" le 

largely Immaterial. 

We muet now con.lder the po.elhlllty that the water epout le an 

"afteiflow" phenomenon. Ideal!ein« the problem draetleally. but at 

leaet preeerrlng the fundamentale, we oonelder a sheet of water, of 

uniform depth, bounded at one edge by a wertlcal wall. Initially erery- 

thlng 1. at reet; wddenly the w^l 1. given an impul.lre horlrontal 

Telocity, Clearly the water near the wall le flung upwards. 

The wall In the explosion application is represented by the sides 

of the bubble, before and after it ha. rented. The question is,doe. the 

push of the explosion on the side, of the bubble make the water further 

out squirt upwards with high Telocity? 

Bw «»put. .OlUtlOQ of th. .h,.t of j,rt,d lnt0 B0tl011 ^ 

th. UpololT. T.looltr of a T.rtlcl .„i,,. !, ,M 4lffl<rait to I()lTti 

tut .t lout on. eu enleulnt. th. Initial T.loclty dl.trltutlon of th. 

water. 

Por .Inpllclty, «. l.^ln. th. ground 0 r.moT.d .nd uoth.r .he-t of 

vat.r nddod h.lo„. Thu 9 1. . plu. of .yu.try, Ull. f ud f • nr. 
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free eurfacee. The bubble eurfuce le represented by a wall B extending 

fro» 0 to ♦h along the y-axle, and the Image system B' extends froa 0 

to -h along the y axis. 

A fundamental solution is 

¢ = e Aÿ, Á-&, * (*.71+1) TT/z 

Hence, the velocity notential for any arbitrary impulsive pressure 

over the wall, is 

Y An€ Cr&izn-i-tyiryJ zi[ 
The initial vertical velocity of the free surface is therefore 

Thus the initial vertical velocity decreases very rapidly with x, 

ïven for the most slowly varying component, the velocity decreases e- 

fold in a distance 

% = 2.A/JT 

In one case h - 180 feet, so that the distance is 115 feet. 

Let us consider the simplest case in which the initial velocity 

distribution conforms to the law 

a * aoc^ Tfÿ/z 4 

This law correctly takes into account that the impulsive pressure 

is tero at the free surface, as it must be in our case. Then 

A.= z¿u„/frí 

and the maximum upward velocity is at the point (0,h), with a value 

SV-tUo 
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Ve tee that a preeeure at the wall B cannot cauee an upwarde 

Telocity greater than the maxlnum horizontal Telocity, and that the 

upward Telocity In any case decreases rapidly ae we go to distances of 

the order the depth away from the wall. 

Now the ''afterflow" Telocitlee are considerably less than the shock 

waT# Telotdties, and these were small at radius 9*00 ft. We conclude that 

the epout Is not caused by "afterflow". On the other hand, the after¬ 

flow Is capable of explaining the formation of wares, by the "tidal bore" 

■echaniim already giren by the writer, and in the case of explosives In 

earth, is capable of explaining the formation of a crater. 

The Suggested Method for Which the Spout is Joraed 

Reasons hare been giren abore indicating that the water in the 

outer parts of the spout do not rise rertically from the lagoon. Bjr a 

rpdugtlo-aA absurdum argument, therefore, the water in the spout must 

hare originated near to the center of the explosion. The spout is not 

solid water; on the contrary it is a fine mist and the proportion of 

water to air by rolume probably does not exceed one part ffer hundred thousand. 

The diagrams Illustrate the writer's idea on the formation of the 

epout. four stages are shown and the diagrams should be self explanatory. 

The question now must be asked whether an explosion at the surface 

of the eea would throw a large amount of spray high into the air and thus 

cause intense contamination orer a wide area by means of a fine rain. 

This question is extremely difficult to answer with confidence and probably 
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the only method of obtaining the answer, short of using another bomb, 

is to make a number of model experiments. In the first place it would 

be interesting to fire a small charge in a carity, the walls of which 

were either metal or clay and if the explosion would gire a spout. 

For example, if the radius of the charge were one, then the diameter of 

the cavity should be about three and the depth of the cavity should be 

about two. The spray should be thrown sideways and upwards giving a 

general appearance the same as that at Bikini with the diameter of the 

spout about 20. 

Othsr experiments should be made to see what happens with a con¬ 

tact explosion. In interpreting the results, of course, one must pay 

careful attention to the fact that gravity will have a very different 

effect on the small scale and on the large scale. The best estimate 

that can be mkds at present is that the heat of the atomic bomb exploded 

at the surface will evaporate several thousand tons of water and will 

throw considerable amount of spray into the air. However, it is not 

expected that anything comparable with the spout and steam cloud 

observed at Bikini would be obtained. 

The Base Surge. 

One of the remarkable features of the B explosion was the moisture 

cloud which appeared to spread from the bottom of the spout after the 

“Wilson cloud chamber“ condensation fog had practically vanished. This 

particular cloud had not been anticipated, bit there seems to be little 

doubt about the general lines of the explanation. The proposal is made 
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that the eloud le caused by the epilling over of the steam and air In 

the spout, as the whole of the spout begins to fall» The basal moisture 

cloud is In fact the "spout" in another guise. The fourth diagram of 

the series describing the water spout illustrates the suggestions. 

At the time when the Wilson fog was re-evaporated, the misty mix¬ 

ture rlr and water in the spout and the clouds above were approxi¬ 

mately at rest everywhere. However,, the system was not in mechanical 

equilibrium with the atmosphere. The weight of the suspended water 

droplets gradually causes a downward motion to start; from the clouds 

indeed, rain began to fall; but in the spout there were vast numbers of 

minute droplets, and, as they fell0 they entrained the air and water 

vapour near them so that the whole contents of the spout began to fall. 

At the surface of the sea most of the mixture was deflected sideways, 

although no doubt the largest water drops fell into the iea. 

A mathematical theory of the falling motion of the contents of 

the spout can certainly be developed. The experimental information 

to be used in conjunction with such a theory are graphs giving the width 

and height of the column as functions of time. Without attempting such 

an analysis here, it is however clear that the basal moisture cloud must 

be highly radioactive. Most of the fission products were probably in 

the clouds above, but possibly 2 - 20* are left in the spout, and these 

ware all carried down near the sea as the spout collapsed and became 

transformed into the basal moisture cloud. 
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Figure 14 
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Limiting Volume Of Stenm And Water Droplete 

After Venting.Pressure Everywhere Atmospheric. 

Figure 15 
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Stags 4 

Metamorphosis Of The Spout Into The Basal Surge 

Figure 16 
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Rspçrt 9¾ Ship Inetnmentatlon Other Th^n 

Mr Blast and Underwater Pressure 

In Operation Crossroad®, the Ship and Instrumentation Program under¬ 

took to determine the blast and underwater pressure, to measure the prop¬ 

erties of the explosion which imposed a loading on the structure of the 

target vessels, and to measure the properties of the structural response 

to this loading. It was expected that the response of the vessels would 

take two principal forms, (l) deformation of ship structure directly ex¬ 

posed to the shock wave, and (2) shock excitation of structure and equip- 
I 

ment which would not necessarily involve structural deformation. 

The majority of the installations were concentrated on APA's and 

DD's since these were the simplest target structures. Less elaborate 

installations were provided on the major target vessels, so that when a 

pattern of response had been established on the APA's and DD's, a few 

additipnul measurements would enable a response to be fitted into the 

pattern. It should be clearly understood that it was not the purpose 

of the installations to provide a formal study in structural analysis. 

Identical instruments were concentrated on two APA's and two DD's. 

From these original installations, selected instrumentation was put on 

the remainder of the DD's and APA's. Thus the plan provided for detailed 

observation of two vessels of each type, at different distances, plus a 

connecting thread of reduced covering throughout the target array. 

On the two APA's and DD's which were the cornerstone of the instru¬ 

mentation plan, the instruments were installed in three transverse belts— 

a bret forward, one amidships, and one aft. In each of these brets the 

instrumentation was substantially the same. It provided for gauges 

extending from the keel out to~and up either side of the vessels. In 
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addition to docunenting the response of the structure to tlui direct im¬ 

pact of the loading, it would serve to indicate how the disturbance was 

transmitted through the structure* 

In the DD's where there was a more extensive background of experience 

related to shook response, a serious effort was made to place instruments 

on equipment as well as on structures. 

Time records of impulsive velocity were obtained by a velocity meter 

whose signal was recorded on two types of recorders. The velocity meter 

consists essentially of a seismic element surrounded by a coil, which is 

part of the frame. Às the frame - and hence, the structure - moves, the 

lines of the flux of the energized coil cut across the seismic element, 

inducing a voltage in the latter which is property mal to the instantaneous 

velocity with which the* frame is moving. This voltage is picked off, 

amplified and recorded. 

In order to record the low frequency part of the velocity-time function, 

it vas necessary to use a carrier, modulated by the velocity meter out¬ 

put. Two alternative systoms were developed, and both were used. One 

consisted of a frequency modulation scheme, the other of amplitude modulation. 

Peak values of impulsive velocity were determined by a gauge especi¬ 

ally developed for the Tests. The gauge consists of a clamped circular 

diaphragm. The diaphragm is made of lead; the mounting is attached to the 

structure to be studied, and if the structure moves impulsively, the dia¬ 

phragm will be left with a deflection which is a function of the maximum 

value of the impulsive velocity. These gauges were installed to back 

up the velocity meters, and being simple, were installed in quantity. 
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AccelerYtj one were measured by two types of gauges - m^ss-plug 

accelerometer and the so-called putty gauge. The mass plug accelerometer 

consists essentially of a bakelite tensile specimen, one eiid of which 

is mounted to the structure, while the other end is free except for 

being guided to allow only a single degree of freedom, and loaded with 

a mass. By controlJing the mass of the loading on the free end of the 

specimen, and the diameter of the spec.’men, a value of acceleration at 

which the specimen will break may be determined. These gauges were in¬ 

stalled in groups i so that by observing the last broken specimen the 

value of acceleration could be delimited between two selected values. 

The putty gauge consists of a graded series of spring loaded masses, 

so that each element »111 start to move at a selected acceleration. When 

an element moves, it is made to indent a bit of plasticine or other 

similar material. By observing the last indentation, the value of acceler¬ 

ation is bracketed. • 

A mechanical gauge whose record may be interpreted in terms of the 

2 

nature of the disturbing excitation is the reed gauge. This consists 

of a group of reeds with selected natural frequencies, arranged to re¬ 

cord the displacement at a series of known frequencies. From such a re¬ 

cord, one can determine the frequency at which the greatest shock energy 

was delivered, and can more or less determine the nature of the dist¬ 

urbing excitation—wnether it is harmonic, or imoulsive. A combination 

of these two types of disturbances is difficult to interpret, but the 

gauge does allow a quantitative treatment to a considerable extent. 

The ga'iges cited in the foregoing were supplemented by less plentiful 
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gauges which may be divided into two categories - (1) gauges measuring 

relative displacements between members, and (2) seismic gauges which are 

sensitive to either acceleration or displacement, depending upon the 

design. In as much as these gauges are miscellaneous and were not used 

in any great quantity, they will not be described here. 

Kost of the instrumentation was arranged to serve for both tests 

without change. Part of the installrtion was however, shifted from above 

the waterline of the vesse. s in Test A to below the waterline for Test 

B, and special installations were made on vessels which appeared in only 

one lest, such as those within the 1000 yd circle 

Recovery of the instrumentation was obviously a prerequisite. 

■«Ib« in mind that the target vessels might be left several daya after 

each teat without its being possible to effect any damage control measures 

against progressive flooding, the selection of target vessels was de¬ 

liberately conservative. However, enough coverage to be indicative of 

what happened wee provided in to 750 yds of the intended Zero Point. 

The ».root of the API's and the DD'e carrying the principal installations 

was about 1100 yd from the Zero Point intended. 

TEST A 

In as much as Bomb A detonated at an appreciable distance from the 

ended Zero Point, a considerable portion of the instrumentation pattern 

wa. unbalanced, with the result that over 50* of it was situated in a 

region where the loading was about 1/3 of that which had been expected. 

However, a fair statement may be made as follows, at 1000 yds from the 

explosion the .hook properties measured were within the range of operating 

experience, except for very light superstructure. In the case of thi. 
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light superstructure, the maximum acceleration recorded at about 1000 

yd was 20 gj the maximum impulsive velocity was in the order of 7-10 

ft/sec. These values are relatively low, as shock experience goes, 

but the duration of the excitation was relatively long. Under this 

duration these values represent a condition which produces significant 

damage to light superstructure. 

The failure of the radio links which controlled the remote starting 

of recording equipment, together with the error in the run-up of the 

timing signals, made an analysis of about 70$ of the time recording in- 

strunentation fruitless. 

TEST B 

The operation of the equipment in Test B, including the remote 

control of apparatus, was practically faultless. The performance was 

much better than is usually expected in field work of this sort. 

The acceleration at about 1050 yd was less than 200 g; this was 

the closest location for the heavy instrumented vessels. The lowest 

acceleration which the mass plug accelerometers would respond to was 

200 g, and none of these accelerometers indicated any response. At 

this writing the putty gauge recalibration has not been completed. 

The maximum impulsive velocity recorded on the nearest ship thus 

instrumented (about 750 yd) was 17 ft/sec. The peak impulsive velocities 

showed »n orderly decrease with distance; in addition, those gauges on 

the side of the ship away from the explosion showed a velocity inward 

but less than the velocities on the near side by a factor of 2 to 3. 

In several cases, they showed increasing velocities at the keel as one 

goes toward the center of the ships from the ends, indicating a sum- 
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mation effect that is not clearly understood. The records show a clearly 

defined depth effect, the peak velocity being less at lesser submergence 

below the waterlinej this is taken to be a result of surface cut-off, 

but the region is one where this simple acoustic approximation does not 

hold for the shock wave, and this so-called surface cut-off effect re¬ 

quires further study. 

The velocity meter records indicate a response which is attributed 

to a disturbance in the water arising from the ground wave in the bottom 

of the Lagoon, and the frequency of this disturbance corresponds to the 

natural frequency of a column of water of height equal to the depth of 

the Lagoon. This distuibance precedes the arrival of the water borne 

shock wave. The records show disturbances following the arrival of the 
i 

primary shockwave; at this writing the cause is not definitely diatiagttisJtod 

as reflections or as a possible shock emanating from the behavior of the 

collapse of the crater in the water. The peak values of the impulsive 

velocities are relatively low in relation to values which have been as¬ 

sociated with damage. A value of 17 ft/sec. is roughly at the threshold 

of. structural response which involves a small permanent deflection, and 

is at the beginning of the zone of significant shock derangement. Brief 

examination of the target vessels indicates for the APA's that the GaS- 

COÜaûE (750 yd), on which the value of 17 ft/sec was recorded, suffered 

some shock derangement, and that the BRISCOE (1100 yd) and ships further 

away suffered no appreciable shock derangement. These observations, and 

thé impulsive velocities recorded, are consistent with past experience. 

The strains follow the general charactoiization of the velocity 

meter records; they indicate loadings that are within the elastic range 
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for BRISCOE (1100 yd) and ships further away, except for isolated cases 

of local pitting response which have a maxiœum about at the yield point. 

For vessels at 750 yd and further away, the roll of the vessels 

was not noteworthy. The maximum roll recorded was 14° (BRISCOE, 1100 yd). 

No installations were recovered insidt 700 yd. The GASCONADE (750 yd) 

was substantially end on, so that the roll would have been subdued - 

the maximum roll on this vessel was 9°, The pitch of GASCONADE reached 

a maximum of 7°, None of these values represent any severe loading 

on the vessels. 

In summary, it may be pointed out that at 750 yd and further, 

damage such as the structural response measurements indicate is shock 

damage and not of the severity which involves stiuctural deformation 

of consequence. It should be kept in mind that this fact is at¬ 

tributable to the surface effect; for such a large charge explod^i 

relatively so near the surface, the pressures near the surface outside 

of about a 400 yd radius are quite markedly reduced below the pressures 

which would be expected on the basis of the acoustic approximation. 
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-nJTRuDUCTION 

The „or* of the oceanographic eecticn h, d three objectives, 

(1) to obtain information for planning purposes on currents and dif 

fusion in Bikini Lagoon and surrounding ocean waters in order to esti¬ 

mate the rate of decrease of concentration and the movement of radio¬ 

active materials released into the sea water by the bombs, (2) to de¬ 

termine the effects of the explosions on the waters, t'.v living organ¬ 

isms, and the geological characteristics of the atoll - this included 

j -serníf» disturbances produced by the bombs, 
measurements of the waves and seismic disturbance 

particularly these in Test B, as well as changes in bottom depth 

and sediments and destmotive or other ecological effects on the flora 

and fauna, (3) as a natural ccrdlary of the last problem, to ca^ out 

„ integrated investigation of all possible aspects of the natural en- 

virement - in brief to gain ae much purely scientific inflation as 

time and faculties permitted concerning this little known area. In 

order to cam out these objectives, the cooperation of Federal 

scientific agencies such ss the Geological burvey, the Coast and Geo¬ 

detic survey, the Smithsonian Institute, and the Fish and wildlife 

Service was enlisted, as well as that of several universities and re¬ 

search institutions, and of havy laboratories. The work of the ocean¬ 

ographic section was thus to a high degree a "Joint" operation. Bio¬ 

logic^, geological, and poleai oceanographic studies were begun in 

early -arch and continued until the end of August. 
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DijSCnlFTIÜN OF TtL¿ NATURAL K¡mkü>M.W.UT 

GilQLUüi 

1. Morphology of the Atoll 

The atolls of the N**them Marshalls rise from an irregular ocean 

floor having extreme depths of over 3200 fathoms and a mean depth of 2500 

fathoms. Many submerged, comparatively flat topped sea-mounts with hori¬ 

zontal dimensions of the same magnitude as the atolls rise to depths of 

800 to 500 fathoms. One of these extends as a long ridge northwest from 

Bikini for about 20 mi at depths of 700 to 800 fathoms. 

Bikini Atoll, centered at 11° 35'N, 165° 22»E, is roughly oval in 

«hape, 23 mi long on the east-west axis, 13 mi north and south. It 

consists of a peripheral reef normally one-half mile to one mile in width 

studded with ]ow islands and encircling a broad and deep lagoon. In order 

to determine the nature of the outer slcpes of the atoll, numerous fathom¬ 

eter sounding lines were made, both parallel and normal to the atoll rim 

from as close to the reef as possible out to depths of 2200 fathoms. Near 

the reef the slope is very steep - almost perpendicular on the scuthwest 

side down to depths of over 30 fathoms. A fifteen fathom terrace fringes 

parts of the east and northeast sides of the atoll. The average slope be¬ 

tween the surface and 300 fathoms is about 70%, The slope gradually de¬ 

creases with depth and is about 25% at 1000 fathoms. The smoothness of 

the outer slopes is interrupted by long ridges which lie seaward of the 

major projections and angles of the reef. Bottom samples show that the 

outer slopes are mantled with coral and Lithothamnian (a species of shallow 

water calcareous algae) down to 15 fathoms. Between 15 and 200 fathoms 

Halimeda (another calcareous alga which grows characteristically in deeper 
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water than Lithothemnicn) is dominant on the surface. Since this alg. 

does not grew on the reef it must have originated on the outer slope. 

Below 200 fathoms calcareous sand decreasing in size with depth is found. 

The total area of the lagoon is 641 km2 (192 mi2). The lagoon 

floor extends downward in an irregular, frequejtfyntep-like fashion 

from the atoll rim to depths of 25 to 3(.) fathome at distances of one to 

two mi^es from the reefs. A 12 fathom terrace exists off Bikini Island 

surrounding a large depression which extends down to 20 fathoms. The max- 

ianv/j deptn of the lagoon is 35 fathoms. This depth is found 4 miles 

west-northwest of Enyu Island. Coral "patches" or "pinnacles" with hori¬ 

zontal dimensions of one hundred to several hundred feet rise above the 

genered level. Their tops are roughly equi-dimensional and may be at any 

depth from a few fathoms above the bottom to within 2 fathoms of the sea 

surface. The sides of some of these coral pinnacles are nearly vertical 

while others consist mostly of dead and loose coral fragments forming a 

talus slope of about 45°. Detailed bottom surveys indicate that in the 

target area there are about 20 coral pinnacles per square mile. 

Planimeter measurements of hydrographic charts show that about 40$ 

of the lagoon has a depth of 25 to 30 fathoms. Depths of 30 to 33 fathoms 

occupy an additional 35$ of the total area. j.bove 25 fathoms, bottom areas 

become progressively smaller with decreasing depth, except for the zone 

between 0 and 5 fathoms, which extends over 8$ of the lagoon, and has twice 

the area of the 5-10 fathom zone. Isolated coral patches and pinnacles, 

neglected in the measurements, would slightly increase the area of the 

shallowest zone. 

The total volume of the lagoon below lowest low water is estimated 

to be 28 km**, or 2.8 x 1016 cm3. Of this volume, about 72$ lies below the 
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7 fathom sill in Enyu Channel. Only about 4;£ of the water lies below the 

30 fathom bottom of Eniirikku Pass, the deepest sill. 

One third of the circumference of the atoll is composed of low 

islands and their associated sard bars. In general the islands are 12 

ft or less above hi^h tido level, although a few sand dunes reach a max¬ 

imum height of 17 ft. The islands constitute the only portion of the 

rim ovor which flow of water is completely prevented. Between the islands 

arc long stretches of bread, flat, and shallow reefs which together make up 

about half the circumference of the atoll. Ihoy are nearly exposed at 

low tides and at high tides e.ro covered by up to 5 ft of water. The 

reef is broken by 0 passes or channels, which constitute about 20;S 

of the circumference of the atoll. ell on the south and southwest side. 

The largest one, Enyu Channel, accounts for three fourths of the total 

width of the peases and two thirds of the cross-sectional area. Its sill 

is roughly 7 fathoms deep and is visible from the surface throughout its 

length. In the deeper southwestern passes the romains of tho rerf are 

visible at thf> edges, shelving steeply toward the centers of tho channels, 

which cut deeply into the reef. Tiñere the deepest channel crosses the reef 

its depth is about the same as the maximum depth of tne lagoon, suggesting 

that these onannsls possibly originated us outlets of a lake loft behind 

during a period of glacially lowered sea l..vel. Tho following table sum¬ 

marizes the dimensions of different portions of the atoll rim: 

Length Area of cross-section 

bolcw mean tide level 

Islands 33 km 

Iloofe 47 

Passes 20 

Total TW 
30 
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2» Sediments of the Lagoon Floor 

The coml patches are bare of sedimente und covered with living or 

dead coral colonies and calcareous algae. Elsewhere the lagoon is floored 

with calcareous sediments. Near the rim of the atoll these consist of cal¬ 

careous sand with many coral fragments and ripple marks or burrows, made 

perhaps by fish. Over most of the central region the sediments are made 

up of coarse, flaky fragments of iialimeda and other calcareous algae with 

minor admixtures of calcareous sand and mud. The organic matter content of 

these sediments is extremely low, about 0 5.¾. The only recent marine sedi- ' 

ments with comparably small organic matter content are the red clays of 

the central ocean deeps far from land. The low' organic matter content of 

the lagoon sediments must be due both to the slow rate of deposition - est¬ 

imated to be less than 1.5 mm. per year - and the very low organic product¬ 

ivity of the atoll, which like the surrounding ocean is almost a marine 

desert. 

3. Reefs 

Calcareous algae belonging to the genua Lithothamnion are the dom¬ 

inant reef builders on the seaward edge of the reef, particularly on the 

windward side of the atoll, and corals are most abundant on the reef flat 

just inside this margin, particularly on the leeward side of the atoll. 

Although the number of coral species is large, more than 115 species having 

beou identified to date, and the reefs are apparently in a healthy growing 

condition, the prolific coral growth which characterizes the reefs cf Samoa, 

Fiji, Tonga and the Dutch East Indies is lacking. 

Twenty-four detailed traverses, widely spaced around the atoll, were 

measured by geologists of the U.S. Geological Survey across the reefs from 
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the seaward margin to the shores of islands or to the edge of the lagoon. 

These traverses, together with aerial photograhs, show that the reefs may 

be divided into more or less distinct longitudinal zones with the character 

of the zonation being somewhat different on the windward and leeward sides 

of the atoll. A generalised section across the reefs on the windward (east) 

side of the atoll would show the following zonesi 

(a) The Submarine Margin extends outward from the edge of the reef 

at low tide, sloping gently to steeply seaward. In a few places the slope 

near the reef is broad and regular, dropping only 10 or 15 ft in the 

first 100 ft from the reef edge; further seaward the slope increases to 

45° or more so that the profile of the submarine margin is convex. In 

most places, however, the slope is irregular, but it always becomes steoeper 

near the outer edge. The submarine margin is,formed largely of living algae 

with about 25?» of the surface area being covered by growing coral colonies. 

(b) The outer peripheral zone of the exposed reef consists of the 

Lithothamnion Ridge, 50 to more than 100 ft in width, rising 2 ft or more 

above low tide level, and composed mainly of pink to dsrk red living masses 

of the calcareous alga, Lithothamnion. Corals cover less than 5 to 10$ 

of the surface area. This ridge is usually irregular with massive buttress 

like forms 25 to 50 ft wide extending normal to the reef, separated 

by surge channels 5 to 10 ft wide and 5 to 20 ft deep, which extend 

back 100 ft or more from the reef edge. These surge channels form a 

remarkably effective breakwater which absorbs nearly all the energy of 

the heavy trade wind swell that breaks almost continually on the reef. The 

remaining wave energy is utilized in building up a head of water on the reef 

which results in e. continuous current flow from the ocean into the Lagoon. 

In places the growth of Lithothamnion shelves over the surge channels to 
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form an algal platform underlain by connecting caverns. 

(c) Immediately behind the Lithothamnlon ridge there is usually 

a Coral-'Ural^Zsfle in which vigorously growing corals (both small branch¬ 

ing forms and large encrusting types) cover 20 to more than 50$ 

of the surface, the remainder being covered with pink algae. This 

zone, when present, is 25 to several hundred feet wide and is covered with 

one to six inches of water at extreme low tide. 

(d) The Reef-flat forma the major part of the reef. It consists 

typically of eroded cora and asa limestone covered „ith a thin veneer 

of sand, together .ith 1 iving foraminifera and soft bro»nish agae, with 

a fe. colonies of living cora. The reof flat is gensraiy covsred by 

si* inches to one fcot of »ater at extra»,« i0„ tide. Extensive areas near 

shore are uncovered, »Wie large tide pools are depressed helo, the gen¬ 

era level and covered with one to more than four feet of water. Biaogi- 

ca activity in these tide pools results in sxtrsms variations of carbon 

dioxlda contant and pH, suggesting that the reef fiat is an eqailbrium 

surface the level of which is determined by the basnee between physico- 

chemica processes of solution and redsposition of oacinm carbonate. 

Share Islande arc not present, tho roof flat may drop off abruptly to the 

sand and debris covered lagoon bottom, or it may shelve off gradually in- 

to the lagoon across a zone of scattered coral heads. 

(.) »here islands are present, the roof fiat may laminate against 

a son. of BsäSil^ools, consisting usually of consolidated gravel or boulders 

lying one to t.re.ftrtabom, low ad. level, but frequently teing oompoaad 

of a badded beach sand that has bean cemented into rook. »her. th. boaoh 

rook son. is absout, th. raaf flat .stands to th. sdg, of th. sand beach 

of the island. 
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Around the leeward southwest and west sides of Bikini Atoll there 

are significant differences in the reef zonation as shown in the follow¬ 

ing generalized sections: 

(a) The Submarine ilargin is generally more regular and steeper on 

the leeward than on the windward side. Une measured profile showed a dip 

of 45 or more to a depth of about 80 ft, followed by a vertical drop to 

a depth of at least 180 ft. 

(b) No well developed ulthothamnion Ridge is present; the outer edge 

of the reef rises to a low crest, then drops a few inches to the coral algal 

zone beyond. Corals form 25 to more than 50% of the outer reef zone, the 

remainder being pink or orange colored Lithothamnion, and the edge of the 

reef is quite regulai-, with surge channels being absent or insignificant. 

(c) The Coral-Algal Aone is almost invariably present and is usually 

extensively developed; in some places a great variety of corals cover the 

entire surface. 

(d) The Reef Flat is comparatively rough and irregular, covered by 

one to four feet of water even at extreme low tide. Where islands are ab¬ 

sent the reef flat may slope gently into the lagoon until it is four to 

eight feet or more below low water, the bottom covered with sand. Else¬ 

where, coral heads increase in size and numbers near the lagoon edge so 

that along some sections of the leeward reef and actúa reef from, awash 

at low tide, is developed facing the wide lagoon. 

(e) Where islands are present, the reef flat may end abruptly at a 

belt of Beaç!a._R.ock or against a Boulder Rampart of loose coral head boulders. 

4. Islands 

There are 25 islands in the atoll, ranging in s:ze from 

Yoran, 1000 ft long by 500 ft wide, io Bikini, two and a half miles 
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long by one half trdle wide. The larger islands occur at major bends in 

the reef, chiefly on the windward northern and eastern sides. Islands 

on the leeward western and southwestern sides of the atoll are smaller 

and more widely spaced. 

The interiors of the islands are composed of unconsolidated cal¬ 

careous sands and gravels, from pebbles to boulder size. Larger islands 

are dominantly sand, particularly on the north side of the atoll, while 

some of the smaller islands are formed almost entirely of boulders piled 

six feet or more above high tide level, presumably ty storm waves. Around 

the island shores and in the intertidal zone consolidated deposits of 

boulders and sand are present as beach conglomerate and beach sandstone, 

but much of the shore line consists of sandy, pebbly, or boulder beaches. 

The pebbles, cobbles, and boulders on the islands range in shape from 

angular, freshly broken fragments to well rounded, smoothly worn forms, 

and consist usually of fragments of coral colonies or of algal limestone. 

No non-caleareous rock of any kind was found. The sand is composed of 

beach type foraminifera together with fragments of coral, algae, mollusks 

and other skeletal material. Its average grain size usually exceeds one 

millimeter, although in wind blown dunes it is smaller. The beach sand¬ 

stone and beach conglomerate are the result of very recent lithification 

of the beach sands and boulder beds and are usually similar in composition, 

bedding, and dip to the unconsolidated deposits with which they are associ¬ 

ated. The conglomerate is generally well consolidated, while the sandstone, 

though often case-hardened on the surface is commonly very friable beneath 

the surface. 

5. Subsurface Structure 

Atolls are among the most uncommunicative of all geologic forms. 
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Geologic studiec of the surfaces of atoll reefs and islands afford only 

moa^or evidence as to the origin, structure or internal constitution of 

atolls, and direct evidence bearing on these quest.ons has been almost 

wholly lacking. 

The central jiroblom of atoll formation is essentially this: reef 

corals and calcareous algae can only grow within a few hundred feet of the 

sea surface, yet most atolls, like Bikini rise as isolated structures many 

thousands of feet above the ocean floor. Is the coral and other calcareous 

skeletal material simply a thin veneer over the surface of a flat platform 

consisting of rocks of other origin, or has there been a large relative 

rise in sea level vrhioli allowed the roof building organisms to slowly grow 

upward on a pile of their own skeletal remains? The resolution of these 

questions tats formed one of the major problems of geology fer the past hun¬ 

dred years. 

In order to obtain direct information on the general nature of the 

subsurface structure and constitution of Bikini Atoll, a seismic refraction 

survey ’ms carried cut jointly by the Bavai Odnancc Laboratory Low Frequency 

Group and the Seismology Group of the Océanographie Section. Standard seis¬ 

mic technique: normally employed in geophysical oil prospecting were adapted 

for underwater operations and for use with equipment available at Bikini for 

water wave and low frequency measurements. Naval depth charges were used 

as explosives and were fired at intervals of a few thousand feet along pro¬ 

files at the bottom of Bikini Lagoon. Detecting instruments were at fixed 

positions, generally at the ends of the profiles. Four refraction profiles 

were shot during the survey; the longest, from Enyu to Namu, being aoout 

19 mi in extent. A total of 126 depth charges were fired. The positions 

of the profiles, the depth charges, and the receiving hydrophones are shown 
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in Figure 1. 

For each profile, the time intervale between the firing of each depth 

charge and the receipt of the ground wave aignal at the receiving hydrophone 

were plotted against distance between the explosion point and the hydrophone« 

Such a plot for the Cherry-Enyu profile is shown in Figure 2« Tne points 

fall along three distinct lines, corresponding to three subsurface zones 

having discrete seismic wave velocities« The slope of any one line gives 

the velocity in the corresponding zone, and the depth to the top of the zone 

may be computed from the intercept of the line on the time axis« Variations 

in this depth along the profiles are estimated from the divergence between 

individual shot points and the average line. The estimated positions of the 

tops of the second and third zones along the Enyu - Cherry and Enyu-Namu pro¬ 

files are shown in Figure 3« 

Combining the results from all four profiles, the following conclu¬ 

sions are reached* Directly below the lagoon bottom there is a zone approx¬ 

imately 2000 ft thick which exhibits a seismic velocity (for P-waves) of 

7000 ft/seo« Below this there is a zone of thickness varying from 3500 

to 11,000 ft with a seismic speed of 11,000 ft/soc, except near the 

south edge of the atoll where the speed may be 9000 ft/seo. The third 

tone to which the seismic waves penetrated exhibits a speed of 17,000 

ft/sec and is probably continuous at least to a depth of 20,000 to 25,000 

ft. The top of this zcne is irregular and may represent a surface of 

subaerial erosion or the top of an old submarine volcano. The highest 

point is beneath the southwestern part of the lagern rather than near its 

osnter. 

Although definite identification is not possible from the seismic 

data alone, it is most likely that the uppermost zone is composed of oal- 
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careous sediments similar to those now being deposited on the Floor of the 

lagoon. The deepest zone is probably the igneous basement, the observed 

speed comparing well with measurements in known basalt formations. The 

intermediate zone is the most difficult to identify, it could be pyro- 

clastic material, pelagic limestone, or possibly shallow water calcareous 

limestone of a different type from that near the surface. 

The geophysical evidence appears to support the view that consider¬ 

able relative subsidence has occurred during tha formation of at least 

some coral atolls. Only the core drill can give a definite answer, although 

valuable additional data could be obtained from other tvpes of geophysical 

measurements such as magnetic and eravity surveys. 
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OCEAüOGRhPHY 

1. Open Ocean Area? 

Luring tne period «arch to August 1946 extensive surveys of tne 

Current regime and related ooeanograp.iic conditions were made in the area 

between latitudes 8° 30' to 14° N and longitudes 163° to 171° 31* E, with 

a few excursions beyond these limits soutn to 3° S and north to 20° N» 

Current movements down to 1800 metere were determined oy the standard deep 

water oceanogrnpuio technique of measuring the vertical distribution of tem¬ 

perature and salinity at a series of stations, calculating the vertical and 

horizontal density distribution, and applying Bjerknes' circulation theorem,. 

Use of this technique was necessary becaues the great depths of water around 

Bikini made it impractical to anchor in order to measure currents directly 

with current meters or current poles. In audition, temperature measurements 

down to 300 meters, using the bathytnermograph, wore repeated at intervals 

in a closely spaced network out to distances cf about 50 mi from Bikini. 

Density distribution and currents m the upper 300 meters were computed 

from these measurements, after first calculating the salinity distribution 

from the temperature salinity correlation obtained at the oceanographic sta¬ 

tions o 

The Northern Larshalls Area lies in the path of the Northern Equatorial 

Current and the general circulation therefore from east to west. The cur¬ 

rent us strongest at the north and south boundaries of the area and along 

the north and south shores of atolls. Velocities near the surface in these 

localities are .7 to 1.0 knot. The currents are largely confined to the 

upper 300 meters, with little motion below 500 meters. In the loe of atolls, 

velocities are reduced and in at least two regions current directions are 

reversed, that is, the flow is from west to east. One of these regions is 
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northwest of Bikini where a large elongated eddy (major diameter about 60 

mi) rotates in a counter clockwise direction. A similar eddy lies in 

the lee of ailinginae and Hongelap atolls. This eddy is large enough so 

that the current directly east of Bikini flows southerly and southeast of 

Bikini it has an easterly component. 

The vertical temperature structure in the vicinity of Bikini Atoll 

has a definite pattern consisting of a \i :tually isothermal layer from the 

surface to about 75 meters, an upper weak negative gradient (temperature 

decreasing with depth) from 75 to 150 meters, a strong main negative gra¬ 

dient or thermocline from 150 to 300 meters and a deep weak negative gra¬ 

dient decreasing in intensity from 300 meters to the bottom. The tempera¬ 

ture decreases from 27 - 29°C at the surface, to about 3°C at 1500 meters. 

Temperature-depth measurements repeated at intervals of a few minutes for 

periods up to 48 hr showed the presence of internal waves or oscillat¬ 

ions of the thermocline, with amplitudes up to 50 meters and a principal 

frequency corresponding to that of the semi-diurnal tidal period. These 

internal waves exhibit a 2 to 4 hr phase lag with respect to the tidal 

rise and fall at the surface. . <* 

A consistent temperature-salinity correlation exists between lati¬ 

tudes 8° and 14°N. Salinity was found to be rather uniformly 34.4 to 34.656 

from the surface down to 60 - 70 M. Between 75 and 150 M the salinity 

increases to 35*1^? and then decreases to a minimum of 34.2 to 34.5/6o at 

around 300 meters, below which depth it gradually increases to about 34.656o 
• 

near the bottom. Thus the salinity layers correspond to the temperature 

layers. 

Although the horizontal variation of talinity near the surface was 

small, it was sufficiently definite and regular to allow the construction 
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of relatively smooth isohalines, or lines of equal salinity. During the 

summer months these shift north and south as much as 50 miles over a 

period of two weeks. 

Virtually no change in density occurs in the first 75 meters; a mark¬ 

ed increase occurs between 75 and 300 meters, below 300 meters the dens¬ 

ity gradually increases to the bottom. 

2. Currents in Bikini Lagoon 

Currents and diffusion within Bikini Lagoon, and water exchange be¬ 

tween the lagoon and the open sea were investigated in Karch and April 

during the period of prevailing east-northeast trade winds, and in July 

during the summer doldrum conditions. Data were thus obtained on the 

extremes of variability of the regime of water motion in the lagoon. 

The methods of observation included: (a) current meter measurements of 

velocity and direction from surface to bottom at fixed stations in the 

lagoon and the southwestern passes over a tidal period; (b) the use of 

current poles to determine the average drift of the upper 15 ft of water 

over periods of 8 hours to a day and a half; (c) the release of dye 

markers on the reefs and at fixed points in the lagoon to follow cur¬ 

rent motion and horizontal diffusion over periods of several hours; (d) 

the use of a small model adjusted for dynamic similarity at points where 

field observations had previously been made. The combined data from these 

various methods give a more complete picture of the water circulation 

in and around Bikini Atoll than is available for any other' American 

harbor. 

In March and April, during the period of steady east-northeast trade 

winds averaging 15*18 knots, the current system in the lagoon consists 
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primarily of a wind driven surface current toward west-southwest down tc 

about 40 ft, overlying & slower bottom current toward east-northeast which 

extends from about 40 ft to the bottom. The speed of the surface current 

varies from .3 to .6 knots depending on wind speed, and its depth also in¬ 

creases somewhat with higher winds. The velocity of the bottom current is 

roughly one-third of the surface current velocity. These two currents 

form a continuous rotary circulation with bottom water upwelling at the 

eastern end of the lagoon and surface water sinking over the western por¬ 

tion. The rate of upwelling is of the order of 12 to 24 ft per hour, and 

occurs within two to three thousand yards of the eastern lagoon margin 

from Bikini to Enyu Islands. The sinking is broadly distributed over 

the western quarter of the lagoon at a rate of 3 to 8 ft per hour. Over 

the eastern and northern reefs oceanic water flows in continuously at 

velocities of .4 to 1 knot. This inflow results principally from the 

piling up of water on the reefs by the long oceanic swell generated by 

the trade winds. The difference in water level between the reefs and 

the lagoon is about 1.5 ft. Continuous outflow varying from .3 to .6 

knots on flood and ebb tides respectively occurs in the western part of 

Enyu channel, but the volume of water involved is small and orginates 

largely as oceanic inflow in the southeastern corner.1 of the atoll. In 

the southwestern passes and on the western reef, the current reverses 

with the tide. The maximum tidal flow through the passes averages 1.5 

knots during flood sind 2.5 knots during ebb. Over the western reef the 

currents are weak, ranging in speed from .1 to .3 knots. 

Although an average of about 3.8% of the water in the lagoon flows 
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out through the southeastern passes on each ebb tide, this tidal inter¬ 

change is relatively ineffective in flushing the lagoon. An estimated 

40* of the water flowing out through the passes comes from the central 

and eastern parts of the lagoon; the remainder is oceanic water which 

entered the passes on the preceding flood. Only about 102 of the water 

entering the passes on the flood tide becomes thoroughly mixed with 

lagoon water and carried into the general lagoon circulation. By far 

the major portion of the water in the central and northeastern parts 

of the lagoon has come in over the northern and eastern reefs. As 

water flows in at a rate of about 32 of the lagoon volume per day, it 

is absorbed into the rotary circulation of the lagoon, thue contributing 

to the gradual renewal of the lagoon water while at the same time the 

xatter is being flushed out of the couthwestern passes at a rate of 

3.22 of the total lagoon volume per day. (The excess of true lagoon 

water being flushed out in comparison to the reef inflow originates in 

the flood tide inflow through the southwestern passes). At this rate 

of flushing, half the water in the lagoon is replaced by new oceanic 

water in 22 days, and nine-tenths is replaced in 2.5 months. 

4hen the current survey was repeated in July the winds were mainly 

east-southeast averaging 10 knots but there were occasional southerly 

winde of 5 knots and some days of calm. Under the influence of these 

lighter more variable winds the surface current still sets down wind 

but much more slowly (less than .3 knots) and the bottom current (less 

than .1 knot) opposes it insofar as the geometry of the bottom of the 

lagoon permits. Because of this geometry the bottom current tends to 

align itself with the major east-west axis of the lagoon. Thus even in 
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times of southerly wind when the surface current is setting northwest or 

north-northwest with sufficient vigor to flow out to sea over the northern 

reefs the bottora current is turned oiuy east—southoast. For this reason 

the zone of up welling along the eastern reef is a permanent feature under 

all winds having an easterly component» ïhe upwelling deep 'vater splits 

into two currents opposite Bikini Island which flow in opposite direct¬ 

ions parallel to the reef before rejoining the general surface flow \ o- 

ward the west» Ahon the wina has a westerly component the current system 

tends to reverse itsolf, the surface current responding quickly while 

the bottom current changes direction only after a day or more. 

During the summer months the heavy northeasterly swell so character¬ 

istic of the winter and spring months is absent and little or no water 

comes in over the northern and eastern reefs. In contrast to the spring 

condition, the net fiow tiirough hnyu channel is inward and this is the 

principal source of ocean water for replenishment of the lagoon. The net 

flow through the southwestern passes is still outward but is 507* less 

than in the winter and spring. .hen the wind is light and southerly 

and the surface ocean water has a salinity and density less than that 

in the lagoon, a thin surface aayer of relatively light ocean water may 

be driven in tiirough iinyu channel and out over the northern reefs with 

little or no mixing with the deeper water of the lagoon. Such a condit¬ 

ion existed after the bomb explosion on B Day. Occasionally during the 

summer months the salinity and density of the water outside the lagoon 

are such that a rapid replenishment of nearly all the water in the lagoon 

by ocean watex1 flowxng in tiirough Bnyu Cnannel takes place in a puriod 
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of a few days. Although this condition is abnormal it apparently oc¬ 

curred uetween Baker plus 5 und Baker plus 8» 

The current system in the lagoon under the influence of prevailing 

weak east-southeast winds of July is illustrated in Figure 4. Ihis 

figure consists of a series of transparent overlays superimposed on a chart 

of the atoll. Bach transparency represents a layer of water in the lagoon 

and the water motion within it0 Figure 5 is a photograph of the water 

motion observed in the model of the atoll with a simulated wind from the 

east-southeast. Just before the photograph was taken a drop of dye was 

placed at a position corresponding to the target center. The surface 

current carried part of the dye northwest and west parallel to the reef 

while the remainder moved v/ith deeper water east and southeast. 

The current system shown in Figure 4 was modified on B Day by the 

presence of a light breeze from south-southeast with a velocity probably 

less than 5 knots. Light variable breezes alternating with periods of 

calm persisted on B Day plus 1 day after which the winds increased some¬ 

what and hauled to the southeast. The wind driven surface current 

probably slackened to less than .1 knot but was apparently reinforced 

during the first 36 hours after the explosion by a head of relatively 

light surface water at Enyu channel which caused a shallow surface layer 

to flow in through Enyu channel and out across the reef between Bikini 

and amen Islands. The oottom current flowed at a low velocity eastward 

from the target area and south along the reef. On Baker plus 2 and sub¬ 

sequent days the surface currents in the general target area resumed 

their normal course toward the northwest at velocities of .1 to .2 Knot 
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and the bottom current continue j flow in the opposite direction at 

velocities of a few hundredths a ¿mot towards the zone of upwelling 

along the eastern reef. 

3. Vertical and horizontal jim.jion in the ^azoon 

The process of diffusion on the laboratory scale is well understood. 

Because of the random motion of molecules, dissolved material initially pre¬ 

sent in a small volume will spread from the region of high concentration 

to regions of low concentration. The rate of chango of concentration in 

any small volume is proportional to the rate of change of the gradient of 

concentration, that is, Q, 
à t 

The proportionality factor‘'J is known as the coefficient of molecular dif¬ 

fusion. It is a small number, 2 x 10"5 for salt, and is the same in all 

directions. In the ocean, vastly mere efficient turbulent processes take 

part in the mechanism of diffusion but a similar equation may be used for 

the rate of change of concentration in any element of volume. The coef¬ 

ficient of proportionality is designated as ¿ (austausch coefficient) 

and ia usually much more than a million timos as large as the molecular 

coefficient. The coefficient A depends upon v.ind speed, currents, density 

gradients, and the general scale of the phenomena and is different for 

horizontal and vertical directions. Since the intensity of turbulence 

may vary in the direction of the gradient, the basic differential equa¬ 

tion for turbulent diffusion íeí 

Previous measurements have shown the value of Av, the coefficient of vertical 

diffusion, to vary from 1 to 320, and the value of ah the coefficient of 

horizontal diffusion, to vary from 2 x 10^ to 4 x 10^. 

Turbulent diffuai n, in combination with the two-layor current 
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systarn and radioactive decay were the principal factors' bringing about 

the re luction of the maximum concentration of radioactive materials in 

the water of Bikini Lagoon. Diffusion was also responsible for the 

continual increase in the size of the contaminated volume. In the 

absence of turbulent diffusion the initially contt minated ..'ater mass 

would have moved down current without increase in size and with a radio¬ 

active concentration decreasing only in proportion to the rate of radio¬ 

active decay. Very little is known about the nature oi diliusion in the 

ocean so that it was not possible to estimate in advance what the numer¬ 

ical values of the horizontal and vertical turbulent diffusion coeffic¬ 

ients pertaining to bikini Lagoon should be. Beveral experimental methods 

were therefore employed for determining these values. 

The uniformity of the water in Bikini Lagoon from top to bottom, 

particularly in the spring months, gives qualitative testimony to the 

effectiveness of vertical diffusion. To obtain quantitative measurements 

the following three methods were used: (1) the relationship between wind 

velocity axid surface current was used to compute values of the coe.t 

lent of eddy viscosity which in uniform water should eq^al the value of 

Ay} (2) the vertical temperature distrioution was measured throughout 

a diurnal cycle and Ay was computed from the decreasing amplitude and 

increasing phase lag of temperature variations with distance oelow the 

surfacej (3; the coefficient was computed from measurements of the rate 

of mixing of water coming over the reefs (which could be identified by 

itc somewhat higher temperature, salinity and oxygen content) with the 

water in the lagoon. The results from all three methods ag: eed well 
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together and fitted excellently the theoretical expression for the eddy 

viscosity of homogeneous water under the action of a wind of velocity U./ 

According to this expression Ay for a 15 knot wind, typical of Bikini 

during the spring months, is 240 cm2/sec, while for the 5 knot winds exist¬ 

ing on Baker and subsequent days, Ay was probaoly about 27 cm2/sec. 

Additional analysis and study of the data obtained at bikini will 

be recessary before a complete elucidation of the diffusion of radio¬ 

active materials produced oy the explosions is possible. Put the following 

discussion illustrates the application of diffusion theory and observational 

results to these problems. 

Let it be assumed that at time t ■ t0, the contfmination is initially 

distributed uniformly throughout a surface layer of thickness Zj and that 

( the initial concentration in this layer is Cj.. For depths Z greater than C1# 

C * 0 when t = 0. The solution of equation (1) for these boundary conditions 

is: C 

C1 
= * f h/jL ó1) . 

\ ly 4Avt y 
where H(x) 

lated. 

_2., 

nr /, 
(-0 

.-^2 is th® probabUity integral, which is tubu- 
d< 

in Pierce and other tables of integral, it the surface C - CQ and (3) 

reduces to; C0 - H / 

The following' table gives tho ratio of concentration at different times to 

initial surface concentration for water at the surface and at 15 meters 

below the surface (the depth of current reversal at Bikini) together with 

the rate at which the coaU mimtimg material goes into the layer below 
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15 meters (expressed as percent per hour) when Ay = 250 cm2/sec and 

h = 250 cm. These conditions are approximately those which prevail 

after an air burst during the spring months at Bikini. Similar con- 

ditioruwould have existed over an area of about 25 km2 if Test B had 

been conducted during March or April at Bikini. 

Time 

minutes 

0 

12 

30 

60 

120 

240 

Cl 

1.00 

.32 

.22 

.15 

.11 

.075 

Cl 

0 

.01 

.06 

.08 

.075 

.06 

ercent initial mateiial 
going into lower layer 
per hour___ 

0% 

22% 

35% 

35% 

2/S 

15% 

The table shows that In four hours the concentration in the upper 

15 neters has become virtiully uniform and that W of the contaminated 

material has diffused below 15 meters. The decrease in the percent,*, 

rate at which the material diffuses below 15 meters after one hour is 

related to the fact that the lowr layer is being filled with contaminated 

water, and the vertical gradient is thereby being reduced. Actually, 

under the conditions prevailing at Bikini, the leading edge of the 

surface layer is continually flowing over unconUminated water and the 

percentage rat. of diffusion into the bottom current at the leading edge 

of the contaminated surface layer would increase to more tlian 35¾ per 

hour after one hour. The conditions shown in the table would apply to 

the trailing edge of the surface layer. 
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In an underwater atomic explosion such as that in Test 13, the entire 

radioactive contamination outside a zone a few hundred meters in radius 

around the target center is initially on the surface, having fallen out as 

rain from the base surge and the cauliflower cloud. Several minutes are 

required before this surface contamination diffuses dowm/ard sufficiently 

to approximate the conditiois necessary for application >f equation 

(3). Near the surface, the scale of turbulence is reduced by the presence 

of the boundary and Ay is approximately given by the expressions 

Ay ï A — 0.6 (4) 

Equation (4) only applies above a depth Zj. at which Av given by equation (4) 

is equal to Av computed from equation (2). below this depth the coef¬ 

ficient is assumed constant down to a short distance above the bottom. 

Letting S equal the total contamination per unit surface area, the 

concentration at any depth 4 and time t is given bys 

- Z 

t 

C,K (5) z 
Equation (5) only applies during the first few minutes after the contamin¬ 

ated rain has fallen on the surface. When half the contaminating materia] 

has diffused below the depth Z - -¿r Z^, equation (3) may be used as a 

fairly adequate approximation of reality. 

In a system of two superimposed currents flowing in onposite directions 

such as that in Bikini Lagoon, vertical diffusion can play a very important 

part in spreading the contaminated material and in decreasing the maxi¬ 

mum concentration. As an example, let it be assumed that the contamination 

is initially uniform throughout a cylinder extending from the surface to 
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the bottom. The material initially present in the upper layer is dif- 

used downward into that part of the previously uncontaminated lower 

layer over which the surface current is passing. L kewise, the pre¬ 

viously uncontaminated upper layer overlying the path of the contamin¬ 

ated deep water receives material by diffusion.. Let the thickness of 

the upper current layer be h and the current speed V. The thickness of 

the lower layer is h' and the current speed is V. In order to satis¬ 

fy the requirements of continuity in a vi -tually closed body of water 

V h' = Vh (6) 

Take a small element of volume of width dx extending from top to bottom 

of the lagoon. Along one side of this volume element the average con¬ 

centration in the upper layer is C and in the lower layer is C; along 

the other side the concentration in the upper layer is C -f" dx an(j ¿n 

the lower layer it is C'+ jiß'dx. In the upper layer the amount of radio 
^x 

active material entering, minus the amount leaving equals s 

Vh C - Vh (C + dx) = .vh dx 

& 3C S X 
In the lower layer, the corresponding difference is* 

Vh' (C -+-C dx) -Vh' C * Vh' "ö C« dx 

*0 X £) X 
Adding these two expressions and substituting for Vh' from (6) we obtain 

for the rate of change of the average concentration throughout the volume 

element* 

à C - Vh (5C C) dx 
àt 5x ^ X 

The rate of change of concentration at a given location in the le goon is 

thus proportional to the difference in the horizontal gradients of concen¬ 

tration between the upper layer and the lower layer. 
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Though the area of contamination is increased by current transport 

and vertical diffusion when the latter is not too rapid, the area of 

maximum concentration moves more slowly than the currents and ter^s to 

remain near the target center. Much of the material being carried away 

by the upper current diffuses downward into the bottom current and flows 

back to the target area, likewise, the material in the bottom current 

leaving the center diffuses upward and returns in the surface current. 

Indeed, if the rate of vertical diffusion were sufficiently rapid to 

maintain a uniform concentration from top to bottom along any vertical 

line, the maximum concentration of contaminated material would remain at the 

target center and horizontal diffusion would be the only process causing 

an increase in the contaminated area. Under these conditions CSC and 

jfr C1 ■ therefore: 

c> X c> X 

JL2 £ Vh (_à_Ç - île) dx 2 0 

*>t à X S x 

The concentration under the action of currents and very rapid vertical 

diffusion thus remains constant in each element of \olume. 

after Test B, horizontal diffusion played an important role in de¬ 

creasing the maximum concentration of radioactive material and in in¬ 

creasing the volume and area of contamination. The coefficient of hori¬ 

zontal diffusion, Ah, appears to depend on the radius R, of the area of 

contamination, and on the wind velocity, at Bikini, the ration Ah/R was 

measured prior to Test B by observing horizontal diffusion of patches of 

dye released In the water. After the test, the spread of. radioactive 

material released by the bomb was measured from B Day to B Day plus 8 

days by repeated observations of the concentration of radioactive material 
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at a network of otations tliroughout the lagoon. Both Methods gave a 

volume for Ah/il 0f about .5. 

'Ihe differer.tial equation of horizontal diffusion in polar coordin- 

atee ia; 

If Ah s .5 and if, When t * U, G = ^ ins tie a circle of radius ^ and 

equal a zero outside this circle, two of the solutions of (?) are» 

zi1 v 
•5t 

At the center, C s 1 - 
Cl 

For K ,> 2 Ru Ç i t 

G1 725tfc ,5t 

Immediately after Test B the maximum concentration was high in the inner 

1000 yarns and decreased out to an average distance of 3000 yards Beyond 

which there was no appreciable contamination. The average value of % 

can therefore be taken as approximately 2 x iOr’ cm. Computed ratios of 

concentration at different times to the initial concentration restat¬ 

ing irom horizontal diffusion axone, both for water at tho center and 

at 4 and 8 kilometers away from the center are given in the following 

table t 

Time after 

explosion 

ifl.Payp ,.. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

c 
Cl 

At Center 

.94 

.67 

C 4 km. 

Ci Irom 

_Center 

.0008 

.03 

C 4 km. 

Ci From 

Center 

0 

.0004 

Observed 

itlaximum 

Concentration 

100 + 

109 

• > .06 .003 

.34 .07 .01 

.25 .07 .01 

•H .05 .02 

51 

23 

15 

1 
8 



The last column of the table pives maximum observed values of radioactivity 

in the lagoon for the first 8 days after B Day corrected for decay and 

expressed in arbitrary units. Over the first 5 days the observed maxi¬ 

mum concentration decreased somewhat more rapidly than the computed max¬ 

imum. It is thus evident that vertical diffusion in combination with the 

two layer current system played an appreciable part in reducing the con¬ 

tamination near the center and in spreading the contaminated material 

over the lagoon. (The fact that the maximum concQntrrt .on on B Day plus 

2 days was higher than on B Day plus 1 day is due to the extreme "patch¬ 

iness" of the distribution of radioactive material compared to the spacing 

of samp, appoints ). The observed maximum concentration on B Day plus 8 

days is only about one-tenth of the computed maximum. The apparent total 

quantity of radioactive material ir the lagoon was also much less on B 

Day plus 8 than during the first 5 days. It is therefore probable that 

between B Day plus 5 and B Day plus 8 the density of the water just out¬ 

side Knyu Channel was such as to cause a rapid replenishment of most of 

the lagoon water by ocean water coming in through the channel and a con¬ 

sequent removal of most of the radioactive material. A different method 

of analysis was employed for the samples collected on B Day plus 8 than 

on previeras days and it ia possible that the apparently very low con¬ 

centrations observed are due to inacurate calibration* 

The observed iincar increase in Ah with increasing radius of the 

contaminated area means that the radius increases uniformly with time 

in rough accordance with the expression: 
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At Bikini the value of K was about 1.5 espese and the average concen¬ 

tration at any time over the entire contaminated area is therefore ap¬ 

proximately given by the expression* 

°t “ ~i .,.—g.ss t* 
»i — 

The following table gives the calculated radius of the contaminated 

area and the corresponding ratio of the average concentration to the 

initial concentration for the first 8 days after B Day assuming that 

was 2 X 10® cm. Comparison of this table with the preceding one 

Indicates that R calculated in this manner is the radius where the 

concentration is somewhat less than one hundredth of the initial value. 

£ Average R Kilometers Time after 

Explosion 

Days 
over con¬ 

taminated 
Area 

1 

2 

3 

4 

.37 

.19 

.115 

.077 

5 .055 

8 .026 

3.3 

4.6 

5.9 

7.2 

8.5 

12.4 
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Organic Productivity 

One of the major factors in evaluating the possible effects of 

the bombs on the organisms and reefs of the atoll was the overall 

level of organic activity, that is, the rate of production of organic 

matter by plants, from carbon dioxide, water, dissolved phosphate 

and other nutrient salts. In addition, tide problem is of great 

cientific interest. Coral atolls are the largest organic structures 

on the earth's surface and their existence and rate of growth in the 

barren central parts of the ocean are among the most intriguing 

questions of geology and marine biology. 

Tho organic production in the lagoon and on the reefs was 

determined from measurements of diurnal and local clianges in the 

biologically active substances, dissolved oxygen and phosphate. The 

average total production of oxygen in the lagoon itself was found to 

be »007 milliliters per liter of water per 24 hours about tho same 

as that in the subsurface ocean waters surrounding the atoll. No 

appreciable seasonal variabler, was observed, a, Bach milliliter of 

o«ygen produced corresponds to .54 milligrams of carbon converted 

into organic matter by photosynthesis. There are thus .19 grajos of 

organic carbon produced in the water column under each square meter 

per day or 70 grams per square meter per year, un annual total of 

about 5000 tons per year for the entire lagoon. The production per 

square meter is lower than that found in any other shallow water ocean 

areas which have been investigated except the English Channel. 
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Measurements of the change in oxygon content of water passing 

over the reefs show an organic carbon production of 3o5 grams per square 

meter per day or roughly 1 kilogram per year, many times tliat in the 

lagoon or the outside ocean. The reef is thus a self supporting entity. 

Making the reasonable assumption that the amount of precipitation of cal¬ 

cium carbonate is no^more than two to four times the amount of organic 

carbon, the maximum possible rate of growth of the reef is computed as 

one to two milligrams per year or three to six feet per thousand years. 

This rate á»mich less than that measured in productive areas of the 

East Indies. By an entirely separate calculation the aiaximum rate of 

sedimentation on the lagoon floor, based on the amount of calcium 

carbonate available for utilization by the lialimeda living on the 

bottom, was found to be about 1.5 millimeters per year. 

From .the above computations it is evident that the quantity of 

living organisms in the waters of the lagoon should be relatively very 

small compared to the reef population, and that the latter itself is 

sparse when compared to the reefs in other areas. This presumption was 

born out by biological sampling of the lagoon and reef fau^a*^ 

2. Bacteria 

Marine Bacteria form an essential link in the cycle of life 

in the sea, because they are the only organisms capable of transform¬ 

ing organically bound phosphate, nitrate, and other nutrient substances 

into inorganic dissolved salts which can be utilized by a new gener¬ 

ation of plants. An average of a few hundred bacteria per milliliter 

was found in the lagoon waters near the surface, while in the lower 

layers only about thirty per milliliter were found. Although the 
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numbers near the surface are about the same as those in moderately fer¬ 

tile inshore waters of temper»1»*-*la.tit*Rie<!,k the mean for the water 

column from surface to bottom is very much smaller. 

Even more striking is the absence of bacteria in the sediments 

of the lagoon floor, less than 100 tc 200 per gram as compared with hun¬ 

dreds of thousands to millions in sediments off the California coast. 

This low concentration corresponds to the low organic matter content of 

the sediments. 

3. Marine Plants 

The small, one-celled plants which make up the phyto plankton 

population of the sea are very scarce t Bikini, but sessile marine 

algae are of major impórtanos i.»ljareous forms suchas Lithothamnion 

make up the principal building material of the reef and rialimeda, another 

calcareous alga characterized by its segmented pluty structure, grovrs 

in abundance on the lagoon floor and the outer slopes of the reef. 

Nonoaloareous algae form a close, inconspicuous felt on the reef flat; 

they are the basic food of many of the reef fishes. 

4. Marine Animals 

The small marine invertebrates which comprise the zooplank on 

population are Vparse, though more abundant than the phytoplankton. 

Evidently the zooplankton graze on the floating plants right up *o 

the limit of photosynthetio productivity. A considerably larger 

population exists in the lagoon than in the waters outside, and the 

characteristic lagoon species are different from the open ocean forms. 

The different reef zones described in the chapter on the geology 
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of the atoll, together witu the topography and sediments of the lagoon 

floor, afford a variuty of environments for bottom living invertobrates 

n^y-t fishes. Each environment has a characteristic faunal assemblage. 

Because of their bulk and abundance rora’.s and their relatives are the 

most striking invertebrates, but laany non-seasile forms also occur, in¬ 

cluding numerous mollusks, echinodenas and Crustacea., Among these, the 

black sea cucumbers of the reef flats, the various species of hermit 

crabs, several different types of giant claras (Tridacna and Hippopus) 

and cowries, conches, and other highly ornamented gastropods are es¬ 

pecially noticeable. 

The reef and shallow water fishes of Bikini are moderately abundant 

and highly varied. They are often brilliantly colored. ïhe population 

was considerably greater on the western reef than on the upwind side oi 

the atoll. Over forty thousand individual specimens, belonging to well 

over a hundred species, were collected and siiipped to the National Mus¬ 

eum for study. Many of these fishes are algal feeders and were thus 

particularly susceptible to radioactive contamination after Test B. 

A systematic program of fishing for pelagic and semi-pelagic 

fishes belonging to the tuna family and otner families of commercially 

valuable forms was carried out over the six months period from March 

through August. These fishes were found to relatively scarce throughout 

the area but were most abundant in and outside the southwestern passes. 

5. Land Plants 

The land vegetation of Bikini is relatively simple. About 50 species 

are represented, of which some 20 are common to all the larger islands; 
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luilf a dozen of these are nearly invariably present on any permanent 

land. The most important shrub is Soaevola/another is Suriana; both 

of these types are found right behind the beach. Tournefortia Guettarda 

occurs nere aiso but forms 

“re par6,,ltll'd ^ a yen«, l.afU.s vlM. Intr.duoed 

on the larger ialand, are oooonute and Pandann,. and perhaps Leca, te 

the natives the only Important food plants. Wood for tho construction 

Of their light houses is furnished by lournefortia and fo -tools by the 

hard Ps^ja, but this latter is no. rare. The largest tres, approaching 

100 fact, is Pisonia. but its ,ood is too soft for economic usa. Ih. 

dominant climax vegetation of tho larger islands is sometimes Pisonia, 

sometimss the orange-fleered Bordia. and oooaaionally a mitad gro«h. 

Fe. flesiiy fungi, a few lichens, one moss, no livsnsorte, and no farna 

were found in these islands. 

Go Land Animals 

hand animals are not numerous in species on Bikini Atoll. One 

species of land Isopod orustaoean is found under rotting logs, in the 

Bolster parts of the forest floor. Two of th. largest spades of 

hermit Crabs are land species, and their giant relative, the Coconut 

Crab is to be found on most of the larger lalends. On. species of 

true Und Crab is also present. At Bikini, as else.here, there are 

probably more species of insects than of any other aniaml group. Moth, 

six species of ants, perhaps as many kinds of beetles, a true bug, a 

fe. kinds of cockroaches, one small katydid, on. dragon fly. and a 

fe. typos of boss are all common. Musca sorban», a speoies of fly. 
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is present in great numbers and is a very annoying pest. Bird mosquitoes 

are present in the rainy sunnier season, but are not found as adults at 

other times. Centipedes, a small species of Scorpion, and a few types 

of spiders are found. One of the latter is very common. There are four 

V 

species of small land snails which because ¡jtifcSf* incoruipicunus, 

(the largest being less than one-fourth inch long) although very numerous. 

Apparantly there are only three species of lizards native to 

Bikini, no snakes whatever, and no turtles except the sea turtle. 

Manuals are represented by onl^T-bne species, a small native field rat. 

The birds of Bikini may be divided into three groups accoi ding to 

their habitat, the sea birds, the shore birds, and a single species of 

migratory land bird, the Nevr Zealand Cuckoo. The sea birds, all fish 

eaters, include five resident species of tern (Crested, Common Noddy, 

White Capped Noddy, Black Naped, and together with the migrant Sooty 

Tern, the Redfooted and Fairy), Brown Boobies, and Frigate Birds. The 

shore birds are with one exception migratory; they include the Ruddy 

Turnstone, Golden Plover, Bristle-thighed Curlew, four species of Sand¬ 

pipers, and the resident Reef heron. 

I 
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¿F'^CTS OF Tin: BOMB ¿XPI.nsrniJi; 

FlujPniíATIONS FDR iÚVí-, ÍiU^vSIIHRi'.íI-'MT 

HS 0riglnally daVeloPed, the taf* af measuring surface »ater «aves 

produced by the bomb teats appeared to have three aspects: (1) Wasure- 

rnerts of possibly very high »ave generated directly by the explosions 

in and around the moderately deep water of the target area, (2) i„. 

vestigations of the transformation of these waves ln shallo, water and 

the nature of their action on beaches and shore installations, parti- 

cularly on Bikini Island itself, (3) measurements of any secondary waves 

resulting from effects of the explosion, for example it was thought pos¬ 

sible that the seismic vibrations caused by the explosive impulse might 

trigger large slides of sediment down the cuter slope of the atoll and 

set up a small scale seismic sea wave or "tsunami". 

Two types of observations were selected as primary in measuring the 

waves in the target area: (1) changes of pressure at the bottom, and (2) 

displacement of the f-ee surface, both as a function of time. For the 

former it was necessary to modify existing wave measuring instruments 

to enable them to withstand high intensity shook effects of short 

duration, and yet to measure relatively slow pressure changes of less 

than half a pound per square inch. The instruments finally selected 

•»re (1) a modification of the BuCW Acoustic system liark 1 mod. 4 

shore recording bottom mounted hydrophone equipment, with special 

hydrophones designed to withstand several thousand pounds pressure, 

and (2) self contained, clock operated, pressure recorders, called 

•turtles».. Shock mounted in a heavy steel case and containing a filter 

system designed to damp out high peak pressures of short duration. 

These «ere designed and teeted to record slow changes in hydrostatic 
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pressure of less thon 0.25 pBl in the presence of shock pressures from 

depth charges exceeding 4000 psi. The Test B results indicate) however, 

that although these instruments could withstand high peak pressures, they 

were damaged and made inoperative within 2000 ft of the target center, ap¬ 

parently by intense mass accelerations of relatively long duration. 

The kark 1 mod 4 hydrophone systems were constructed, planted and 

operated by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory Low frequency Group; five hydro¬ 

phones were in operation for Test B and two for Test A, on a line between 

the target center and Enyu Island at distances of 4500 to 30,000 ft from 

the explosion. Thirty turtles were set out for Test B by groups of the 

Oceanographic Section on two lines, one between the target center and 

Bikini Island and one leading from the center toward Namu Island; hori¬ 

zontal distances from the target ranged from 600 to 63,000 ft. Sixteen 

turtles were employed in Test A. 

Displacement of the free surface as a function of time in the tar¬ 

get area was measured by echo sounders mounted on target ships and on buoys 

astern of the ships and by c erial and tower photography. Most of the 

echo sounders were of the portable type; the remainder were the ship¬ 

board models already installed on the target vessels. The principal 

modifications necessary for these equipments were fitting of more 

open-scale recorders, clock starting devices, and accurate timing 

mechanisms. Duplicate installations of echo sounders on shipboard 

and on buoys about 50 feet astern of the ships were made at several 

locations to determine the extent to which the rise and fall of 

the ships with time, (recorded by the echo sounder as a variation in 

bottom depth) would correspond to the displacement of the sea sur¬ 

face. Test with depth charges in February and March 1946 showed 
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that satisfactory wave records coi4d be obtained with echo sounders out* 

éide the aone of subsurface cavitation from the explosion. 

Twenty eight echo sounder installations were made for both Tests 

A and B, at distances from 750 to 12,000 ft in Test A, and from 1700 to 

12,000 ft in Test B. These installations were spread about equally 

on the various lines of ships radiating out from the center. 

In laying out the wave photography, experience gained in studies 

of waves and surf off the United States coast was employed. In these 

studies a technique had been developed for taking simultaneous aerial 

and ground photographs of waves using radio links for synchronisation 

and specially designed intervalometers for accurate timing. By t»Hng 

simultaneous still photographs with long-focal-length aerial cameras 

from two ground positions and one aircraft, all approximately at right 

angles from the points of interest, accurate three dimensional plots 

of waves had been obtained. Analysis of the special situation at 

Bikini showed that wave height could best be determined in photo¬ 

graphs from towers on the islands, while aerial photography was best 

suited for determining wave length and velocity and for mapping the 

positions of each crest at successive times. Plans were laid on this 

basis for tower heights and locations at Amen, Bikini, and Enyu Islands 

on lines intersecting approximately at right angles and for assignment 

of three PBM planes to the wave photographic program. Important wave 

phenomena were expected to last for many minutes; it was therefore 

desirable to employ slow-speed aircraft flying in a large circle 

centered at the target. The radio transmitter which triggered all the 
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cameras simultaneously vas installed in one of the PAM'S. • 

In measuring characteristics of the waves as they approached the 

island shores and broke near the beaches, principal reliance was placed 

on photogrammetric analysis of the accurately timed still photographs 

from the towers. In this connection it was necessary to make detailed 

soundings of the shallow water areas in from of the towers in order 

to determine the depth of breaking and related effects of inter-action 

between the bottom and the waves. Sets of poles fitted with electrical 

or mechanical means of measuring the maximum rise of water level were 

installed in shallow water off Bikini. These "electric contactor 

beach poles" and "tin can height indicators" were also installed well 

inland in case waves occurred significantly higher than those predic¬ 

ted. Extensive photography of t1! the structures and conditions on 

Bikini Island was carried out to enable a study of wave damage to be 

made in case of an inundating wave. To guard against possible fail¬ 

ure of the photography due to radioactive fogging or other causes and 

to furnish an immediate close-up estimate of events after the explosion, 

television installations were also made on Bikini. The operation of 

this equipment was quite satisfactory but the excellence and complete¬ 

ness of the aerial and tower photography made the television results 

of secondary significance. 

Provision for measuring a possible seismic sea wave or a seiche 

(standing wave in an enclosed or partially enclosed basin such as 

Bikini Lagoon) was made by installation of BuOrd Acoustic System 

Mark 1 mod 1 hydrophones on Yuro and Namu Islands and on the coral 

shelf facing Bikini outside Eniwetok, tfotho, Rongelap, and Kwajalein 
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Atolls. Negative results were obtained at all these installations at 

other atolls, indicating that no seismic sea wave or simUar disturbance 

of appreciable magnitude occurred. 

Planning of design characteristics and locations of the wave meas¬ 

uring instruments was considerably handicapped during the early months 

of 1946 by lack of adequate data for prediction of the waves to be ex¬ 

pected from the tests. Although extensive model studies and experi¬ 

ments on waves produced by explosions had been carried out tj various 

groups, including the Los Alamos laboratory, the New Zealand Seal Pro¬ 

ject, and the Explosive Research Section of the Bureau of Ordnance, no 

data were available for water as shallow in proportion to equivalent 

charge radius as that at Bikini. Accordingly an extensive series of 

model studies in which depths were scaled in proportion to the cube 

root and the fourth root of the ratio of charge weight to the expected 

equivalent tonnage of 20 kt were carried Tut. Among the major ques¬ 

tions, both qualitative and quantitative in character, on which it 

was hoped these tests would throw light were the following: 

1, Does the explosion generate the first wave directly or does this wave 

result from the collapse of the cavity produced by the explosion? 

2, What height, shape and sequency of waves can be expected near the 

explosion point for a given weight of charge? 

3, How do wave height, period, and length vary with radial distance in 

water of uniform depth? 

4, What are the characteristics of the plume or column of water pro¬ 

duced by the explosion? Is this column blown upward directly by 

the expanding gasses or does it result fror the collapse of the 
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cavity blown into the water? 

5. What is the maximum elevation reached by the column? 

6. What is the maximum diameter near the base of the column and what 

is the rate at which the column diameter develops? 

The results of the model studies proved very valuable in adjusting the 

sensitivities and locations of the wave instruments, in determining 

optium timing and camera characteristics for photography of wave and 

water motion, and in planning certain aspects of the Task Force oper- 

ations which depend in part on reliable predictions of wave height 

and characteristics of the water column. 
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RESULTS OF T SST A WAVE IÆaSURKMENTS 

Four bottom pressure observations (two turtles and two NOL hydro» 

phones) of water motion due to the blast were obtained in Test A, at 

horizontal distances from the point of burst of 300 to 6500 ft; one 

echo sounder record at 3100 ft also gave positive results. In the re¬ 

mainder of the records, water waves "rcm the blast were masked by wind waves 

Near the burst there was first a depression of the water surface, 

amounting to about 6 ft and lasting for about 8 sec, followed by a rapid 

rise to a height of 2 ft above mean level. The surface then slowly re¬ 

ceded to the normal level, which was reached nearly 40 sec after the 

blast. At greater distances there was also a first slight depression 

of the surface lasting for about 10 sec, followed by a rise of smaller 

amplitude, again of about lo sec duration. 

From a preliminary examination of the records, the total height 

from trough to crest appears to vary inversely with distance, being 

roughly represented by the relationship; HK = 43CO, where both height, 

H and horizontal distance, R, are in feet. 

The water motion from the air burst is of considerable theoretical 

interest, and it is hoped that later analysis of the rather meager data 

available may prove valuable in testing quantitative theories of this 

motion. 

RbbULTP OF TEST 1 WaVE MJaSUIdSMENTS 

1. The Records. 

Usable records of bottom pressure due to surface water waves were 

obtained from 14 "turtles" at horizontal distances of 2100 to 25,000 
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ft fron the target center, and from 5 of the hydrophones planted by the 

Naval Ordnance Laboratory Low Frequency Group at 4500 to 30,000 ft. In 

4 of the turtle recorde outside of 12,000 ft, no measurement of the time 

interval from the blast to the arrival of the first wave is available. 

Sixteen echo sounder records of surface displacement due to wave motion 

were recovered at distances of 2520 to 11,680 ft. The first part of the 

surface wave motion at distances greater than 1100 ft can also be obtained 

from the tower photographs by measuring the vertical and horisontal dis¬ 

placement of buoys and target vessels. Near the center, ships were ob¬ 

scured by the base surge before the top of the first crest was reached, 

but at greater distances most of the high waves passed the ships before 

the arrival of the base surge. It is expected that a complete photo- 

grammetric analysis will require several months and will result in more 

than doubling the number of points at which wave data are available, as 

well as extending the distance range. The combined data will represent 

one of the most complete serie* of wave observations in shallow water 

ever obtained and should form a satisfactory basis for extensive theor¬ 

etical analysis. 

All wa*re recording instruments placed within 2000 ft of the LSM 60 

were badly damaged and none gave a readable record. 

Examples of curves read from echo sounder and bottom-mounted wave 

pressure records are shown in Figure 6. In addition, measurements from 

photographs taken from the towers on Bikini and Enyu are given for the 

SARATOGA, the LST 133, LOT 874, and the LOT 1078. The curves are plott¬ 

ed in sequence with increasing distance from the explosion. 

The excellent agreement between the photographic measurements and 
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the echo sounder records on the two LCT's at distances of 7230 and 8800 

feet should be noted in Figure 6. The reliability of the echo sounder 

records at some distance from the explosion is also indicated by the 

fact that very close agreement was found between puirs of records from 

the same ship, when o. echo sounder was mounted on shipboard and the 

other was suspended from a buoy about 50 ft astern of the vessel. On 

at least one ship near the explosion, however, the echo sounder is be¬ 

lieved not to have recorded the maximum wave height. According to Dr. 

Fenney the pipes placed by him on the deck of the LOT 816 were bent 

due to water motion; thus this craft must have been partly submerged 

by the wave, and the echo sounder could not follow the surface motion. 

The amount of bending of the pipes corresponded to a relative motion 

caused by a wave 36 ft high. Since the LOT itself was undoubtedly 

moving through the water, the actual water velocity probably corresponded 

to a wave of a height greater than 36 ft. The echo sounder record, on 

the other hand, showed a maximum height of only 30 ft. 

The two curves based on bottom pressure records shown in figure 6 

hive been corrected to surface height by multiplication by a correction 

factor. For most of the records at Bikini, this correction, which 

depends on the depth of the instrument and the period of the wave, 

amounts to a 10 to 251« increase in the wave height from trough 

to crest above the recorded bottom pressure change. The amount 

of correction is uncertain to the extent that impulsively generated 

waves do not conform in shape to ordinary surface gravity waves, and also 

in the case of the innermost records, because of the relatively great 

wave heights. Considerable uncertainty exists also, as to the effective 
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period of the first and normally highest wave. 

Although only a preliminary photogrammetric analysis has been made, 

measurements of ship irrtion due to waves inside 2100 ft were carried out 

for the SARATOGA, the HUGHES, the Ï0-160 and the LST 133. In no case was 

it possible to measure more than the first rise of the ships due to wave 

motion. Thereafter the vessels were obscured by the outward moving base 

surge which engulfed the area. The results of these measurements are 

shown in Table I. From measurement of the ratio of ciest height to trough 

depth on echo sounder and bottom pressure records it appears that the actual 

wave height from trough to crest at each ship was probably at least twice 

the values shown in the last column of Table I. 

2. Qualitative Description of Waves Produced by the Bomb: 

From figure 6, it will be noted that the first wave to arrive is 

always a positive crest, followed by a trough which on the average 

decends at least as fax' below the still water level as the crest rises 

above it. This trough is followed by a train of waves. Near the explos¬ 

ion point the first c»st is apparently som >what higher than the succeeding 

ones, both above the undisturbed water level and in total height above 

the succeeding trough. At greater distances from the explosion the highest 

wave is frequently one of those in the train which follows the first wave. 

The maximum height in this train passes backward to later and later waves 

as the distance from the center increases. In the Naval Ordnance Labor- 

oratory record from 22,620 ft for example the ninth wave is slighyly higher 

than the first one. In almost all cases the height of the second crest is 

smaller that either the heights of the adjacent crests or the depths of 

adjacent troughs. 

The number of waves measurable by either the echo sounders or the 
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bottom pressure recorders increased from 3 at 2100 ft from the center 

to 6 at 10,000 ft and 14 or more at 22,000 ft» Actually a very large 

number of waves was produced by the bomb explosion as is shown in Fig¬ 

ure 7, an aerial photograph taken 5 min after MIKE hour in which over 

20 waves can be seen. In this, as in other aerial photographs taken 

many minutes after the explosion, the entire area of the lagoon dis¬ 

cernible through the clouds is covered with concentric waves radiat¬ 

ing from the bomb center. Most of these were apparently too low for in¬ 

strumental measurement. 

The tine interval between the first wave find the following ones 

increases from less than 20 sec at 2100 ft to 40 sec at about 12,000 

ft. Tho intervals between succeeding crests are somewhat smaller for 

later waves than for the earlier ones, but the period of each indiv¬ 

idual wave noticeably increases with increasing distance. 

Although duplicate measurements near the same point, as in the case 

of the CORTLAND, WAINWRIGHT, LOT 1078, and LOT 874 are quite consistent, 

considerable variability both in time of arrival of the waves, and in 

their height and other characteristics, is seen between different records 

at approximately the same distance. Two possible reasons may be sugges¬ 

ted for tlús variability! (a) the waves were not symmetrical in all dir¬ 

ections, for example, in general, instruments located NE of the bomb 

recorded somewhat higher waves than those to the NTÍ. (b) the irregular 

bottom topography caused variations in wa^e height both because of loss 

of energy due to breaking over coral heads and because in shoaling water 
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there is a decrease in wave length and consequent increase in wave height. 

Some of the bottom pressure records on the line between Bikini and 

the target center show a disturbance at about 580 to 620 sec after 

kike hour which is apparently caused by reflection of the first wave back 

from the beach toward the target area. In the Naval Ordnance Laboratory 

line toward bnyu this reflected wave appears at 700 to 850 sec. 

3* Maximum .Jave Height as _A Function of Distar^ 

This and succeeding quantitative discussions in sections 3 through 

9 are based primarily on the records obt lined from "turtles" and echo 

sounder* and on a relatively cursory examination of the tower photo¬ 

graphs. The analysis given herein is preliminary and subject to change 

when other data from the photogrammetry and from the NQL hydrophones are 

more fully considered. 

The maximum wave height for each of the turtle and echo sounder 

records was plotted against horizontal distance from the explosion in 

Figure 8. By maximum wave height is meant the greatest distance from 

any crest to the next preceding or following trough. A straight line 

was fitted by eye through these points and extended inward to a dis¬ 

tance of a thousand feet from the target center. This line was found 

to conform to the equation: 

HR *9 : 42700 

ai ter the line of best fit had been drawn, maximum wave heights from 

the Naval Ordnance Laboratory hydrophones v Le plotted on Figure 8. It 

may be seen that these points cluster moderately well around the line 

previously dr; wn. 
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™"nt ra00rd8 are Pl0tted “ octangular coordinates In 

in order to give a no„ grapMo p^aloal representation of tte 

a «.hip between «*1«, nave height and distance. This figure also 

",TSrUbnUy ^ ‘ha ^ ^ iron the erpios- 
ion and indicates the fairlv cmn* 

jainy good agreement bet»««« k«++ 
6 oexween bottom pressure and 

echo sounder records, 

Estimated values of the maximum height fv™ + 
neieht from trough to crest of the 

rZh Ca“e4 "* WrtiCil dlapl~ - the ^001. 
- ,0.1*, the HUGHES, and the W are also she. m ^ g 

- 9. These satínate, were obtained slnply by doubling the „ensured 

sill T ”hlP 'b0"1 ^ th' "h C01U“ ^ - — of estimation is consistent with tho -i * 

the first crest and th ^ ^ 

ih nagnlt d ^ °° -age about equal 

lh magnitude, «‘hough these estimates of w.™ helrht. a 
.. wave heiGhta under the ships 

probably represent minimum values it win x* 

, „ eS “ 'm 134 ‘tat on the rtol. the 

— U. abow. the line obtained from th. instrument records. 

The relationship between mamlmum wave height and distance wae also 

examined by plotting, in Figure 10 th« -g, gars 10> the mrage helghts (frOT oreat to 

next succeeding trough) of each of th. first five 
. _ llrst five »aves, against dis¬ 
tance from the exnlosinn r+ 

ot my 3een that the first »ave is highest 
ranges than tíOOO ft, and that its height H« 

8 height decreases linearly with 

anee, in accordance with the relationship: 

HR = 94000 

Th. maximum wave height in the train following the fir , 
Aj.owing the first wave is seen 

to pass from the second to succeeding waves in * w 1 
s in a regular manner. This 
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is directly the result of the fact that when waves are in water deeper 

than a small fraction of the wave length, the velocity at which energy 

is transmitted (the group velocity) is less than the velocity of the in¬ 

dividual. waves (the phase velocity). In the limiting case where the 

water is deep compared to the wave length, the energy velocity is half 

the phase velocity. Because the energy travels more slowly than the waves 

themselves, waves at the roar of the train increase in height at the 

expehse of those in frcnt. as a result, not only does the maximum height 

pass backward in the train but the number of waves of measurable height 

becomes larger. At Bikini this number increased from 3 to 2500 ft to 

more than 14 at ranges greater than 20,000 ft. 

rtithin 8000 ft, for Test B, whore the first wave is the highest 

wave, the relationship, HR equals 94»000, can be used to estimate maxi¬ 

mum height at any given distance, beyond 8000 ft the empirical equa- 

•9 
tion, HR equals 42,700, may be employed. The following table gives 

estimated maximum wave heights at different distances: 

Distance (ft) 1000 2000 4000 6000 8000 10,000 12,000 

Maximum Ht. (ft) 94 47 24 16 13 11 9 

4. Kinematics of the First Crest 

The times of arrival of the first wave crest, as recorded by the 

instruments at different distances from the explosion, are plotted in 

figure 11. j.he estimated times of arrival of this crest under the ships 

listed in Table I are also shown in the figure. The observed points 

are very well fitted by a curve which has a slope given by 

- c - ^g(d-th) 
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Here C is the wave velocity, g is the acceleration of gravity, d is the 

depth and h is the height of the crest above the undisturbed water level „ 

In computing the curve, d was taken as 175 ft, the average depth over 

the target area, and h was assumed equal to 47,00(^. in accordance with 

the height-distance relationship discussed in the preceeding section. 

Equation (1) is to a good approximation, the equation for the velocity 

of a solitary wave. 

The following values are obtained for the time of arrival of the 

first crest at different distances from the explosions 

Distance 1000 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 
(feet) 

Arrival Time 11 23 48 74 101 127 154 
(seconds) 

Owing to the shoaling of the water in the direction toward Bikini the 

velocity of the first wave markedly decreased beyond 12,000 ft and this 

wave arrived at Bikini, approximately 18,500 ft from the target center, 

about 306 sec after the explosion. Thus- the speed in the last 6000 

ft decreased to about half the Vftlue near the explosion point. 

Times of arrival of the earliest measurable rise of the water sur¬ 

face due to the first wave, when plotted against distance, approximately 

lit a straight line with a slope of 80 ft/sec, which intersects the 

abscissa at about 1000 ft. Theoretically the first rise travels with 

acoustic velocity and is related to the shock wave itself, the measured 

first rise must therefore represent a sudden increase in an already ex~ 

isting slope of the sea surface and probably related to the rate of 

travel of wave energy. The point on the back side of the first crest 

at which one wave surface crosses the undisturbed water level travels 
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•t about 70 ft/sec. 

As shown in Figure 13 the time interval between the first and the 

second crests is less than 20 sec at 2000 ft and increases to 40 sec at 

12,000 ft. That this interval continues to increase with increasing dis¬ 

tance is indicated by the tower photographs from Bikini in which the second 

major wave arrives at the beach more than 60 sec after the first. It is 

possible that this apparent increase of 20 sec between 12,000 and 18,000 

ft is due to the dying out of the second wave, because of the difference 

between energy velocity and phase velocity discussed in section 3, above, 

Further analysis of the photograranetric results should answer this question. 

The distance between the first and second waves at 2000 ft from the 

target center is 1200 ft. This distance increases with increasing range 

from the explosion point; at 12,000 ft it is 2800 ft. 

It is evident that the time intervals and distances between the first 

and second crests near the explosion point cannot be regarded as approxi¬ 

mating the period and wave length of the first wave, since they are not 

consistent with the constant and relatively high velocity of the first 

crest. Indeed, if the first crest is a solitary wave, it has in reality 

no wave length or period. An effective half wave length and half period 

for this crest may be arrived at however, by plotting against distance 

the times of occurrence of the first measurable disturbance and the first 

subsequent return to the undisturbed water level. This procedure yields 

a half period and half wave length for the first crest which increases 

linearly with increasing distance from the explosion in accordance with 

the relationships» T = .0019«-I"a, and i L s ,133 R-f-^ whero T> l and R 
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represent period, wave length and distance from the target center respect' 

ively and a and b are small constants. 

The linear increase of effective wave length with increasing 

distance from the explosion explains the relationship found empirically, 

that the product of height times radius for the first wave is approxi¬ 

mately constant. If the wave form does not change, the energy, E, in 

a wave radiating from a point source is given by an expression of the 

form. 

E = KH2LR I constant for any given "shallow water" wave, that is, 

a wave in which the crest velocity depends only on water depth and wave 

height and does not vary with period or wave length. But, for the first 

wave, 

L = mR + b , where m and b are constants. Hence 

H2 = E 

K(mR + b)R 

And 

HR JL 
|K( ) 

approximately constant when b is small 
R 

compared to m. This is ceftainly the case beyond a few thousand feet 

from the explosion point. 

5. Kinematics of second and subsequent waves. 

In any system of progressive waves where the individual crests 

maintain their identity and the period, that is the time interval 

between arrivals of successive crests or troughs, changes from wave to 

wave the period, T, of a wave travelling with phase velocity C = ^ 

changes with time at a rate 

d-T _ ¿T _ âl C 
(1) dit ót à* 

To an observer travelling at the group velocity V, that is at the 
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average rate of transfer of wave energy, the wave period remains con¬ 

stant in accordance with the expression: 

V' 

Setting 

(2) 
cfT ! c)T 

V à/t 

We have, combining (1) and (2) 

dLT fC. _ AÍlL 
(5) XI“ ^ 

For a wave system in which all individual waves start at the origin 

(t * o, X = 0), the group velocity, V is everywhere given by the expression 

(4) V = i 
For water of constant depth the group velocity cf an individual wave is 

a function of T only and tnerefore T remains the same at all points where 

the ratio x is constante For any given value of T, the quantity is 

constsinbfcajid in general: 

Multiplying both sides of equation (3) by t we have: 

Since, in water of constant depth, C, like V, is a function of T only, 

we have d- I - - - _£!rÍ- 
fCT)9CT) X 

or F (T) dLT -r _ dL ^ 

Integrating both sides between the limits T and T0 and t and tQ respect¬ 

ively rT e % f i* 

T is the period of any individual wave at the time t, and is the period 
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of the same wave at the time to. Letting the the definite integral 

equal I (T) - I(T0) we obtain 
I<T) 
L_ 

Letting we have 

(5) iiÜrA. 
G CTo) Jt-o 

The quantity, G(T), can be easily evaluated for rater of any known depth, 

d, at all desired values of period T by the following procedure: The 

phase velocity and the group velocity are first calculated throughout 

the desired range of periods using the expression 
, 1 

c : (¾¼ ^ -¾0) 

V, f(, 

L = CT 
The quantity for the same range of period values is obtained 

numerically from the formula 
. dT _ AT ^vxrV,\ 

2 Wa-v,/ 

and values of the reciprocal of 

(§ - = FO) 

are computed. Numerical integration from T0 * 1 to T ■ T is then carried 

out using the formvJ.a 

' I(T)-I(TC) = -^(F(T.)r2FCT0 + AT; +-.-. 2. F (T0 r (fl-1 ) AT ) + 

F(To-rn^T)) 
^ X--I and T<)+ r4T = T 

Values of G(T) = e1^) - 1 (To ■ l) are tabulated against value of T. 

If the time of arrival, t0, of any particular wave crest or trough 

at a given point Xg is known, the group velocity at point Xq can be obtained 

from equation (4) and the corresponding period T0 can be computed. The 
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time, t, at which the wave has any other period, T, la then determined 

from equation (5) after obtaining the value of G (T) corresponding to T. 

The group velocity V corresponding to the period T is determined, and 

the location, x, of the wave at time, t, is obtained from the expression 

X s Vt 

According to Kelvin's stationary phase solution of the Cauchy Poisson 

equation for impulsively generated waves, the value of xt in deep water 
r 

ip given by 

r*1 , .. \ , 

where n is an integer, corresponding to the number of the wave, that is 

position in the train» assuming that the waves in the second train at 

Bikini can be thought of «s starting at the origin, they were originally 

of so short a wave length and period that they behaved like deep water 

Equation (6) can therefore be waves 

used to determine the value of t for.each crest near the target center» 

At greater distances from the explosion point the wave lengths increase 

so much that the waves can no longer be regarded as deep water waves and 

equation (6) 38 not applicable» The times of arrival of each wave crest 

at different distances from the center must then be computed from equa¬ 

tion (5) using as to the value obtained from equation (6; for a point 

near the center» In making the computations, this point was taken as 

40 ft. 

Figure 12 shows the computed arrival times, at different distances 

from the explosion, of the second through the fifth crests, compared 

with observed values» It will be seen that the latter are very well 
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fitted by the theoretical curves. This constitutes one of the most 

important results of the wave measurement program at Bikini, because it 

shows that explosively generated waves can be treated kinematically as 

emanating from a point source in accordance with the Cauchy-Poisson 

theory,, 

In Figure 13, arrival times for the first 11 crests at Bikini are 

plotted together and in Figure 14 computed values of wave length, period 

and phase velocity for the second through the fifth crests are shown« 

It will be seen that for any individual wave these quantities all in¬ 

crease with time and distance from the center; and that at any point 

or time each wave has a period, wave length and velocity lass than 

that of the preceding wave. The period of the second crest increased 

from 16 to 24 sec between 2000 and 12,000 ft, its wave length increased 

from 1000 to 1700 ft and the phase velocity increases from 64 to 70 ft. 

The phase velocity of all crests approached the value G s J gd z 75 ft 

aa an asymptote. 

All the crests shown in Figure 12 (and succeeding crests not shown) 

are present as appreciable waves at a considerable distance from the 

explosion, but at lesser distance only a x'ew waves of measurable height 

are present. Bince the wave energy travels with group velocity V Z x/t, 

the only measurable waves present at any given distance are those that 

have attained or exceeded a minimum group velocity which is determined 

by the size of the initial disturbance. At Bikini this group velocity 

was about 40 ft/sec. Since the average wave length between any two lines 

of constant group velocity remains the same at all distances from the ex¬ 

plosion, while the distance between these lines increases linearly, the 
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number of waves present increases in direct proportion to the time or 

the distance. 

The highest wave in the train always has the same group velocity, 

which at Bikini was about 53 ft/sec. Succeeding crests become highest 

as they attain this group velocity (and the corresponding wave length 

and period). Since the group velocity lines spread linearly with in¬ 

creasing distance from the explosion the energy per unit area decreases 

in proportion to the square of the distance, and the height of the highest 

wave in the train should therefore be approximately inversely proportional 

to the distance. 

6. Urigin of rtaves. 

In all its characteristics the first wave behaves differently from 

the succeeding ones. It may be thoughTof as a long solitary wave, gen¬ 

erated directly by the explosion, and receiving its initial energy from 

the high-velocity outward motion of the water. The subsequent waves are 

probably generated impulsively by the collapse of the hole blown in -the 

water. 

The very small number of measurable waves near the explosion point 

shows that the amplitude of the central oscillation diminished rapidly 

with time. According to the Cauchy-Poisson theory, the central mount 

subsided to the undisturbed lead without further oscillation. 

7. .Vave Shape. 

The profile of the water surface on a given radius from the bomb 

at any instant after the explosion could be obtained directly from the 

records if sufficient observation were available. Only an approximation 

t, 



FIGURE 15 

PROFILE of TRAIN 

of FIRST WAVES 

at 30 SECOND INTERVALS 
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to wave shape can be deduced from the data at hand. Generalized pro 

files at 30 sec intervals for times between 20 und 200 sec after the 

explosion are shown in figure 15. It may be seen that when the first 

crest was 2000 ft from the target center the average slope from the un 

disturbed water to the crest was I0,19'. The slope between tha first 

crest and the adjacent trough was 6 51At 140 sec the first wave 

crest had progressed out to nearly 11,000 ft while the fifth crest was 

at 550C ft, lhe leading edge of the first wave was at 12,000 ft, and 

£. - # £ G* V 1 

the average slope from this point to the first crest was C° 12\ The 

highest average slope from trough to crest was Io 23', on the forward 

side of the fourth wave. 

y, 

brow the present data, vave profiles prior to 20 sec are very un¬ 

certain, buch a profile near zero time, drawn from the extrapolated 

positions of the first disturbance and the first crest and trough sug¬ 

gests that the outer side of the first crest had an average slope of 

about 15 while the inner slope was apparently very much sleeper. Waves 

are unstable and break when the average slope from, trough to crest much 

exceeds 15°; hence the first wave was probcbly breaking as it left the 

central area. 

8« Wave nnorgv. 

ligure 15 shows that at a time 140 sec after the burst there were 

present only 5 waves high enough to oe recorded by the instruments. 

This system of high waves covered the area between 4600 and 12,000 ft. 

From the aerial and tower photographs, which show over 20 waves, it is 

evident that waves too small to detect existed inside of 4600 ft at 
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Sine® Wave energy is proportional to the square of the height, however, 

the major part of the total energy of the waves produced by the bomb must 

have been contained in the first 5 waves at 140 sec. At times later than 

140 sec more than 5 waves of detectable height were present simultan¬ 

eously owing to the gradual dilution of the total wave energy among an 

increasingly large number of waves. 

If the wave form is sinusoidal the energy in a single wave radiut-ing 

from a point source is given by the following equations 

E - U P g H LR where L is wave length. 
4 

Using this equation, the total energy in the first 5 waves was found to 

18 
be 3.4 times lO-1-0 ergs or about .4* of the total energy of the bomb as¬ 

suming an equivalent weight of 20,000 tons of TNT. If the wave profiles 

approach a triangular form rather than a sinusoidal one, the wave energy 

can be computed directly from Figure if by measuring the displacement, h, 

of the free surface for a time of 140 seô at 100 ft intervals from 46OO 

to 12,000 ft and integrating numerically using the expression* 

R = 12000 
E = 200 If p g fgjj»'. ZIT R h2 

»mf R = 4600 

This procedure gave a value of 2.6 time 1018 ergs or about .3* of the 

total energy of the bomb. The true value for the energy of the first 5 

waves probably lies between these limits, depending on the actual wave 

form. More than half of this energy was in the first wave. * 

9. Msdll iUwp for water motion resulting from shallow water explosion: 

For a considerable distance from the explosion, the first wave is 

the highest wave. The model or scaling law for the relationship between 

V 
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the height of this wave, it's distance from the explosion and the charge 

weight can be deduced from energy relationships, if it is assumed that 

the fraction of the explosive energy which goes into wave formation is 

constant, that is: 

(1) il, where E is the energy in the wave and W the charge weight» 

Both the Bikini and the model experiments show that for any given charge 

weight, the product of the height of the first wave times the distance 

from the explosion is a constant: 

(2) HR : C 

and, as indicated above: 

(3) E 5^^H2LR cr W 

Substituting for H from equation (2) and solving for L: 

k ” ^72r, I nR» ra s Constant for any given charge weight 

7/^ g ^ 

therefore, E " gH^oR2 ûf W 

and H2h2 I 

(4) HR 

4E <7W over the range of conditions 

g® in which m is constant» 

I K(^) K Z Constant 

and H-^R^ 

H2RJ 

If distance R is taken proportional to the cube root of the 

charge weight, that is: R <T then 

R, 

R^ s 

UpT 

and the ratio of wave height % at distance R^ for weight of charge 

to height H2 at distance R2 for charge weight W2 is* 
t 

H1 Wl1>/3 8 Wii 

H2«2^3 W3~ 
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= 

r«?75 

Similarly, if the distance is taken proportional to the fourth root 

of the charge weight: F THEN and 

R2 »2^ 

h • *1* 
h2 ï? 

A similar result can be obtained if, as shown for explosions in deep 

water, all linear dimensions are proportional to the radius of the 

central bubble or cavity produced by the explosion, and if it is assumed 

that the energy of the cavity is proportional to charge weight, for the 

optimum situation when the bubble is just under the surface, the energy 

of the bubble: 

(5) ®bubble = -½ TTf3/?# (t +z) CTW 

where r is the radius of the* bubble and z is the head of water corres¬ 

ponding to atmospheric pressure. For two charge weights Wj and W2: 

r23 (r2/ z) . w2 

rx3 (ri / z) 

When W2 is large and W* is small, r^ is negligible compared to z, and z 

is negligible compared to r2; 

or r24 = z W2 

rT* rlffl 

(6) £2- : n - Constant for any 

W (¾ ' (Wi'4) 
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Therefore, since all linear dimensions are assumed proportional to bubble 

- R. radius : Z z T2 n(W2)t p>q - 
H1 R1 ri 

Constants 

Ü2ÍÍ2 - 1L. * R Since W-i can be any arbitrarv small 
W2t W2i pq 1 

charge 

(4) HR r K(W) £ 

Prior to Test B a series of model tests of explosions in shallow water 

were carried out under the direction of Dean M0P, C'Brien and Professor 

J. W. Johnson of the University of California at the Woods Hole Ocean» 

ographic Institution, at the Naval .Mine Warfare Test Station and at the 

David Tayor Model Basin. Similar teste.were carried cut at U„S0 Navy 

ElectronicsLaboratory, San Diego. In the tests, the depth of water was 

varied in proportion to the cube root of the charge weight and was scaled 

from the expected conditions for Test B on the assumption that the depth 

at Bikini would be 180 ft and the equivalent charge weight of the bomb 

would be 20,000 tons of TNT. The results of the model studies are plot¬ 

ted on Figure 16 together with the points read off the experimental 

curve for maximum wave height versus range in Test B. From this figure 

it can be seen that all the points are very well fitted by the equations 

(7) H R . -jo 

r<. w1/? " 4° 
Attempts to plot H against R . 0r H AGaINST R both gave con- 

« V6 W V3 Ÿft Ht 
siderable more scatter between the model values and the prototype. The 

empirical model relationship can be expressed in the form: 

(7) HR : 4.2 wVlS 
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It ifl believed, that the di8CB%>ancy between this empirical relationship 

and the theoretical model law given above can be partly explained by the 

fact that both the models and the prototype were carried out in shallow 

water, (shallow in terms of equivalent charge radii) in which the depth 

was scaled as the 1/3 power of the charge weight. Model studies carried 

out by the SEAL Project in New Zealand show that under these conditions 

the product of height times radius increases more rapidly than the square 

root of the charge weight. In the New Zealand experiments it was found 

that to a first approximation» 

(8) HR. : a (D_) 
Bfl^o (^0 ) 

where the subscript o denotes the deep water value and L0 is proportional 

to W*. For the Crossroads data: 

(9) D * wV3 . w 1/12^ that i8> d , bW 1/12 

L0 ^ ÏÏ* ' Lo 

hence, HR - ab W1/12 
HoRo 

and, Hr.Ro * HR r 
°0 ^ P712 

substituting for HR, 

(10) h0R0 r 4.2 
ab WV 

W1/12W^ L/12WZ 

K 

in agreement with the theor¬ 
etical scaling law for large 
charges in deep water. 

whence, K0 : ab 

according to the New Zealand data Lq S Ibjpj^ and at Bikini and in the 

Crossroads model studies D - .52 wl/3 so that b - .0325. In the New 

Zealand studies a = 2.2 when 0<(D ^0.22. Substituting, ab ~ .072 and 

r 0 L° 



MODEL LAW FOR EXPLOSION WAVES 
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Kq = 59# therefore; 

(11) HpRp : 59 é 

For large charges at the water surface in deep water, the New Zealand 

experiments indicate that K0 is about 30, roughly half the value computed 

from the Test B data,, Dr. Penney in his memorandum discussing the op¬ 

timum depths for Test C gives estimated figures for wave height cor¬ 

responding to an average value of 45 for K0 for charge weights from 8 to 

50 kilotons, Penney's computations are based on a measurement made at 

the U.S. Navy Electron.us Laboratory, ban Diego, of wave heights from 

2C0 lb of TNT, 20 ft below the surface in 180 ft of water. 

Although the discrepancy between the empirical and theoretical scal¬ 

ing laws can be formally resolved by the considerations just given, 

there is some reason to believe that even if depth were scaled to the £ 

power of the charge weight the same empirical relationship would still 

be found. Depths scaled to the j power of the charge weight were em¬ 

ployed in some of the Crossroads model tests and these appear to fit the 

curve of figure 16 reasonably well. Moreover, the New Zealand ex¬ 

periments it was found that K0 increased by a factor of at least 2 with 

large increases in charge weigh-. Thus, big charges seem to have, in 

effect, a greater efficiency in producing waves, or alternatively, more 

of the energy available for wave formation may go into the first wave 

when the charge weight is increased, or the ratio of wave length to dis¬ 

tance may decrease with increasing charge weight. 

In the Crossroads model studies of water motion resulting from explo¬ 

sions in shallow water the characteristics of the water column were in- 
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Vestigated in addition to surface water wave phenomena. 

It is difficult to deduce a scaling law for the height of the col¬ 

umn because of the widely diffcfMzig relative importance of air resis¬ 

tance and gravity in model and prototype. In the former, air friction 

is the principal force resisting the upward motion of the column, while 

in the prototype the role of gravity is greatly increased.- 

Unlike the column height, it should be expected that to a first 

approximation the diameter will be proportional to the cube root of the 

charge weight, since the similarity law for explosions in a homogeneous 

medium under uniform pressure states that the same pressure and the same 

induced mass velocity should occur at distances and times which are 

proportional to the cube root of the charge weight. That this expec¬ 

tation is justified is indicated in Figure 17, where maximum water 

V 

column diameter for the model data and the Test R prototype is 

plotted against charge weight. In the model studies the maximum dia¬ 

meter was approached at a time between .007 wV3 and .03 1^/3# corres¬ 

ponding to 2.3 to 9.9 sec for Test B, if an equivalent charge weight 

of 35 million pounds is assumed. The photogrammetric measurements from 

one of the Bikini towers show that at 10 sec the diameter is 1700 ft and 
*. 

at 12 sec it is about 1900 ft. The latter value is plotted in figure 17. 

The line of best fit drmsn through the model points corresponds to 

the equation D equals 7.3 W 1/3. This would give a diameter of 2500 

ft for an assumed equivalent weight of 40 million pounds, or, alternatively 

an equivalent weight of 1Ô million pounds for the measured diameter. 

The discrepancy between the measured column diameter for Test 
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B and the expected value ts about at the limit of the variability 

shown by the model points* This deviation from similarity may be due 

to differences in the shape of the cavity resulting from the fact that 

variations in hydrostatic pressure from surface to bottom in the pro¬ 

totype are larger in proportion to the explosive pressure than in the 

model. 

10. «ave Phenomena in ¿hallow flater 

The previous discussion has concerned waves travelling in water 

of essentially constant depth. As the waves entered shallow water sev¬ 

eral changes took place. These were most fully observed off Bikini by 

means of rerial and bower photography, the electric contactor beach 

peles, and the tin can height indicators. The principal change in wave 

characteristics was the marked increase in height compared to the height 

which would be expected at the same distance if the depth of water liad 

remained constant. From Figure 8 it can be seen that the deep water 

height-distance relationship would give a maximum height at Bikini, 

18,000 ft from the explosion, between 6 and 7 ft. The tower photo¬ 

graphs show that the first wave was 15 ft high at the instant of break¬ 

ing, and this value is confirmed by the tin can and electric contactor 

poles, which show heights of 11 to 14 ft above the undisturbed water 

level at points on the beach some distance from the water line. 

This increase in wave height must have been accompanied by a de¬ 

crease in the effective wave length. Qualitative evidence for decrease 

of wave length in the second and later waves was obtained from prelimin¬ 

ary inspection of the aerial photographs, which show a continually de- 
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onulag length firm the Um that the »«re. flret encountered e 

«1»««. of botto. elope to the tl*. of breekin* on the be«h. The 

Mount of dMreeee in the «.re length of theee waves own be 

•treUd a. folio™, The ti™. betneen arrival., of »oh of the »Jor 

oreete after the flrat, average about 16 aeo. Since the average 

ported of then wave, in deep eater la about 17 aeo, it la evident 

that little change la period ooouned In ahallov vater. On the other 

hand, aa eaa ahora In Section 5, the velocity met have been propor- 

tleml to the „rare root of the depth. Thua, the rave length ehlch 

otunL. the product of velocity tin. period likewla. decreaaed in prop- 

ortlon to the square root of depth« 

The con.'deration, givra In Section 5 concerning the relationahlp 

between wave length, height, and energy ahow that at a conatant radlua 

th. height la Inversely proportional to the square root of the wave 

length, thua the ratio of height in ehallow water to height In deep 

water, for rave, later thra the flrat, aunt be Inveraely proportional 

to th. fourth root of th. ratio of .hallo, water to deep water depth. 

The flrat ore.t arrived at Bikini and cownced to break In front 

of the lorth tower about 306 aeo after the exploelon. The „cond 

errat oona.no«! to break over 60 see latra, the tira Interval batmen 

the flrat rad .„and crest, which had Inorara«! to 40 aeo 12,000 ft fron 

the target center, continu«! to Inorara, with Inowralag dlatanoe. fron 

the following oonaid«s.Uona it can be luferrad, however, that the ef¬ 

fective wave length of the flrat wave decreaaed In proportion to the 

aqura. root of depth. Photogreanetrio neraurramta’indicate that thin 
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wave started to break 390 ft off Bikini« From a survey conducted before 

the test the depth at this point was found to be 20 ft. The fourth 

root of the ratio of shallow to deep water depths is „58, taking a 

deep water depth of 170 ft. From this value the ratio of shallow to 

deep water wave height is 1.7. Extensive observational data on breaking 

waves denonetrates that the height of a breaking wave is about 305? greater 

than it would be if the wave were not breaking« (These data also show 

that waves break in shallow water when the depth is about 1,3 times the 

height of the breaker.) Thus the ratio of height at breaking to deep 

water height for the first wave from Test B becomes 2,3 if it is 

assumed that the effective wave length decreased in proportion to the 

square root of depth. The theoretical height at breaking is 2.3, times 

6.5 or 15 ft, in exact agreement with the observed value, 

ligures 18 portray the arrival of the first wave at Bikini. 

I" igure 18 shows the wave shortly after it started to break at the 

outer edge of the diving raft in front of the north tower (the later 

waves pushed this raft against the three electric contactor poles which 

can be seen in the figure, demolishing them,) Figure 19 shows the 

complete breaking of the first crest on the beach. In these two 

ligures a tin can recorder pole can be seen between the left hand 

native hut and the painted tree to its left. The uprush from the 

wave undercut the beach and washed this instrument away as can be seen 

in figure 20 which also shows the uprush of water over the basketball 

court at the right of the figure. This court, which had a height 

above the undisturbed water level of 17 ft, was later found inundated 

and covered with debris. A reflected wave is seen leaving the beach 

in Figure 20j this wave was also detected by the bottom pressure 
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recordara farther from shore. « 

Appreciable «cuele of beach «aterí* „re .aeh.d ^ lnt0 ^ 

lagoon by the bacheaeb fro. the breaker.. Thl. raterial, a„d that 

stirred up fro. the botte, i. ri.lhl. i. ^ of the photo_ 

«raphe clouding the water to . coneiderebl. dietanc. off the teach 

broeion of the beach we, plaidy evident fro. an .„^nation on the 

the farthest debris line • g - 
line in the region of the photograph, being 

about 200 ft fro. the .here. 

Jiave Damage to 

fairly unequlw«»! .vid.n0. for Mjor danag. to th. SaRlTOOA due 

to wav. action ie obtainable in the eerie, of photograph, taken at 

three eecond interval. f*o. on. of th. Eny* to..r.. yigur„ a is a 

photograph of the target array taken p 
ray taken from Enyu just after the ex¬ 

plosion but before any visible shock effect v, a 
effect had reached the SARATOGA 

Both the island struct«, and the radar mast are undamaged at this 

tlTO- Fi6Ure 22’ WhlCh - ^ seconds later, shows the radar 

ast bent over but the island as yet unaffected. Although the shock 

wave was sufficient to damage the anten™ 
K ne it apparently was not 

•trong .nough vi.ibly to affect th. l.land. Co.pari.on of thi. vi.w 

with figur. 21 .how. th. stern of th. S« ri.ing on th. fir.t 

wave crest, high (measured as at least 43 ft) above + 
v ^ ^ above the top of the bow 

of the aPA formerly in line with fn u* j , 
with her flight deck. Shortly after the 

photograph reproduced in figure 22 ... t.1.., th. .hip ... ob.cumed 

-0. wi.. by th. b... surge, ^r. 23, t*.„ ..11 aftsr Mjor 
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and other effects subsided, shows the central part of the island structure 

folded down onto the deck of the carrier. It appears probable that shortly 

after the rise shown in Figure 22 the SARATOGA fell into the succeeding 

trough and was badly hit by the second wave crest. That wave action 

was the probable cause of this damage, rather than the outward expan¬ 

sion of the water column, is evident from photogrammetric measurements 

which show that the vertical portion of the water column was never closer 

than 200 ft to the midships section of the SARATOGA. The splashing up 

and out from the surface, of water falling out of the column is not 

ruled out, however, as the responsible phenomenon« 
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GEOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TEST BAKER 

lo Beuch Erosion From Waves: 

Since the bomb waves were expected to break at Bikini with a 

height considerably greater than that of any breakers normally ex¬ 

isting in the lagoon it was thought th&% appreciable beacli erosion 

might result fron Test B. Measurements of the extent of such erosion 

from a small number of waves of known neight would be valuable in 

contributing to an understanding of shore line processes and might aid 

prediction of the bef.'.h damage to be anticipated from a bomb exploded 

within a few thousand feet of the shore. 

Transverse profiles spaced about one-quarter of a mile apart were 

measured across the lagoonward beaoh of Bikini Island and the ad¬ 

joining reefs to the north and south, as a basis for estimating beach 

erosion. Since beaches ordinarily snow some variation tnrougnout the 

monthly tidal cycle, these profiles were re-measured 5 or 6 times 

between March and September. The repeated measurements showed that 

tne normal variation to be expected is much less than 12 in. 

A preliminary comparison was made between the last set of measure¬ 

ments taken before B Day, on July 6, and measurements taken tfter- 

ward on B Day plus five days, July 31. Most of the profiles showed 

normal tidal cycle variations of beac/i level. That some changes in 

these areas, though small, did result from the bomb waves was indicated 

by the presence of a thin deposit of beaoh sand reacning 25 to 100 ft 

inland from the beaoh. This sand obvously was eroded from the beaoh 

and transported inland by the bomb vavos. The erosion of the beach was 

intense enough to cause a definite change in the beaoh profile on the 
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spit northwest of Bikini Island. Two sets of profiles from this spit 

are shown in Figure 24. The greater change by far is shown by the 

westernmost set, where a prism of sand 30 ft wide and up to 70 in 

thick was removed. This sand had clearly been carried over the spit 

and deposited as a broad fan on the seaward side. 

No obvious change in composition or grain size of the beach 

Meaé resulted from the waves. 

In the process of eroding the beach, the waves set up by the 

bomb shifted large blocks of beach rock measuring up to nine by 

five by one feet in size. Many of these slabs showed fresh scars 

several inches across, some were overturned, some broken across, 

but none, so far as could be determined, were carried more than a few 

feet from their original positions. 

2. Bottom Topography 

In order to determine the dimensions of the crater produced by 

the explosion a large number of fathometer linss were made in the 

vicinity of the bomb site before and after ¡3 Day. Figure 25 shows 

the pre-B Day soundings and Figure 26 the post-B Day ones. Contours 

at ten foot depth intervals were drawn on both charts using both sets 

of soundings in the outlying areas where there seemed to be no great 

conflicts of data. Some small differences are present there but these 

are probably the result of slightly inaccurate positions. Nearer 

the bomb site differences between both sets of soundings were found 

which were clearly too great to be ascribed to inaccurate positions, 

and in these areas different sets of contours were drawn for each 

chart 
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As shewn by Figuro 25, the bottom in the contrai target area, lilt, 

that in other areas of the lagoon, »as fairly irregular although there 

».re no eery .hullo» reefs nearby, the actual bomb position «as over a 

»«all trough about 15 ft deeper than the surrounding area. After B 

it »as impossible to folio» eaactly the earlier fathometer lines 

SO no direct comparis...- of depth, can be made. Ho»e».r, the po.t-B 

Day soundings shoe the presence of a depression about 175 ft deep 

«here previously there »a. no depression and the bottom »as about 

155 ft deep. Inis crater evidently »a. the result of the bomb explosion 

The difference in depth before and after B Bay is eho»n more 

clearly by another chart, Figure 27. This chart »as mad. by super¬ 

imposing ligures 25 and 26 and subtracting the depth of the pre-B 

Day contour, from that of the p„.t-B Day contours at all points .here 

the t,o set. of contour, crossed. A fen additional value. .,r. obtained 

at points »here the t»o sets of fathometer line, happened to cross each 

other« The resulting chart shows thaf w u 
B unan snows that the bomb caused a moasureable in- 

creas, in depth over an arse 600 by 1100 yd. The grsato.t apparent depth 

differ«., »as 52 ft. hut this represent, only the removal of . 

hill and not a hole 32 ft deep In a previously flat surfaoe. fit is 

easily possible else that the hill ». still present but not found by 

th. post-B Bay survey) Over an are. of about 250 by 700 yd the bottom 

»a. more than 20 ft deeper after B Bay, the maximum difference being 

yards southwest of the bomb site. 

In. net volume of bottom materiel removed »ns estimated from th. 
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contours of Figure 27 to be about 2,200,000 yd3, a volume equal to 

that contained in a cube 130 yd on a side. This volume represents 

only the net amount of bottom material removed from the bomb site, 

and not the total, or gross, amount of material originally placed 

in suspension or blasted out by the bomb. Much of the original 

material displaced by the bomb settled back into the crater, partially 

refilling it, while the remainder was carried by currents beyond the 

bomb area. 

Divers working in the bomb area after B Day reported the presence 

of at least 6 minor craters having estimated diametwrs of 20 to 100 

ft, and thus mostly too small to show well on fathometer tapes. Some 

of the craters have slightly raised rims, while otner have no rims. 

Depths were estimated at 6 to 10 ft, and the bottom was thought to con¬ 

sist of mud. The origin of these craters is unknown but they were not 

present before B Day. It is possible that they are depressions caused 

by the impact of heavy machinery or ordnance, or possibly they are pits 

through which water trapped within the rapidly deposited sedimets escaped 

as the weight of overburden increased. 

3. Bottom Sediments. 

Before B Day, sediment samples collected at the bomb site consist- 
# 

ed of coarse-grained algal debris mixed with less than about 10". sand 

and mud. The sand and mud probably resulted from the chemical or 

bacterial breakdown of the calcareous algal debris because vertical 

core samples exhibited higher percentages of mud and sand mixed with 

the older algal debris found near the bottom of the cores, than with 
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the relatively freshly deposited algae at the top of cores. Neither 

sand nor mud, however, formed a layer separate from the algal debris.« 

In this part of the lagoon, coral was found only on a few isolated 

shoal areas (coral heads). No significant amounts of coral occurred 

on the deeper flat bottom between these shoals. 

Bottom samples taken after B Day near the explosion point were 

entirely different in character. Instead of algal debris, mud or sand 

was found, particularly in the area just west and north of the bomb site 

The sediments were further explored by cores taken at intervals along 

an east-west line through the area. Cores beyond about half a mile 

from the bomb site consisted of algal debris covered by a thin layer 

of mud. In one core the mud overlay several stems of algae which 

were still green colored. Cores taken nearer the center of the bomb 

site showed a progressively thicker layer of mud which was separated 

from the lower algal debris by an intervening layer of sand. A core 

very near the bomb site contained 14 in. of mud overlying 22 in. of 

of fine to medium sand, and the core was too short to reach the algal 

debris below. 
I 

Divers working in the bomb area reported even greater thicknesses 

of mud. n one plaoe 14 ft of -mud* (possibly mud and the underlying 

sand) were found. Divers also discovered that there was a layer of 

opaque and turbid water in the bomb crater which gradually became 

denser toward the bottom aid graded into the bottom mud. 

Preliminary examination of the sediments showed no evidence of 

crushing or breaking up of either ocrai or algae into fine-grained 
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frugnents by the force of the bomb. The layered distribution of sed¬ 

iments found after B Day does indicate, however, that the bomb set 

up turbulence which quickly eroded the bottom below the bomb and put 

all the sediments into suspension. When the turbulence decreased, the 

coarser algal debris settled out first, followed by the finer sand, and 

finally by mud. The mud settled so slowly that some of it was carried 

a mile or more from the bomb site before it was deposited, and some even 

reminad in suspension two weeks after B Day. 

The presence of a layer of mud and sand several feet thick indicates 

that a much greater thickness of the original sed .ment must have been 

disturbed, because of the relatively low original percentage of m'Wli and 

sand mixed with the coarse algal debris. When the sediments have been 

more completely analyzed, perhaps an estimate of the total thickness 

of sediment disturbed can be made. 

4, Radioactivity of Bottom Sediments. 

Bottom samples were collected from the bomb site for several days 

beginning with August 1, B Day plus 6 days. The radioactivity meas¬ 

urements for the samples obtained on August 1, 2, and 3 are plotted in 

Figure 28. Radioactivity is expressed in miorocuries per gram of sed¬ 

imenta ooyjHJted back to a time 4 hr after the explosion. 

The highest radioactivity (40 to 60 mc/gm) was found in an area 

between one-half and one-quarter mile southwest of the bomb site, 

roughly coinciding with the area of greatest depth difference, Figure 

27. Radioactivity decreased sharply outward from the zone of highest 

values, so that beyond about one mile from the bomb site there were 
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very few ««pie. haying „ore than on. »»/an. It i. notable that 

eaniplee ooapoe.d largely of mud shewed the highest valu... „„„ver, 

the iayer of mud found in the upper parts of vertical sediments cores 

taken near the bomb site was very highly radioactive, whereas the 

coarser algal debris below the mud layer was only slightly radioactive. 

The foregoing represents only a preliminary summary of the effect 

of the B Day atomic bomb on the floor of Bikini Lagoon, «hen more 

•tudy is given to these data and when other data, not now available, 

are included, the chart, and some of the conclusion, may be changed. 

ö’ Radioactivity of Beaches. 

In the days isvsediat.ly following lest B the intertidal tone and 

the beaches of many i-lands showed appreciable radioactivity. The 

oeach on the le,coo. side of Bikini was radioactive up to the high tide 

mark and on the .pit northwe.t of Bikini Island inatruments showed only 

a 5 hr tolerance at B Day pl„. 5 day.. The field! measurement, showed ' 

that the upper part of the beach, and the sand washed inland beyond 

the beech, was inactive. The edge of the are. of radioactive sand 

on the beach was very sharp. The.e f.0t. i„dioat. that> ., b, 

•xpeoted, radioactivity was induced not by the wave, which first struck 

the beach, but by radioactive »ter later brought into contact with the 

beach by currente from the bomb site. 
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BIOLOGICAL ¿r'FECTS OF TEST BAKER 

1, General; 

Definite but comparatively minor biological changes occurred after 

Test B; the poverty of the flora and fauna of the lagoon and the inner 

reefs is undoubtedly one of the reasons for the absence of more sign¬ 

ificant ecological effects0 

2. biochemical and Bacterial Changes; 

Following B Day there was marked decrease in the amount of 

dissolved oxygen and a corresponding increase in dissolved phosphate 

and in bacterial numbers in the bottom waters of the northeastern section 

of the lagoon« The area involved extended from •'he center of the target 

array north to the reef between Bikini and Amen Island and west from Bik¬ 

ini Island to a line through the center of Rorauk Island. The lowest 

oxygen content, about 1.5 ml/L, was found approximately 4000 yd due 

west of the island of Bikini. The concentration of disscUmd oxygen 

gradually increased westward and southward until the normal oxygen con¬ 

tent, about 4.5 ml/L, was reached at the boundaries of the affected area. 

This value for the bottom waters, 4.5 ml/L, is slightly higher than the 

average for water near the surface; thus the photosynthetic activities 

of the bottom flora were not impaired outside the region of oxygen de¬ 

crease. As the oxygen values diminished, the dissolved phosphate values 

increased, indicating oxidation of organic material and the accompanying 

libeiation of biologically bound phosphate. At the same time the numbers 

of bacteria in the bottom water increased from about 10 cells per cubic 

centimeter prior to B Day to several thousands on B Day plus 10 days just 

west of the target center. Further west, several hundred bacteria per 

cubic centimeter were found in the bottom water while the surface water 
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at all stations contained less than 50 per cubic centimeter. Thia ver¬ 

tical distribution of bacteria is a complete reversal of that found be¬ 

fore B day. 

These inter-related biochemical and bacterial changes would normally 

be expected to take place only if large numbers of living animals and 

plants had been suddenly killed. The stirring up of the bottom sediments 

in the target area may possibly have resulted in suspending enough or¬ 

ganic matter and bacteria to account for the effects, but the extremely 

low organic matter content of the sediments makes this unlikely. 

3. Marine Algae; 

Destructive changes in the marine algal population were noted in 

several places but with one possible exception it is believed that the 

effects were due to pollution by oil from the sunken and damaged ships. 

The exceptional area was found on the seaward reef off the mid-point of 

Bikini Island. In this area the corals seemed healthy but the algal 

buttresses in the Lithotfrqn^on ridge were distinctly whitened, the algae 

appearing dead or dying. The base of the whitened zone was covered by 

most waves at low tide. This area was examined on 18 Aug 46, the last 

day of observation on Bikini. It may represent a very localized condit¬ 

ion as the reefs immediately to the north and south did not show such 

effects when examined on August 13 and 14. If the algae were killed by 

radioactivity the effects may become more widespread with the passage of 

timo. 

ün the lagoon side of Amen the water was very murky and coral heads 

were fouled with a scummy growth of algae that certainly was not present 

when the area was examined in April. This growth covered the dead parts 
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of all coral colonies, encroaching on but not covering the living parts. 

Both algae and coral showed marked radioactive contamination, but it is 

believed that the algal growth and the unhealthy condition of the corals 

was caused chiefly, if not entirely, by pollution. 

On the southwest side of the atoll, along the Kargin bf the reef on 

the sea side of Oruk Island, many of the sponge-typM colonies of Litho» 

thamnlon had lost their pink and purplish color, appearing^gray and life¬ 

less. Some of these colonies and parts of the sraootl algal¿ pavement 

were covered with a growth of green algae ( Enteromornha). Ihe algae were 
i „ 

only mildly radioactive and it is believed that the wddespriad changes of 

the reef margin were caused mainly by oil contamination - oil being pre¬ 

sent in large amounts. This belief was confirmed by the gold condition 

and healthy purplish color of Lithothamnlon colonies in shallow water be¬ 

low low tide level where they would be unaffected by floating oil. 

In many place.* where the reefs were re-examined no appleciable changes 
y 

of any kind could be noted - c jn in areas where the reef organisms showed 

a relatively high radioactive count, and in others where large amounts of 

oil were present. Some specimens of Halimeda and soft green algae dredged 

from between the target ships had only a 30 min tolerance, yet they appeared 

fresh and healthy. It does not follow, however, that these reef and lagoon 

organisms have escaped without damage. Their ability to absorb radioactivity 

and survive is remarkable, but conceivably destructive effects may have 

been or»ly deferred. 

The important role of algae as a primary concentrator of radioactive 

material from sea water, through photosynthesis of organic oonpounda Had 

the accompanying extraction of elements present in very dilute concentra¬ 

tions, should be emphasized. Many marine invertibratee and certain fishes 
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are algal feeders, and the concentration of radioactivity by algae thus 

starts a food chain which eventually effects the larger carniverous fishes, 

including most food and game fishes, that prey upon the plant feeders. 

In cooperation with the Radiological Safety Section an extensive in¬ 

vestigation was conducted after B Day to determine the geographical distri¬ 

bution of radioactive contamination of the algae and the effectiveness 

of different types in concentrating radioactivity. Table II gives data 

on counts obtained per unit weight fron specimens of different genera 

collected in areas of high and low contamination. In general, the in¬ 

tensity of radioactivity in living algae was much greater than that in 

the sand or other inorganic sub-stratum to which they were attached. 

It is evident that the algae in regions of highest contamination 

accumulated much more radioactive material per unit weight than those 

in areas of low concentration. Halimeda and other genera living on the 

lagoon floor were specially heavily contaminated. Within the groups of 

Chlorophyceae and Myxophyceae the variation in radioactivity within a 

single genus such as Caulerpa or Neomeris even in the area of heavy con¬ 

tamination, was much greater than the variation between genera. There 

is no consistent difference under given conditions between calcareous 

and non-calcareous forms. 

4. Land Plants: 

Locally on the lagoon side of Bikini Island salt water from the waves 

caused by the explosion flowed inland killing some vegetation, especially 

grasses and the Tacca Plant. No other damage of consequence to land plants 

was observed. 
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5« Marine invertebratea: 

Within the target area, listening tests using a C-23 hydrophone and 

a portable amplifier showed that the noise of snapping shrimp, one of the 

most characteristic underwater noises in the tropics, was silenced after 

Test B, probably because of the destruction of these animals by the 

underwater shock« Beyond 2000 yards the intensity of shrimp noise ap¬ 

peared unaffected. 

All other damage to marine invertebrates appears to have been due 

to pollution by oil which escaped from sunken and damaged target ships ' 

and in many places literally soaked the beach sand or covered large areas 

of the exposed reef flats. The invertebrate animals injured or killed 

by these oily accumulations will not fully recover or possibly even 

reappear in these spots until the oil and tarry residues are gone or are 

covered by new beach deposits. 

Corals were among the animals most seriously affected by pollution. 
V 

Midway between Bikini and Amen Islands, for example, a rich growth of* ' 

coral has been extensively damaged. The upper part of eacl colony - 

the part lying above extreme low water, has been killed and is now white 

and clean though the remainder which is always below water is alive and 

app*r?ntly healthy. When this area was examined on August 16th, films 

of oil were still abundant at low tide level, the bottom of the damaged 

zone. Cn the sea reef of Amen Island white dead patches appeared on 

the crowns of globular coral colonies probably as a result of oil slicks 

passing over the reef. Other colonies showed abnormal colorations, the 

bright green center of the corallites giving signs of disintegration 

with the intervening ridges being whitened. 
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TABLE II 
RADIOACTIVITY AND LX AT ION OF ALGAL SPECIMENS 

a. From highly contaminated area 

Ce£us Group 

Laurencia Rh 
Laurencia Rh 
Laurencia Rh 
Centroceras Rh 
Centroceras Rh 
Liagora Rh 
Jania Rh 

Hallmeda Cl 
Halimeda Cl 
Halimeda Cl 
Halimeda Cl 
Halimeda Cl 
Halimeda Cl 
Halimeda Cl 
Halimeda Cl 
Neomeris Cl 
Neomeria Cl 
Caulerpa Cl 
Caulerpa Cl 
Caulerpa Cl 
Caulerpa Cl 
Caulerpa Cl 
Microdictyon Cl 
Microdictyon Cl 
Microdictyon Cl 
Microdictyon Cl 
Cladophora Cl 
Ddotea Cl 
Udotea Cl 
Enteromorpha Cl 

Turbinaria Ph 
Pocockiella Ph 
Pocockiella Ph 

Myxophyceae My 
Myxophjmae My 
Myxophyceae My 
Lyngbya ify 
tynghya My 
Dichothrix My 

LocgtlOh 

ID 
ID 
ID 
ID 
ID 
3D 
ID 

ID 
IS 
4D 
4D 
4D 
4D 
4D 
4D 
IS 
2D 
2S 
ID 
ID 
4D 
4D 
ID 
4D 
4D 
4D 
3S 
4D 
4D 
X 

IS 
ID 
4D 

IS 
OS 
OS 
4D 
4D 
OS 

Count 

fei0 “g 

6290 
448 
708 
270 
566 

1380 
1346 

2764 
2054 
5286 
6900 
ax 
5736 
3920 
4651 
163X 
708 
3820 
1230 
485 

11070 
29400 
1540 

24200 

67X 
12600 

9750 
210X 
18000 

338 

755 
760 
72X 

7950 
1140 
1201 
121X 
1UX 

550 

Date 

8/4 
8/5 
8/5 
8/5 
8/6 
8/4 
8/6 

8/4 
8/4 
8/7 
8/7 
8/7 
8/7 
8/7 
8/7 
8/4 
8/5 
8/4 
8/5 
8/6 
8/7 
8/7 
8/e 
8/7 
8/7 
8/7 
8/4 
8/7 
8/7 
8/8 

8/5 

8/2 8/7 

8/4 
8/8 
8/8 
8/7 
8/7 
8/5 

'1 
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b. 

Ije nua 

From slightly contaminated area distant from target 

or on protected part of reef. 

Date 

group Locatlpfl Count Collected 

llalimeda Cl 
Halimeda Cl 
Caulerpa Cl ^ 
Caulerpa Cl 
Caulerpa Cl 
Caulerpa Cl 
Neomeris Cl 
Neomoris Cl 
Neomoris Cl 
LSicrodictyon Cl 
Microdictyon Cl 
bnteromorpha Cl 
Dlctyoaphaeria Cl 
Lithothamnion Cl v, 

Cladophora Cl 1 
Uyxophyceae My 
MjTtophyceae My 
Myxophyceae My 
Myxophyceae My 
Myxophyoeae My 
Schizothrix My 
.Scñi'íothrix My 
áchizothrix My 
Dlchothrix My 
l.yngbya My 

OS 
IS 
2D 
IS 
OS 
2D 
IS 
2S 
2D 
IS 
IS 
OS 
2S 
IS 
IS 
OS » 
IS 
is 
IS 
IS 
IS 
OS 
OS 
OS 
IS 

839 
10 
6 
6 

884 

125 
12 
36 

466 
11 
12 
33 
18 

17 

163 
1452 

19 

24 
16 

603 
28 

15 
60 
18 

503 

8/6 
8/9 

8/4 

8/4 
8/6 
8/9 

8/4 
8/4 

8/9 

8/4 
8/9 
8/8 
8/4 
8/9 

8/9 
8/6 
8/9 
8/9 

8/9 

8/9 
8/6 
8/9 

8/9 

8/9 
8/6 

Algal Groupa 

Kh - Khodophyceae 
Cl - Chlorophyceae 
Ph ~ Phaeophyceae 
My - Myxophyceae 

0 - Intertidal 
1 - Near Shore 

2 - Halfway out on reef flat 
3 - Near outer reef margin 

4.* On Lagoon bottom 
S - Shallow 

D - More than 1" deep 
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Snails and clams dredged from the bottom in the target area on B Day 

FÜ.US 13 days were apparently completely normal, although radioactivity 

of ths bottom material was still far above the level declared safe for 

human tolerance. Other localities inshore towards Bikini Island like¬ 

wise showed no immediate damage to bottom animals. 
#• 

Preliminary examination of net hauls from 23 positions in or immed¬ 

iately outside of Bikini Lagoon showed no marked injury to the pep Nation 

of small free swimming or floating invertebrates (plankton). Larval and 

other characteristic lagoon forms were still evident, although there 

appeared to be some reduction in the amount of plankton present at cer¬ 

tain positions in the lagoon. Many plankton hauls showed a much higher 

level of radioactivity than the surrounding water indicating that these 

small organisms may concentrate radioactive materials, possibly through 

ingestion of radioactive plants. In the target area the plankton nets 

were fouled by oil during each tow and this may have been the source of 

the apparent radioactive contamination of the plankton. 

6. Reef Fishes: 

Post B Day investigations during August disclosed no significant 

reduction or change in the relative abundance of reef fishes at Bikini 

Atoll as a result of the atom bomb explosions. The average ind«c of rel¬ 

ative abundance (that is the average number of fish per square yard re¬ 

covered from an area effectively poisoned with rotenone) for 22 northern 

Marshall Island stations poisoned prior to A Day was 0.12 for ocean reefs 

and 0.13 for lagoon reefs. After B Day the index for 6 ocean reef 

stations at Bikini was 0.14 and for one lagoon reef 0.13. The fluctu¬ 

ation in the value of the in^x among the various stations was about 

what would be expected in the sampling of such fish populations. 
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Although there was no immediate change in abundance, many reef 

fishes collected after B Day were radioactive and at least in some areas 

the amount of radioactivity appeared to increase with the passage of 

time. Detectable damage to the reef fish population may occur over a 

period of several months or years either through direct lethal effects 

or through injury to repiwlvctive processes. 

7. Pelagic Fishes; 

At Bikini during post-B Day period of 31 July to 17 August 

the combined catch of pelagic and semipelagic fish per line hour de¬ 

clinei to 0.077, or 48¾ rs compared to the value of 0.148 in the pre¬ 

vious fishing period from 4 to 17 July. The proportion of the various 

species taken by trolling altered radically after B Day, there being an 

increase in percentage, 12.2 to 48.6^, and also in absolute count, of 

the catch of yellowfir, tuna and oceanic skipjack. Both of these species 

are considered purely pelagic. The sharp decline in total catch 

resulted from a reduced take of two species, the dogtooth tuna and the 

black skipjack. These latter species are considered semipelagic, being 

frequently taken in the lagoon, and in the lagoon passes. The black 

skipjack occur also in occasional schools outside the atoll. Dogtooth 

tuna had previously been the predominant fish of the catch. It is 

possible that the decline may have been simply a reflection of a geneval 

contemporary trend occurring qver a wide area and in no way connected 

with the bomb. The. following figures suggest such a trend: 

Proportion gf Dogtooth Tuna in Troll Catch 

MS£ â£S£ Pgr. .Qtat 
4 to 17 July Bikini 52.5 

18 to 30 July Rongerik-Rongelap 30.5 

31 July to 17 August Bikini 18.4 
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A less mar iced decline in the catch of the various species of bottom and 

lagoon fish occurred concurrently with the decline in :he semipelagic 

species. Many of the fish tested, especially damsel fish, family Poma- 

ÇfifltriââS, proved to be radioactive. As with reef fishes it is expected 

that subsequent sampling will be required to rigorously assess the bomb 

damage. 

band Animals! 

The Birds of the atoll re-examined on Bikini and other representative 

islands after B Day were all apparently unharmed except for minor effects 

of floating oil. 

Land snails living under slabs of beach conglomerate near the high 

tide line on the lagoon side of Bikini Island were completely normal in 

appearance and behavior on B Day plus 13, even though the beach environ¬ 

ment was still radioactive. 
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SEISMIC EFFECTS ON BlUfli AlQLL FRO* TEST .BAKER 

1. Groind Moveawnt 

Measurenents oi‘ seismic effects from the underwater explosion on 

the islands of Bikini Atoll were made by groups of the Oceanographic section. 

Seismic measurements on other Pacific islands and in the continental United 

States were under the cognizance of the Remote Measurements Section. 

On the atoll itself, records of ground movement produced by the explosion 

were obtained on Amen, ïuro and Bikini Islands. 

The recorded periods and accelerations of the seismic waves at these 
% 

stations were as follows» 

Location Periods in Seconda Verti.c^ 

Accelerations 
Longitudinal Transverse 

Bikini 

Amen 

Yuro 

0.03 to 0.25 

0.20 to 0.85 

0.10 to 0.33 

25 cm/sec2 41 cm/sec2 42 cm/sec 

10 oá/sec2 10 cm/sec2 4 cm/sec 

The noasured accélérations correspond to an earthquake of magnitude between 

5 and 6 on the Rmmsi-Forel Scale. The difference in the observed period 

at Amen compared to the other two stations is believed to be due to dif- 

feronoes in the instruments used. No single instrument will record the 

entire range. At Amen there were also recorded transverse and surface 

waves ranging la period from 1.8 seconds to 3.7 seconds. 

Maxisam displacements observed were : 
Components 

Location Vertical Longitudinal TlUMYBCM 

Amen 1.25 mm. 1.75 mm. 1.3 mm. 

Yuro 0.50 mm. .50 mm. 0.1 mm. 

Since lure la on 25* farther from the blast than Amen these values should 
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be more nearly equal. However, the instruments on Amec were placed on a 

concrete foundation while the ones on Yuro were on sand. This may account 

for the discrepancy in the values of the displacement. Displacements and 

% 

accelerations could not be determined at Bikini because high amplitudes 

put the peaks off the recording paper. 

The movements of the earth particle at the two stations were nearly 

identical, the initial motion being up and away from the blast. The later 

motion was complicated but characteristic of movement due to explosions. 

Tne Amen record indicates two surface waves arriving while no such 

indication appears on the Yuro record. This will be studied more closely 

in the near future. 

2. Identifying Characteristics of Selomic Signals from Explosions. 

The tremors produced by the bomb were recorded at seven stations on 

the mainland at distances of approximately 5000 mi. These records nave 

been studied by personnel of the Coast and Geodetic Survey in comparison 

with earthquake records, to see if some characteristic could be found that 

could be used to identify explosions of atomic bombs. It was noted that 

after an explosion the initial motion of the ground at the seismic station 

is always away from the explosion whereas in an earthquake the initial 

motion may be either a*ay from or toward the epicenter. If a string of 

stations were placed around a suspected area and all recorded on initial 

motion away from the source it would indicate the probability but not 

certainty that a large explosion had occurred. If, however, any of the 

stations showed a movement in the opposite direction and earthquake would 

be indicated. If such a string of stations were to be set up, two and 

preferably three of them should be tripartite stations. These stations 
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would show the direction from which the tremors came. Thus, two or more 

such stations would give the location of the source of the tremors. 

At locations nearer the explosion point, the ratio of amplitudes 

of the compressional to the transverse waves is apparently much greater 

for an explosion than for an earthquake. 
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Summary Report on Electromagnetic Propagation 

I. Abstract; 

lAxring the Atomic Bomh Teets at Bikini, experimente were planned 

to determine the effecte of the detonation on radio waves. Chief among 

these were (l) the attenuation resulting from oropegation through the 

cloud (2) the radar reflective prooerties of the cloud and (3) the atmos¬ 

pheres electrical disturbances developed by the exnlosion. 

Conclusions are (l) short range (less than 50 mi) propagation 

suffered attentuation only if the line of propagation passed directly 

through the region of the cloud burst. Long range propagation showed 

no change in characteristics attributable to the bomb. (2) Weak radar 

echoes were observed briefly on X band from the air burst. Strong echoes 

were obtained on S8 X and K bend from the column thrown up by the under¬ 

water burst resulting in temporary obscuration of targets beyond the 

cloud. (3) Atmospheric noise was reported on only one receiver ooera- 

ting at maximum sensitivity approximately 16 rai from the air burst. 

II. Introduction. 

Electronics devices were extensively used In the Tests. Many 

such instruments served as effective means for dutecting, transmitting 

or recording physical phenomena connected with the detonation (e.g. 

pressure radioactivity, etc.). Another large group was used for the 

direct determination of electromagnetic effects, such as the influence 

of the exolosion on the radio waves, the radar reflective properties 

of the bomb cloud and the atmospheric electrical disturbances developed 
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by the explosion. It is with the second of theee functions that this 

oummary report is concerned. 

The organisation and general plan of the electronics instrumen¬ 

tation program have been outlined in Annex 0 of the JTF-l Operation 
f 

Plan (Enclosure N hereto). The planning, execution, and report, the 

major part of the program, was carried out by two groups, an Army Air 

Forces Croup headed by Col. E. F. Henry (013L) and the Hureau of Ships 

Electronics Co-ordinating Office headed by Capt. C. L. Engleman (013E). 

The latter group was aided substantially by the contribution of civilian 

personnel supplied by the Naval Research Laboratory and by the Signal 

Corps. Some observations also were made at distant ooints under the 

supervision of the remote Measurements Group (013J) her d by Cdr. G. 

Vaux in the Office of Naval Research. 

Among the principal objectives of electromagnetic propagation 

tests, the following questions suggest themselvesS 

1. Does the nuclear fission explosion affect radio propa¬ 

gation ac the instant of explosion? 

2. At what distance from the burst point are effects, if ' 

any observed? 

3. Does the subsequent cloud formation influence radio 

propagation? Ir this influence felt only on trans¬ 

mission directly through the cloud? 

4. In what frequency bands are effects attributable to the 

bomb observed? 

5. ‘ What is the nature and duration of any change observed? 
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6. What electromagnetic disturbances are generated by the 

detonation itself? 

7. What are the radar reflective properties of the Atomic 

Bomb cloud? 

It should be pointed out that a monitored radio or radar signal 

may show changes in observable characteristics due either to changes in 

propagation or to changes in the equipment or its orientation. It is 

not always possible to distinguish clearly between these causes though 

the time of occurrence of any marked change may be used with considerable 

confidence in correlating observed results with their immediate causes. 

III. Instruments and Eouipment. 

A. Ship Installations. 

Radio and Radar Installations used for propagation tests on 

target vessels, included 18 channels covering a range of frequencies 

from 7 to 10,000 megacycles. Table (l) summarizes the characteristics 

of the transmitting equipments used. Signals were monitored aboard 

the AVERY ISLAND with appropriate receiving stations each of which con¬ 

sisted basically of the following components: Antenna, transmission 

line, receiver, graphical recorde**, camera, panoramic adaptor, and pulse 

analyzer. 

I*.. Land Installations. 

Seven radar installations were made on Amen Island. Two 

were S band equipments, three were X band and two were K band. Descrip¬ 

tion of these radar sets as well as the receivers on the AVEHY ISLAND 
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uaed to monitor the tranamieeione as included in the report on Project 

IV-2 of 013 D. 

On Kv/ajalein five SCR 299 tranemittere were keyed to trans¬ 

mit a continuoue tone modulated signal on 4960, 5880, 7010, 8845, and 

11,205 kilocycles respectively. These signals were monitored at Eniwe- 

tok and also in the AAP aircraft serving as drone control ships in the 

immediate vicinity of Bikini Atoll. 

Signals were monitored at many more remote etatione during 

the period of the tests. Results have been reported in 17-14, 17-15 

and 7III-16. Since in no case was any effect attributable to the bomb 

detonation observed, details of these installations are not presented 

in this summary. 

C. Airborne Equipment. 

AAÏ1 Mother aircraft were equipped to provide propagation 

search of all frequencies between 0.5 and 4000 megacycles. Receivers 

were equipped with AN/APA-23 tape recorders and AN/ARQ-1A wire recorders. 

In addition the operator monitored all audible signals and recorded any 

unusual circumstance which might aid in interperating the records 

obtained. 

In each of the four drone aircraft was mounted an APT-5 jamm¬ 

ing transmitter pre-tune in the 1000 megacycle region one SCR-522 

VHP transmitter which, in addition to carrying audio pulse from Oeiger 

counters simultaneously transmitted a 1000 cycle tone for propagation 

studies. These transmitters ranged in frequency from 136.90 ac to 

137.34 me. ) 
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The group of T-13 photographic aircraft were equipped with 

AH/APQ-13 radar bombing eyeteme. This ie an X band radar with PPI pre¬ 

sentations and was used to indicate whether radar reflections from the 

cloud could be detected from the air. Bach of these aircraft also 

carried a SCR-718 altimeter which wee observed visually before» during» 

end after the time of detonation. 

IV. Results. 

Consideration is here given first to what might be called 

definite negative results. Their importance lies in delimiting circum¬ 

stances in which neither the bomb nor its after effects result in any 

observable change in propagation. 

1. adio transmitters left in operation on three of the 
! 

target ships were monitored at Naval radio installations throughout the 

Pacific area and in continental U. S. Results, while not entirely con¬ 

clusive, show no changes in propagation characteristics which can be 

attributed to the explosion of either bomb. Similarly Federal Communi¬ 

cations monitoring stations in the U. S. and Alaska recorded emissions 

of vessels in the Bikini area. No effects attributable to the explo¬ 

sion were obsyved at any station. 

2. Pulse modulated signals were transmitted from the JAMES 

F. KEYS to the US Naval Supplementary Radio Station at Guam and from the 

Naval Radio Station at Totsuka, Japan to the USN Supplementary Radio 

Station at Vaitogi, Samoa. These stations were selected so that the 

transmissions would pass over the Bikini area and due to multipath pheno- 
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mena would likely experience reflections both to the ionosphere and at 

the eurface in the proximity of Bikini. The Bomb A explosion caused 

no effects on the radio signals passing along either of these paths. 

Observations by this activity were not made in connection with Bomb B. 

3. X band radar transmissions from the PARCHE 1360 yd from 

the burst arid PENNSYLVABIA 1740 yd distant were received on the AVERY 

ISLAHD without change throughout the entire period embracing the Bomb A 

buret. In each case the line of propagation did not pass through the 

burst point or the cloud. 

4. Badar transmission from Amen Island on S, X and K band 
/ 

were monitored on the AVERY ISLAND. Because of the late change in 

sector Axis this ship was forced to approach the arriving point on a 

course of 303° instead of 321° as originally planned. The line of pro¬ 

pagation thus passed approximately 2800 yd from the NEVADA at its nearest 

Point. Prom the actual burst point the line was 3280 yd distant. It 

is significant that no attenuation or other change in signal characteris¬ 

tics were recorded in this transmission. 

5. Attempts were made to detect the Bomb A cloud column by 

long range reflection from Hawaii on 56 kc. Special receiving eouio- 

rr.ent was installed to record any echoes above ambient noise level. No 

echoes were observed. 

6. Radar detection was also attempted from Kwajalein 215 mi 

away by radar on 1200 me. Although the radar followed a D-29 at 30,000 

ft altitude to 190 mi no echoes from the cloud over the explosion were 

observed. 
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TABU! I 

Target Ship Installations 

CHAS- SHIP EQUIP- TIPS FMQ- 
NXL MSHT UEHCI 
_(HC) 

1 PAPCHS ST Search 10(000 
_(Sub)_ 

PWNSYL- Mk 8 lire 9,000 
YAMIA Hod. 8 Control_ 

P11SA- SP fighter 2,800 
_CQI«A_Director_ 

PENSA- SO-a Search 3,000 
* CPU _ 

g FUSA- Kir-28 fire 3,000 
CODA_Control_ 

VAX - SQwa Search 3,000 
__WRTÆT_ 

PAkCU SY-3 Search 3,500 

__(Sub)_ 

VAIS- SC-3 Search 290 
8 WIGHT _ 

^ TALBOT SC-3 Search 192 

10 
WAIN- BN Inter- 180 
WHIGHT rogator 

11 TALBOT 211 Inter- 170 
rogator 

12 
PAHCH1 BN Inter- 160 

rogator 

13 PINNSTL- TBL Cobb. 7,655 
YANIA 

14 PENSA- ÏBK-5 Comm. 11,410 
COLA 

15 
FA1CH1 TBL Cobb. 15,716 

POWER (XW) PIT PULSE ANTENNA HPM 
PEAE AYG. CPS LENGTH BEAK- 
__M/eec WIDTH_ 

30 .03 1500 0.3 30.0° h* 8 
_10.0° T*» 

30 .014 1800 0.3 .9U h Scans 
__ 3.6° t 10 cpg 

700 .42 600 1.0 2.7° h 
_2,7° ▼ 6 

50 .08 800 2.0 15.0° t 
_5.6° h 8_ 

30 .018 1800 0.5 6.5° h Scans 
6.6° T 30 ops 

50 .08 800 2.0 5.6° h 
_15.0° ▼ 8 
300 .2 300 1.0 6.5° h 
__60.0° t 6 

200 .06 60 5.0 20.0° h 4 
__ 60.0° t_ 

200 .06 60 5.0 20.0° h 4 
_60.0° t_ 

1.5 .015 400 7.0 Yert. 
__Dipole_ 

1.6 .015 400 7.0 Yert. 
_Dipole_ 

1.5 .015 400 7.0 Yert. 
__Dipole 

•2 Whip 
_Antenna_ 

.2 Whip 
___Antenna_ 

.2 Whip 
Antenna 

* h - horizontal 
- Tort i cal 
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7. At 18 mi. 200 megacycles shipborne radar failed to detect 

the ionized column. 

8. S band radar (3300 me) located on Amen Island produced 

an excellent record on which no cloud reflections appear. X band radar 

showed only a brief echo at the instant of burst. 

9. A number of changes in frequency, amplitude or pulse 

repetition rate of radio emissions accompanied the mechanical shock 

applied to equipment by the blast. These included signals from the 

target vessels PARCHE, PENNSYLVANIA and TALBOT and one of the airborne 

television equipments. It is most unlikely that further study of these 

records will throw any light on the propagation problem. 

10. In certain other cases, notably the S band signals from 

the PENSACOLA and one of the X band channels jamming from unidentified 

sources has prevented analysis and interpretation of the records. 

The scope of the effect of the explosions on propagation is 

indicated by the limited number of cases in which changes occurred at 

the instant of detonation and persisted for varying lengths of time 

thereafter. These have been summarized in the following table. (Table 2) 

V. Comments on ülfficüa,tieg_Exijorience_d. 

Plans for repeating propagation tests from target vessels in 

Test B were cancelled because of possibility of interference with the 

bomb firing or de-energi*ing circuits. 

Signals on channel #4 and (/5 both in the S band were 

not received because the change in sector axis forcai the AVERY ISLAND 
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out of the tranemission path at the time of the air exploeion. Channel 

ff3 on 2800 megacycles was masked by excessive interference. 

The timing signal error in Test A and failure of timing boxes 

resulted primarily in the loss of photographic records. Two - <0us 

film cameras on AVERY ISLAND were started by the ’-5 sec» sigi-, \ ¿ch 

was transmitted more than 6 sec. after detonation. On Amen Island 2 

cameras on the MPG 1 radar remained inert when timing boxes did not 

operate.» 

Some photographic data also was incomplete due to mechanical 

camera failure after starting on Test B. Both MPG console B and the 

APG-7 Fairchild jammed after approximately 1/3 of their maximum run. 
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Table 2 (A) 

TOST 

TÏPE AKD LOCATION LOCATION REMARKS 
FREQUENCY TRANSMITTER RECEIVER  _ 

SO VAINWRIOHT AVERY ISLAND Dropped 20 db at blaet 
S Band DD419 AO-76 normal after 6.7 ¿ec. 

SC-3 " " " " Dropped 11 db at blast 
P band, 220 me normal 6 p,ec etrong inter¬ 

ference 

Dropped 6.5 db at blaet 
normal at 7.3 eec. 

THK - 5 PENSACOLA AVERY ISLAND No signal received after 
11.4 0410 noire level up 13 

to 18 db 5.5 eec after M 
for 120 sec. 

BN 
FF 
180 me 

APQ-7 
X Band 
#1 9374 me 
#2 9368 me 

AN/AP Q-. 13 
X Band 

1400 me 

1500 me 

Amen leltnd Nev echo near point of 
burst. Cloud attenuatee 
echoes from ehips behind 
for period of 6 eec. 

F-13 Photo- Same A/C Detected shock wave to 
graphic distance between 1 and 
Aircraft 2 mi from point cf buret 

Unknown "Mother Air- Logged at M-30 minutes 
craft" and received until Mike 

Hour "cut out" at deto¬ 
nation and reappeared at 
M plus 8 min. 

Same as above 

APT SA 
1000 me 

Drone III Mother A/C 
III 

Reduced in strength 
at Mike Hour. Returned 
to normal at Mike plus 
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TYPE 
FHEqUEMCY 

Alî/APS-2f 
3 band 
3300 !3C 

AN/ 
:^0-4 
X bei«! 
94b 3 

Table 2 (B) 
BAKER TEST 

LOCATION LOCATION REMARKS 
transmitter receiver 

Amen Island AVERY Drop of 10 db in 1 v;ay 
ISLAM) transmission thru blast. 
Ad-76 Returned to normal in 

45 sec. 

Drop of 10 db - in first 
2 sec. Reflection of 
column covers entire 
fields (2600 yd vide) 
From 15-26 sec signal 
remained an av^jfage of 
13 db below normal at 
43 sec it heil risen to 
3 db below normal but 
fill again to 27 db 
below at 66 sec. Returned 
to normal at 4.5 min. 

AN/APS-34 M 
X bund 
23,000 

Attenuation of unkr wn 
amount (Signals diesaooeaxr-d 
#1 reappeared at 335 sec, 
normal at 440 rec. #2 
reappeared at 250 sec - 
normal at 400 sec. 

Ali/AfVl3 F-13 photo- 
X band graph!c 

Echo from cloud readily 
detected 7 to 10 min after 
detonation. Blacked out 
definitions of ahiys in 
central portion of target 
array. 
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▼I C0MCLÜ3I0H8 

Conaidoration of tha location of raealrlnc and tranaalttlne 

pointa in tha inatancea anoneratad (Tablaa 2A and 2B) laada to tha 

ooncluaion that not only ware obaerrable affecta United to tha lne~ 

diate Ticlnity of tha detonation«, but that narked attenuation reaultad 

only when tha propagation path lay directly through tha poaitlon of tha 

bonb and «ubaequent cloud formation. 

Ixtenaiwe cowerage of the frequency range fron .66 to 23,800 

megacycle« along other path« fallad to reveal any propagation anomaly 

attributabla to the atomic bomb. Likewise record« of land, tea, and 

aircraft station« other than thoae within 26 ml of tha detonation 

failed in all cases to detect any effect« from the bonb. 

from report« compiled to date the following additional specific 

conclusion« can be drawn: 

The Bomb A cloud returned no echo in the 3 band. Tha 

existence of an echo in X band 1« doubtful. Data on X band is lacking^ 

The alrblast ware could be detected by airborne X band 

radar for 15 eac. 

Marked attantuation was caused by the cloud in both X 

and X band« a« shown by weakening of echoe« from target« behind the 

cloud. 

^ significant that in the case of one way transmission, 

except for the 1000 megacycle signal from Drone HI'and the two unidentified 
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.1*^. o» 1*00 and 1600 ..««rcu.., aU.ntuatl.n la.t.d f.r . 

0f 8-7 ^ 1 ^ »»■cur.d bs- th. cloud for . .1.,1., 
period. 

Iu onljr on. ln.t.„c. ».r. .l.otrom^„,tic di.tvrb.nc.. 

.ttrlbut.bl. to th. Bo.b A detonation ob..rr.d. Ihi. .a. on th. u.* 

».«.dirol. ohMn.l „hlch ... tun.d to r.cir. th. TBI tr„.„l..,o„ fro. 

th. PMSACOLA. a. a oon„,u.„o. of oh«.«, in th. ...tor Ul. on A 

th. «línal ... „„t r.o.lv.d ». th. r.o.lv.r tb.r.for. op.r.ted at 

««i»» .en.ltl.ity, «ando. not.. ... ob.,„,d b^lnnin* about 5.5 ,.o 

.ft.r th. bl..t and lasting .o„. 2 „,n. m. ln„Mltj. ^ 

period ran^.d fro« 13 to 18 db ab,., nomal bach,„und. Ih, .unitor, 

station was roughly 15 mi from the explosion. 

Search of the electromagnetic spectrum from „55 to 4000 

megacycles by AXF aircraft and at all participating land etations failed 

to detect any similar disturbance^ 

• Attention 1. dra» ,o th. circun.tanc.. that all 3 of th... .le„.i. 

returned to nornal .tr.n*th at th. .an. ,1«. (,.,. HU. Hour plu. 8 

■In) .1.0 at thl. Instant th. dron. II tr„ml.,lo„ on 7050 ..gaoycl.. 

w. «a.o fl,.t rec.lTed hour (C.F. „port 17-10). Ihl. .tronglp 

.Vde..t. that .0«. Oh««, in reel.., oharaot.rl.tlo. at Hu. Hour plu. 

8 »ln «V b. r.,pon.lble for ,h. oh«*.. ,b..rr^. Further ,n...tl- 

gation is being made on these points. 
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Teat B 

The water column produced by the underwater explosion wae 

readily detectable by air or surface radar. 

The air blast ware could be observed on airborne I band 

radar for 7 sec. 

Evidence indicated that the residual cloud was readily 

detectable by X band or higher frequency radar for a period of 5 to 

14 min. Tor from 4 to 7 min the echo from the cloud was of suffi¬ 

cient intensity to obscure targets lying beyond the cloud. 

Attentuation of 10 db or more was measured on S and X 

bands, in one way propagation while the X band signals from Amen Island 

disappeared entirely. 

No noise or electromagnetic disturbance of any character 

was noted in connection with the underwater detonation. * 
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Summary of Badlometry MtaBurementB of 

Atom Bomb Tests at Bjicinl In July 1946 

1. Sadiometry measurements of the Atomic Bomb detonations at 

Bikini were planned by several organizations. The Bureau of Ordnance 

Badiometry Group obtained results described in the reports listed below. 

No other organizations reported any results, and it iri oclieved that 

they did not obtain results. The following summary is based on these 

reports. 

2. Crossroarts Technical Instrumentation Reports of the Bureau of 

Ordnance Radiometry Section: 

a. H. S. Stewart and J. A. Sanderson, "Test A, Measurement 

of Total Radiant Energy." 

b. H. S. Stewart and S. S. Ballard, "Test A, Measurement of 

Spectral Radiance of the Explosion at 3600A and 94OOA as 

a function of Time." 

c. C. C. Hauver and E. 0. Hulburt, "Test A, Spectrum of Atom 

Bomb of July 1, 1946 et Bikini." 

d. J. A. Sanderson, "Test A, Smoke Cloud Temperature." 

e. H. S. Stewart and J. A. Sanderson, "Test B, Measurement 

of Total Radiant Energy." 

f. H. S. Stewart and J. A. Sanderson, "Test 3, Illumination 

Resulting from the Explosion as a Function of Time." 

g. S. S. Ballard, "Test B, Spectra of the Atom Bomb Flash." 

TfitlA 

3. Thermocouple measurements on a ship and on a plane, each 19 

sea mi from Bomb A, gave the following information: 
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a» The total radiation energy throughout the spectrum was 

5 X 10® erg cm"^» 

b. The raciation energy in a violet spectral bard at 4200A 

was 8.2 X 103 erg cm”2. 

c. The radiation .n.rEy in an ultraviolet ap.otral band at 

3600A was 1 x 103 erg cm“2. 

Spectrograms taten on a ship at 18 sea mi from Bomb A gave the 

following informations 

a. The Bomb A spectrum exteno.c from about 8600 to 3200a, the 

first limit being due to the spectrograohs anu the second 

to the ultraviolet absorption of air. 

b. The bomb spectrum contained many absorption lines or bands 

some of which were identified with oxygen, hydrogen, iron, 

sodium and perhaps calcium .no titanium; not all of the 

absorptions were identified. 

c. The intensity distribution la the bomb spectrum on the 

photograohic plates was a maximum at about 7:>00A and fell 

off more rapidly toward the ultraviolet than did the solar 

spectrum because of the ultraviolet . ttenuation of the 

atmosphere 0 

d. When corrected for the atmospheric .ttenuation the bomb 

spectral distribution was approxioatelv in accord with the 

inverse fourth power of the wavelength, but deviated from 

this relation in the region 6*0 to 40J0A. Calculation 

Showed that this result was in agreement with Par.graph 

3 (b) ana (c) above. 
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e. The total radiation from 8600 to 3400A received at the 

spectrographs was 5 x 105 erg cm“2; this agrees with 

paragraph 3 (a). 

5. Photocells on a plane at 18 sea mi gave the following in¬ 

formation: Two photocells, on accepting a spectrum band at 9400A 

and the other at 3600A, were set to trigger off only in the first 

millisecond by a known amount of energy. They were not triggered 

by the flash, thus showing that 1 ss than about Zf> of the energy in 

the band at 9400A integrated over the total time of the Hash, and less 

than about T% in the 3600A band, was received in the first miIlisecond¿ 

6, On the assumption that the Bomb A flash radiated equally in all 

directions the total energy radiated by the flash was calculated 

from the value 5 x 10^ erg cm"2 received at 18 sea mi for an atmos¬ 

pheric attenuation corresponding to a visual range of 23 sea mi. The 

total energy of the bomb radiated in the spectral region 24,000 to 340UA 

came out to be 

1.7 x 1021 erg. 

In like manner the total energy radiated fay the Trinity Bomb was 

calculated for the same atmospheric attentuation, using 1.22 x l(fl erg 

cm 2 for the radiated flux at 5 statue mi and assuming that the bomb 

had for the same spectral energy distribution observed for the Bomb A. 

The total energy of the Trinity Bomb radiated in the spectral region 

24,000 to 3400A came out to be 

5.7 x 1020 erg. 

It is seen that the energy radiated by Bomb A was about 3 times 

that radiated by the Trinity Bomb. Assuming that 1 ton of TNT was 

equivalent to 4.2 x 1016 erg one has for the 2 bombs 
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Bomb A - 40,000 tons TNT 

Trinity Bomb - 13,000 tons TNT 

The meaning of the TNT equivalent of the bomb is not clear, be¬ 

cause the radiated energy was probably a fraction of the total energy 

of the bomb explosion. 

7. With a thermocouple on a ship at IS sea mi no thermal radi¬ 

ation was observed from the smoke cloud rising from the bomb explosion 

of intensity greater than that of the sunlight scattered by Bomb A. 

Test B 

8. A thermocouple on a ship at 10.9 sea mi from Bomb B gave the 

following informations 

A short pulse of energy was recorded which reached a peak value 

of about 60 erg cm"2 sec-l at about 0#15 sec after the initlatlon of 

the blast. The pulse decreased rapidly; the integrated energy received 

between 0 and 0.6 sec was 14 erg cm"2. The sea horizon was 8.9 sea mi 

from the thermocouple. Thus the measurement related to radiation em¬ 

erging from the explosion at points 3 ft and higher above sea level. 

9. Spectroscopes on a plane at slant range of 7.2 sea mi and 

altitude of 9500 ft recorded no spectra of the bomb flash. Photo¬ 

graphs of the explosion showed only a relatively small flash emerging 

above the surface from Bomb B, and it was not surprising that this was 

too weak to imprint a spectrum on the plates of the spectographs• 
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à Qrlt^ca Summary of .Jome^Tegt A Shot Measurements 

Introduction 

This is an attempt to summarize some of the results of the Teat A. 

Except for a written report by Brian O'Brien on the initial brightness 

of the ball of fire and a brief account of the Radiological Safety Sec¬ 

tion's gamma radiation measurements (via private communication of James 

Rouvina), the writers have only had access to the reports of Los Alamos 

Groups. The Los Alamos work is therefore stressed. 

In section I there is a summaiy of a number of phases of Test A. 

To make this section as complete as possible, the writers have included 

things which depend upon their memory of preliminary data and scuttle¬ 

butt. This section should not be considered as very reliable. Further 

information on all phases should be available soon from the Technical 

Director. 

In section 2 an analysis is made of the condenser gauge air blast 

measurements. 

In section 3 the visible and thermal radiation is discussed. 

In section 4 the fast neutron measurements are discussed. 

In section 3 on gamma radiation, the writers have attempted to 

collect as much information on the nature of this radiation as is poss¬ 

ible at present. 
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Íü.Nummary of Teat. 

lo00l ^-r B1-§g^-lReglon Of D^mapg) 

In the high pressure region, the only gauges ehioh yielded sig¬ 

nificant results .ere the Penney Un-cans and harps. The nore conpll. 

-ted instruments failed to give records as a result of the fallu,, of 

the hlach boxes, The box gauges gave very erratic results because of 

the diffraction of the blast .aves on the sides and superstructures of 

the ShlP8- 11,6 ^ ^ — — reliable because they inte¬ 

grated the preseure over a rather long period of time. Their opera¬ 

tion is discussed in the Crossroads Handbook, II-2 and II-3. 

The pressure-distance relation detennined by the Penury gauges 

agreed very .eil with the curve prepared by the Havy Bureau of ord¬ 

nance by scaling snail chargee to 20,000 tons of TNT, In order to ob¬ 

tain agreement with the calculations which wo had made on the basis of 

theoretical integration of the hydrodynamieal epuatione for atomic 

tomb explosiona, it would ho necessary to assume that the energy yield 

WaS eqU1Valent t0 ^000 of TNT. Since the chemical evidence 

h la accurate to ¿ 10,,) points to a yield of 20,000 tons, it ap¬ 

pears that one ton of nuciear energy released produces the same amount 

=f blast as one ton of TNT. This result is contrary to our findings 

energy in blest only epnivalent to two-thirds of a ton of TNT. Ba- 

cause of this conflict nf +v>0 ♦ 
met of the two sets of air blast measurements, no 

definite conclusion can be drawn it th* 
he present time concerning the 

application of energy going into air blast. 
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1*002 Alf Bjftgt (Parachute CondenBer 

Trom the parachute condenser gauge records, we can eatiaate the 

energy released. This Is best done using the shoctc pressure and cor¬ 

recting for the change of air density with altitude by a new second 

order approximation of Fuchs. Thus we find from the parachute gauges 

that the nuclear energy released by Bomb17,000 tons. This figure 

agrees rerjr well with the 20,000 tons found by the radiochemists. From 

the radiochemical data, Bomb A and the Trinity Bomb were equally potent. 

The only good parachute gauge record at Nagasaki (using a new calibra¬ 

tion of the Nagasaki record prepared by William Lawrence) gives, on the 

same basis as Bomb A, 41,700 tons. Similarly with a new calibration 

prepared by William Lawrence, we get 14,900 tons for the Hiroshima 

Bomb. Unfortunately, the Hiroshima and Nagasaki records are not suppos¬ 

ed to be very accurate, and the above figures are not to be taken too 

•erlously. 

The results of the parachute condenser gauges are very difficult 

to interpret. We shall discuss the problems in considerable detail in 

a later section of this report. The suction phase of the blast waves 

wae almost entirely missing, and the shapes of the different records 

varied considerable. Probably the energy of the suction phase was 

dissipated ia the production of condensation. The exact shape of the 

pressure wave depends in a critical way on the gusts and clouds Which 

the wave has passed through. 

1.003 Q*«"» Pflrtintifín 

The gamma radiation as a function of distance was measured by 

. Dr. Dessauer by the blackening of x-ray film. He found that the dosage 
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in Roentgen» 1» given by the equations 

R * iäl X 10^° 
Br 

X 10-R/8õO 

H.r. R i. th. distance from the exploeloh in yard,. The exponential 

attenuation correspond, to a mean free path of 340 aet.r. „hlch i. 

characteri.tlc of 5 millón electron roll gama raye. The lethal die- 

**“.• dl,tance ** «h. dotage 1. MO 3, i. around 1300 yde. 

Ihl. 1. ^ch clonar than the lethal di.tanc. reported by the doctor, at 

both Hiroshima and Haga.akl. Preliminary r.enlt. of th. Bikini animal 

.kp.rim.nt, indicate 1300 yd. a, the di.tanc. that an animal ha. an 

eren chance of nurvl.ing. Th, animal experiment, thu. agree with Or. 

Dea.auer1 s ..a.ur.ment. and leave th. Japan... observation, unexplain¬ 

ed. (The British Ml„lon in Japan ha. estimated that people in the 

open had a SO* chance of .urvivlng the radiation at th. dietance of 

1300 yde. See "The Atomic Bombings of Hiroshi™ and Haga.akl- by 

Manhattan Engineer District, p.34.) 

The rate of radiation .as meaeured by Dr. Tuck with recording lonl- 

tatlon gauges. Hi. measurjment. ..re accurate after the first second. 

Hi. results indicate that th, bulk of th. radiation i. received during 

the first 10 esc from th. fission products, before they are carried 

a»ay by the rising of the cloud. We „1U di,Cu,s Dr. Tuck's results 

In considerable detail in a later section. 

1-004 Æeutron» 

The flux of slow neutrons ». measured as a function of distance 

by Wright langhan. E. Scott, and H. 0. Hamilton by mean, of sodium, 

phosphorus, and arsenic activations, their result, agree well with ,h. 
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table given in the Croasroade Handbook, 1-4. The equation from which 

this table was constructed contained a misprint and should read: 

s 2i24 x'1012 x 10-(H(meters)/5öO)2 

Since this equation was based on the observations at Trinity, it fol¬ 

lows that the flux of slow neutrons at Bikini and Trinity must have 

been similar. 

1.005 HAITIS .SlsrffiS 1 JktàL”..U2£ 

We have heard results of twn sets of measurements of the visible 

radiation. One was a spectroscopic observation of the time integrated 

radiation made by E. 0- Hulburt of the Naval Research Laboratory. He 

found that the spectral distribution and intensity at a distance of 

36,000 yds was almost exactly equivalent to the sun shining for a 

duration of one second. At this distance, the formula given in the 

Crossroads Handbook, 1-4, leads to an expectation of 0.73 suns per 

second. The agreement is therefore excellent. 

The size and brightness of the ball of fire were measured by 

Brian O'Brien et al with a streak camera. From the size as a function 

of time, he was able to use the equations given in the Crossroads 

Handbook, II-4,to compute the energy released by the bomb as equi¬ 

valent to 21,300 tons of TNT. This is in excellent agreement with the 

radiochemical data. The peak intensity of illumination corresponds to 

a temperature of 200,000°C at a time of 120 microseconds. Such a tem¬ 

perature had been predicted (Crossroads Handbook, VI-l), but it should 

have occurred somewhat earlier. The rate of decrease of temperature 

was in good agreement with the predictions. 

■any samples of fabrics and paints were exposed to the heat. The 

/ 
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charring occurred out to a distance of around 1500 yds. The amount of 

charring agreed with the fraction of the light which would be absorbed by 

virtue of the color and roughness of the fabric. The nature of the mat¬ 

erial also played a role. The mechanism for this charring seems to agree 

with the expectations of Crossroads Handbooic, VI-1. 

1.006 Cloud Formation 

Afte Bomb A had exploded apd the shock wave had moved to a great 

distance, there remained a spnerical region of hot air which started to 

rise immediately, due to the action of gravity. In rising, it sucked in 

cool air from the surroundings and was itself cooled. The cloud after 

Test A was similar in most respects to that after the previous shots. 

In place of the large amount of dust present in the Trinity cloud, the 

Test A cloud sucked up a large amount of moisture and spray. This mois¬ 

ture soon condensed into a heavy vapor and fro?e into little ice crystals 

at a level of over 18,000 ft. The cloud was given an apricot tint by 

the combination of the nitrogen dioxide formed in the explosion and the 

glow of the active nitrogen recombination spectrum (the active nitrogen 

is formed whenever air is ionized). Contrary to advance predictions, 

the cloud only rose to around 40,000 ft. Since Bomb A release-: the expec¬ 

ted amount of energy, it follows that the cloud must have sucked in t 

larger volume of the surrounding air than expeled. This grea+èr amount 

of mixing might be explained by the high winds and gusts. 

The active material was deposited on the water droplets which re¬ 

mained in the air. There was no evidence of abnormal rain from the 

cloud or of a trail of active material produced by a fall-out. This 

was quit» different from the situation at Trinity where the active mat¬ 

erial was deposited on dust particles which fell according to Stoke's law. 
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1»007 Cloud Chamber Effect 

Whenever the humidity ie over 80^, it may be expected that there 

will be condensation produced by the cooling of the air in the euc°> 

tion phase of the blast wave. This cloud chamber effect only occurs 

at a particular stage of the blast. Since the humidity was around 85# 

at the time of the Bomb ▲ detonation, a cloud chamber effect was observed 

for a period of about a second. This appeared as a sort of soap bubble 

surrounding the target area and quickly disappeared. This effect was 

predicted in Crossroads Handbook, 1-3. 

1.006 Height of Waves 

In agreement with advance predictions, only small waves were 

produced, they were completely damped out before they reached Bikini 

Island three and a half miles from the target area. 

1.009 Hadloactlve Marbles on frillHZ BUSKH 

L large number of radioactive iron pellets were found on the after¬ 

deck of the PHIHL EUGEK. These were rapidly collected as souvenirs by a 

great many people and were made a subject of great curiosity. They were 

undoubtedly a part of the GILLIAM, which was in the ball of fire, and 

thrown to large distances. Obviously, these marbles could not have been 

a part of the bomb case as was generally supposed by the newspaper repor¬ 

ters. 

1*010 Damage to Ships 

The damage to ships as a function of the blast pressure followed 

rather close to Dr. Penney's prediction*. It is still believed that 100 

psi shock pressure would be sufficient to sink a capital ship. After 

Test A, only the superetructures ware seriously damaged. The funnels 
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o. many shipg were caved in and the boiler« were destroyed. If the 

•hips had been under steam, the boilers would have exploded causing 

considerable damage and casualties. 

2* COMPENSER PAUSE KEASUAEMEMTg 

2.001 Introduction 

The parachute condenser gauges can be used to make a good esti¬ 

mate of the energy released in the atomic bomb explosions. There are 

a number of different ways in which the records can be used for this 

purpose. For example, the shock pressure, the positive pulse, the 

energy remaining in the blast, and the duration of the positive pulse 

each indicate the magnitude of the explosion. Of these, the shock 

pressure probably gives the most reliable results. The size of the 

air vent in the gauge can effect the decay of the blast, but it does 

not effect the indicated value of the shock pressure. The slant dis¬ 

tance of the gauge from the explosion is best determined from the 

elapsed time between the bomb drop and the arrival of the blast. The 

correction of the pressure for altitude is best made with a second 

order theory of Fuchs which takes into account the energy dissipation 

of the blast. The difference between the energies calculated on this 

basis and the ones calculated with the acoustical theory are quite 

appreciable. Thus we find that in Test A there was 17,000 tons of 

ÎHT energy released, and in Test B the blast was equivalent to an 

air burst in which 11,750 tons of TNT energy was released. 

Using a new set of calibrations for the Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

gauge records prepared by William Lawrence together with the Fuchs al¬ 

titude corrections so that all of the methods of calculation are the 
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same as for the Bikini Tests, we find from the shock pressure: 

Test A E(nuclear) = 17,000 tons 

Nagasaki E(nuclear) ■ 41,700 tons 

Hiroshima E(nuclear) = 14,900 tons 

In Test A, the radiochemists found that approximately 20,000 tons 

of TNT energy were released, therefore the results of the condenser 

gauges apoear to be reasonable close to the correct energy yields. 

However, the condenser gauge records are difficult to interpret 

because: 

(1) We do not have an accurate knowledge of blast pressure ver¬ 

sus distance for either the normal TNT explosions or for the atomic 

bombs. We do have rough eq\:htions for both and analyze the data on 

both bases. 

(2) The altitude correction is hard to make since it depends 

critically on the temperature, humidity, and gusts which the blast 

passes through. This correction is so sensitive that the records of 

two parachute gauges falling a few hundred feet apart may differ con¬ 

siderable even as to shape. We make the corrections on the basis of 

the new Tuchs approximations. 

(3) In Test A, there was a discrepancy of around a mile and a 

half between the distance indicated from the radars and the distance 

computed from the elapsed time. Since it is very difficult to imagine 

large errors in the elapsed time, we have disregarded the radar distance. 

On most of the records, the suction phase was washed out. This 

was probably due to the cloud chamber effect. The cooling of the air 

in the suction phase caused condensation. The condensation releases 
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h#«t which increases the pressure and washes out the suction phase. 

2.002 Test A 

Tour gauges were dropped from two planes. All of the gauges were 

at approximately 26,800 ft altitude at the time of detonation. Gauge 

17 gave the clearest record. The record trace on gauge 13 was futzy, but 

readable. Gauge 18 gave a good trace except for the early momants when 

it was apparently off scale, and it is necessary to extrapolate back to 

zero time. Gauge 3 apparently developed an air leak in the microphozie, 

and its record should be discounted. 

At the time of the shots 

Temperature at sea level 

Pressure at sea level 

Temperature at 26,800 ft 

Pressure at 26,800 ft 

The primary data from th* records 

= 29° C 

Z 1012 millibars 

= - 20° C 

; 374 millibars 

are given belows 

gauge Shock 

Säu. Pressure 

(jail) 

17 0.168 

18 0.178 

13 0.150 

¿ailillg Integral of 
Impulse Square of 

(osl-sec) Preesure in 

EgfiUYg 
Phase 

(pgl^-Bec) 

0.126 0.0143 

0.141 0.0165 

0.116 0.0119 

SureiiQfl Time Between 

¿¡»UlYfi Drop and the 
Phase Shock 

(&£¿) (eec) 

1.59 77 

1.62 79 

1.61 83 

tance tq 
Jaalailan 
from Elapsed 

li-re (fret) 

33,300 

35,450 

39,600 

The distances given in the above table were obtained in the 

following manner. Pirst, 48 sec were substracted from the time be¬ 

tween the drop and the shock to give the time, tt, between the deto¬ 

nation and the reception of the shock by the gauge. Then the distance 

was co«puttd by taking the velocity of the shock equal to the velocity 
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of sound after the first few seconds. The constant 1665 corrects for 

the greater speed of the shock during the first few seconds. The fac¬ 

tor 

((1 / Th/T^/2)1/2 

corrects the velocity of sound for the coher air at the higher levels. 

Thus the slant range, R (ft) is given by the relation: 

R(ft) = (1140 t8 / 1665) ((1 / ^/Tgj/S)1/2 

The distances given by the radar are: 7,900 ft, 5,750 ft, and 4,000 

ft greater than the time elapsed distances for the records of gauges 17, 

18, and 13 respectively. 

A' Pglhff Sljnpje Acoustical Theory for Altitude Correctlnn 

Using simple acoustical theory to correct for the change in 

density and temperature with altitude, we can determine the apparent en¬ 

ergy yield from the shock pressure, from the positive impulse, and from 

the energy in the positive phase of the blast. The effect of the altitude 

comes into the factor, f: 

f= ^ h^/^gCg))1^2 = (Ph/P )1^2,8 (T /T )0,25 

Jot the height of 26,800 ft and the conditions of Test ▲, 

f s 0.670 

It is convenient to define W a. twice the equivalent energy releas¬ 

ed in pounds of TNT. Thus the energy released, E, expressed in tons of 

TNT is given by 

E » W/4000 tons. 

There are now two ways to analyze the data. If we maire use of the IBM 

calculations, we can estimate how much NUCLEAR energy was released, 

Knuclear). Or, if we take the normal scaling laws for TNT explosions, 
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we can get the energy in the blast equivalent to that produced by 

I(THT) tons of normal explosive. Because of inaccuracies in the IBM 

calculations i the ratio between the two owntities is not significant. 

At the present time it has not been difinitely decided whether E(nuclear)/ 

E(TNT) is 2.0, 1.5, or 1.0. We will present both types of analyses and 

not pass on their significance. 

1. Determination of E(nuclear) from IBM nressurs-distapgç fflrySA- 

(l) Shoclc Pressure 

p ( 1} _ -21Æ1- 1/2 
* tkp ' X (log10X-0.662 

Here and in the subsequent treatment 

X * R/W 1/3 

(2) Duration of the positive pulse 

(seconds) = 0.0023 W*/® (log^Q X - 0.662)^^ 

(3) Positive Impulse 

I(psl-sec.) z 0.035 f WS/S/R 

(4) Energy in the positive pulse of the blast. 

The energy in the positive pulse of the blast, (ton 

TNT),may be written 

Eb! (tons TNT) = 1.319 (R/300)2 f'2 P2 (psi)dt 

Thus E^j^ is determined from the Integral of the square of the pressure 

with respect to time. Then W is determined from the relations 

E(nuclear) * 20E^(tons TNT) (log^Q^ - 0.662)*'3 

Using these relations together with the primary data, we obtain 

the following results: 
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S&MS. 

17 

18 

13 

hi l!( nuclear). ton« TNy 

From From X From I 

517 10,700 60,800 18,900 

677 14,900 62,300 24,600 

616 13,610 57,500 21,800 

From I 

11,450 

15,160 

14,060 

bl 

2- I(m THT pree.nra-^.- 

(1) Shock Freesure 

Pb (P8l) = --25 f . 
XUog10X - 0.928) 1/2 

(2) Positive Impulse 

Kpal-sec) s 0.0545 f W2/3/B 

(3) Inergy in the Positive Pulse of the Blast. 

E(TNT) = 11.9 (log10X . 0.928) 

Using these relations together with the primary data and 

Xhl, we obtain the following results! 

Gauge 

17 

18 

13 

jC(TNT) . tons TNT 
% 

From P8 From I From 

4200 

6290 

5725 

9700 

12700 

11200 

6540 

8770 

7440 

B> Ualng Fuchs' Second Order Correction., for Altitude. 

Recently, Fuchs developed a set of cor ections for altitude 

taking into account the dissipation of energy of the’ blast wave due to 

variations in the density and tenmerature of the air. This correction 

ie a considerable improvement on the simple acoustical theory. Fuchs 

has written up the derivation of his results in the Los Alamos Xncyclopedia 
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¿¡(nuclear) s 20 (tons TNT) “ 0*^^2) 

It is interesting to note that ‘"he equation for the positive impulse 

remains unchanged. Using these e ;uations together with the data given, 

we obtain the following results: 

Gauge 

17 

18 

13 

From P 

14,0^0 

19,190 

17,370 

E(nuclear), tons TNT 

From t From I From 

41,600 13,900 13,000 

46,150 24,600 16,740 

41,140 21,800 15,710 

2. Do termination of E(TUT) from normal TNT presoure-distance 
Curves. 

(1) Shock Pressure 

= x(iog10 -^1¾. xr^roaa)1/2 

(2) Positive Impulse of the Blast 

l(psi-sec) = 0.0545 f W2/3/ïl 

(3) Energy in the Positive Pulse of the Blast. 

E(TNT) = 11.9 % (log10(A.X) - 0.928) X/2 

Using these results together with the given data, we obtain the 

following results: 

Gauge F(TNT). tons TNT 

From Ps From I From E^ 

17 5,850 9,700 7,380 

18 8,115 12,700 9,550 

13 7,150 11,200 8,790 

2.003 Test B 

Just before the underwater explosion in Test Baker, four para¬ 

chute condenser gauges were dropped each at a height of 23,600 ft and 
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«ta dont dlsta,ae of «,500 ft. One of th 
develop ■ f h ealVm’ Ch«'-Ml 16, developed an le!lk ^ the ^ ^ ’ 

Its record Tlie d- ¡erefore disregard 
^d* The gauge with Channel 5 gave the best reco^d Iho 

’lth ^ 1 -d 7 gave «cede sllghtly of, , ^ ^ 

extrapolated back to zero ttae. ' h“''e *0 be 

'b6 :,rÍmry ^ ^ records are given bolo(,: 

Pressure Positive 
UsIJ 

0.136 

0.12S 

0.122 

Duration 
PositIVA 

liilsG (sec) 

0.032 

0.085 

0.070 

A " 

Temperature at sea level 

dreS3Ure at sea level 

Temperature at 23,600 ft 

Pressure at 23,600 ft 

f - 0.7094 
TT . - J-.f-O 
«Mg the above infomation together with th 

in connection with Te.t , eiUati°nS £iVen 
T,St A’ "e «>« following 130,1*3 = 

Analysis c.-- n . 

Channel, TJa| 1-latitude Cor^Art.-i f-.,h 

¿.(nuclei | +ons T.JT 

5 Frt’ní« ?r0nI fronx 

7 I_’110 1;i'150 9,260 23J?10 

i 9,500 13>8a° 9.040 23,470 

3.4C0 10,370 7,840 
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Channel No, 

5 

7 

1 

B. Analysis IJ.q^ 

Channel Mo, 

5 

7 

1 

Prom P£ 

4,050 

3,940 

3,460 

5 

7 

C(nucleapl .tons Ti.T 

From I From 

6>77° 5,230 

7>140 5,120 

5,340 4,070 

-Fuchs1 Ceecnd Ordr.r for Altitude 

C(nucle.:r). tens TUT 

From I From From X 

13,150 9,'Î90 19,550 

13, riO 9,670 23,240 

10,370 7,650 16,690 

5(11,1). tc is TUT 

s From I 

6,770 

5,340 

From P 
c 

13,500 

11,650 

10,090 

From P 

5,690 

4,890 

From Fjj 

5,640 

4,390 
2*004 Nagasaki and Hiroshima 

The energies of the üiroshina and Nagasaki bombs can be esti¬ 

mated from the parachute gauge records. WiTiam Lawrence has made a 

new calibration for the gauges. ,Je have the following primary data: 

Height of gauges 

Blant Distance 

Shuck Pressure 

Duration Positive Pulse 

Calculated by Fuchs)—»■fr 

Hiroshima 

30,500 ft 

40,(-00 ft 

O.099 psi 

I.25 sec 

0.5706 

A = 2.527 

Nagasaki 

30,500 ft 

36,000 ft 

O.I5 psi 

1.25 sec 

f = 0.5706 

A - 2.527 
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¿mee the shocks at both Hiroshima and Nagasaki recorded on the 

gauge records were double, i.e., the reflected shock had not caught up 

vith the incident shock, it was necessary in the above calculations to 

consider: 

4 nuclear) = Ï//200C 

The duration for the Hiroshima shock is obviously out of line. 

Is_VIblDLL ni.û TiirUld. R JIaTICH 

3.001 Total Radiation 

The measurement by Dr. 2.0. -Hulturt of the time-integrated 

spectral distribution is the only measurement known to the writers 

bearing on the total radiation. At 36,000 yd the measurement was 

about one sun-second or possibly a little more. Calculating with the 

Handbook formula (Section 1-4) one gets 0.73 sun-seconds. Since the 

theoretic au. formula neglects atmospheric attenuation it would appear 

that the total radiation was somewhat higher than predicted. 

3‘002 Time - Temperature - hadius 

A measurement made b. Brian O'Brien at al1 by moans of a high 

speed streak camera gave the radius of the ball of fire and its ab¬ 

solute brightness during the first eight mil]iseco ids. Only one record 

was obtained. The radius-time relation is the result which is easiest 

t. obtain from this record; it is given in Figure 1. For the first 

millisecond, this curve does not give the relation, 

ROC t2'/5 

as predicted for strong shocks. 
Between 1 and 9 milliseconds, however, 

1 A Crossroads Technical Instrumentation Renort 
Director, August 21, I94Ó. to the Technical 
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the slo.De is cornet. Using the cur e during this iieri d, one cal

culates 21,300 trns Ttn as the eiuivalant yield with the Handbook 

formuid (section II-4).

The absolute brightness as a function of time was also obtained 
by laeasurl ig the absolute intensity of the ^ight at 6,400 O’Briori's 

original results (in multeities of the solar brightness) have been 

converted into temperatures of the ra Minting surf -.ce tr ted as a 

black body. The tennerature-time relation is given in Figure 2,

This result is the first confirmation of the high temperatures 
(«w20C 000® K) predicted by theory. The results of J.r. lUck ct al

at Trinity only indicated temporatui'os of the order of 15,000° K, 

iltljough the estiaate was admittedly ery rough and not self-consistent.

The surprising result of Figure 2 is that the tempe-ature builds 

up so sloi.ly. The predicted high temjjeraturee should be reached in 

about 10 microseconds uhere.iS it seems tc t.ike about 100 microseconds. 

The theory of the origin of the shock in air has lieen discussed.^

According tf this theoiy, the first phase of tiu ball of fire 

occurs hy a radiative transfer mechaniam; the radius grrws to about 12 

meters during this ::hase. Rather suddenly a streng shock wa e in air 

develops, and then the radiative effects in energy trinsfer bccone less 

im;>ortant than hydr dynamical efi ects. At all times the effectave 

temperature which one seer, (at an;' w* -e length) is the temperature 

existing at an optical depth within the heated body. It haJ always been 

thought that this temperature should Ije very high, tut tlie calcu

lation depends in a critical manner on the opacity of air. This prob

lem wila have to be rec' nsidere 1, us-ing a more accurate value of the 

opacity as a fur.jtion of temperature
2. faigao and Il_rschfolder in Lou alamos Technical Series, Vol. 7, Ch, 4,
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3*003 Conparlson of 0bscrred Temporatu^-un .vxth the- IBI.l Calculation 

In so far ao there is true "sinilaritj-'' for strong shock waves 

in air, one expects that the properties of the shock front are only a 

function of li/.v1/-5, R being the shock '■adius and ¡V being the energy 

yield. For this reason we cer.parc the radius at which a given tempera¬ 

ture was observed in Test A to the 

for 20,000 tons TUT. This is do. e 

radius predicted by the IBM calculation 

for a nuiiber of points for temperatures 

past the maximum, where it is expected that the tempe-atures observed should 

correspond to that of the shock front itself. 

Time 
Milliseconds T 

0.15 184,400 

0.30 119,250 

0.6 64,770 

1.0 40,000 

2.0 21,800 

3.0 16,300 

4.0 13,000 

5.0 10,860 

6.0 9,240 

7.0 7,340 

It, ( J1 Brien) 

17.0 

22.8 

30.0 

36.0 

4? .O 

55.C 

62.0 

66.0 

^0.0 

75.0 

R2(IBí¿) R1/r2 

13.3 1.23 

16.4 1.39 

20.4 1.47 

26.5 1.36 

40.2 1.17 

45.4 1.21 

43.7 1.27 

53.1 I.24 

57.5 1.22 

62.3 1.20 

2.52 

1.60 

1.77 

2.05 

1.91 

1.32 

1.73 

It is clear that the Test A shcck would correspond to a larger 

energy yield than 20,000 tons of TNT according to the IBM calculation. 

An average of the last 7 values in the table gives VA/iVo (which is e mal 
3 * 

to (RiAp) ) elual t0 ^91, or an energy yield equivalent to 33,000 tons 

TNT. The IBM calculation is admittedly rough, but this discrepancy 

appears to be quite large. If 0'Brion's photographic densities are too 
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high for any reason at all (due to development, improper correction for 

atmospheric attenuation, for example), this would tend to bring better 

agreement. At present it would be impossible to reconcile the two eets 

of data, 

4. FAST umm HEASPItfHSm 

4.001 Experimental Qurve 

The experimental measurements of fast neutrons were made for 

Test A by 0. A. Linenberger and William Ogle, Their results are shown 

in Figure 3, On this same figure is given a single measurement at 220 

yd made by X. Ilema (LA-361) at Trinity. All of the measurements in 

Test A were at distances greater than 500 yd. The ordinate in Figure 3 

is the number of counts per minute times the square of the slant distances 

in yards for a forty gram saisie as measured ln X. Xlema's counter, all 

reduced to zero time. At large distances, this ordinate decreases ex¬ 

ponentially with distances, as it should. The e-folding distance or 

mean free path is found to be 161 yd. However, at distances smaller 

than 600 yd, the ordinate decreases slower than exponentially as would 

be expected on the basis of multiple scattering. In fact, we can argue 

that the curvature corresponds to the neutrons being scattered more than 

6 times before their energy is reduced below the 3 KEY threshold of the 

sulphur. Since, from simple age theory, the energy of neutron is 

reduced on an average by a factor of 0,872 every time it is scattered by 

an air molecule, it follows that the original energy of the neutrons would 

have to be more thar 6 MXY in order to explain the data. Since 6 MIY 

seems somewhat high, the alternate explanation is that X. Xlema's Trinity 

value is somewhat low 
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The reagon for believing that the curvature on Figure 3 corres¬ 

pond. to more than 5 .cattering. is the following. If we assume that 

all of the neutron, are scattered in the forward direction, then ve 

calculate the results shown in Figure 4. The observed points fall on 

the 6 scattered curve. If the neutrons were scattered away from the 

forward direction more scatterings would be required in order to have 

the observed curvature. 

4,002 Mîiltl-ple Scattering Treatment 

A simple theory which probably gives a lower limit on the number 

of scatterings which a neutron must suffer, on the average, before 

being degraded below 3 IŒV can be described briefly. We consider 

neutron, of average energy I(above 3 KEF) and assume that the ecattering 

cross section as a function of the energy is just a constant O', ill 

neutrons are scattered XsmuA wilh a fixed percentage degradation 

of energy per collison. Since neutrons actually suffer aore like 

spherical scattering, this should give an upper limit on the number of 

neutrons of a given energy which reach a given slant range, the number 

of neutron, of the original energy M per unit solid angle ve shall call 

V Ih* Blant range is B. Then: 

Mo s - rfv 
W aao (!) 

1,14 »o ■ const. e-Cfa * g- tfR (2) 

For simplicity, ve shall take the constant equal to unity. The 

differential equation which the first scattered beam satisfies is: 

dSo 
» * aNo - tf*i (3) 

which gives 

N1 - CTR e_ era (4) 
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The eecond scattered beaa is easily found to bei 

Ng - 1/2 (CfR) 2e- PR (5) 

and in general, the nth scattered beam isi 

Hn = -J- (tfR)n e-0H (6) 

If the first n scattered beams are above 3 MIV, then the activity 

results should give the sum: 

In = N0 / / H2 / ./ Nn = [l^H-M/2(cra)2 / • * / l 

(íTR)n] e- CJR (7) 

Absolute values of IQ as a function of n have been calculated. 

Clearly on this model-a semi-log plot is not a straight line, but 

continues to increase its slope continuously. The calculated curves 

have been adjusted for such values of O’ that they have unit slope for 

0.1 ^ ln ^ 0.01 

Curves constructed in this manner for n = 0 to n • 6 are shown 

in figure 4. The experimental points of Linenberger and Ogle are 

plotted on this figure, normalized so that the Trinity point is unity. 

It seems that one must use a theory which allows at least 5 or 6 

scatterings in order to explain the results. 

S. PAMMA RADIATIOH 

5.001 Radial Dependence of Total Radiation 

The total dose of gamme, radiation was measured by Dr. Dessauer 

and Mr. Rouvina of the Radiological Safety Section using x-ray film. 

Their results are shown in Figure 5.3 Here the ordinate is 

A 
(distance squared in yards times dose in Rosntgens), and the abscissa 

3 This figure was obtained from Mr. Rouvina in advance of their final 

report. 
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is slant range in yards. Each point represents the highest value ob¬ 

tained upon some particular ship. The experimental error was quite 

small compared to the scattering of the points (probably about 15;i or 

20^ would be a limit to this error), so it appears that even the most 

exposed films on some of the ships must have been quite well shielded. 

If the radiation contains a relatively large fraction of a 

rather higher energy component than the remainder, one would expect an 

asy mptotic behavior as? 

D2a = A X e- D/A (8) 

where A is constant and A is the mean free path. The solid line in 

the figure represents a curve one night draw as representing the data. 

Its equation is: 

D2!* r 3.70 X 1010 x Kr1*/800 (9) 

The high point at 3500 yd was given by a film taken from a ship which 

had a fire, and this film was probably ruined by heat. 

Closer in, one expects that the dosage is higher than that given by 

equation (9) because of tht added contribution of the lower energy 

components. 

, There are two ether measurements to compare with Dr. Dessauer's 

results? the Trinity values (E. Segre' et al, LA-432) and the film 

found at Hiroshima by Dr. Philip Morrison. These points have been 

plotted on Figure 5. The two Trinity points are marked with T's and the 

Hiroshima point with an H. The Trinity points have been corrected 

for the smaller density of air; and the Hiroshima point has been correct¬ 

ed for a smaller fit^ion yield (8000 tons were used). 

Dr. Tuck's ioniration gauge values (obtained by integrating his 
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intensity-time curves which will be discussed in the next section) 

will not be used since these gauges were shielded by rather large and 

uncertain thicknesses of iron. 

The total radiation should be checked, at least to a certain 

extent by the animal experiments. Capt. Draeger (Navy) estimated the 

distance at which an exposed animal has a 50-50 chance of living at 

1500 yd. He would assign a dose of 300-400 Roentgens for this distance. 

The 50-50 distance at Hiroshima and Nagasaki for human victW was given 

at 3/4 mi or 1J20 yds. The radiation intensities from Figure 5 for these 

two distances are: 

1320 yds - 574 R 

1500 yds - 275 R 

Although it is generally believed that the efficiencies of the 2 bombs 

were different, no significant difference in radiation effects was re¬ 

ported. This only indicates the roughness of physiological data. 

One can summarize the total intensity data by saying that there 

is rough agreement of all measurements. 

4 See "The Atomic Bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki» 
Engineer District, p. 34. ^ by the Manhattan 
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Nuclear Radiation Effects in Test A and Teat B - Preliminary Report 

âa 

!• For both Teat A and Test B a number of different projects were 

initiated to measure the gamma radiation and neutron flux resulting 

from the explosion of an atomic bomb just above and under the surface 

of the water. The sources of nuclear radiation from the explosion are 

discussed briefly with emphasis on the information which is of practical 

importai,« in evaluating the effects of the bomb. 

2. In Test A practically all the radioactive material was carried 

to high altitudes and dispersed downwind so that the residual activity 

in the waters of the Lagoon and on the target ships was small, and due 

almost entirely to activity induced by the neutrons from the explosion. 

The gamma dosage was lethal in the open at a distance of 1400 yd but 

personnel protected by more than about 6 in. of steel were probably 

safe as close as 900 yd. 

3. In Test B between 1055 and 50# of the total quantity of fission 

products resulting from the explosion were deposited in the waters of 

the Lagoon. At Mike Hour plus 1 hour, the intensity at the surface of 

the Lagoon near the center was about 400R/24 hr. The target ships were 

covered topside with extremely large amounts of highly active material 

so that a ship at a distance of 2000 yd northeast had an intensity of 

1200R/24 hr at Mike Hour plus 1 hour. The area over which the gamma 

dose exceeded 400 R extended 1300 yd upwind and more than 4000 yd down¬ 

wind. Present decontamination methods are unsatisfactory for removing 
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more than a small part of this radioactive material. 

4o The active material in the Lagoon water was Absorbed by fish 

and other marine life in large quantities. Mortalities from the radia¬ 

tion were observed in some of these species. 

5. The nuclear radiation effects from both air and underwater 

explosions have been shown to be extremely dangerous at great distances. 

Except for methods of avoidance, such as wide dispersal and increase in 

speed of the units , the best methods of minimising the effects are to 

increase the ansor protection of personnel, install air conditioning, 

and perfect methods of reducing surface contamination. 

B. Introduction. 

1. For both Tests A and B a large number of projects were carried 

out to measure the nuclear radiation effects resulting from the expl- 

sion. Some of these projects were carried out solely to obtain infor¬ 

mation on the effects from the bomb, but other, were originated prima¬ 

rily to protect all personnel during the tests and secondarily, to obtain 

data for later analysis. A brief summary of the projects which were 

activated is as followsi 

ÂA—Gamma Radiation 

Project No. Project . 

IV-8 Gieger Counter Transmitter. - Telemetering counters 

were installed on a number of target ships, at a 

depth of 100 ft to measure the gamma ray intensity 
in highly active areas. 

IV *17 Drone Boat Operation - Drone boats entered the 

target area to collect water samples for radio¬ 

chemical analysis and to report by means of tele¬ 

metering counters the gamma ray intensities. 
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Project lo. (con't) Project 

Doetroyer Monitore - Deetroyere equipped with 

surface and subsurface counters carried out safety 
patrols of the ocean downwind and downcuri* of 

the Lacoon and later within the Lagoon iteUf. 

Their aeasureaents were also useful in the de¬ 

termination of the downwind aoTeasnt of the radio- 

actire aaterlal, the extent of the fallout, and 

the noTsaent of underwater contaaination. 

?-2 Seaplane and Helicopter Monitors - Planes equipped 

with counters were used to aeasure the radio- 

actirlty orer the target area and the islands of 

ths Lagoon. The aeasureaents aade by the sea¬ 

planes were used to estimate the actirity on the 
surface. 

T-3 

T-4 

T-6 

T-6 

T-7 

T-0 

Boat Monitors - LCPLe with monitors equipped with 

counters were used to déliait the contaminated 

areas of the Lagoon and collect water saaples for 
radiocheaieal analyses. 

Boarding Parties - Monitors with counters were 

used to board target ships, measure the extent 
of the actiwity in all parts of the ship, and 

assist in determining the effectireness of any 

decontamination procedures. Their primary 

mission was to assure the safety of all personnel, 

but at ths same time they procured a great deal 
of information on ship contamination. 

Plxed Bess Monitors — Monitors wers placed on 

a nupber of nearby islands to determine the 

radioactivity on retcrning planes and equipment. 

Gun Boat Monitors - Same as 7-3. These ships 

were also equippsd to take samples at different 
depths in the Lagoon. 

Channels around Bikini - In Tost A instruments 

were placsd in various channels of the Lagoon 

to measure any movement of radioactive material 
out of the Lagoon. 

Air Monitore - Counters were placed in all 

planes in the area to prevent their entrance into 

dangerous spots. Planes were also used to follow 
the downwind movement of the active cloud. 
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Projoot Ho. (con't) Project 

V-9 PhotOBetric Ilia (Casualty Badges) » Tila badges 

vers placed on all target ships to measure the 

gaama dose both in the open and at different 
locations In the ships. 

T-10 Badiatlon Intensity by Sonne Strip Cameras - 

These instruments were to measure the gaama in¬ 

tensity at different times and locations. 

Badiatlon Intensity-Time Inside Target Ships - 
The gamma intensity-! .me relationship was de¬ 

termined with these instruments in a number of 
target ships. 

▼-12 Qamma Hay Intensimeters - These instruments 

were used to measure the gamma ray speotrua and 

the absorption by steel on 14 target ships. 

b. Heutron Flux 

^-11-2 Heutron Flux from Sulphur and Calcium Phosphate 

Pillo - The fast and slow neutron fluxes were 

measured by determining the induced activity in 

sulphur and calcium phosphate pills placed on a 
number of target ships. 

V-ll-2 Heutron Flux from Cold Foils - Cold foils were 

placed on a number of buoys ln Test B to determine 
the slow neutron flux. 

V-ll-2 Heutron Flux from Lithium Fluoride Tablets - 

Attempts were made in Test A to measure the 

neutron flux with lithium fluoride tablets. 

V-ll-2 Hadiochemicel Analyses of Water and Ship Materials - 

The slow neutron flux was measured by determining 

the induced activity in a number of chemicals, such 

as arsenicale and sodium compounds, from target 
ships and from the sodium in sea water. 

c. Marine Biology. 

1. Fish and other marine specimens were collected to deter- 
ine the effect of the nuclear radiation on this type of organism. 

2. Preliminary detailed results on many of these projects 
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have been Included In the Al, A20 and Bi reporte, and in appendlcee on 

file in the office of the Technical Director. There ie etill a conelder- 

able amount of information which muet be analyzed, and aa a coneequence 

many of the conclueiona presented herein may be subject to reTision. 

C. Purpose. 

1. The objective of the measurements made by the Hadiological 

Safety Section was to determine the effectiveness of an atomic bomb, 

in producing casualties from the nuclear radiation phenomena. This in¬ 

cluded anVinveetigation of the quantities of both the gamma rays and 

the neutrone from the explosion, and a study of the problems created 

by deposition of radioactive materials on the ships. It was desirable 

to analyze these effects as a function of distance from the point of 

detonation and location on the different types of vessels. Comparison 

of the results obtained by exploding, the bomb above the surface and 

under the surface was a part of the program. The effect on marine life 

was also to be investigated. 

D. Source of Suelear Radiation. 

1* As a result of the explosion of an atomic bomb, large quanti¬ 

ties of neutrons, gamma rays, and radioactive atoms, are spread over 

a very wide area. They result in the following ways: 

a. Camma rays. 

1. High energy gamma rays are emitted as a direct product 

of the fission reaction. These rays are generated only 

during the first microseconds after the detonation. 

High energy gamma rays are emitted as a result of neutron 

capture. 

2. 
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3. Gamma raya are emitted by the radioactlre fieolon producto. 

Certain fission products hare an extremely long half-life 

so that a mixture of finsion products can be expected to 

emit gamma rays for a long tlma„ The rate of decay of a 

mixture of fission products may be considered to follow 

approximately l/T ° lavfc where T is the time after deto¬ 

nation. 

b. Il eut r one. 

1. Meutrons are emitted in large quantities as a result of 

the fission reaction. Only a small proportion of the total 

quantity ever gets out of the bomb itselft but nevertheless 

a large number escape and can be detected at considerable 

distancée. Initially these neutrons are fast (high energy), 

hut they are rapidly slowed down by the bomb coaponents 

and the surrounding air. Water Is very effective in slowing 

down the neutrons. 

2. Delayed neutrons are also emitted by certain fieelon frag¬ 

ments. These however are a small fraction of the total 

neutron flux from the bomb. 

c. Radioactive Atoms. 

1. The products of the fission reaction consist of radioactive 

atoms of many different elements. Radioactivity will he 

present in the target area from fission products which may 

have been deposited after the explosion. Both beta particles 
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end gamma raya will be emitted by these artlfidaUy 

radioactive elemente. Uniese fractionation of the 

fiaelon product mixture occurs, the decrease In aetl- 

▼Ity should follow approximately a l/T * decay law. 

2. The neutron flux resulting from the bomb will induce 

radioactivity In the ships and water. The three important 

neutron absorbers In sea water are hydrogen, sodium, and 

chlorine, but the only element which in practice need 

be considered from the point of view of residual Induced 

activity is sodium 24, which has a half life of 14.8 hr. 

At short ranges activity may be Induced In the steel 

of the ships and at somewhat greater dlstanc’ee in certain 

supplies on board such as salt and soaps (la), aTMnlcale 

(As), etc. 

3. If It Is assumed that the bomb is not lOOjt efficient then 

It must be realized that any radioactive component of the 

bf‘jab will also be deposited in the area in the same way 

as fission products. These may be detected by the alpha 

particles which are emitted. 

1. Plstrlbutlon of Radioactivity after the Explosion. 

1. Test A. 

a. Practically all of the fission products resulting from the 

explosion were carried by the tremendous heat up from the surface of the 

water in the cloud and moved off downwind at altitudes up to 35,000 ft. 
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Du« to the Tariabl« %dnd Telociti«« *t altitud«« b«tw««n 15,000 and 

25,000 ft, th« actir« material wa« «pread 0T«r a wid« area. Some va« 

rained to the «urface between 60 and 90 al east and northeast of the 

Lagoon between 7 and 15 hr after the detonation. The amount of radia¬ 

tion which wan detected on the «urface wae below the tolerance level« 

and of no physiological eignificance. Analysis of the meteorological 

data obtained during the test Indicated that this material probably 

wae originally carried by the heat from the exploeion to 15,000 to 

26,000 ft, eettled slowly, and then fell to the surface in rain. Hadio- 

aotire material was detected in appreciable amount« in the air between 

Mike Hour plus 13 and Mike How plus 17 hr about 70 mi away in a generally 

northeast direction. Details of the growth and movement of the radio¬ 

active cloud are given in reference (l). 

b. The radioactivity observed in the water after the Teet A 

exploeion was relatively low and almost entirely due to neutron Induced 

activity in the «odium. Analyse« Indicate that on A Day the fiaeion 

product activity in the Lagoon was less than 0.1^ of the total activity 

of the exploeion. At Mike Hour «lue 4 hr a 0.8 mi2 area roughly 

centered about the point of detonation contained an inteneity of 

0.51/24 hr. The inteneity of the activity fell off quite rapidly due to 

the 14.8 hr half life of «odium and the diffusion of the waters of the 

Lagoon, ao that by 1200 on A Day plue 1 day no area« with an intensity 

greater *»>r" 0.11/24 hr could be observed. Tor detalle ««« reference (2). 

c. The residual activity on the target ships was likewise low 

in Teet A and primarily due to neutron induction. As a consequence. 
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O» onlj 13 .hip. „r. Int.n.ltl.« gPe.t.r th« O.lB/ji hr ob..rr.4 on 

A Of pin, i inp. ip, 3 ro■ t hlghlp rndlonctlT. ^ilp, vhlch ra.nln.1 

•flont on A n^T plu. i inp v,r, tn» StATZ. UKA1ISAS, ml th. SAUVA, 

«hloh .mh torln* that nomln*. An Iron hit ronoTorl fro. th. «ni»» 

OILLIAM hnd . hlfh lnduc.1 notlrlty. ïor d.tUl. ... „forme. (3). 

1. Sinon the unr.net.d conpontnt. of th. boat wonld be dl.trl- 

buted ln th. .... m« .. th. fu.ton product., no npproclnbl. mount, 

were d.M.lt^l In th. «.ter or on th. target «Mp«, ft,, „„ di_ 

porsod downwind in the radioactive cloud. 

2. Teet B. 

a. In direct contrast to the situation in Test A, « larg, 

portion of the flesion products resultin« fro» the explosion were 

deposited in the water. Calculation, of th. amount of radioactivity 

left in the Lacoon have been made on the basie of samples collected 

throughout the Lagoon at several depth, until B Day pitt. 8 days. The 

results indicate that between 10* and 50* of the total radioactive 

material produced by the explosion remained in the water. At Mike Hour 

plu. 1 hour this amount is roughly equivalent to the radiation from 

several thousand ton. of radium. Detail, of these result, are given in 

references (4) and (5). 

b. Comparison of the readings obtained at various depth, during 

the early stage, indicate, that the largest part of th. radioactive 

material was initially deposited on the surface of th# water, and that 

little, if any, was present near the bottom. This would mean that 

most of the water contamination resulted from the rain and spray which 
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corer«d . Urge part of the target are. for a con.ld.rabl. tl.e after 

the detonation. A rough outline of the area, which vac cowered hy thi. 

rain or baee .urge i. included in Figure 5, from which it will be .e.n 

that thi. area extended about 1800 yd upwind and eren greater di.tance. 

down and croeewind. The northern reef of the lagoon wae apparently 

eubjected to thi. rain, but the path of the cloud lay between W and 

Bilcini Islands, so that the only land contaua.lnation occurred on the 

northwestern tip of Bikini. Since no radioactirity wa. detected on the 

surface of the ocean north of the I*g,cn by deetroyer. which cro.aed 

beginning at Mike Hour plu. 5 hr, (.«. reference (6)), it was iapo.aible 

to determine erectly the downwind liait of the rainout. Apparantl* 

thi. did not occur in large amounts reiyfar outside the Lagoon. 

c. After the radioactive fission product, were deposited on 

the surface, they gradually diffused hori.ontally and in a vertical 

direction, l.tiaates based on survey, by PBM. indicated that at Mike 

Hour plu. 1 hr the int.naity of the Ugoon water near the center wa. 

approximately 4OOH/34 hr. (See reference (?)). Du. to the prevailing 

southeast wind, during the first 2 <Uy. after the explosion, the surface 

material wa. eaiTi.d northwest, and some wa. .kimmed off over the 

northern reef. Hough calculation, (see reference(8)) indicate that 

actually a maximum of 10* of the total activity in the Lagoon escaped 

over the reef in thi. manner, and that in all probability the amount 

lost was very much le... The radioactive material which reached lower 

depth, moved southeast toward Inyu Island «d eventually forced non. 

target .hips in thi. vicinity to move their anchorage. After B Say 
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plus 5 days no intensities greater than 0.1R/24 hr existed anywhere in ' 

the waters of the Lagoon. However, the water was still sufficiently 

active to seriously contaminate the evaporators and hulls of non-target 

ships. 

d. Bottom camples collected beginning on 3 Day plus 6 days 

showed extremely high activity in the center of the target area and 

even appreciable amounts throughout most of the Lagoon. Near the center 

the radioactive material was concentrated in a 1 lyer of newly deposited 

fine sand and mud about 4 to 8 in. deep. The radioactivity measured in 

one core sample is shown in Figure 7. One observation made with the 

probe indicated that the radioactive mud layer might in certain spots 

be even much thicker. In view of the high activity observed on coral 

which rained out on a number of target vessels, it is quite probable 

that the bottom material scoured up by the blast and redeposited was the 

main source of contamination on the bottom during the early stages. 

There was no evidence of activity in the bottom material underneath the 

new deposit. Even the lower layers of freshly deposited material were not 

highly radioactive. During the later days and outside the immediate 

target area absorption of radioactive material from the water by plant 

life probably accounted for appreciable amounts of the bottom activity. 

The inner shores of the Lagoon also collected appreciable amounts of 

radioactivity as a result of successive evaporation and absorption 

from the water. 

e. The fission products which did not remain in the water 

were carried as high as 9600 ft and moved downwind (northwest) in the 

visible cloud. On 3 Day plus 1 day no significant radioactivity could 
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be detected in the air downwind. (See reference (6)). 

f. The unreacted components of the bomb were deposited in the 

same way as the fission products, so that wherever fission products 

were detected the former may be assumed to have been present also, how¬ 

ever, experiments on some ships showed that washing procedures might 

remove fission products without removing the unreacted components. The 

presence of these components was determined analytically in above 

tolerance concentrations in samples collected from a number of target 

ships. 

F. Lethal Effects of the Radioactivity from the Bomb. 

1. Lethal radiation dose 

a. The effectiveness of gamma rays in producing casualties 

has been a subject of intensive research over a period of many years, 

and has been particularly investigated during the war. as a result of 

these studies, it has been possible to estimate the lethal doses, and 

the doses required to give certain physiological effects. This infor¬ 

mation has been summarized in Figure 1. From this graph it may be seen 

that the median lethal dose for total body exposure is approximately 400 

R. and that doses greater than 100 R may produce radiation sickness. 

Doses less than 20 R will probably have no physiological effects. 

b. The neutron flux required to produce casualties is not as 

yet so well fixed, but the best available infonnation at present indi¬ 

cates that 5 X 10^ slow neutrons/cm^ and 1 x lu^ fast noutrors/cnf* are 

equivalent to approximately 400 (median lethal dose total body exposure). 

c. The physiological reactions resulting from exposure to radia- 
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tion are auch «lower to tako of feet than those from blast, heat, etc, 

A person receiving a dose of 350-400 R may suffer some pauses within 

30 to 60 min, but then may apparently recover and death may not result 

until 6 weeks to a year later. With a dose of 450-500 R the symptoms 

will occure more rapidly and death occuir6-S weeks later. An exposure 

to several lethal doses may result in nausea within 15 min, and death 

within a few days. 

¿a—Xllt Am 

a. Since the deposition of fission products was relatively 

slight, practically the entire gamna exposure on the target ships 

occurred in the period immediately following the detonation, and 

resulted from the fission reaction and extremely short lived fission 

products. Experiments showed that the intensity fell from greater than 

105 R/hr to 10 R/hr in the first 40 sec. Since this radiation originated 

at or near the point of detonation, the gamma ray dose in the area should 

be distributee approximately symuetrically around this point, although 

some variation might be expected at short range. For details see 

references (9) and (10). 

b. On the basis of the film badges placed on the target ships 

it has been possible to calculate the gamma ray dose as a function of 

distance from the point of detonation. These results which are summarized 

in Figure 2 show that without protection from steel, water, etc., the 

gamma rays will be lethal at a distance of about I400 yd. Preliminary 

estimates of the ob o*ption coefficient of steel for the gamma radiation 

show that the half distance in steel may vary from 2 cm to greater than 

5 cm. Results on the ARKANSaü show that personnel protected 
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by the amor would be relatively safe despite high intensities topside« 

DDs, on the other hand, are practically transparent to gamma radiation« 

Final analysis of all the data, including that from the gamma ray Intensi¬ 

meters, should give a much more accurate figure of protection offered by 

the steel. (See Reference (10). 

c. The slow and fast neutron fluxes have been determined using 

calcium phosphate and sulphur pills and from a number of other chemicals. 

The results obtained in Test A arr summarized graphically as a function 

of distance in Figure 3. From these it will be seen that the slow neutrons 

were lethal in the open at a distance of 300 yd, while the fast neutrons 

were only lethal out to 400 yd. Preliminary estimates on absorption by 

steel were made and these indicate a half thickness of 3 in. for fast 

neutrons and 1 in. for slow ones. The complete data are included in 

Reference (11). 

d. The combined physiological effects of gamma rays and neutrons 

have been estimate^ on the assumption that they aro strictly additive. 

The thickness of steel shielding required to reduce the nuclear radia¬ 

tion dose to 400, 100, and 20 R has been calculated and plotted in Figure 

4 for two operational comditioae . i.e., personnel shielded at time of 

detonation and thereafter, and personnel in open at time of detonation 

but protected by shielding within 1 sec. Since these calculations have 

been made assuming a half-thickness of l£ in. for gamma rays, 3 in. for 

fast neutrons and 1 in. for slow neutrons they may be subject to consi- 

derabie revision when more accurate absorption data are available and 

should be used only as an illustration of the nature of the effects which 

might be expected. Roughly these data indicate that the neutrons never con- 
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tributa appreciably to the total radiation effect« either in the open 

or behind steel shielding, 

2* —Itlik -£ » 

a. In contrast to the airburst explosion the gana dose 

resulting fron the underwater explosion was accunulated sore slowly. 

Since nost of the gamma rays resulting from the initial detonations 

were absorbed by the water, the extremely high doses, which were 

obtained on the decks of a large number of the target ships resulted 

from the fission products present in the cloud and base surge which 

spread out over the target ships. The total gamma dose on a ship is 

obtained mainly in two ways, (l) radiation from the fission products 

in the mist surrounding the ship, and (2) radiation from the fission 

products actually deposited on the ships. Since the area which was 

covered by these products is dependent upon the wind velocity, the 

gamma dose is not a simple function of the distance from the center 

as in Test A. The results obtained from the film badges placed on the 

target ships are plotted and the lethal and casualty areas have been 

outlined in Figure 5« These values include the dose which would have 

been accumulated over the period of 10 to 15 days after B Day, since 

it was impossible to collect the badges any earlier. However, the 

extremely rapid decay of the fission product mixturs implies that the 

largest part of this dose was obtained during the first hour. In fact 

preliminary calculations indicate that lethal doses were obtained on 

many ships within 1-2 min* From this chart it will be seen that the 

lethal area in the open extends 1H00 yd upwind and probably more than 
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<000 yd downwind. Dosa« greater than 3000 R existed withia 1000 yd of 

the center. (See Reference (li) for details). 

b. High gama ray intensities were weasured on a large fraction 

of the target ships for nany days after the explosion. All but 9 of the 

ship, at anchor were heavily contsstnated topside, and only 2 of the 

ship, which were originally radioactive were below tol.rence levels as 

late a. B Bay plus 15 day«. On B Dsy plus 10 days, 35 ships still had 

averag. topside readings of greater than 1 R/24 hr. On the PEKSACQU 

the average topside reading on that date was about 7 E/24 hr or greater, 

ine decreasing average topside readings on a nuaber of target vessels, 

sow of which wore undergoing decontamination arc shown in Figur. 6. 

detailed result, of the boarding team survey, are given In Reference (12). 

c. Radio-broadcasting counter, which were installed on a number 

of target ship, have shown that the gama radiation rate of decay is 

approximated by a 1A1'3 law. Actual rsading. of 800 and 350 R/24 hr 

wer. obtained on ship, at 2000 yd on the northeast-and east respectively 

at Mike plus 1 hr. By using these decay curves it ha. been possible to 

make a rough calculation of the do... which would have been obtained on 

these ship, from the material depositai « th. ships. A few samples of 

these calculations are shown in Table I. Details of the results obtained 

with these telemetering counters are given in Reference (13) and (I4). 

d. The gam. intensities below decks were very much less than 

those topsids, because fission product, were unable to pénétrât, into the 

ships which were complefüy closed up. In a fsw cases, however, where 

port, had been inadvertently left open, or d.amsg, from Test A had mad. 
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TiifíLE I 

Gamma Dose From úiaterlal Deposited on Target Ships 

Readings 1st Hour 
Shin Location Time Reading Dosage* 

LCT 874 2000 yd NE M 78" 760 R/24 hr 345 R 

LOT 874 2000 yd NE B 4 day 4 R/24 hr 415 R 

LCI 332 2000 yd E U 78" 285 R/24 hr 140 R 

CASCO. aDE 750 yd S B 5 day 23 R/24 hr 3500 R 

PENSACOLA 500 yd SW B 3 day 14 R/24 hr 3350 R 

PRINZ EUGEN 1500 yd SW B 8 day 8 R/24 hr 2200 R 

BRaCKEN 1800 yd SE B 10 day 1.2 R/24 hr 46O R 

* These doses calculated upon following assumptions: 

(1) Fission products were deposited on ships at Mike Hour plus 
1 min. 

1»3 
(2) The rate of decay fol. owed as l/T ’ law between Mike Hour 

plus 1 min and time reading was taken. 

(3) All radiation was obtained from the deposited fission products. 
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good sealixig imposible, high intensities were observed below deck as 

well. It seems quite probable that had ventilators been working and 

the ships been in normal operating condition the interiors would have 

been seriously contaminated. This would have created an almost insoluble 

decontamination problem. 

e. While submerged submarines were not subject to raineut of 

the fission products, they nevertheless accumulated large amounts of 

radioactivity from the surrounding water. However, it is quite likely 

that had these submarines been removed from the area shortly after the 

detonation they would not have been seriously contaminated. The total 

gamma dose within one submarine was only 22 R up to the time it was 

surfaced and the ship opened on B Day plus 9 days, although nearby ships 

had doses of over 1000 R. 

f. Decontamination operations met with some limited success 

during the early stiges, since some of the loose material could be 

washed off with sea water. However, the reduction in radioactivity 

from subsequent treatments was extremely slow despite vigorous attempts 

at scrubbing with lye, foamite, und acid (see Figure 6). Blasting with 

sand or soft gri\s did serve to remove much of the active material from 

the email objects but this procedure appeared limited to clearing local 

areas. (See Reference (12)). Studies which have been carried out on 

the absorption mechanism involved in this contamination, indicate that 

ion exchange may be playing a part. (See Reference )15)). 

g. In addition to the decay curve which has been obtained from 

the telemetering counters (See Reference (13)), curvos have been deter» 
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mined for bamplas of sea water aM for a number of different materiale 

collected around the area. These include paint, scrapings and a cable 

cover from the MUGFORD, oil from a slick near Bikini, contaminated soil 

samples, etc. Unfortunately most of these materials were not collected 

until several days after B Day, so that no one complete curve describing 

the decay rate js available. However, it is of interest that in almost 

all cases the s^ope describing the decay rate is, within experimental 

error, the same for the different samples. This is an indication that 

little selective absorption of particular fission products is occurring. 

Samples of these î ecay curves are shown in Figure 8. 

h. The slow and fast neutron fluxes at a given distance from 

the point of detonation were considerably reduced in Test B due to the 

slowing down and absorption of neutrons by the sea water, and the lethal 

effects can be neglected. The induced activity in the sodium was probably 

considerably greater than in Test A, but only a relatively small fraction 

of the total activity in the water, (because of the large quantities of 

fission products) deposited on the surface. One analysis indicated that 

at Mike hour plus 1 day approximately 20% of the activity of a water 

sample was due to the sodium, after 2 days the relative importance of 

the induced activity became appreciably less. No induced activity was 

noted on ships which remained ail oat., 

G^.Kffeçtg Qq %rlne_Life (bee Reference (1Ó) for 

1. Test A. 

a. The amount of radioactivity in the water in Test A was in¬ 

sufficient to cause any visible damage to the fish population or to 
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«Igae and plant life. 

* R! 

.. ^ „f th. fish whlch .Brc collccted ,iftcr tlw undsmater 

.XP10.ÍO. contained l3rgo counts of nccuouiated ^ioactive nutcciai 

‘ “ ^ 18 ^ m u 0.01 ™ sample. fh,' 

2»h »hich conectad „ear the target shortly after B day shooed that 

th. largest part of the active material ans concentrated in th. gills 

-a nun. Th. fiah ehich ,re later collccteo a ■ the area northeast 

of th. target center had the highet concentrât, on in the digestive 

tract. 

b. Clan., snails, and coral collected mony the „„rth„rn reof 

r Bh0W6d radi0a0ti™ ^ mortalities eng th. 

’ ■ 01“’ “d ■“ — »b—i. Coral aanplcs .ith 

IV og polyos contained more active materi; i +i 
tlvc matüriül th'^ fioBipios fron the sane 

location where the coral ras dead. 

0. algae collected from the lagoon contained extremely high 

activity indicating that they we« excellent absorbers cf fission 

The fooling cn ships bottoms contained active material which 

resulted partly from the absorption from tb. water and partly from tbo ' 

accumulation of planktonio organisms. 

Ik., Swnmary and Cn^i 

^ 1. Th. g_. radiation résolu^ from the explosion 0f M atonlo 

bomb approximately 500 ft above tbe surface cf the water will prod,1Ce 

mortality in the open within about Í400 yd from the point ef detonation 

^ C“U8lti88 - ^ Td. hersomiml protect ^ 6 in - 
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of steel would survive the gamma radiation at distances beyond 900 yd. 

2, No serious residual radioactive effects would result from the 

above water detonation. Contamination in the water itself would not 

provide a ha 'ard to wartime naval operations. 

3. The residual radioactivity resulting from the explop, 

an atomic bomb approximately 100 ft under the surface would present 

an extremely serious hazard to personnel within 1800 yd in all direc¬ 

tions and much greater distances downwind. The exact pattern of the 

langer area would depend on the meterological conditions existing just 

after the detonation. The lower the wind speed the more nearly would 

the area be centered about the point of detonation, and the higher 

would be the dosage in this area. Since the radiation dose is not 

obtained within a few seconds of the detonation as in the airturst, 

prompt evasive action may serve to reduce the casualties. The place¬ 

ment of personnel in armored compartments alter the explosion and prompt 

action to remove the ship from the path of the base surge and cloud 

would undoubtedly help in borderline cases. The intensities resulting 

from the active fission products during the first minutes are, however, 

extremely high, and serious physiological damage would be liable to 

result before it would be possible to evacuate contaminated ships and 

areas. Effective methods for the removal of active materials from 

the ships would also reduce the damger, but lethal doses would be 

obtained on most ships from the mist alone., Decontamination procedures 

are at present uneatiefactory, and undoubtedly contamination of the 

snips would lay them up, even during wartime, for long periods after 
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exposur« to an underwater atom bomb exploaien. 

4. The absorption of radioactive materials by marine life indicate# 

that dangerous secondary results might occur as a result of the under¬ 

water detonation of an atomic bomb. 

f>. Exploding an atomic bomb below the surface of the water 

would undoubtedly be extremely effective in neutralizing nearby land 

installations in the same way as the target ships at Bikini. The 

movement of the highly lethal radioactive cloud downwind through a 

populated area would inevitably produce tremendous casualties. In Test 

B an appreciable part of the active materials were still dispersed in 

the cloud at high altitudes. Had the bomb been detonated at a slightly 

greater depth, the absorption of heat by the water might have been 

sufficient to keep all the material at dangerous levels. This type 

©f explosion would be a very effective method of dispersing an extremely 

toxic material which combines the properties of a persistent and a 

non-persistent agent. 

6. The lethal area resulting from an underwater explosion is 

considerably greater than from air burst and the prolonged effects of 

the residual activity from the deposited fission product adds greatly 

to the effectiveness of the sub-surface detonatian. However, in some 

cases where the subsequent occupation of an area or ship might be 

desirable, the air burst might be considered more practical. Both 

methods are very effective in producing casualties at extreme distances. 

7. Since lethal effects occur almost immediately after detonatisn, 

the effecti 'eneas of an air burst atonic bomb in producing casualties 
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fr«» the nuclear radiatien, cm only be reduced by insuring that ship's 

personnel are protected by at least 6 inches of steel. The incorporation 

of good neutron absorbers, i.e. olements with a high neutron capture 

cross section, in the armor appears deeireable. bince the radiation 

effects from an underwater explosion result partly from deposition of 

active material, they can be minimized by installing positive pressure 

air conditioning in all vessels, and by attempting to reduce the surface 

contamination by the elimination of surfaces of high absorption capa¬ 

city or of an irregular character. The effects from both types of explo¬ 

sion can be reduced by the dispersion of vessels and installations over 

as wide an area as feasible, in order to prevent large numbers of units 

being neutralized by a single bomb. 
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frtl^lhsry JYilMtloaa Pf. H«nof Obearratlona of Ta.t A and Ta,t B. 

Thle raport ia intanded to praaont a general estimate of the reeulte 

of oheenratione obtained during Operation Crossroad*, rather than a com¬ 

plete presentation of individual data. Thia report, therefore, has 

been prepared in narrative form to cover the purpose in view. 

Commander Joint Task force OME approved the proposal of the Office 

of Kaval Besearch for a broad program of observations during Operation 

Crossroads, using instrumente which are sensitive to various forms of 

transmitting energy. Two purposes were to be served in this investi¬ 

gations (l) information of value to science might be obtained which 

would increase present knowledge in various fields of propagation, and 

(2) the more urgent problems of determining methods by which the oc¬ 

curence of large scale nuclear fission might be detected at great dist¬ 

ances over the earth's surface. 

A program was evolved which included not only the construction of 

special apparatus and the operation of stations under the inmediate dir¬ 

ection of the Office of Naval Research, but also observations by in¬ 

dustrial, scientific, and government agencies who associated themselves 

in the project. Table I provides a brief outline of the types of ob¬ 

servations made, together with the principal locations of the stations, 

and the agency making the observations in each ease. 

YI1I 1-4 3elsinological Measurement.. 

The U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey maintains numerous eelemogrcph 

stations throughout the United States end its possessions. In addition, 

special stations were set up at the locations listed in Table I in an 
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attempt to record earth dieturbaacee originated at Bikini by the deton- 

atione of Bomb A and Bomb B. In the cape of Bomb A no record wee ob¬ 

tained on any of these inetrumentso (except for weak P Vares observed 

at Kwajalein) although all apparatus were operating properly. The record 

at Kwajalein was barely discernable due to its low amplitude and also 

because of earth motion due to heavy surf. Prom these results^ it must 

be concluded that an atomic bomb, when exploded above the earth's surface 

does not introduce stifficlent energy into the earth's crust to propagate 

a shock wave which can be detected over any but the shortest distances 

by high sensitivity accelerographs or seismographs. 

^ie results obtained from Bomb B were much more satisfactory. 

Records of large amplitude were obtained at moot of#the stations in the 

Paciflct and several seismologlcal obcervatoriee in the United States 

also obtained records. Thete included fticson. Pasadena, Boulder City and 

Mt. Wilson. Recorded amplitudes of the P Wave in this case are about 

efual to those of a shock of magnitude 5§, on the earthquake scale, at 

the same distance. It is therefore apparent that an underwater deton¬ 

ation of an atomic bomb can be detected over a considerable distance by 

seismographs, although further study of the records will be necessary to 

determine whether there are any unique features by which such an event 

can be distinguished from an ordinary earthquake. However, it would seem 

that for the second purpose outlined above l.e., the problem of long 

range detection, these positive results ars largely of academic interest, 

as the likelihood of such experiments being conducted under water is 

rather remote 
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Standard Tide Saufes ware inatalled at the location* itated In 

Table I, in addition to the instrunents in regular operation. Ho |ldal 

effects were observed« diatingulebable fron the usual diurnal vari¬ 

ations. which could be attributed to the disturbance produced by either 

Bomb A or Bomb B, It is evident that the wave disturbances reported 

in Bikini Lagoon were completely dissipated before reaching the near¬ 

est stations at Bniwetok and Kwmjaleln. 

VIII 9 Terrestrial Magnetism. 

The stations listed in Table 1 are in continuous opeintlon« making 

measurements of magnetic declination« and horizontal and vertical mag¬ 

netic intensity of the earth's field. The stations were alerted to ob¬ 

serve carefully for any unusual deviations in these quantities. Ho 

phenomena were observed which could be attributed to Bomb A or Bomb B. 

VIII lo Atmospheric Conductivity. 

Measurement of the eloctrlc conductivity of the atmosphere 8,000 

ft over the Pacific Ocean off Los Angels* was made daily from 30 June 

46 to 5 July 46« to determine if appreciable changes in electrical 

conductivity of the air occured at high altitude when an atomic bomb 

was exploded at a great distance. The behavior of the conductivity af¬ 

ter the explosion was not in accordance with prior conceptions« because 

the only notlceabls change observed w„s a relatively small decrease« 

amounting to 10$, which occurred about an hour and a half after the ex¬ 

plosion. This affect disappeared within 2 days. It is therefor* be¬ 

lieved that preliminary results must support the conclusion that such 
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measurements are not a good criterion for specifying the existence 

of such an explosion. These observations were made only on Test A. 

mi. 11 

An extensive chain of stations is operated by the Department of 

Terrestrial Magnetism, Cargnegie Institution of Washington, where con¬ 

stant measurements are being made on the height and characteristics 

of the ionephere. These stations were asked to make mere frequent ob- 

"crvations during Tests A and B. Inspection of the resultant graphs 

revealed no effects which could definitely be attributed to atomic bomb 

explosions. In the case of Test B an ionosphere storm began shortly 

after the detonation, with the results that any small effects from the 

explosion would heve been masked by high background conditions caused 

by the storm. However, from the fact that no such small effects can 

be found in the Test A records, it seems reasonable to assume that no 

observable changes occurred during Test -B. 

12 Atmoanherlc Ionization. 

Two types of apparatus were employed in this investigation: (l) 

measured the total ionization in the air, while (2) measured only that 

ionization which was produced inside a chamber by the entrance of ion¬ 

izing radiation. The former apparatus was installed at the first 3 

stations mentioned, while the latter was installed at ell stations. 

Unfortunately the temperature and humidity at stations in the Pacific 

interferred seriously with the operation of the equipment, and no great 

reliance can be placed on the records. At the present time it cannot 

be stated definitely whether these records will show anything, but it 

w 

« 
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ie believed that thie type of apparatus could be redesigned to elln- 

inate the difficulties introduced by atmospheric conditions, in which 

case it would form an important device for monitoring purposes. * 

1111 13 Hlcrobarographle Measurements. 

Electromagnetic microbarographs were set up at a number of stations 

in continental United States on the basis of the fact that a similiar 

instrument recorded the Trinity Test at a distance of 700 mi, in Pasa¬ 

dena. Theoretical calculations of the propagation of pressure waves 

from such an explosion, based on an assumed initial energy, provided 

the belief that at distances of approximately 4000 mi. a pressure of 

70 dynes/cm2 would be observed. As this figure represents a pressure 

about one magnitude in excess of the normal background variation of the 

atmosphere, it was believed that it could be detected. However, no re¬ 

sults were obtained which could be attributed to either explosion. The 

explanation of this fact may be drawn from the pressure obtained at 

Kwajalein which was of the order of only 100 dynes/cm2, at a distance 

of about 400 mi. Making the usual calculations for attenuation and 

loss of energy experienced by the wave in traveling 4000 mi, it was 

found that the pressure would have fallen to about 10 dynes/cm2, a 

pressure within the range of normal atmospheric background. 
* 

mi H Mlsrobarographlc Measurements. 

Navy Mark I Acoustic devises were provided with special trans¬ 

ducer elements to couple the equipment to atr. No results were ob¬ 

tained in the United States or Honolulu from either Test A or B. The 
« 

Honolulu station was not in operation during Test A. Ixcellent 
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recorde of the pressure wave were obtained at Kwajaleln, from which 

the general information cited in the previou. paragraph was obtained. 

It is known that the sensitivity of this apparatus can be con¬ 

siderably increased and also that the limiting effects of atmospheric 

"background" disturbances can be lowered by a factor which depends upon 

the increase in the total number of stations employed. Therefore, al¬ 

though not a probability, there is a possibility that further work in 

this field would achieve Iruitful results for monitoring purposes. 

VIII 15 Mir.robaro^raphlc Measurement*. 

Sound ranging equipment, as developed by the United States Army 

Signal Corps was modified to include condensor microphones as the trans¬ 

ducer elements. This device depends upon the pressure incident upon 

it, and is independent of the velocity of diaphragm vibration, so that 

it is capable of recording waves of very long periods. At the present 

time the data obtained is not in form from which definite conclusions 

can be dravn, owing to the fact that they must be correlated with 

meteorological information now in preparation. 

YUT 1ft ^1° Prooagatloiu 

Although the probability of detecting any variations in radio 

propagation was considered remote, the Federal Communications Com- 

nisalon and certain Maval Communication facilities were requested to 

monitor a number of frequencies emanating from the vicinity of Bikini. 

In addition, the destroyer OYES was ordered to take station in line 

with Bikini and Maval receivers in the Hawaiian Islands, for the purpose 

of transmitting signals which presumably would be propagated thrcugh 
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These Instrumente produced data which at first glance are somewhat dis¬ 

appointing, but which may provide significant results when subjected to 

more careful study than has been possible up to the present. It has 

been definitely ascertained that most of the difficulties are due to 

instrumental design, and many of these can be rectified fairly readily 

in the light of experience gained during Operation Crossroads. It is 

firmly believed that these devices when employed at a number of stations 

simultaneously can be developed into significant detectors. 

.Conclusions and Recommendations. 

In the light of present experience it appears that several of the 

fields outlined above may be eliminated as means for remote detection. 

Seismographs will detect such an explosion only when the explosion takes 

place in contact with the earth's surface. This fact therefore seriously 

limits the value of the device, as it is not likely that experiments 

with fissionable materials will be conducted under earth or water. 

It is believed that further study should be given to the general 

field of devices for detecting pressure waves as described in VIII 13, 

14, 15. It is certain that these devices will work over distances of 

several hundred miles, and therefore observing stations strategically 

located could perhaps detect explosions which were not too remote. 

A stable ionization device should be developed which can be oper¬ 

ated satisfactorily in the tropics. Background measurements should be 

taken over long periods. These instruments could be operated in con- 

Jvnction with Oelger Counters. 
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The most profitable direction seem« to be the modified radiosonde. 

Experience hae determined that the mase production of these units is not 

an insurmountable problem,and that they could be built relatively in¬ 

expensively. It is therefore recommended that this device be redesigiw 

ed to eliminate present instrumental difficulties and that a program 

for continuous monitoring be established on a large scale. The ad¬ 

vantage of this method lies in the fact that observations could be 

made at any station where meteorological balloon flights are normally 
» 

made. Hence the basis for suitable world coverage already exists and 

could be supplemented by additional stations located in strategic 

positions. 
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£xg.1cct Typg gf MgflBUrftn)ftn^ location Agency 
Number 

1-4 Seiemological Meaeurement Wake 

Midway 

Kwajaleln 
Honolulu 

Apia 

Guam 
Pacific Coast 

U.S, Coast & Geo¬ 

detic Survey 

VIII 5-R Tidal Measurements 

VIII 9 Terrestrial Magnetism 

ICniwetok 

Wake 

Kwajalein 

Midway 

Honolulu, T.H. 

Sitka, Alaska 

Tucson, Arizona, 
Cheltenham, Md. 

San Juan, Puerto Rico 

Huancayo, Peni Department of Ter- 

Watheroo, Australia restrial Magnetism 

U.S. Coast & Geo¬ 

detic Survey 

U.S. Coaet & Geo¬ 

detic Survey, 

VIII 10 Atmospheric Conductivity Minneapolis 

California 

VIII 11 lonspheric Reflectivity Various 

VIII 12 Atmospheric Ionization 

VIII 13 Microbarographic 

Measurements of 

Pressure Wave 

Swarthmore 

Seattle 

Mt. Wilson 

Austin 

Honolulu 
Wake 

Midway 

Tucson 

Sitka 

San Juan 

Rapid City 

Chicago 

Tucson 

Bozeman 

Naval Research Lab. 

National Bureau of 

Standard and Dept, 

of Terrestrial 
Magnetism 

Office of Naval 
Research 

Office of Naval 

Research. 

♦ 
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Table I (Continued) 

gxa.1fict Trae ci Mgacttreaeat location 
Sunber 

VIII 14 Mlcrobarographic Measure- Kwajaleln 

mente of Preeeure Wave Honolulu 

Seattle 
WaehlngtonjD.C. 

Enyu Ieland 

USS Kenneth Whiting 

VIII 15 Mlcrobarographic Measure- Grafenwohr, Germany 

mente of Preseure Wave Manila 

Honolulu 

Nome, Alaska 

San Francisco 

VIII 16 Radio Propagation Various 

VIII 17 Meaeurement of Radio¬ 

active Particles at 

Earth's Surface 

Seattle 

Austin, Texas 
Washington,D.C. 

VIII 18 Measurement of RadioactlveManila 

Particles in the Upper Guam 

Atmosphere Wake 

Tarawa 

Honolulu 

Medfore, Oregon 

. San Diego 

Swan Island 

Coco Solo 

Denver 

Washington, D.C. 

Agflacy 

Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory 

U.S„ Army Signal 

Corps 

Naval Com¬ 

munications 

U.S. Navy ShpYd. 

U. of Wash. 

U. of Texas 

National Bureau 

of Standards 

Office of Naval 

Research 
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